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Authority to Construct
Air Quality Management District
Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. Section 7401 et seq.]
Compliance Assurance Monitoring
California Air Pollution Control Officers Association
California Air Resources Board
Continuous Emissions Monitoring System
Code of Federal Regulations
Continuous Opacity Monitoring System
South Coast Air Quality Management District
Environmental Justice
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Full Compliance Evaluation
Facility Permit System
Maximum Achievable Control Technology
National Ambient Air Quality Standard
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants, 40 C.F.R. Parts 61 & 63
Notice of Violation
Nitrogen Oxides
New Source Performance Standards, 40 C.F.R. Part 60
New Source Review
EPA Office of Inspector General
Permit Administration and Application Tracking System
Particulate Matter
Particulate Matter less than 10 micrometers in diameter
Particulate Matter less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
Potential to Emit
Permit to Operate
Regional Clean Air Incentives Market
South Coast Air Quality Management District
State Implementation Plan
Sulfur Dioxide
Statement of Basis
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Executive Summary
In response to the recommendations of a 2002 Office of Inspector General (OIG) audit, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA or we) has re-examined the ways it can improve state and local
title V operating permit programs and expedite permit issuance. Specifically, EPA developed an action
plan for performing program reviews of title V operating permit programs for each air pollution control
agency beginning in fiscal year 2003. The purpose of these program evaluations is to identify good
practices, document areas needing improvement, and learn how EPA can help the permitting agencies
improve their performance.
EPA Region 9 oversees 45 air permitting authorities with title V operating permit programs. Of these,
43 are state or local authorities with programs approved pursuant to part 70 (35 in California, three in
Nevada, four in Arizona, and one in Hawaii). EPA Region 9 also oversees a delegated part 71 permitting
program in Navajo Nation and a part 69 permitting program in Guam. Because of the significant
number of permitting authorities, Region 9 has committed to performing, on an annual basis, one
comprehensive title V program evaluation of a permitting authority with 20 or more title V sources.
This approach will cover about 85% of the title V sources in Region 9 once EPA completes evaluation of
those programs.
Region 9 recently conducted a title V program evaluation of the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD), whose permitting jurisdiction includes sources located in San Bernardino, Riverside,
Orange, and Los Angeles Counties. Our evaluation of SCAQMD is the eleventh title V program
evaluation Region 9 has conducted. The first ten were conducted at permitting authorities in Arizona,
Nevada, California, and Hawaii. The EPA Region 9 program evaluation team for this evaluation
consisted of the following EPA personnel: Elizabeth Adams, Acting Air Division Director, Air Division;
Gerardo Rios, Chief of the Air Permits Office; Ken Israels, Program Evaluation Advisor; Eugene Chen,
Program Evaluation Coordinator; and Lisa Beckham, Lornette Harvey, Sheila Tsai, and La Weeda Ward, Air
Permits Office Program Evaluation team members
The evaluation was conducted in four stages. At the first stage, EPA sent SCAQMD a questionnaire
focusing on title V program implementation in preparation for the site visit at SCAQMD’s offices (See
Appendix B, Title V Questionnaire and SCAQMD Responses). During the second stage of the program
evaluation, Region 9 conducted an internal review of EPA’s own set of SCAQMD title V permit files. The
third stage of the program evaluation was a site visit, which consisted of Region 9 representatives
visiting SCAQMD offices, located in Diamond Bar, CA, to interview District staff and managers. The site
visit took place March 22-26, 2016. The fourth stage of the program evaluation involved follow-up and
clarification of issues for completion of the draft report.
Based on Region 9’s program evaluation of SCAQMD, we conclude that SCAQMD implements a
sophisticated program, with very experienced staff and management. We have, however, identified
certain areas for improvement. Major findings from our report are listed below:
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1. SCAQMD uses two different systems to prepare title V permits. One system is used for facilities
subject to the Regional Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM), while the other is for nonRECLAIM facilities. With both systems in place, the District has managed to implement a
complete title V program for all its title V sources. (Finding 2.4)
2. Although SCAQMD previously had a significant title V permit backlog, the District now issues
most initial and renewal permits in a timely manner. (Finding 5.1)
3. SCAQMD successfully implements the Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) rule. (Finding
3.1)
4. SCAQMD’s statements of basis do not consistently describe regulatory and policy issues or
document decisions the District has made in the permitting process. (Finding 2.6)
5. Due to SCAQMD’s practice of incorporating federal regulations using only a general reference,
District permits may lack the detailed monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting for specific
applicable requirements that are adequate to ensure and determine compliance for the
permittee, SCAQMD, and the public. (Finding 3.2)
6. SCAQMD provides public notices and other meaningful information of its draft and final title V
permitting actions on its website. However, aside from those permits up for public review,
SCAQMD does not otherwise provide the public with online access to the current final version
of all title V permits. (Finding 4.1)
7. When public comments are received, certain practices by SCAQMD do not always ensure that
the EPA and the public have sufficient time and information to determine whether an objection
to a title V permit is warranted. (Finding 4.5)
8. Southern California contains a significant number of linguistically isolated communities for
which SCAQMD consistently provides translation services. (Finding 4.4)
9. SCAQMD tracks title V program expenses and revenue. However, additional funds have been
needed for the past three years to ensure that program expenses are adequately covered.
(Finding 7.2)
10. SCAQMD Engineering staff routinely interact with Compliance staff (Finding 6.3)
11. The reporting requirements associated with having a title V permit have resulted in increased
awareness and attention to compliance obligations on the part of regulated sources. (Finding
8.1)
12. The title V permit format consolidates SCAQMD's emission unit-specific local permits into a
single document. (Finding 8.3)
iv

Our report provides a series of findings and areas of improvement that should be addressed by
SCAQMD. We gave SCAQMD an opportunity to review these findings and areas of improvement on
August 11, 2016, when we emailed an electronic copy of the draft report to SCAQMD for their
comments.
EPA received SCAQMD’s response, which included comments on the draft report, on September 12,
2016 (See Appendix F). Based on the comments received from SCAQMD, EPA revised the discussion
and recommendation for one finding in the final report. Finding 7.2, which discusses the funding
method used by SCAQMD for the title V permits program, was modified in the final report.
SCAQMD should prepare and submit a workplan that outlines how it intends to address our findings
within ninety (90) days of receipt of this report. EPA responses to SCAQMD comments are included in
this report (See Appendix G).
We note that on June 24, 2016, SCAQMD announced an executive management reorganization. EPA
believes that the findings of this report are equally valid for the prior organizational team, as well as for
the current organization for use in continued implementation of its title V permitting program.
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1.

Introduction

Background
In 2000, the U.S. EPA’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) initiated an evaluation on the progress that
EPA and state and local agencies were making in issuing title V permits under the Clean Air Act (CAA or
the Act). The purpose of OIG’s evaluation was to identify factors delaying the issuance of title V permits
by selected state and local agencies and to identify practices contributing to timely issuance of permits
by those same agencies.
After reviewing several selected state and local air pollution control agencies, OIG issued a report on
the progress of title V permit issuance by EPA and states. 1 In the report, OIG concluded that the key
factors affecting the issuance of title V permits included (1) a lack of resources, complex EPA
regulations, and conflicting priorities contributed to permit delays; (2) EPA oversight and technical
assistance had little impact on issuing title V permits; and (3) state agency management support for the
title V program, state agency and industry partnering, and permit writer site visits to facilities
contributed to the progress that agencies made in issuing title V operating permits.
OIG’s report provided several recommendations for EPA to improve title V programs and increase the
issuance of title V permits. In response to OIG’s recommendations, EPA made a commitment in July
2002 to carry out comprehensive title V program evaluations nationwide. The goals of these
evaluations are to identify where EPA’s oversight role can be improved, where air pollution control
agencies are taking unique approaches that may benefit other agencies, and where local programs
need improvement. EPA’s effort to perform title V program evaluations for each air pollution control
agency began in fiscal year 2003.
On October 20, 2014, EPA’s Office of Inspector General issued a report, “Enhanced EPA Oversight
Needed to Address Risks From Declining Clean Air Act Title V Revenues”, that recommended, in part,
that EPA: establish a fee oversight strategy to ensure consistent and timely actions to identify and
address violations of 40 CFR Part 70; emphasize and require periodic reviews of title V fee revenue and
accounting practices in title V program evaluations; and pursue corrective actions, as necessary.2
EPA Region 9 oversees 43 separate air permitting authorities with approved title V programs (35 in
California, three in Nevada, four in Arizona, and one in Hawaii). Due to the significant number of
permitting authorities, Region 9 has committed to performing one comprehensive title V program
1 See Report No. 2002-P-00008, Office of Inspector General Evaluation Report, AIR, EPA and State Progress In

Issuing title V Permits, dated March 29, 2002.

See EPA’s Office of Inspector General report, “Enhanced EPA Oversight Needed to Address Risks From Declining Clean
Air Act Title V Revenues”, Report No. 15-P-0006, dated October 20, 2014, which can be found on the internet at
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/20141020-15-p-0006.pdf .
2
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evaluation of a permitting authority with 20 or more title V sources every year. This approach would
cover about 85% of the title V sources in Region 9 once EPA completes evaluation of those programs.
History of Stationary Source Permitting in California
The State of California has been engaged in efforts to improve air quality for more than
60 years. The California Air Pollution Control Act of 1947 authorized the creation of an Air
Pollution Control District in every county of the state. That same year, the Los Angeles County Air
Pollution Control District, the first air agency in the nation and the predecessor of today’s South Coast
Air Quality Management District, was created. Los Angeles County APCD established the first
permitting requirements for industrial sources of air pollution.
With the passage of the 1970 CAA amendments and subsequent amendments in 1977, the federal
government provided the foundation for the current national strategy for reducing air pollution. The
1970 Act set national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for non-hazardous pollutants and made
states responsible for attaining and implementing the standards through State Implementation Plans
(SIPs). In addition, the Act required ambient air quality modeling, transportation control measures, and
new source review (NSR) programs that required new stationary sources of air pollution, and existing
sources making significant modifications, to install control technology to reduce emissions.
The 1990 CAA amendments expanded the federal permitting requirements to add ozone
nonattainment classifications (marginal, moderate, serious, severe, extreme), corresponding offset
ratios for the NSR program, and the title V permit program for major stationary sources.
The over-arching goal of the title V program is to improve major stationary source compliance with all
applicable federal CAA requirements. This is achieved by requiring states to develop and implement
federal operating permit programs pursuant to title V of the CAA, and sources to obtain title V permits
containing all their applicable CAA requirements. By this time SCAQMD, like many other air pollution
control districts in California, already had a permitting program in place that included the issuance of
two types of permits. The Authority to Construct (ATC) permit, issued prior to construction of the
source or emission unit, typically contains conditions required for the construction and initial operation
of the source or emission unit. The ATC permit is then converted to a Permit to Operate (PTO) after
construction is completed and operation of the source or emission unit has commenced. During the
conversion from ATC to PTO, certain ATC permit conditions were not retained in the PTO if the ATC
conditions were determined to be obsolete or irrelevant because they were construction related.
Furthermore, since these operating permits are linked to fee payment and renewed annually, new
permit conditions were added or revised each year as new rules became applicable. Unlike the new
title V program, these local operating permits were not required to contain all CAA applicable
requirements.
Soon after the federal title V permit program was created, the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
and many air districts in the State told EPA that the title V program was duplicative of the existing local
programs, and did not always integrate well with these programs. In light of this, California (and other
2

States) and EPA began a lengthy process to develop guidance on how best to implement the required
federal title V program in states with existing, mature permitting programs. These discussions resulted
in several implementation guidance documents, including two “White Papers.”
The first white paper, White Paper for Streamlined Development of Part 70 Permit
Applications developed nationally with input from CARB and California districts, addresses the
development of Part 70 applications, and includes a discussion of federal enforceability, obsolete ATC
permit conditions, and the simultaneous revision of NSR permits and issuance of title V permits.
California air districts and CARB, via the California title V Implementation Working
Group, provided key leadership in the development of the second white paper, White Paper Number 2
for Improved Implementation of The Part 70 Operating Permits Program. The districts were
instrumental in raising and resolving many of the permitting issues that were arising in the state, such
as the streamlining of multiple overlapping applicable requirements.
Other important topics that EPA and the California air districts discussed during this period included
periodic monitoring and permit processing. These discussions resulted in the issuance of two additional
implementation guidance documents specific to California agencies. First, a guidance document was
developed by EPA, CARB, and the California Air Pollution Control Officers’ Association (CAPCOA), with
SCAQMD participation, in 1999 to provide periodic monitoring recommendations for generally
applicable SIP emission limits. Also in 1999, EPA and CAPCOA reached agreement on several title V
permit processing issues, including required Statement of Basis (SOB) elements.
Concurrently with the above title V permitting program developments, SCAQMD adopted the Regional
Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM) program in October 1993. RECLAIM set an emissions cap and
declining balance for many of the largest facilities emitting nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur oxides
(SOx) in the South Coast Air Basin. RECLAIM includes over 350 participants in its NOx market and about
40 participants in its SOx market. RECLAIM is an emissions cap and trade (CAT) program that allows
participating facilities to trade air pollution while meeting clean air goals. As a result, SCAQMD’s title V
program was designed to accommodate RECLAIM’s facility wide emissions cap and allowance trading.
Chapters 2 through 8 of this report contain EPA’s findings regarding implementation of the title V
permit program by SCAQMD. EPA believes that the history of collaborative efforts among EPA,
CAPCOA, and CARB described above has resulted in clearer and more enforceable federal title V
permits in California. EPA and air agencies in California may benefit from continuing a dialog on the
title V implementation issues discussed in this report.
Title V Program Evaluation at South Coast Air Quality Management District
EPA Region 9’s evaluation of SCAQMD’s title V program is the eleventh such evaluation conducted by
Region 9. The first ten evaluations were conducted at permitting authorities in Arizona, Nevada,
California, and Hawaii. The SCAQMD program evaluation team includes: Elizabeth Adams, Acting Air
Division Director; Gerardo Rios, Chief, Air Permits Office; Ken Israels, Program Evaluation Advisor;
3

Eugene Chen, Program Evaluation Coordinator; and Lisa Beckham, Lornette Harvey, Sheila Tsai, and La
Weeda Ward, Air Permits Office Program Evaluation team members.
The objectives of the evaluation were to assess how SCAQMD implements its title V permitting
program, evaluate the overall effectiveness of SCAQMD’s title V program, identify areas of SCAQMD’s
title V program that need improvement, identify areas where EPA’s oversight role can be improved,
and highlight the unique and innovative aspects of SCAQMD’s program that may be beneficial to
transfer to other permitting authorities. The evaluation was conducted in four stages. In the first stage,
EPA sent SCAQMD a questionnaire focusing on title V program implementation in preparation for the
site visit to the SCAQMD office. (See Appendix B, Title V Questionnaire and SCAQMD Responses.) The
title V questionnaire was developed by EPA nationally and covers the following program areas: (1) Title
V Permit Preparation and Content; (2) General Permits; (3) Monitoring; (4) Public Participation and
Affected State Review; (5) Permit Issuance/Revision/Renewal Processes; (6) Compliance; (7) Resources
& Internal Management Support; and (8) Title V Benefits.
During the second stage of the program evaluation, Region 9 conducted an internal review of EPA’s
own set of SCAQMD title V permit files. SCAQMD submits title V permits to Region 9 in accordance
with its EPA-approved title V program and the Part 70 regulations. Region 9 maintains title V permit
files containing these permits along with copies of associated documents, permit applications, and
correspondence.
The third stage of the program evaluation included a site visit to the SCAQMD offices in Diamond Bar,
CA to conduct further file reviews, interview SCAQMD staff and managers, and review the District’s
permit-related databases. The purpose of the interviews was to confirm the responses in the
completed questionnaire and to ask clarifying questions. The site visit took place March 22-25, 2016.
The fourth stage of the program evaluation was follow-up and clarification of issues for completion of
the draft report. Region 9 compiled and summarized interview notes and made follow-up phone calls
to clarify Region 9’s understanding of various aspects of the title V program at SCAQMD.
SCAQMD Description
The SCAQMD was originally formed in 1977 by uniting the area’s four county air pollution control
agencies 3 to form the South Coast Air Quality Management District. The District’s mission statement is:
“The South Coast AQMD believes that all who live or work in this area have a right to breathe
clean air. SCAQMD is committed to undertaking all necessary steps to protect public health
3

Los Angeles County, Orange County, Riverside County, and San Bernardino County were the county agencies that were
unified as the SCAQMD. Some of these county agencies were formed as early as early as 1947. See
http://www.aqmd.gov/home/library/public-information/publications/50-years-of
progress#Birth%20of%20the%20First%20Unified%20Air%20Pollution%20Agency for details.
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from air pollution, with sensitivity to the impacts of its actions on the community and
businesses. This is accomplished through a comprehensive program of planning, regulation,
compliance assistance, enforcement, monitoring, technology advancement, and public
education.” 4
SCAQMD is organized into eight offices (excluding the Executive Office and the Governing Board), each
of which is the responsibility of a Deputy Executive Officer (DEO): Legal; Science and Technology
Advancement; Engineering and Compliance; Planning, Rule Development and Area Sources; Legislative
and Public Affairs; Finance; Information Management; and Administrative and Human Resources.
Stationary source operating permits, including title V permits, are issued by the Engineering group within
Engineering and Compliance. Compliance and enforcement activities, such as facility inspections and source
testing, and preparing enforcement cases are handled by the Compliance group within Engineering and
Compliance. The Engineering and Compliance groups are separately supervised by different Assistant
DEOs.
Broadly speaking, the primary organizational units within the Engineering group are the Engineering
teams. An Engineering team is managed by a Senior Engineering Manager, with work duties for each of
the teams largely divided by source category (e.g., one team will be responsible for all of the
permitting work for energy/public services/terminals, while another will be responsible for
coating/printing/plating operations). Each Senior Engineering Manager is responsible for 2 to 3 Air
Quality Analysis and Compliance Supervisors (AQACS), each of whom is in turn responsible for 1 to 3
Senior Air Quality Engineers, who in turn are each responsible for 5 to 7 Air Quality Engineers. A single
Engineering team consists of 30 to 40 personnel, including administrative staff, when fully staffed. At
the time of our program evaluation, the Engineering group had five Engineering teams.5
The SCAQMD Title V Program
EPA granted SCAQMD title V program interim approval, which became effective on
August 29, 1996,6 and full approval, which became effective on November 30, 2001.7 EPA also
approved a program revision that became effective on January 1, 2004.8
Part 70, the federal regulation that contains the title V program requirements that states must
incorporate into their own title V program, requires that a permitting authority take final action on
each permit application within 18 months after receipt of a complete permit application. The only
exception is that action on an application for a minor modification must be taken within 90 days after

4

From Mission Statement posted on SCAQMD website.
We note that one of the engineering teams (refining) also has compliance responsibilities, and consists partially of
inspectors.
6
61 FR 45330, August 29, 1996 (Direct Final Rule)
7
66 FR 63503, December 7, 2001.
8
68 FR 65627, November 21, 2003.
5
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receipt of a complete permit application.9 SCAQMD’s local rules contain the same timeframes for title
V permit issuance.10
When SCAQMD’s title V program was first approved, the District estimated that there were
approximately 800 sources that would be subject to title V permitting. Currently, there are
approximately 385 sources. The District generally has sufficient permitting resources, and processes
title V permit applications in a timely manner.
EPA’s Findings and Recommendations
The following sections include a brief introduction, and a series of findings, discussions, and
recommendations. The findings are grouped in the order of the program areas as they appear in the
title V questionnaire. However, this report does not include a section on General Permits, which is
covered in the questionnaire, because SCAQMD does not issue General Permits as part of its title V
program.
The findings and recommendations in this report are based on EPA’s internal file reviews performed
prior to the site visit to SCAQMD, the District’s responses to the title V Questionnaire, interviews and
file reviews conducted during the March 22-25, 2016 site visit, and follow-up phone calls made since
the site visits.

9

See 40 C.F.R. 70.7(a)(2) and 70.7(e)(2)(iv).
See Regulation XXX, Rule 3003(i)
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2.

Permit Preparation and Content

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the permitting authority’s procedure for preparing title V
permits. The requirements of title V of the CAA are codified in 40 C.F.R. Part 70. The terms “title V’ and
“Part 70” are used interchangeably in this report. Part 70 outlines the necessary elements of a title V
permit application under 40 C.F.R. 70.5, and it specifies the requirements that must be included in each
title V permit under 40 C.F.R. 70.6. Title V permits must include all applicable requirements, as well as
necessary testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements sufficient to ensure
compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit.
2.1

Finding: SCAQMD has a quality assurance process for reviewing draft versions of permits before
they become available for public and EPA review.
Discussion: SCAQMD staff and managers indicate that draft title V permits are thoroughly
reviewed by the first two levels of supervisors (the Senior Engineer and Air Quality Analysis and
Compliance Supervisor [AQACS]) in all instances. Senior Engineering Managers will also review
all draft title V permits, although the scope of review may vary based upon factors such as the
type of permit action and experience level of the permit writer. In certain instances, permit
actions involving a particularly controversial or high profile source are reviewed by more senior
levels of management, including the Deputy Executive Officer and/or the Executive Officer.
Engineering staff and managers indicated that while Compliance staff are not involved in permit
review as a matter of procedure, they are consulted on a regular basis given their routine
interaction with facilities during site inspections. Engineering staff also indicate that, while not
done as a matter of procedure, it is not uncommon to share courtesy copies of draft permits
with permittees prior to public notice so that they may provide comments and corrections.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue its quality assurance practices.

2.2

Finding: SCAQMD maintains policy and guidance documents developed to provide direction for
several elements of permit writing.
Discussion: SCAQMD has developed a Technical Guidance Document (TGD) that provides an
explanation and description of certain fundamental aspects of the title V permitting process.
First written in January 1998, the TGD was developed to assist both in-house and industry
representatives. The TGD has been updated periodically, most recently in 2005, with further
updates in process. In addition, SCAQMD has also developed more specific guidance on periodic
monitoring requirements. In addition to these documents, staff indicated during interviews that
they will also review recently issued permits and permit file documentation for guidance on
handling more specific and detailed permitting issues.
7

Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue its efforts to periodically update the TGD, and
should consider coordinating among the various Engineering teams to develop guidance on
more specific issues as needed.
2.3

Finding: SCAQMD staff have a clear understanding of, and the ability to correctly implement,
the various title V permit revisions allowed pursuant to District and federal regulations.
Discussion: SCAQMD implements the title V program through its Regulation XXX (containing
Rules 3000 through 3008). District Rule 3000 – General, contains clear definitions for
Administrative, Minor, De Minimis Significant, and Significant Title V revisions. All District staff
interviewed cited Rule 3000 as the basis for classifying title V revisions and were able to
correctly process the various permit changes. District Rule 3005 - Permit Revisions, describes
the processes for making various permit revisions and ties back to the definitions listed in Rule
3000. EPA has found that the District Regulation XXX rules are consistent with federal title V
definitions and requirements pursuant to 40 C.F.R. Part 70. The District rules and the staff’s
understanding of the criteria for classifying title V revisions allow for effective processing of title
V permit changes.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue to ensure Engineering staff successfully
implement and categorize title V permit actions.

2.4

Finding: SCAQMD uses two different systems to prepare title V permits (one for facilities
participating in the Regional Clean Air Incentives Market [RECLAIM], and one for non-RECLAIM
facilities). With both systems in place, the District has managed to implement a complete title V
program for all its title V sources.
Discussion: The District uses two different permit processing systems to prepare title V permits.
The Facility Permit (FP) system is used for title V facilities that are also RECLAIM sources. The FP
system is a customized database that standardizes the look and presentation of permits. The
tabular presentation typically lists the equipment units in the left column, followed by columns
of control equipment connected (if any), specific emissions limits, and a far right column
containing a lists of Condition Identifiers (unique alpha-numeric codes used to identify permit
conditions). Descriptions of Condition Identifiers are typically listed near the end of the permit.
The FP system allows an upfront visual glance of the various requirements in a tabular fashion.
The FP system also eliminates the need to repeat overlapping conditions and boiler plate
regulatory requirements for multiple pieces of equipment, and allows for regulatory
consistency among similar permit types. This aspect is particularly useful in writing permits for
large RECLAIM sources that can have hundreds of equipment units. On the other hand, readers
can potentially find this challenging because they have to continually refer to the Condition
Identifier description list to fully understand the requirements. Because FP is basically a
database system, permit writers must pick from a list of standard conditions or request
8

database manipulation to add new unique parent conditions. During interviews, permit writers
described varying levels of frustration regarding their ability to create new unique permit
conditions when needed. Permit writers expressed additional frustration after expending
considerable time searching the list of standard conditions without finding a condition that
meets their needs. Permit writers must then follow a detailed procedure to add a new unique
permit condition. This procedure, while difficult, can also be viewed as a thorough quality
assurance process that assures only good permit conditions are added to the permit and to the
permit FP systems database.
The Alternative Permit (AP) system is used for non-RECLAIM title V facilities. This system
employs a Microsoft Word-based template in which the permit conditions are listed in
paragraph form after each equipment unit. Permits developed through the AP system are
generally easy to comprehend by readers as specific conditions and limits are listed directly
after the description of the corresponding equipment unit. In addition, the permit writer is able
to add unique and specific conditions without manipulating a database. Using the AP system,
however, requires an extra level of quality control to ensure that incorrect or inapplicable
conditions are not inadvertently included in the permit. In addition, use of the AP system
results in fairly long permits, when compared to the FP system permits, even for facilities with
less than a dozen pieces of equipment, as overlapping conditions and requirements are
repeated for each equipment unit.
Both the FP and AP systems are successfully used by the District to develop title V permits for
RECLAIM and non-RECLAIM facilities.
Recommendation: Depending upon available time and resources, the SCAQMD should consider
modernizing FP. Such a modernization effort could represent an opportunity to update the
library of permit conditions available in FP, as well as potentially incorporating aspects of the
expanded permit format flexibility afforded by the AP system. Given the benefits provided by
both FP and AP, SCAQMD should support the ability of the staff and managers in Engineering to
leverage these benefits in the manner best suited to the specific permitting needs of the source
or industry in question.
2.5

Finding: SCAQMD engages in streamlining11 of overlapping applicable requirements in title V
permits. However, the District does not consistently identify or document its streamlining
decisions, making it difficult to determine if the final permit conditions assure compliance with
the most stringent requirements.

11

We note that streamlining overlapping applicable requirements should not be confused with streamlining procedural
steps for permit issuance, as discussed in Finding 5.2.
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Discussion: Streamlining is the process of evaluating multiple overlapping requirements
applicable to an emission unit(s) in order to develop a single set of requirements to be placed in
the title V permit that will assure compliance with all of the overlapping requirements. 12 When
the title V program emerged in the mid-1990s, streamlining was particularly relevant in
California, which had an established air permitting program with many existing requirements.
As a result, emission units at a stationary source may be subject to several parallel sets of
federal, state, and local requirements. This can result in a source being subject to multiple
emission limits for the same pollutant, as well as multiple sets of source monitoring, reporting,
and recordkeeping requirements. While all the requirements are legally binding, some of these
requirements are frequently redundant as a practical matter, depending upon which
combination of requirements is most stringent or most frequent. The streamlining process is
intended to identify the most stringent set of requirements and establish them as permit
conditions in the title V permit. While this process is optional, and can be initiated by either the
applicant or the permitting agency, the applicant must agree to its use.
In our file review, we note that the District often streamlines multiple applicable requirements
into a single set of permit conditions. For example, internal combustion engines are subject to
many rules, with multiple potentially applicable federal requirements (such as NSPS subpart IIII,
subpart JJJJ and MACT subpart ZZZZ) and District rules (such as Rule 1470 and Rule 1110-2). The
District often streamlines the applicable requirements from these federal and District rules into
a single set of permit conditions in which a single permit condition will assure compliance with
multiple rules.13 However, the District does not typically identify these instances, or more
importantly, explain its reasoning in determining how the listed permit conditions represent the
most stringent of the applicable emission standards and monitoring, reporting, and
recordkeeping requirements.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue to streamline overlapping permit conditions, but
should also include more information in the permit record identifying and explaining its
streamlining rationale.
2.6

Finding: SCAQMD’s statements of basis do not consistently describe regulatory and policy
issues or document decisions the District has made in the permitting process.

12

A more detailed description of this process can be found in EPA’s White Paper No. 2.
https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/caaa/t5/memoranda/wtppr-2.pdf
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See VA Medical Center West LA (014966), Owens Corning Roofing and Asphalt (035302), AES Huntington Beach (115389)
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Discussion: 40 C.F.R. part 70 requires title V permitting authorities to provide “a statement that
sets forth the legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions” (40 C.F.R. 70.7(a)(5)). 14 The
purpose of this requirement is to provide the public and EPA with the District’s rationale on
applicability determinations and technical issues supporting the issuance of proposed title V
permits. A Statement of Basis should document the regulatory and policy issues applicable to
the source, and is an essential tool for conducting meaningful permit review.
EPA has issued guidance on the required content of statements of basis on several occasions.
This guidance has consistently explained the need for permitting authorities to produce
statements of basis with sufficient detail to document their decisions in the permitting process.
For example, the EPA Administrator’s May 24, 2004 Order responding to a petition to EPA to
object to the proposed title V permit for the Los Medanos Energy Center includes the
Administrator’s response to Statement of Basis issues raised by the petitioners. The Order
states:
“A statement of basis ought to contain a brief description of the origin or basis for each permit
condition or exemption. However, it is more than just a short form of the permit. It should
highlight elements that EPA and the public would find important to review. Rather than
restating the permit, it should list anything that deviates from a straight recitation of
requirements. The statement of basis should highlight items such as the permit shield,
streamlined conditions, or any monitoring that is required under 40 C.F.R. 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B)…Thus,
it should include a discussion of the decision-making that went into the development of the title
V permit and provide the permitting authority, the public, and EPA a record of the applicability
and technical issues surrounding the issuance of the permit.” Order at 10.
Appendix C of this report contains a summary of EPA guidance to date on the elements
required for statements of basis.
For initial and renewal title V permits, the District produces what it calls a “Statement of Basis.”
For all other permitting actions (minor revisions, significant revisions, and de minimis significant
revisions), the District produces an “Engineering Evaluation.” For the purposes of our
evaluation, we considered the Engineering Evaluations and Statements of Basis prepared by
SCAQMD to be the “statement that sets forth the legal and factual basis” of the title V permit
required by 40 C.F.R 70.7(a)(5), referred to by EPA as a “Statement of Basis.” That is, we
reviewed both types of documents to determine whether they are consistent with EPA
guidance on meeting the requirements of 40 C.F.R 70.7(a)(5).

14

The requirement to develop a statement of basis could not be found in SCAQMD’s title V rules (Regulation XXX – Title V
Permits, Rules 3000-3008). We recommend SCAQMD update its rules to include this fundamental requirement of the title V
program.
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Many of the statements of basis we reviewed did not provide the level of detail and
information specified by EPA guidance. Below we discuss our findings.
Initial and Renewal Title V Permits
EPA reviewed many SCAQMD statements of basis for initial and renewal title V permits and
found that they often do not adequately describe regulatory and policy issues or document
decisions the District made in the permitting process. SCAQMD’s Statements of Basis typically
contain ten sections: Introduction and Scope of Permit, Facility Description, Construction and
Permitting History, Regulatory Applicability Determinations, Monitoring and Operational
Requirements, Permit Features, Summary of Emissions and Health Risks, Compliance History,
Compliance Certification, and Comments. These categories cover the types of information EPA
generally expects to find in statements of basis for title V permits. However, the District does
not consistently include the type of detailed, site-specific information needed in these sections.
It appears that the District considers statements of basis for initial and renewal permits to be a
different evaluation than, for example, the Engineering Evaluation produced for other actions.
The Statement of Basis for initial and renewal title V permits appear to be considered an
administrative, non-essential document, based upon the lack of detailed information provided
in many of the District’s Statements of Basis for initial and renewal permits. In many cases, the
District’s statements of basis provide only generic, conclusory statements that do not
contribute to a meaningful understanding of the source, its applicable requirements, or the
draft permit conditions.
For example, under the section “Regulatory Applicability Determinations,” the Statement of
Basis for Redondo Beach LLC (Facility ID: 115536) states:
“Applicable legal requirements for which this facility is required to comply are required
to be identified in the Title V permit (for example, Section D, E, and H of the proposed
Title V permit). Applicability determinations (i.e., determinations made by the District
with respect to what legal requirements apply to a specific piece of equipment, process,
or operation) can be found in the Engineering Evaluations. This facility is not subject to
NSPS requirements in 40 C.F.R. 60 and NESHAPS requirements of 40 C.F.R. 63.”
(emphasis added)
This approach provides little useful information, and is written as though the reader is aware of,
and has access to, all “the Engineering Evaluations.” even though the particular evaluations are
not specified Further, this section references only NSPS and NESHAP requirements, and does
not mention other federally applicable requirements. The District’s Statement of Basis should
identify all applicable requirements and applicability determinations for the facility.
We found similar problems in the Statements of Basis for: Sunshine Canyon Landfill (Facility ID:
49111); 3M Company (Facility ID: 035188); Owens Corning, Roofing, and Asphalt (Facility ID:
35302); Fleishmann’s Vinegar Company (Facility ID: 134590); Lithographix, Inc. (Facility ID:
12

139799); California Portland Cement (Facility ID: 800181), and Berry Petroleum Company. In
instances where an NSPS or NESHAP did apply, the District identified the applicable NSPS
and/or NESHAP and then stated that the “requirements are reflected in the Title V permit.” This
information is often inadequate because it does not sufficiently describe the applicability of
specific portions of the regulation to the facility based on its operations or which compliance
options the source has selected.15
The District also uses generic statements in the Monitoring and Operational Requirements and
the Construction and Permitting History sections – again often referring readers generically to
the “Engineering Evaluations” or referencing the guidelines the District uses to develop periodic
monitoring conditions. A Statement of Basis needs to provide specific information about the
monitoring and operational requirements of the facility. Based on our site visit interviews and
review of permit conditions we found that the District consistently addresses the need for
periodic monitoring in title V permits – but the decisions for the actual monitoring added to the
permit is not documented and discussed in the Statement of Basis. This information should be
included in the Statement of Basis.
We found the information in the Facility Description, Compliance History, and Emissions
Information sections to contain helpful information regarding the particular facility. The District
sometimes includes information related to CAM requirements, but the level of detail varies. In
some instances, CAM applicability is not discussed at all (e.g., the Statement of Basis for Owens
Corning Roofing and Asphalt LLC (Facility ID: 35302). The District should consistently discuss
CAM and the applicable CAM requirements in statements of basis. Further, we note that review
of the District’s permitting files indicates that the District often documents changes and
determinations made during the renewal process (see Application Processing and Calculations
document), but does not include these decisions in the Statement of Basis. This is the type of
information that should be included in a Statement of Basis.
In some instances, we found the District’s statements of basis to include such site-specific
information and details. However, this mostly appears to be the case for permits for which EPA
has provided comments, such as refinery permits.
Significant, De Minimis Significant, and Minor Permit Revisions
The Engineering Evaluations the District develops for title V permit revisions contain
substantially more information regarding a particular source than the District’s Statement of
Basis for initial and renewal title V permits. We found recent examples where the District
included specific detailed analyses of federal regulations and we encourage the District to
15

Per email from Lornette Harvey, EPA Region 9 dated November 13, 2015 to Danny Luong, SCAQMD regarding Chevron’s
proposed title V permit renewal. The proposed permit or statement of basis did not document the particular requirements
applicable under a NESHAP, which resulted in EPA submitting comments for an incorrectly assumed set of applicable
requirements. Such comments would be avoided if more detailed documentation were included regarding the applicable
requirements for the source.
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continue to make this a consistent practice. See, for example, recent significant revisions for
Disneyland Resort (March 2016 proposal) and the University of Southern California – Health
Sciences (October 2015 proposal). In general, the District’s Engineering Evaluations should
contain the same types of information required for statements of basis for initial and renewal
title V permits, but be limited to the scope of the specific action.
Recommendation: SCAQMD must produce adequate statements of basis/Engineering
Evaluations for all title V permitting actions (initial permits, renewals, and revisions), and should
commit to improving the scope and content of these documents, particularly for initial and
renewal permits, in accordance with EPA guidance in future permitting actions. We encourage
SCAQMD to work in close coordination with EPA to assure such documents meet federal
requirements.
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3.

Monitoring

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the permitting authority’s procedure for meeting title V
monitoring requirements. Part 70 requires title V permits to include monitoring and related
recordkeeping and reporting requirements. (See 40 C.F.R. 70.6(a)(3).) Each permit must contain
monitoring and analytical procedures or test methods as required by applicable monitoring and testing
requirements. Where the applicable requirement itself does not require periodic testing or monitoring,
the permit has to contain periodic monitoring sufficient to yield reliable data from the relevant time
period that is representative of the source’s compliance with the permit. As necessary, permitting
authorities must also include in title V permits requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and,
where appropriate, installation of monitoring equipment or methods.
Title V permits must also contain recordkeeping for required monitoring and require that each title V
source record all required monitoring data and support information and retain such records for a
period of at least five years from the date of the monitoring sample, measurement, report, or
application was made. With respect to reporting, permits must include all applicable reporting
requirements and require (1) submittal of reports of any required monitoring at least every six months
and (2) prompt reporting of any deviations from permit requirements. All required reports must be
certified by a responsible official consistent with the requirements of 40 C.F.R. 70.5(d).
Title V permits must also include Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) provisions where CAM is
required. In addition to periodic monitoring, permitting authorities are required to evaluate the
applicability of CAM and include a CAM plan as appropriate. CAM applicability determinations are
required either at permit renewal, or upon the submittal of an application for a significant title V
permit revision. CAM requires a source to develop parametric monitoring for certain emission units
with control devices, which may be required in addition to any periodic monitoring, to assure
compliance with applicable requirements.
3.1

Finding: SCAQMD successfully implements the CAM rule.
Discussion: The CAM regulations, codified in 40 C.F.R. Part 64, apply to title V sources with large
emission units that rely on add-on control devices to comply with applicable requirements. The
underlying principle, as stated in the preamble, is “to assure that the control measures, once
installed or otherwise employed, are properly operated and maintained so that they do not
deteriorate to the point where the owner or operator fails to remain in compliance with
applicable requirements” (62 FR 54902, October 22, 1997). Under the CAM approach, sources
are responsible for proposing a CAM plan to the permitting authority that provides a
reasonable assurance of compliance to provide a basis for certifying compliance with applicable
requirements for pollutant-specific emission units (PSEU) with add-on control devices. In
interviews conducted during our site visit, it was clear that permit writers and managers
understand the purpose of the CAM rule. Interviewees consistently displayed knowledge of
CAM applicability and permit content requirements. CAM applicability for all pollutants and
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every emission unit is addressed in SCAQMD’s Statement of Basis, engineering evaluation, and
the permit application evaluation and calculations form.16 The District generally explains
applicability correctly and adds appropriate monitoring conditions to title V permits for sources
with PSEUs subject to CAM.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue to implement the CAM rule as it processes permit
renewals and significant modifications
3.2

Finding: Due to SCAQMD’s practice of incorporating federal regulations using only a general
reference, District permits may lack the detailed monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting for
specific applicable requirements that are adequate to ensure and determine compliance for the
permittee, SCAQMD, and the public.
Discussion: Congress established title V of the CAA so that each major source would have a
single document that would ensure compliance with all CAA requirements applicable to the
facility. To do this effectively, permitting authorities must incorporate applicable requirements
into title V permits in sufficient detail so that the public, facility owners and operators, and
regulating agencies can clearly understand which requirements apply to the facility. These
requirements include emission limits, operating limits, work practice standards, and
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting provisions that must be enforceable as a practical
matter.
Based upon our file review, the District appears to incorporate applicable requirements from
the District’s SIP-approved rules with the appropriate level of detail. However, the District
incorporates requirements from federal regulations in an inconsistent manner which can result
in enforceability issues. We have identified two specific issues regarding the District’s
incorporation of federal requirements: 1) high level incorporation by reference, and 2)
incomplete or selective inclusion of requirements.
High level incorporation by reference
In multiple instances, SCAQMD incorporates requirements from federal regulations by
referencing them at such a high level that the permit does not specify what limits apply or how
compliance is determined.
For example, the renewal permit for the U.S. Government VA Medical Center – West LA simply
states that 40 C.F.R. Part 63, subpart CCCCCC (National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants for Source Category: Gasoline Dispensing Facilities) applies. There are no permit
conditions, however, defining what limits or practices apply or how the facility will demonstrate
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For example, Tesoro Sulfur Recovery Plant #151798 contains a great detailed CAM analysis even when CAM is not
applicable. Applicability determination for initial, renewal, and significant permit revision for Phillips 66 Company #171107
is also very thorough.
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compliance. Therefore, compliance with the permit conditions does not assure compliance with
all applicable requirements. It is possible that SCAQMD intended to streamline Subpart CCCCCC
requirements into other more stringent requirements; however, the lack of a detailed
explanation in the Statement of Basis means that the District’s rationale for omitting applicable
requirements is unclear. The Statement of Basis notes that the District’s requirements are more
stringent and fuel throughput for the facility is low. This potentially means that monthly fuel
throughput is less than 10,000 gallons of gasoline and only the District’s requirements are
applicable to the source; however, the permit and statement of basis do not provide further
details or information on this issue. In addition, the Statement of Basis for this permit indicates
that the requirements of 40 C.F.R. part 60, Subpar Dc (Standards of Performance for Small
Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units) were included in the permit.
However, no such requirements could be found, other than a reference to Subpart Dc being
federally enforceable in Section K of the permit. Again, it is possible that SCAQMD intended to
streamline Subpart Dc requirements into more stringent requirements; however, the lack of an
explanation in the Statement of Basis means the District’s rationale for omitting applicable
requirements is unclear.
In another example, the renewal permit for the 3M Company includes an emission limit
applicable under 40 C.F.R. 63 subpart JJJJ, but includes the compliance demonstration
requirements at such a high level, such as monitoring (“comply with all applicable monitoring
requirements pursuant to Section 63.3350”), that it is still unclear how this source
demonstrates compliance with the applicable requirement. There are numerous potential
monitoring requirements under Subpart JJJJ that may or may not be applicable to this source
depending on the chosen compliance demonstration method. Merely stating that the source
must “comply with all applicable monitoring” instead of specifying the applicable monitoring
requirements makes the permit difficult to enforce because the actual applicable monitoring
requirement has not been determined by the permitting authority. This type of high level
incorporation creates ambiguity that can make it challenging to conduct a comprehensive
compliance inspection.
Incomplete, selective inclusion
In other instances, SCAQMD does incorporate federal requirements in greater detail than a high
level reference. However, many of these instances include only one element of the federal
requirement, such as the emission limit, and do not include or discuss other elements of the
federal requirement.
The permit for Owens Corning Roofing and Asphalt, for example, includes the applicable opacity
and particulate emission limits for each emission unit subject to 40 C.F.R. Part 60, subpart UU
(Standards of Performance for Asphalt Processing and Asphalt Roofing Manufacture). SCAQMD
does not, however, incorporate the compliance demonstration methods from the NSPS (i.e.
testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements) into the permit. As a result, it
17

is unclear whether this permit assures compliance with the applicable requirements in Subpart
UU.
Recommendation: SCAQMD must incorporate, in sufficient detail to be practically enforceable,
all federally applicable requirements into its title V permits. We recommend the District use
Region 9’s Permit Review Guidelines and EPA Region 3’s Permit Writers’ Tips 17 when revising
existing permits and when developing new title V permits. The section called “Incorporating
Applicable Requirements” in the Region 3 document, which contains tips on how to translate
NSPS and NESHAP standards into title V permit conditions, is especially useful.
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https://web.archive.org/web/20150914220459/http://www.epa.gov/reg3artd/permitting/title_v_tips.htm.
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4.

Public Participation and Affected State Review

This section examines SCAQMD procedures used to meet public participation requirements for title V
permit issuance. The federal title V public participation requirements are found in 40 C.F.R. 70.7(h).
Title V public participation procedures apply to initial permit issuance, significant permit modifications,
and permit renewals. Adequate public participation procedures must provide for public notice
including an opportunity for public comment and public hearing on the draft permit, permit
modification, or renewal. Draft permit actions must be noticed in a newspaper of general circulation or
a State publication designed to give general public notice; to persons on a mailing list developed by the
permitting authority; to those persons that have requested in writing to be on the mailing list; and by
other means necessary to assure adequate notice to the affected public.
The public notice should, at a minimum: identify the affected facility; the name and address of the
permitting authority processing the permit; the activity or activities involved in the permit action; the
emissions change involved in any permit modification; the name, address, and telephone number of a
person from whom interested persons may obtain additional information, including copies of the draft
permit, the application, all relevant supporting materials, and all other materials available to the
permitting authority that are relevant to the permit decision; a brief description of the required
comment procedures; and the time and place of any hearing that may be held, including procedures to
request a hearing (See 40 C.F.R. 70.7(h)(2).
The permitting authority must keep a record of the public comments and of the issues raised during
the public participation process so that EPA may fulfill the Agency’s obligation under section 505(b)(2)
of the Act to determine whether a citizen petition may be granted. The public petition process, 40
C.F.R. 70.8(d), allows any person who has objected to permit issuance during the public comment
period to petition the EPA to object to a title V permit if EPA does not object to the permit in writing as
provided under 40 C.F.R. 70.8(c). Public petitions to object to a title V permit must be submitted to EPA
within 60 days after the expiration of the EPA 45-day review period. Any petition submitted to EPA
must be based only on comments regarding the permit that were raised during the public comment
period, unless the petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such objections within
such period, or unless the grounds for such objection arose after such period.
4.1

Finding: SCAQMD provides public notices and other meaningful information of its draft and
final title V permitting actions on its website. However, aside from those permits up for public
review, SCAQMD does not otherwise provide the public with online access to the current final
version of its title V permits.
Discussion: A permitting authority’s website is a powerful tool to make title V information
available to the general public. Information that would be useful for the public review process
can result in a more informed public and, consequently, more meaningful comments during
title V permit public comment periods.
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The District website 18 provides a number of useful links to provide information to the public
and regulated community regarding the SCAQMD permitting program. From the District
permitting website above, the public can find out information regarding the permitting process,
whether or not a permit is needed for an operation, how to obtain a permit, application forms,
permit application status, District permitting guidelines and policies and information about
related programs that inform the District’s permitting program.
Using the website link “Application Tracking on the WEB”, the public is directed to a searchable
database, known as Facility Information Detail (or “FIND” database), 19 that provides
information on the status of permitted facilities’ application, key information such as the facility
name and address, facility identification number, facility application number, notice of
violation/notice to comply number, or hearing board case number. In addition, the FIND
program provides a powerful mapping tool to locate and identify permitted facilities by
geographic location. Once a particular permitted facility’s information is retrieved, the public
has access to facility details such as whether or not permitting fees are due, equipment lists,
compliance status, emissions associated with the facility, any hearing board proceedings, and
whether there is a transportation plan associated with the facility.
Using the website link, 20 the public can search for title V permits that are available for public
comment by date range, company identification number, company name, city, zip code, county,
and whether or not the facility is a RECLAIM and/or a title V facility. Once a facility is selected,
the type of permitting action, the proposed permit publication date, the deadline for requesting
a public hearing, and the deadline for submitting public comments are provided. By selecting
the view documents link after searching for a facility or an area, a detailed public notice,
Statement of Basis, permit summary, and the permit itself may be viewed.
However, the District’s website does not provide regular online access to the final issued permit
for all title V sources. While the District website does provide substantial permit-related
information for all title V sources, the actual permit documents are not available. Our
examination of the District website indicates that title V permit documents are only available
for those permits out for public comment. An informal survey of the websites for air agencies
across the country indicate that a significant number provide access to the current final permit
of all of its title V sources. 21
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http://www.aqmd.gov/home/permits.
http://www.aqmd.gov/home/tools/public/find.
20
http://www3.aqmd.gov/webappl/publicnotices2/.
21
Examples of agencies providing access to final title V permits includes: Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Santa
Barbara County Air Pollution Control District, Arizona Department of Environmental Quality, Clark County Department of Air
Quality, Washington State Department of Ecology, Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality, Alaska Division of Air Quality, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Wyoming
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Recommendation: We recommend that the District continue to provide information through
the various approaches currently used. We also recommend that the District provide the public
with continuous access (i.e., not just during public comment periods) to the final issued permit
of all title V sources via its website.
4.2

Finding: The District receives public comments regarding high profile facilities.
Discussion: During our interviews and file reviews, we found that, with the exception of certain
high profile facility permits, the District receives few public comments. We typically found that
facilities provided comments on their permits. The fact that the public comments on high
profile facilities (or facilities of concern) indicates that the District has engaged in a mix of public
outreach strategies that highlights those facilities with which the public is most concerned.
SCAQMD uses both newspapers and internet tools (SCAQMD’s website and email lists)
effectively in making title V information available to the general public. SCAQMD’s efforts result
in a more informed public and, consequently, more meaningful comments during the public
comment periods of title V permits.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should maintain its public involvement processes with respect to
title V permitting.

4.3

Finding: SCAQMD’s draft and final permit packages inform the public of the right to petition the
EPA Administrator to object to a title V permit.
Discussion: 40 C.F.R. 70.8(d) and District Rule 3003(l) provide that any person may petition the
EPA Administrator, within 60 days of the expiration of EPA’s 45-day review period, to object to
a title V permit. The petition must be based only on objections that were raised with
reasonable specificity during the public comment period. 22
The District’s draft and final permit packages inform the public of the right to petition the EPA
Administrator to object to a title V permit. However, the District’s responses to public
comments are not always available to EPA during our review period, as described in Finding 4.5
below. Because the public’s 60-day window to submit petitions requesting EPA to object to a
permit follows EPA’s 45 day review of the permit, the public may not have the District’s
responses to comments when they are deciding whether to submit a petition to EPA.

Department of Environmental Quality, Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment, Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality, Utah Department of Environmental Quality, New Mexico Air Quality Bureau, Kentucky Department
for Environmental Protection, Georgia Air Protection Branch, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Mississippi
Department of Environmental Quality, and Florida Department of Environmental Protection.
22
An exception applies when the petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise those objections during the
public comment period or that the grounds for objection arose after that period.
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Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue to inform the public of the right to petition the
EPA Administrator to object to a title V permit.
4.4

Finding: Southern California contains a significant number of linguistically isolated communities
for which SCAQMD consistently provides translation services.
Discussion: SCAQMD’s jurisdiction includes sources located in San Bernardino, Riverside,
Orange, and Los Angeles Counties. EPA prepared a map of linguistically isolated communities
within SCAQMD’s jurisdiction in which title V permits have been or may be issued (see
Appendix D). Unlike prior EPA title V program evaluations, Region 9 notes that, in general,
SCAQMD’s jurisdiction is densely populated with indications that linguistically isolated
populations may be present. SCAQMD provides translation services in those communities
during the title V permitting process including intensive community engagement based on
SCAQMD staff knowledge and experience.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue to actively engage communities based on their
current processes.

4.5

Finding: When public comments are received, certain practices by SCAQMD do not always
ensure that EPA and the public have sufficient time and information to determine whether an
objection to a title V permit is warranted.
Discussion: Per section 505(b) of the CAA and 40 CFR 70.10(g), state and local permitting
agencies are required to provide proposed title V permits to EPA for a 45-day period during
which EPA may object to permit issuance.23 EPA policy allows the 45-day EPA review period to
either occur following the 30-day public comment period (i.e. sequentially), or at the same time
as the public comment period (i.e., concurrently). When occurring sequentially, permitting
agencies will first put the draft permit 24 out for public comment, and provide the proposed
permit, and supporting documents, to EPA at some point after the close of the public comment
period. 25 When occurring concurrently, a state or local agency will provide EPA with the draft
permit, and supporting documents, when the public comment period begins, so that both
periods start at the same time.

23

District Rule 3003(j)

24

Per 40 CFR 70.2, “draft permit” is the version of a permit for which the permitting authority offers public participation or
affected State review.
25

Per 40 CFR 70.2, “proposed permit” is the version of a permit that the permitting authority proposes to issue and
forwards to EPA for review. In many cases these versions will be identical; however, in instances where the permitting
agency makes edits or revisions as a result of public comments, there may be material differences between the draft and
proposed permit.
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SCAQMD’s practice is for EPA’s 45-day review period to run concurrently with the public’s 30
day comment period, which allows EPA 15 days to review any public comments. Per District
Rule 3003(k)(1), EPA may submit a written request to SCAQMD for a total of 90 days (i.e., an
additional 45 days immediately following the initial 45-day period) to review the proposed
permit.26 In concept, these timeframes would provide sufficient time for the District to respond
to comment and for EPA to review the District’s responses. In practice, however, it is
challenging for the District to respond to comments and provide the responses to EPA with
sufficient time for review, particularly for permitting actions with significant public interest.
In addition, as described previously in Finding 4.3, the public has a 60 day period to petition the
EPA Administrator to object to issuance of a title V permit. This 60 day period begins once the
45 day EPA review ends. In instances in which the District requires a significant amount of time
to address public comments and/or make edits to the permit, both the EPA review period and
the public’s period to petition will often have expired before these documents are available. In
these instances, neither the EPA nor the public have sufficient time or information to determine
whether an objection to the permit is warranted. As such, the District’s practice creates tension
with the EPA’s authority to object to issuance of title V permits under section 505(b)(1) of the
CAA and with the public’s right to petition the Administrator to object to issuance of the permit
under section 505(b)(2) of the CAA.
Some permitting authorities run the EPA 45-day period concurrently with the 30-day public
comment period as the default practice, but with the understanding that if public comments
are received, EPA review will instead be sequential. In such instances, the permitting authority
makes any revisions to the permit or permit record as necessary, and resubmits the proposed
permit with other required supporting information to re-start the EPA review period.
Recommendation: We recommend that SCAQMD revise its practices such that for permit
actions in which public comments are received, SCAQMD prepare a response to comments,
make any necessary revisions to the permit or permit record, and resubmit the proposed
permit and other required supporting information to restart the EPA review period. To facilitate
timely issuance of permits, EPA Region 9 and SCAQMD should coordinate these review periods
so that Region 9 can expedite its review when feasible.

26

Id.
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5.

Permit Issuance / Revision / Renewal

This section focuses on the permitting authority’s progress in issuing initial title V permits and the
District’s ability to issue timely permit renewals and revisions consistent with the regulatory
requirements for permit processing and issuance. Part 70 sets deadlines for permitting authorities to
issue all initial title V permits. EPA, as an oversight agency, is charged with ensuring that these
deadlines are met as well as ensuring that permits are issued consistent with title V requirements. Part
70 describes the required title V program procedures for permit issuance, revision, and renewal of title
V permits. Specifically, 40 C.F.R. 70.7 requires that a permitting authority take final action on each
permit application within 18 months after receipt of a complete permit application, except that action
must be taken on an application for a minor modification within 90 days after receipt of a complete
permit application.27
5.1

Finding: Although the SCAQMD previously had a significant title V permit backlog, the District
now issues most initial and renewal permits in a timely manner.
Discussion: At the start of SCAQMD’s title V program, SCAQMD estimated it had over 800 title V
sources. To resolve this issue, the District formed a Permit Streamlining Taskforce in 1998, 28
whose goal was to develop recommendations to expedite the District’s permitting process,
improve customer service for the businesses regulated by the District’s permitting division, and
make the District’s permitting process more effective. 29
By November 2003, as a result of implementing the Permit Streamlining Taskforce
recommendations, a large amount of the required title V permits were issued. The District still
occasionally exceeds the 18-month deadline for processing title V initial and renewal
applications, however, compared to the number of active title V sources in their universe, the
percentage of permits that exceeds the 18-month deadline for processing applications is
relatively small. 30 A summary of title V permit workload from 2012 to present is included in the
table below.
Table 1. Summary of title V permit backlog (2012-16)
Total title V applications
(initial and renewal)
Title V Applications > 18
months

Dec-2012
66

Dec-2013
105

Dec-2014
78

Dec-2015
80

May-2016
68

2

11

22

10

7

27

See 40 C.F.R. 70.7(a)(2) and 70.7(e)(2)(iv).
See SCAQMD Power Point Presentation; Mohsen Nazemi, Assistant Deputy Executive Officer; dated February 27, 2007.
29
This discussion should not be confused with the earlier discussion of permit streamlining in Finding 2.5.
30
At present, it is estimated that SCAQMD has approximately 385 title V sources.
28
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Recommendation: The District should continue processing title V permits in a timely manner.
5.2

Findings: District Rule 3008 allows sources to voluntarily limit their potential to emit in order to
avoid the requirement to obtain a title V permit. The District has since discontinued the use of
Rule 3008 and now uses a list of guidelines to determine if a title V major source can be
reclassified as a synthetic minor source.
Discussion: A source that would otherwise have the potential to emit (PTE) a given pollutant
that exceeds major source threshold for that pollutant can accept a voluntary limit (a “synthetic
minor” limit) to maintain its PTE below the applicable threshold and avoid the requirement to
obtain a major NSR or title V permit. The most common way for sources to establish such a limit
is to obtain a synthetic minor permit from the local permitting authority.
Synthetic minor limits must be both legally enforceable and enforceable as a practical matter. 31
According to the EPA guidance, in order for emission limits in a permit to be practically
enforceable, the permit provisions must specify: 1) a technically-accurate limitation and the
portions of the source subject to the limitations; 2) the time period for the limitation; and 3) the
method to determine compliance, including appropriate monitoring, record keeping, and
reporting. 32
District Rule 3008 allowed major sources to voluntarily limit their PTE to below major source
thresholds in order to avoid the requirement to obtain a title V permit. Title V sources were
required to demonstrate that their PTE had been permanently reduced either through a facility
modification or by accepting an enforceable permit condition to limit the PTE to levels less than
the title V major source emission thresholds that are listed in District Rule 3001(b). In addition,
a source’s actual emission rate was required to be 50% or less of a major source threshold to
qualify as a synthetic minor source (the District refers to these types of sources as title V
conditionally exempt). The District has discontinued the use of Rule 3008 and developed a list
of guidelines to accomplish this task. Although the District was not able to provide a written
copy of the guidelines or specific development and implementation dates, it did describe the
guidelines as follows: 33
1) the source’s actual emission rate is 80% or less than the major source threshold;
2) the source must demonstrate that their actual emission rate is 80% or less of the
major source threshold for five years prior to submitting an application;

Guidance on Limiting Potential to Emit in New Source Review Permitting, Memorandum from Terrell E. Hunt and John S.
Seitz, June 13, 1989.
32
Options for Limiting the Potential to Emit of a Stationary Source under Section 112 and Title V of the Clean Air Act,
Memorandum from John S. Seitz and Robert I. Van Heuvelen, January 25, 1995.
33
SCAQMD Title V Program Evaluation Synthetic Minor Permitting Program, Electronic Mail from Lornette Harvey to Amir
Dejbakhsh, June 22, 2016.
31
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3) the source’s processes cannot be subject to any National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) or New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
regulations;
4) the source must submit a compliance plan that must be approved by the District; and
5) the source must submit administrative equipment permit applications for each piece
of equipment that contributed to its PTE when classified as a major source.
At our request, SCAQMD provided us with 14 examples of permitted synthetic minor sources
(example permits) for facilities that applied for emission limits to avoid being classified as a title
V major source.34 Our review indicates that the example permits meet EPA guidelines of being
legally enforceable and enforceable as a practical matter. For example, each of the example
permits contained requirements for the source to monitor their hours of operation, their
material usage amount, and both their hazardous air pollutants (HAP) and criteria pollutants
emission rate. The sources were required to track, record, and maintain records of these
monitoring requirements on at least a monthly basis to demonstrate that they have not
exceeded the major source threshold. Some of the sources were required to monitor these
parameters on an hourly or daily basis to demonstrate compliance, depending on the individual
source’s types of operation. All the permits contained information on what part of the source’s
operation were required to comply with the specific emission limits.
Not all these permits are consistent with the District’s new guidelines, however. For example,
three of the permitted sources we reviewed (two coating operations, and a power plant) did
not meet the District guideline of having an actual or PTE emission rate below the major source
threshold at the time they submitted an application. Only four (less than 30%) of the permitted
source’s PTE met the guideline of having an emission rate that is 80% or less of a major source
threshold for five years prior to submitting an application. In addition, four of the permitted
sources were subject to either the NESHAP or NSPS regulations when they submitted their
permit applications. We do not consider any of these items to affect the practical or legal
enforceability of these permits. However, these types of findings suggest that the District may
not be applying its own guidelines consistently throughout its jurisdiction.
In addition, we note that eight of the sources were issued several individual equipment permits
that contain emission limits and requirements for tracking and recording emission data to
demonstrate compliance. Since determining compliance status as a synthetic minor source is
based on a facility-wide emission rate, we note that it may be less challenging for District and
federal inspectors, and for the sources themselves, to determine compliance if these
requirements were issued in a single permit instead of multiple individual equipment permits.

34

Of the 14 example permits, four sources were coating operations, two were pre-fab home manufacturers, two were
printing operations, and one each of this source category was included: a bulk chemical distribution marine terminal, a
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP), a small power plant, a bakery, a high-rise apartment building, and a boat trailer
manufacturer.
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Recommendation: The District should ensure that its new guidelines regarding limiting PTE are
clearly and consistently applied throughout its jurisdiction. We recommend consolidating these
new guidelines into a written policy. In addition, the District should consider issuing a single
document that list requirements for a source to demonstrate compliance with facility-wide
emission limits, instead of individual equipment based emission limits. Such an approach may
be easier to enforce for compliance staff and easier to understand for a permitted synthetic
minor source.
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6.

Compliance

This section addresses SCAQMD practices and procedures for issuing title V permits that ensure
permittee compliance with all applicable requirements. Title V permits must contain sufficient
requirements to allow the permitting authority, EPA, and the general public to adequately determine
whether the permittee complies with all applicable requirements.
Compliance is a central priority for the title V permit program. Compliance assures a level playing field
and prevents a permittee from gaining an unfair economic advantage over its competitors who comply
with the law. Adequate conditions in a title V permit that assure compliance with all applicable
requirements also result in greater confidence in the permitting authority’s title V program within both
the general public and the regulated community.
6.1

Finding: SCAQMD performs full compliance evaluations of all title V sources on an annual basis.
Discussion: EPA’s 2014 Clean Air Act Stationary Source Compliance Monitoring Strategy
recommends that permitting authorities perform Full Compliance Evaluations (FCEs) for most
title V sources at least every other year. 35 For the vast majority of title V sources, the EPA
expects that the permitting authority will perform an on-site inspection to determine the
facility’s compliance status as part of the FCEs. During interviews, District inspectors reported
that it is District practice to perform full compliance evaluations (which includes an on-site
inspection) of all title V sources on an annual basis. Given the low major source thresholds for
nonattainment pollutants in the SCAQMD jurisdiction, this means that the District currently
inspects approximately 385 title V sources each year. The District utilizes multiple internal
databases to track application and permit issuance dates, compliance report deadlines, and
inspection due dates. These systems allow all District employees access to previous inspections
reports and notify the inspectors of which sources are due for inspection based on the date of
the previous inspection report.
Recommendation: The EPA commends SCAQMD for performing full compliance evaluations of
all title V sources annually.

6.2

Finding: SCAQMD conducts unannounced inspections of title V sources as a matter of policy.
Discussion: During interviews, air quality inspectors reported that it is District policy to conduct
unannounced inspections of title V sources. Inspectors confirmed that they do generally
conduct unannounced inspections, although the District may announce inspections in advance
when necessary to gain access to unmanned sites or when there are particular safety concerns.

35

This document is available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2013-09/documents/cmspolicy.pdf.
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The EPA concurs with this policy. Unannounced inspections allow inspectors to observe
facilities and examine ongoing recordkeeping at times when operators are not expecting
regulators to be present. This provides a more realistic view of the facility’s compliance status
than observations made during announced inspections.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue its practice of conducting unannounced
inspections.
6.3

Finding: SCAQMD Engineering staff routinely interact with Compliance Staff
Discussion: As mentioned previously in Finding 2.1, SCAQMD Compliance staff are not involved
in review of draft title V permits as a matter of standard procedure. However, during
interviews, SCAQMD Engineering staff indicated that they routinely consult with Compliance
staff during the permit development process to discuss outstanding or ongoing compliance
issues, to review recent inspection details, or to discuss enforcement applicability. Similarly,
Compliance staff indicated regular interactions with permitting staff occur and did not indicate
any issues with reaching out to Engineering staff. In addition, Engineering staff indicated that
they receive access to facility inspection reports via the District’s internal database system.
Recommendation: EPA commends SCAQMD and recommends that it continue to encourage
information sharing between Engineering and Compliance staff
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7.

Resources and Internal Management

The purpose of this section is to evaluate how the permitting authority is administering its title V
program. With respect to title V administration, EPA’s program evaluation: (1) focused on the
permitting authority’s progress toward issuing all initial title V permits and the permitting authority’s
goals for issuing timely title V permit revisions and renewals; (2) identified organizational issues and
problems; (3) examined the permitting authority’s fee structure, how fees are tracked, and how fee
revenue is used; and (4) looked at the permitting authority’s capability of having sufficient staff and
resources to implement its title V program.
An important part of each permitting authority’s title V program is to ensure that the permit program
has the resources necessary to develop and administer the program effectively. In particular, a key
requirement of the permit program is that the permitting authority establish an adequate fee program.
Part 70 requires that permit programs ensure that title V fees are adequate to cover title V permit
program costs and are used solely to cover the permit program costs. Regulations concerning the fee
program and the appropriate criteria for determining the adequacy of such programs are set forth in
40 C.F.R. 70.9.
7.1

Finding: SCAQMD engineers and compliance staff report that they receive effective legal
support from the District Counsel’s office.
Discussion: The District Counsel’s office represents and advises SCAQMD on air quality
permitting and enforcement matters and participates in any meeting at which SCAQMD meets
with a permittee or others who have legal counsel. During our site visit, interviewee reported
that they receive effective legal support from the District Counsel’s office.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue to ensure that it receives effective legal support
from the District Counsel’s office.

7.2

Finding: SCAQMD tracks title V program expenses and revenue. However, additional funds have
been needed for the past three years to ensure that program expenses are adequately covered.
Discussion: CAA Section 503(b)(3)(i) and 40 C.F.R. part 70 require permit fees be sufficient to
cover program costs and are used solely to cover the permit program costs. In addition, EPA has
provided guidance on title V fees that provides general principles regarding the funding of title
V permitting program. 36 During our evaluation, SCAQMD provided a clear accounting of its title
V program costs showing that, from July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2012, SCAQMD on average

36

See August 4, 1993 guidance entitled, “Reissuance of Guidance on Agency Review of State Fee Schedules for Operating
Permits Programs Under Title V” found in Appendix E of this report.
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collected sufficient fee revenue to implement the title V permitting program. 37 However,
SCAQMD’s information also showed that from July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2015, the title V
permitting program’s fee revenue was less than the expenses necessary to implement the
program. During this timeframe, the gap between title V fee revenue and title V program
expenses widened so that for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2015, the program deficit was
about $4 million, approximately, 66% of the permitting program costs. SCAQMD attributed the
gap between title V revenue and expenses to increases in indirect costs such as retirement,
healthcare, and the District’s facilities.
According to SCAQMD, the differences between fee revenue and program expenses from
July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2015 have been covered by the use of penalties from
noncompliance at title V facilities.38 EPA determined that between July 1, 2012 and June 30,
2015, roughly $9.7 million of title V penalties were used to fund the title V program’s expenses.
Reliance on variable, non-recurring funding sources such as title V penalties raises concerns of
possible problematic shortfalls.
In response to EPA’s Office of Inspector General report, “Enhanced EPA Oversight Needed to
Address Risks From Declining Clean Air Act Title V Revenues” (“October 2014 IG Report”), EPA
has committed to update its title V fee guidance during federal fiscal year 2017. 39
Recommendation: First, EPA commends SCAQMD for its existing accounting practices that
provide sufficient information regarding expenses and revenue associated with title V permits.
Second, EPA strongly encourages SCAQMD to take measures, such as raising permit fees and
reducing expenses, to minimize continued use of reserves including title V penalties to cover
program funding deficits. EPA also strongly recommends that the SCAQMD evaluate its use of
title V penalties as a funding source consistent with any guidelines provided by EPA in its
upcoming revised title V fee guidance.
7.3

Finding: Engineering and compliance teams have unfilled vacancies at the staff and
management levels.

37

See Appendix E for SCAQMD’s narrative and table accounting of revenue and expenses for the timeframe 2007 to 2015.
SCAQMD tracks title V revenue separately from other revenue collected by the District. EPA has not conducted an analysis
to determine whether or not the title V revenue collected is above the presumptive minimum as defined in 40 C.F.R. Part
70.
38

See April 13, 2016 email from Donna Peterson, SCAQMD to Ken Israels, EPA Region 9 and the August 30, 2016
spreadsheet found in Appendix E for additional details.
39

See EPA’s Office of Inspector General report, “Enhanced EPA Oversight Needed to Address Risks From Declining Clean Air
Act Title V Revenues”, Report No. 15-P-0006, dated October 20, 2014, which can be found on the internet at
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/20141020-15-p-0006.pdf.
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Discussion: Many interviewees identified vacant positions that made the permit writing and
review process inefficient. Permit writers cited the inability to identify which mid-level reviewer
should review specific permits prior to upper level review, approval and issuance as a recurring
issue with processing permits. Although EPA has not identified a permit issuance backlog (see
Finding 5.1), EPA is concerned that, given that title V programmatic costs are being covered in
an unsustainable fashion (see Finding 7.2), the unfilled vacancies identified above may be an
indicator of a future problem that may arise if these vacant positions are not filled.
Recommendation: SCAQMD, as it considers addressing Finding 7.2 of this report, should
consider filling some of the staff and management level vacancies in order to prevent a future
title V permitting backlog.
7.4

Finding: The District has a training program for its permitting staff.
Discussion: During our field visit, SCAQMD provided us with a document entitled, “New
Engineer Orientation & Training”, which provides an outline for a course that covers how
SCAQMD’s permitting process and related processes (the hearing board, inspections, and the
use of the District’s computer systems, for example) work and indicates that practical training
sessions that promote familiarity with the District’s permitting program for new hires. The
District’s questionnaire response states that:
“Permitting staff attend CARB training courses on CAM and CEMS, which are exclusively held at
SCAQMD. Some of the courses that SCAQMD Engineers, as well as Inspector have taken are
listed below... CEMS and source test reports are reviewed by Source Testing engineers with
extensive training and experience in source test methods and QA/QC procedures.”
Experienced engineers are periodically offered training as well. This includes training classes
offered by CARB, CAPCOA and USEPA. For example, recently, training was conducted on how to
use the new modeling program AERSCREEN Policy guidance. Typically, memos or e-mails are
developed when necessary to document rule interpretations/clarifications and distributed to all
engineers. These are also posted on the District’s intranet, as well as training opportunities
offered. The District’s training programs covers:
•
•
•
•

developing periodic and/or sufficiency monitoring in permits,
ensuring that permit terms and conditions are enforceable as a practical matter,
writing a Statement of Basis,
general permitting practices.

During the course of our interviews, District staff and management suggested that a refresher
training and feedback by EPA staff based on their experiences in reviewing title V permits would
be useful to ensure consistency and ensure all requirements are addressed.
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In our evaluations of other title V permitting authorities, we have found that it is useful to
develop specific curricula that define the training necessary to prepare an effective title V
permit (see Appendix H of our Bay Area Air Quality Management District Program Evaluation
Report for an example curriculum).
Recommendation: While the fundamental components of effective permitting are provided to
District permit writers, the District should review its training program of permitting staff,
identify needs, and coordinate with EPA and others to ensure that a comprehensive title V
training program is implemented. We recommend that SCAQMD consider preparing a formal
curriculum for training its engineers. EPA will provide regular feedback on permitting issues
during the quarterly meetings described in Finding 7.8.
7.5

Finding: Most engineering staff are aware of environmental justice (EJ), but are not familiar
with how the District's EJ principles affect their work.
Discussion: SCAQMD’s EJ program is one of the earliest and most comprehensive programs in
Region 9. SCAQMD’s program encompasses various aspects of its air quality control and public
health protection program, including, but not limited to, permitting. As an example, permitting
engineers apply the SCAQMD’s rigorous rules and regulations when assessing a permit
application. For example, a permitted facility must be in compliance with the District’s toxic
rules (1401 et seq.) that set limits for maximum incremental cancer risk and, if located near a
school, Rule 1401.1 provides additional health protection to children. Other source specific
rules, such as Rule 1470 (Requirements for Stationary Diesel-Fueled Internal Combustion and
Other Compression Ignition Engines), Rule 1148.1 (Oil and Gas Production Wells), and Rule
1148.2 (Notification and Reporting Requirements for Oil and Gas Wells and Chemical Suppliers),
place specific restrictions and notification requirements on facilities nearby sensitive receptors.
Additionally, the SCAQMD engages in further EJ outreach and defines environmental justice as
“equitable environmental policymaking and enforcement to protect the health of all residents,
regardless of age, culture, ethnicity, gender, race, socioeconomic status, or geographic location,
from the health effects of air pollution.” The purpose of SCAQMD's EJ program is to ensure that
everyone has the right to equal protection from air pollution and fair access to the decisionmaking process that works to improve the quality of air within their communities. To support
its EJ efforts, the SCAQMD formed the Environmental Justice Advisory Group, which serves as
an advisory group to the SCAQMD Governing Board, with a focus on air quality and
environmental justice issues in the area served by SCAQMD.
SCAQMD has a Senior Public Information Specialist to specifically coordinate environmental
justice efforts for the agency.
Engineering and Compliance Division management and selected permitting staff have also
participated in the demonstration of EPA’s EJScreen tool and CalEPA EnviroScreen. These tools
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are used on a case-by case basis to determine EJ impact areas where the TV facilities are
located prior to issuance of the public notice.
During our interviews of District staff, some of the permitting staff were unfamiliar with how
the District’s EJ program impacts permitting. This is not an indication that the EJ program’s
overarching principles has not had an effect on permitting, just that some among District staff
were unable to identify the EJ program’s effects on the permitting program.
Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue to implement its EJ program and increase internal
awareness among its Engineering and Compliance staff.
7.6

Finding: District staff would like training on federal requirements (NSPS, NESHAPs) as they are
updated or promulgated.
Discussion: During our site visit, District staff suggested that training on new federal
regulations, especially when new Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) or New
Source Performance Standards (NSPS) standards are promulgated, would improve staff’s
familiarity with new regulatory requirements and help permit writers identify how best to
incorporate these new requirements into title V permits. As new regulations are promulgated
by EPA, new emission limits and control options become applicable to title V sources by specific
compliance dates. These new regulations present implementation challenges for SCAQMD’s
title V program.
Recommendation: EPA will work with SCAQMD to ensure that as new federal standards are
promulgated, the District is made aware of training opportunities.

7.7

Finding: The District would like more routine interaction with EPA on title V permitting issues.
Discussion: During our site visit, several interviewees suggested improving the communication
between the District and EPA staff. Prior communication between the two agencies was
conducted on an as-needed basis, mainly when a specific permitting issue for a title V source
required both agencies involvement. However, in response to the District’s request, the two
agencies agreed to meet on a regular, quarterly basis. On June 2, 2016, the first quarterly
meeting was held with both agencies contributing to a meeting agenda. The quarterly meeting
gave the opportunity for both agencies to discuss upcoming air permitting issues; updates on
federal and district rules and regulations; air permitting compliance and monitoring issues; and
solutions for any current or pending air permitting issues and concerns.
Future quarterly meetings will continue to foster communication and working relationship
between EPA and District staff. In addition, regular meetings should facilitate a proactive
response to issues and concerns that are important to both agencies. The quarterly meetings
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will also give both agencies an opportunity to express new ideas and concepts on the best
methods to use to address air permitting issues.
Recommendation: EPA and the District should continue to have quarterly meetings to improve
communications and coordination. The meetings will also help both agencies in developing
proactive responses and solutions to title V air permitting problems, and providing updates on
both federal and district rules and regulations.
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8.

Title V Benefits

The purpose of this section is to evaluate how the permitting authority’s existing air permitting and
compliance programs have benefited from the administration of the permitting authority’s title V
program. The title V permit program is intended to generally clarify which requirements apply to a
source and enhance compliance with any CAA requirements, such as NSPS or SIP requirements. The
program evaluation for this section is focused on reviewing how the permitting authority’s air
permitting program changed as a result of title V, resulted in transparency of the permitting process,
improved records management and compliance, and encouraged sources to pursue pollution
prevention efforts.
8.1

Finding: The reporting requirements associated with having a title V permit have resulted in
increased awareness and attention to compliance obligations on the part of regulated sources.
Discussion: Sources with title V permits are subject to reporting requirements that are not
typically required by local permits, such as the requirement to submit annual compliance
certifications and semiannual monitoring reports, as well as being subject to a full compliance
evaluation annually. The District has observed increased awareness of compliance obligations
at its title V sources. During interviews, many staff stated that as a result of title V, sources have
become more conscious of reporting requirements and deliver required title V reports
(deviation reports, semi-annual monitoring reports, and annual compliance certifications)
promptly. In addition, staff and managers indicated that title V facilities are more attentive to
compliance issues, and are more likely to have dedicated staff to handle environmental work.
Title V sources are more forthcoming through self-reporting of breakdowns and deviations, and
look for ways to prevent them from recurring.
Recommendation: EPA has no recommendation for this finding.

8.2

Finding: Some sources have accepted enforceable limits to reduce their potential emissions and
thus avoid title V applicability.
Discussion: Some major sources avoid title V permitting by voluntarily accepting PTE limits that
are less than the major source thresholds, resulting in reductions in potential emissions and, in
some cases, in actual emissions. Compliance with SCAQMD’s Rule 3008 resulted in actual
emissions no greater than 50 percent of the title V major source threshold for any pollutant. As
discussed in Finding 5.2, the District has discontinued the use of Rule 3008, and presently uses
guidelines to establish a source’s PTE below title V major source thresholds. Such facilities
(referred to as title V conditionally exempt) are issued individual equipment permits that
impose monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements on sources to assure
compliance with PTE limits below title V major source thresholds.
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Recommendation: The EPA recommends that the District continue its practice of creating
synthetic minor sources with practically and legally enforceable permit terms and conditions.
8.3

Finding: The title V permit format consolidates SCAQMD's emission unit-specific local permits
into a single document.
Discussion: During the interviews, many SCAQMD staff communicated that having all
information in a standardized single permit allows for easier review of facility operations. Since
title V permits must include all applicable requirements, District permitting staff now review
federal regulations (e.g., NSPS, NESHAP) more frequently to determine which requirements
apply to facilities. The permit application review process requires that permitting staff evaluate
whether applicable requirements, including federal regulations, apply to emission units. This
process involves ‘tagging’ of emission units to a rule (i.e., identifying all the rules applicable to
each emission unit), which staff and managers indicated has increased awareness of rules by
industry, and facilitates compliance.
Recommendation: EPA has no recommendation for this finding.
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Appendix A. Air Pollution Control Agencies in California

Map: California Map for Local Air District Websites
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CALIFORNIA MAP FOR LOCAL AIR DISTRICT WEBSITES
The State is divided into Air Pollution Control Districts (APCD) and Air Quality Management Districts (AQMD), which are also called air
districts. These agencies are county or regional governing authorities that have primary responsibility for controlling air pollution from
stationary sources. The following map is for informational purposes and shows the Air District Boundaries. This map can be used to
access local air district websites or an email address for that district if there is no website.

Local Air District Resource Directory
California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA)
Other Maps on this Website
The Board is one of six boards, departments, and offices under
the umbrella of the California Environmental Protection Agency.
Cal/EPA | ARB | CIWMB | DPR | DTSC | OEHHA | SWRCB
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A.

Title V Permit Preparation and Content

YN❑

1. For those title V sources with an application on file, do you require the sources
to update their applications in a timely fashion if a significant amount of time
has passed between application submittal and the time you draft the permit?
SCAQMD has an integrated Title V Permit Program, where the Permits to
Construct, as well as Permits to Operate are part of the Title V Permit for each
facility. Since SCAQMD has already issued all of the initial Title V Permits for
sources that were originally subject to Title V, there are only three other types of
Title V applications that SCAQMD processes. Those include Title V Permit to
Construct applications for brand new facilities, Title V Revisions Permit to
Construct applications for modifications to existing Title V facilities and Title V
Permit Renewal applications. For the first two type of Title V Permit to Construct
applications, the SCAQMD staff and applicant are in constant communication as
part of the processing of the Permit to Construct for a New or Revised Title V
Permit, so updated information is obtained from the applicant prior to issuance of the
Permit to Construct for a new or modified facility. For the Title V Permit Renewal
applications, since SCAQMD has an integrated Title V Permit Program, the Title V
Permit in certain cases will be revised to include new Permits to Construct in the
Title V Permit, while the Renewal application is being processed. Therefore, when
the Title V Permit is proposed for renewal, SCAQMD already includes all updates to
the Title V Permit that may not have been included in the original Title V Renewal
application. Also typically, the SCAQMD will send a Draft permit to the facility for
review of factual information, such as equipment description, etc. If updates are
necessary and the SCAQMD agrees, they are included in the final Draft permit prior
to the release of the proposed permit to EPA and public for review and comments.

YN❑

a. Do you require a new compliance certification?
Each Title V source is required to submit a compliance certification form
(http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/aqmd-forms/Permit/500-accform.pdf?sfvrsn=4) annually, even if the applicant has an application pending for
a Title V Permit Revision or Renewal. Therefore, there is no gap in the
submittal of compliance certifications while there is a pending Title V Permit
application being processed by SCAQMD, even if there has been a significant
amount of time between when the Title V application submittal and release of
draft permit .

YN❑

2. Do you verify that the source is in compliance before a permit is issued and, if
so, how?
Title V facilities are the SCAQMD’s major focus and are inspected at least annually,
and in many cases multiple times a year. Compliance records are checked in the
field and in our centralized database for any non-compliance status and to see if
there have been any notices of violation issued. Engineering staff works closely
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with Compliance staff and General Counsel’s staff to determine whether or not any
non-compliance has been remedied and facility is back into compliance before a new
permit is proposed. Any deficiencies must be corrected before the permit is issued.
The Statement of Basis also lists the Compliance History.
a. In cases where a facility is either known to be out of compliance, or may
be out of compliance (based on pending NOVs, a history of multiple
NOVs, or other evidence suggesting a possible compliance issue), how do
you evaluate and document whether the permit should contain a
compliance schedule? Please explain, and refer to appropriate examples
of statements of basis written in 2005 or later in which the Department
has addressed the compliance schedule question.
It is the SCAQMD’s policy to ensure that the facility is in compliance or on
the road to compliance under an SCAQMD Hearing Board Abatement Order
or a Variance or operating under an Alternate Operating Condition pursuant
to SCAQMD’s Rule 518.2 before issuing the TV permit. A Title V facility
must submit Form 500-C2 (http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/aqmdforms/Permit/500-c2-form.pdf?sfvrsn=2) to SCAQMD to provide a detailed

description of non-compliant activities and how compliance was achieved following
violations of permit conditions and/or rule requirements. A facility that continues to
operate in violation of such requirements may obtain an Alternative Operating
Condition in accordance with Rule 518.2. Form 500-C2 must also be completed
and submitted to describe how compliance has been achieved with the conditions of
any variance or order for abatement granted to a Title V facility by the SCAQMD
Hearing Board.

3. What have you done over the years to improve your permit writing and
processing time?
The SCAQMD, formed in 1977, is one of the oldest air pollution agencies and has
been writing and processing permits for decades. Since South Coast Air Basin is
designated as an Extreme Ozone Non-Attainment area, the threshold for major
sources is a potential to emit 10 tons per year of VOCs or NOx. Therefore, in
SCAQMD we have several hundred Title V facilities (more than most states), we
have designed a centralized permit processing system called FPS (Facility Permit
System) and Engineering staff has been trained to use the FPS. SCAQMD has an
integrated permitting process for combining NSR and Title V requirements. FPS
contains general permit conditions, equipment descriptions, basic and control
equipment relationships, rule citations, alternative operating conditions, as well as
basic information about the facility.
Facilities that are not in our Regional Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM)
program which typically have a smaller number of devices with existing Command
and Control permits go through an “alternative format” that leverages the permits in
order to streamline and simplify the facility permit.
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Policies and procedures have been placed in an intranet available to all permitting
staff. Additionally, there is a bulletin board so engineers can ask questions and share
tips.
Although the SCAQMD has a prolonged and extensive amount of experience with
issuing effective permits, efforts at improving the process are ongoing. Feedback
from permit holders is incorporated and shared division-wide to enhance efficiency
and efficacy.
In 1998, the SCAQMD Governing Board adopted a Permit Streamlining Initiative
and formed a Permit Streamlining Task Force (PSTF), with Task Force members
including Governing Board members, industry representatives, local government
representatives, environmental groups, consultants and SCAQMD staff. The
objective of the PSTF was to streamline and improve efficiency of SCAQMD’s
permit program. The PSTF members discuss and brainstorm new ways to expedite
permitting and improve customer service. Also, in 1998, a consultant was retained
to confer with the permitting staff and the industry/public to determine the areas
needing improvement. The PSTF developed and presented to the SCAQMD
Governing Board dozens of recommendations in four different categories, which
SCAQMD staff implemented, including measures to (a) reduce steps required to
issue permits; (b) improve communications internally and externally; (c) optimize
permit structure and systems; and (d) enhance management and organizational
effectiveness.
YN❑

4. Do you have a process for quality assuring your permits before issuance? Please
explain.
All engineers are trained on the steps involved in processing TV permits and use
templates for Statement of Basis, letters and public notices and we provide various
application, certification, notification and other standard forms to the Title V sources
to ensure consistency. All permits are reviewed by the first level supervisors, Senior
Engineers; the second level supervisors, Air Quality Analysis and Compliance
Supervisor (AQACS) and finally the Permitting Managers and in some special cases
by the Deputy Executive Officer or his/her designee. The Initial TV permit is also
reviewed and approved by the Deputy Executive Officer or his/her designee.
5. Do you utilize any streamlining strategies in preparing the permit? Please
explain.
The SCAQMD developed a Technical Guidance Document (TGD) for Title V, dated
back to January 1998, to assist in-house and industry representatives, consultants,
etc. in describing and informing those affected by the Title V Program and for
submittal of initial Title V permits. The SCAQMD has updated the TGD and issued
a Draft Technical Guidance Document for the Title V Permit Program, in March
2005, Version 4.0, which is located on our website and can be found at
http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/title-v/tgd/draft-tgd-
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complete.pdf?sfvrsn=2 This document incorporates elements for modification of a
Title V Permit, as well as other information about the SCAQMD’s Title V Program.
SCAQMD is currently in the process of further updating this document.
The Permit Streamlining Task Force (PSTF) proposed and the SCAQMD Governing
Board approved recommendations to streamline the processing of Title V permits by
also using an alternative Title V permitting format, a simplified version of a facility
permit, for Non-RECLAIM Title V sources, which was successfully implemented.
In 2001, SCAQMD Rule 3008 was adopted exempting low-emitting facilities by
limiting the facility’s potential to emit. This helped to tailor and reduce the number
of facilities requiring Title V permits.
a. What types of applicable requirements does the Department streamline,
and how common is streamlining in SCAQMD permits?
In the SCAQMD’s TGD document described above, for initial Title V
Permit, in Volume I, Appendix C – Application and Permit Streamlining
explanation of what streamlining techniques and rationale are discussed. In
general the topics cover the following:
Application Streamlining:
 Designation as a Title V Facility;
 Emission Data;
 Trivial Activities;
 Rule 219 – Exempt Equipment;
 Certification of Compliance; and
 Referencing Applicable Requirements.
Permit Streamlining:
 Reference to specific applicable requirements which are on record
with SCAQMD;
 How SCAQMD will resolve conflicting permit requirements;
 Applicants request to streamline multiple redundant or overlapping
requirements; and
 What criteria are applicable to streamlining of redundant or
conflicting requirements.
b. Do you have any comments on the pros and cons of streamlining
multiple overlapping applicable requirements? Describe.
In addition to the PSTF, the SCAQMD Governing Board has also formed a
Home Rule Advisory Group (HRAG), for which both EPA and ARB are
members of. One of the objectives of the HRAG was to identify overlapping
regulations and to work with all stakeholders to avoid redundancies and
streamline the requirements. However, the implementation of permit
streamlining measures recommended through the PSTF or HRAG is not
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intended to provide relief from any federal, state and/or local air quality rules
and regulations, but to avoid any redundancies. SCAQMD actually lists all
applicable federal, state, and local air quality regulation separately to ensure
that no requirements are dropped or missed. In many cases, testing methods,
time between testing intervals, etc. are different from federal, state and local
agencies so each emission limit, testing method, etc. are listed in separate
permit conditions to allow ease of review by the facility to know when each
test regiment is required.
6. What do you believe are the strengths and weaknesses of the format of
SCAQMD permits (i.e. length, readability, facilitates compliance certifications,
etc.)? Why?
Strengths:
1. Uniformity and commonality in formatting allows easy reading by SCAQMD
Permitting, Compliance staff along with facility representatives or their
environmental consultants.
2. Equipment description, applicable permit conditions, delineation of local, state,
and federal rules and regulations, facility-wide requirements, facility contact
information, listing of emission limits based on local, state and federal
requirements, etc. provides easy access by the applicant and familiarization of
where items are located.
3. A similar permit format is used for SCAQMD’s Regional Clean Air Incentives
Market (RECLAIM) facilities subject to the RECLAIM program.
4. When sections of a Title V Facility Permit require modification, only those
sections affected can be modified and printed while keeping the rest of the
permit intact. We ask the facility to replace only those sections that have
changed, thereby, conserving resources by not printing the entire permit.
5. The system used to produce the facility permits allow searchable data by types of
equipment, rules, permit conditions, etc. Also, a program called FP (Facility
Permit) Compare is available to the staff to compare permit revisions. The
program helps transfer information from permit to evaluation, group equipment
types and rules, and export searches.
6. The public has direct access to the permits and public notices.
Weakness:
1. For certain facilities, like a refinery, the sheer enormity/volume of the permit can
contain up to 400 pages.
7. How have the Department’s statements of basis evolved over the years since the
beginning of the Title V program? Please explain what prompted changes, and
comment on whether you believe the changes have resulted in stronger
statements of basis.
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The use and content of Statement of Basis have evolved over the years since the
beginning of Title V program. For the early Initial Title V permits, SCAQMD only
submitted a permit summary (PSUM) with the proposed permits; no Statement of
Basis was included. Starting July 2005 a Statement of Basis is prepared for all Title
V renewal permits and initially a Statement of Basis was also included for Initial
Title V permit that was already proposed, upon request from EPA or members of the
public. However, at this time a statement of Basis is being included for all Initial
Title V permits and permit renewals.
The content of the Statement of Basis for refinery permits within SCAQMD has also
evolved based on comments received from EPA. Specifically, applicability
determinations were added for all affected federal rules, which greatly increased the
scope and content of the Statement of Basis. This resulted in a more detailed and
stronger Statement of Basis.
In addition to the Statement of Basis, SCAQMD developed a form, Titled “Title V
Permit Summary”, which provides a summary of the elements included the Title V
permit. Members of the public have expressed that they find this summary form to
be more useful in providing a quick overview of the proposed permit than the
Statement of Basis.
8. Does the statement of basis explain:
YN❑

a. the rationale for monitoring (whether based on the underlying standard
or monitoring added in the permit)?

YN❑

b. applicability and exemptions, if any?

YN❑

c. streamlining (if applicable)?

YN❑

9. Do you provide training and/or guidance to your permit writers on the content
of the statement of basis?
Staff was instructed in writing to include Statements of Basis. A template for the
Statement of Basis was developed and is used by staff for all Statements of Basis.
Due to the variety of industries, individual Statements of Basis are tailored and
standardized within each permit processing team. Supervisory staff for each team
train and guide the preparation of Statements of Basis which are also reviewed prior
to permit proposals.

Y❑N☑

10. Do any of the following affect your ability to issue timely initial title V permits:
(If yes to any of the items below, please explain.)
a. SIP backlog (i.e., EPA approval still awaited for proposed SIP revisions)
SCAQMD does not delay issuance of an Initial Title V Permit due to a SIP
backlog, but it does complicate issuance of permits. We note in our Title V
8

Permit which rules and regulations are SIP approved, and therefore, federally
enforceable. See sample permit for Boeing.
Y❑N☑

b. Pending revisions to underlying NSR permits
As mentioned earlier, SCAQMD has an integrated Title V Permit Program,
so Permits to Construct are issued as Title V Permit and they do not delay
issuance of an Initial Title V Permit due to NSR permit needs.

Y☑N❑

c. Compliance/enforcement issues
One of the tenets of the Title V program is that the facility is operating in
compliance with all local, state and federal regulations or the facility is under
a legally binding order to come into compliance with all such rules. When a
facility is not in compliance with any of these rules, the SCAQMD will not
recommend an initial or renewal/revision Title V permit unless they are
operating under the SCAQMD’s Regulation V – Procedure Before the
Hearing Board, in particular, Rules 518, 518.1 and 518.2 – Variance
Procedures for Title V Facilities, Permit Appeals for Title V Facilities, and
Alternative Operating Conditions, respectively, or the facility is under an
Order of Abatement issued by the SCAQMD Hearing Board. Obtaining
these legal affirmations are time consuming and does delay issuance of an
initial Title V Facility Permit.

Y❑N☑

d. EPA rule promulgation awaited (MACT, NSPS, etc.)
SCAQMD does not delay issuance of an Initial Title V Permit due to pending
EPA rule promulgation. We note in our Title V Permit which federal rules
and regulations are in effect and follow any Permit Reopening provisions or
requirements.

Y❑N☑

e. Permit renewals and permit modification (i.e., competing priorities)
SCAQMD considers issuance of Initial Title V Permits a high priority. At
the same time, SCAQMD tries to also process Title V Permit renewals and
revisions in a timely manner. However, Title V program in general is very
resource intensive, and as a result, it creates a burden on permitting staff and
makes it very challenging to issue Title V Permit renewals and revisions, as
well as Initial Title V Permits in a timely manner.

Y❑N☑

f. Awaiting EPA guidance
SCAQMD staff has not waited for EPA guidance on when an Initial Title V
Permit may be issued since we first started issuing Title V permits in the
1990’s. SCAQMD has followed its Regulation XXX, TGD and existing
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EPA guidance to issue Initial Title V permits and no delays have occurred
due to this.
11. Any additional comments on permit preparation or content?
B.

General Permits (GP)

Y❑N☑

1. Do you issue general permits?
a. If no, go to next section
b. If yes, list the source categories and/or emission units covered by general
permits.

Y❑N❑

2. In your agency, can a title V source be subject to multiple general permits
and/or a general permit and a standard “site-specific” title V permit?
a. What percentage of your title V sources have more than one general
permit?
__________%

Y❑N❑

3. Do the general permits receive public notice in accordance with 70.7(h)?
a. How does the public or regulated community know what general permits
have been written? (e.g., are the general permits posted on a website,
available upon request, published somewhere?)
4. Is the 5 year permit expiration date based on the date:

Y❑N❑

a. the general permit is issued?

Y❑N❑

b. you issue the authorization for the source to operate under the general
permit?
5. Any additional comments on general permits?

C.

Monitoring
1. How do you ensure that your operating permits contain adequate monitoring
(i.e., the monitoring required in §§ 70.6(a)(3) and 70.6(c)(1)) if monitoring in the
underlying standard is not specified or is not sufficient to demonstrate
compliance ?

Y☑N❑

a. Have you developed criteria or guidance regarding how monitoring is
selected for permits? If yes, please provide the guidance.
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The SCAQMD has developed Periodic Monitoring Guidelines (November 1997) to
help our engineers develop monitoring and record keeping conditions for all local
Rules that did not contain sufficient monitoring requirements. These conditions are
included during the process of issuing initial, renewal and revisions toTitle V
permits. In addition, the SCAQMD implemented two monitoring guidelines that
were jointly developed with CAPCOA, CARB, and EPA Region 9. Those are the
Periodic Monitoring Recommendations for Generally Applicable Requirements in
SIP (June 1999) and the Recommended Periodic Monitoring for Generally
Applicable Grain Loading Standards in the SIP Combustion Sources (July 2001). In
addition, a SCAQMD’s TGD for the Title V Permit Program (latest version dated
March 2005) was prepared to provide engineers and industry guidance on imposing
conditions to incorporate periodic monitoring requirements when issuing Title V
permits. Furthermore, periodic monitoring requirements are embedded in new or
modified rules adopted since the inception of Title V program. As a result, permit
engineers have adequate resources to assist them to incorporate periodic monitoring
conditions in Title V permits.
Y☑N❑

2. Do you provide training to your permit writers on monitoring? (e.g., periodic
and/or sufficiency monitoring; CAM; monitoring QA/QC procedures including
for CEMS; test methods; establishing parameter ranges)
Permitting staff attend CARB training courses on CAM and CEMS, which are
exclusively held at SCAQMD. Some of the courses that SCAQMD Engineers, as
well as Inspector have taken are listed below. CEMS and source test reports are
reviewed by Source Testing engineers with extensive training and experience in
source test methods and QA/QC procedures.
Organization
CAPCOA
CARB
CARB
CARB
CARB
CARB
CARB
CARB
CARB
CARB
CARB
SCAQMD
SCAQMD

Course #/Description
CAPCOA Permitting Staff Development Class
#215 – Particulate Matter Control
#216 – Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) Control Technology
#217 – Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) & Carbon Monoxide (CO) Control
Technology
#220 – Compliance Assurance Monitoring
#221 – Continuous Emission Monitoring
#273 – Industrial Boilers
#297 – New Source Review
#298 – Title V Permitting Overview
#330 – CAPCOA Permitting
#401 – Comprehensive Continuous Emissions Monitoring
PAATS/PPS Training
New Source Review
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Y☑N❑

3. How often do you “add” monitoring not required by underlying requirements?
Have you seen any effects of the monitoring in your permits such as better
source compliance?
During the initial Title V process, monitoring requirements are added to the permits,
in accordance with the monitoring guidelines mentioned above in 1a. Newer rules
have incorporated monitoring requirements in each rule. The new monitoring
conditions have resulted in better source compliance in some cases. For instance, a
condition requiring periodic source testing for CO emissions was imposed on
combustion equipment over 10 mmBtu/hr that did not have CO CEMS or other CO
monitoring requirement. A facility had recently tested its exhaust vent pursuant to
such condition and discovered that its CO concentration had exceeded the limit in
SCAQMD Rule 407. As the result, the facility had to modify their equipment to reroute that exhaust stream to a combustion device.
4. What is the approximate number of sources that now have CAM monitoring in
their permits? Please list some specific sources.
Approximately 155 Title V permits have CAM monitoring requirements. Some
examples of sources are waste water treatment plants, refineries using fluid catalytic
cracking units, petroleum loading racks, printing operations, and coating operations.
Typical control equipment include carbon adsorbers and thermal oxidizers.

Y☑N❑

5. Has the Department ever disapproved a source’s proposed CAM plan?
Occasionally, the SCAQMD receives CAM Plans that are deemed incomplete due to
missing Pollutant Specific Emission Units that are subject to CAM or inadequate
definition of exceedances. In these circumstances, SCAQMD works with the
facilities and informed the facilities to submit additional information in order to
attain an approvable CAM Plan, in which case facilities follow through.

D.

Public Participation and Affected State Review
Public Notification Process
1. Which newspapers does the Department use to publish notices of proposed title
V permits?
We use the services of Daily Journal Corporation, California Newpaper Services
and California Newspaper Service Bureau and their Adtech Advertising System.
This system provides a listing of newspapers of general circulation and a list of
zip codes it serves as well as the ethnicities. Staff posting the notice selects the
newspaper based on the facility zip code identified in the newspaper’s service
area.
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Y❑N☑

2. Do you use a state publication designed to give general public notice?

Y☑N❑

3. Do you sometimes publish a notice for one permit in more than one paper?
a. If so, how common is if for the Department to publish multiple notices for
one permit?
Public notices are also published in Spanish news papers, as appropriate.
b. How do you determine which publications to use?
We use the services of Daily Journal Corporation, California Newpaper Services
and California Newspaper Service Bureau and their Adtech Advertising System.
This system provides a listing of newspapers of general circulation and a list of
zip codes it serves as well as the ethnicities. Staff posting the notice selects the
newspaper based on the facility zip code identified in the newspaper’s service
area, and if appropriate publishes notices for example in Spanish newspapers.
c. What cost-effective approaches have you utilized for public publication?
SCAQMD Rule 301 establishes a fixed fee for the TV notices based on the
county where the facility is located. If the notice is combined with Rule 212(g)
requirements, only one fee will apply. When possible we will combine notices
for multiple companies that are in the same general area. See fee table below.
TABLE IIB
FEE FOR PUBLIC NOTICE PUBLICATION
County
Los Angeles

Rule 212(g) Notice (a)
$1,389.18

Title V Notice (a)
$835.53

$1,265.25

$619.41

$274.72

$294.10

$1,206.49

$557.01

Orange
Riverside
San Bernardino
(a)

Y☑N❑

Y☑N❑

If Rule 212(g) and Title V notices are combined, pursuant to Rule 212(h), only Rule
212(g) publication fee applies.

4. Have you developed mailing lists of people you think might be interested in title
V permits you propose? [e.g., public officials, environmentalists, concerned
citizens]
a. Does the Department maintain more than one mailing list for title V
purposes, e.g., a general title V list and source-specific lists?
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Staff maintains several distribution lists. For example, there is a list that includes
EPA, CARB, other air districts and Affected Indian Tribes. Other lists include
environmental organizations, county public libraries, and selected school
districts. Subscription Services staff maintains several lists for people that
request information on Title V permits – for all permits, by county, or by city.
Engineering staff also keeps a list of individuals and organizations that have
expressed interest in a particular facility. In addition, Legislative and Public
Affairs (LPA) staff develops and maintain lists with public officials based on
geographic areas or interest in the type of project. Under certain circumstances,
staff may contact elected officials and their staff, environmental and health
organizations, and other stakeholders regarding Title V notices.
b. How does a person get on the list? (e.g., by calling, sending a written
request, or filling out a form on the Department’s website)
A person can request to be on a list by calling or sending a letter or email.
c. How does the list get updated?
Lists are updated based on requests for additions or deletions, or notification
from the post office that the individual is no longer at the address and there is no
forwarding address. LPA’s source specific lists are maintained by verifying
contacts on regular basis as they contain elected officials, government agencies,
and community organizations. Additionally, community specific lists are created
based on attendance at Title V Public Hearings or Public Consultation Meetings,
Town Hall Meetings, community meetings and workshops and other public
events.
d. How long is the list maintained for a particular source?
Lists are kept indefinitely.
e. What do you send to those on the mailing list?
The public notice for Title V permits are mailed to the persons on the mailing
list. The notice contains information on how to view the proposed permit,
evaluation, and other pertinent documents related to the project online, at a local
library or at SCAQMD office.
Y☑N❑

5. Do you reach out to specific communities (e.g., environmental justice
communities) beyond the standard public notification processes?
While the SCAQMD’s Engineering and Compliance division is responsible for
processing Title V permits and providing the requisite public notice to communities,
the SCAQMD’s Office of Legislative & Public Affairs (LPA) is the primary point of
contact with environmental justice communities. (Environmental justice initiatives
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were first recognized and incorporated by SCAQMD in 1997.) The mission of LPA
is to promote public participation in, and understanding of, air quality issues,
legislation, and policies. The South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD) reaches out to environmental justice communities through the Office of
Legislative & Public Affairs (LPA), which includes the Public Advisor, Legislative
Affairs, Government Relations, Community Outreach, and Small Business
Assistance units. LPA provides information regarding SCAQMD regulatory,
planning, and legislative activities to the general public, businesses, local
governments, ethnic communities, and environmental organizations. To better serve
environmental justice communities, LPA engages in the following efforts:


Environmental Justice Enhancements (2004-05): The workplan was developed with public
collaboration through public consultation meetings and EJ workshops in 2004. Section II-9
specifically focuses on Title V permitting and public notices:

Section II-9 -Improve Opportunities for Public Participation in Permit Decisions
Members of the public have raised concerns about being excluded from the District’s permitting
process.
Staff will review the permitting process to:
(1) identify opportunities to improve the timeliness and distribution of public notices about permit
applications and proposed permit decisions;
Public Notice on the Web – Public Notices for TV permits for Initial, Renewal and Significant
Revisions are posted on SCAQMD’s webpage. In addition, notices pursuant to Rule 212 are
also posted on the web. E&C Staff uses a Public Notice Routing Checklist to the reasons for the
web notice and the dates that they are posted. By default, the last 6 months notices are posted
on the website.
http://www.aqmd.gov/home/permits/title-v/public-notices-and-hearings
http://www3.aqmd.gov/webappl/publicnotices2/
(2) provide even more timely and complete access to permit applications and related documents
consistent with state law;
SCAQMD developed the Facility Information Detail (FIND) Program to allow the public to
search for permit related information about SCAQMD regulated facilities, as well as
information on Notices of Violation and Hearing Board Cases. The FIND application also
allow the filtering to identify all TV facilities and related permit information.
http://www.aqmd.gov/home/tools/public/find
(3) notify those who comment on permit applications about their right to appeal permit decisions to
the Executive Officer and Hearing Board. –
To enable the request for Public Hearing, Form 500 G TV Hearing Request Form was created.
This can be found at http://www.aqmd.gov/home/permits/title-v/public-notices-and-hearings
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Public Comment: Concern was expressed by business representatives whether this would slow
down the permitting process and the relationship of this initiative to the Permit Streamlining
Task Force which is being reinstated by the Board as part of the deliberations on budget issues.
Response: This initiative is intended to facilitate the public participation process consistent with
Title V and other AQMD rules and regulations including New Source Review and Rule 212.
Staff will also bring this item to the attention of the Permit Streamlining Task Force for a
comprehensive review.
Participation in Community Events: SCAQMD participates in dozens of community events,
including A Taste of Soul, Cesar Chavez Day of Remembrance, Sixth Annual Long Beach Asthma
Fair, throughout the year in environmental justice communities, during which staff distributes
information regarding SCAQMD’s clean air efforts. Most recently on October 2, 2015, the SCAQMD
Governing Board approved a proposals to provide assistance with community and stakeholder outreach
efforts related to SCAQMD’s Environmental Justice Program, including but not limited to, the
Environmental Justice Community Partnership Initiative. The Governing Board approved to execute a
contract with Lee Andrews Group for consultant services for SCAQMD Environmental Justice
Outreach and Initiatives for one year beginning in November 2015. As a background, in February 2015
during the SCAQMD’s conference, “Environmental Justice for All: A Conversation with the
Community,” the SCAQMD Governing Board Chairman, Dr. Burke, announced the Environmental
Justice Community Partnership (the Partnership) initiative. The Partnership’s goal is to both strengthen
and build SCAQMD’s relationships and alliances with community members and organizations to work
towards achieving clean air and healthy sustainable communities for everyone.
The consultant’s expertise will assist SCAQMD in the following areas:







Formation, coordination, and regular interaction with the Environmental Justice Community
Partnership Advisory Council (Advisory Council);
Execution of a series of 4 annual Environmental Justice Community Partnership workshops, or
events, each to be held in a different community identified throughout the South Coast Air
Basin; and the second annual Environmental Justice for All Conference in 2016 and;
Execution of 4 community events, one in each county, to recognize outstanding local
environmental justice community leaders.

In addition, as one of SCAQMD’s annual Clean Air Awards program, SCAQMD recognizes
environmental stewardships in various areas. For this year at the 27th Annual SCAQMD’s Clean
Air Awards on October 2, 2015, the SCAQMD awarded Legacy LA and the Legacy LA Youth
Council the Clean Air Youth Award for Promotion of Good Environmental Stewardship. Ramona
Gardens in Boyle Heights is one of LA’s oldest public housing complexes, and currently is next to a
busy 12-lane freeway, a rail line, and numerous factories and warehouses. In addition the more
than 5,000 residents of this complex in Boyle Heights face a poverty rate of over 40% and
unemployment near 19%. Legacy LA’s mission is to empower nearly 200 local youth to reach their
full potential to “build a dream and build a legacy” in this challenging neighborhood.


Hosting of Community Events: SCAQMD has held community meetings related to Title V
permits, prior to deadlines for comment and public hearing, to provide stakeholders with
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background information on the facility and the permitting process. SCAQMD also hosts
multiple events throughout the year in environmental justice communities. Events include:
o Environmental Justice Community Partnership Events
o A Martin Luther King Day of Service Forum
o Cesar Chavez Day of Remembrance


Distribution of Bilingual Materials: The following fact sheets and brochures are available in
Spanish (other materials are also available in other languages):
o Introduction to SCAQMD
o 1800-CUT-SMOG – Reporting Air Quality Problems
o Air Quality Index
o Fire Safety Alert – Tips for Seniors
o 10 Tips for Improving Our Air
o Connect to Clean Air – SmartPhone and Ipad App



Translation at Meetings Held in Environmental Justice Communities: Translation services
are provided at meetings held in environmental justice communities. We have provided
translations of the meetings in Spanish, Mandarin, and Vietnamese.



Outreach to Community Leaders: SCAQMD reaches out to key community leaders and
organizations who can then distribute the information to others.



Publications: The SCAQMD also promotes the following items to help inform community
members about clean air issues in their communities, and how they can contribute to the
SCAQMD’s clean air efforts:
o Clean Air Choices Program: Helps buyers identify lower-emitting vehicles
o SCAQMD Advisor – A bi-monthly newsletter that features interesting articles on air
quality issues.

Environmental Justice Partnership
In 2015, the SCAQMD announced the Environmental Justice Partnership as a Chairman’s initiative to
strengthen the agency’s commitment to achieving environmental justice for all.


Mission: The mission of the Environmental Justice Community Partnership (the Partnership) is
to strengthen relationships and build alliances with community members and organizations to
achieve clean air and healthy sustainable communities in the South Coast Air Basin.



Goals: The goal of the Partnership is to host a series of quarterly events and workshops which
began in June 2015, to facilitate open dialogue and information sharing on community and air
quality issues and to offer access to learning opportunities and empowerment resources between
SCAQMD and community members, government officials and representatives, businesses,
health, environmental, academic institutions, and others.



Environmental Justice Community Partnership Advisory Council (Advisory Council): The
Advisory Council, which will be formed in the last quarter of 2015, will assist with the creation
and implementation of air quality related events or workshops that best address the needs of
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environmental justice communities in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino
counties. The Advisory Council will also provide SCAQMD with valuable feedback on how to
best promote a two-way flow of communication with stakeholders.


Events: Key elements of The Partnership initiative are to provide community members and
local businesses with opportunities to learn about air quality related issues, to hold forums to
share information on community issues, and to offer access to learning opportunities and
empowerment resources. Each outreach opportunity (e.g. workshops, events, conferences)
conducted under The Partnership must be 1) Geographically specific 2) Held equally throughout
SCAQMD’s four-county jurisdiction 3) Relevant to the targeted community:
o Environmental Justice for All Conference: The partnership outreach programs will
culminate in an environmental justice conference that will bring together stakeholders
from all events held throughout the year with the intent to have a broader forum to share
information gained and lessons learned.
o Environmental Justice Community Partnership Workshops/Events (4): Each of the
four events will be held in a different community identified throughout the South Coast
Air Basin. Efforts will include forums, training opportunities, and special presentations
to educate and to receive feedback from the participants on air quality, SCAQMD rules
and programs, and other related topics.
o Regional Environmental Justice Community Leaders Recognition Series (4): These
four meetings (one in each county) will focus on identifying local environmental justice
leaders who are seeking to improve the quality of life in their communities. The events
will foster relationships between SCAQMD and the residents whom the Board
represents, by broadening awareness of environmental justice relative to air quality,
acknowledging current leaders, and expanding opportunities to identify problems and
jointly seek solutions.

Y☑N❑

6. Do your public notices clearly state when the public comment period begins and
ends?
7. What is your opinion on the most effective methods for public notice?
Newspaper notices are no longer an effective method for public notice, because
newspapers are not widely read anymore, and legal notices are not read by many of
the people that still subscribe or receive newspapers. Using email lists and social
media (Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.) to notify interested parties and updating
the SCAQMD website are more effective mechanisms to inform the public.

Y☑N❑

8. Do you provide notices in languages besides English? Please list the languages
and briefly describe under what circumstances the Department translates
public notice documents?
SCAQMD provides notices in languages besides English as appropriate for the
community stakeholders. The SCAQMD strives to enable all affected community
members to participate in the permitting process; thus, it is necessary to translate
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notices into the appropriate language of the majority of the community members. In
relation to Title V notices, Spanish is the most commonly used language for
translations.
Public Comments
9. How common has it been for the public to request that the Department extend a
public comment period?
When SCAQMD was issuing the initial Title V permits for refineries, we worked
with the environmental groups and communities and agreed to upfront provide a 60
days, instead of 30 days, comment period. Also occasionally, a request is made to
extend a public comment period, which the SCAQMD considers, as appropriate.
Y ❑N ☑

Y☑N❑

a. Has the Department ever denied such a request?
In general we don’t extend public comment periods, however, if an extension
request is legitimate, such that a notice did not get sent to an individual who
requested it or it was sent late, SCAQMD may extend the public comment
period.
b. If a request has been denied, the reason(s)?
10. Has the public ever suggested improvements to the contents of your public
notice, improvements to your public participation process, or other ways to
notify them of draft permits? If so, please describe.
The public has suggested improvements to both the contents of our public notice and
the public participation process. Comments vary from writing the public notice in
less technical terms to creating YouTube videos or posting on other social media
type sites to inform the public about Title V notices and the process.
11. Approximately what percentage of your proposed permits has the public
commented on?
Since SCAQMD has an integrated Title V Permit Program, there are numerous Title
V Permit Revisions issued for Title V sources incorporating Permits to Construct or
to Modify into the Title V Permits. Given the vast number of Title V Permits
(initial, renewal and revisions) issued by SCAQMD, public comments have been
received for less than ten percent of refinery permits, and less than five percent for
other types of facilities.

Y❑N☑

12. Over the years, has there been an increase in the number of public comments
you receive on proposed title V permits?
Typical comments are opposing a project in their neighborhood due to aesthetics or
projects should not be located near schools, hospitals, and residential areas. During
the initial Title V process for refineries, general comments were received about not
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granting permits to the refineries. Over time, comments have gotten more specific to
the project, and many comments are related to the CEQA process are also received
for Title V Permits to Construct.
Y☑N❑

13. Have you noticed any trends in the type of comments you have received? Please
explain.
For power plant and refinery projects, there has been an increased amount of public
comments not only from the public, but also from labor unions. Again since
SCAQMD has an integrated Title V Permit Program, many comments are actually
related to the CEQA documents associated with Title V Permit Revisions which
include Permits to Construct or to Modify equipment at the facility.
a. What percentage of your permits change due to public comments?
This is hard to quantify but occasionally a facility operator will agree to add
permit conditions to limit the types of compounds used to reduce emissions
and/or potential health impacts in response to public comments. Also in
some cases permits are changed based on comments received from EPA or
public.

Y☑N❑

14. Have specific communities (e.g., environmental justice communities) been
active in commenting on permits?
Environmental justice advocacy groups and community members are very interested
in certain types of facilities, such as refineries, power plants, and some facilities that
emit toxic air contaminants. They often request information on Title V permitting
actions and provide comments, but not necessarily always as part of the formal Title
V public comment period.

Y❑N☑

15. Do your rules require that any change to the draft permit be re-proposed for
public comment?
a. If not, what type of changes would require you to re-propose (and renotice) a permit for comment?
SCAQMD would re-propose and re-notice a permit if there were substantial
changes to the project after the public notice and comment period.

EPA 45-day Review
Y ☑N ❑

16. Do you have an arrangement with the EPA region for its 45-day review to start
at the same time the 30-day public review starts? What could cause the EPA
45-day review period to restart (i.e., if public comments received, etc)?
SCAQMD Rule 3003 – Applications, includes paragraph (i)(7) which specifies that,
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to the extent possible, the public noticing and review by the public, EPA, and
affected States will commence simultaneously. If substantial public comments are
received, they are sent to EPA, and additional time could be requested by EPA for
review.
a. How does the public know if EPA’s review is concurrent?
The information posted on the SCAQMD website begins with a copy of the
letter sent to EPA to request their review. The public notice follows, and
then additional information, such as the draft permit.
17. If the Department does concurrent public and EPA review, is this process a
requirement in your title V regulations, or a result of a MOA or some other
arrangement?
SCAQMD Rule 3003 – Applications, includes paragraph (i)(7) which specifies that,
to the extent possible, the public noticing and review by the public, EPA, and
affected States will commence simultaneously.
Permittee Comments
Y☑N❑

18. Do you work with the permittees prior to public notice?
Staff works with permittees prior to issuing a public notice, depending on the
complexity of the project.

Y❑N☑

19. Do permittees provide comments/corrections on the permit during the public
comment period? Any trends in the type of comments? How do these types of
comments or other permittee requests, such as changes to underlying NSR
permits, affect your ability to issue a timely permit?
Typically, staff works with permittees before a draft permit is issued for public
comment, so it would be unusual for a permittee to comment at this stage of the
process. Nonetheless, in some cases staff receives comments during the public
comment period from the applicant.

Public Hearings
20. What criteria does the Department use to decide whether to grant a request for
a public hearing on a proposed title V permit? Are the criteria described in
writing (e.g.., in the public notice)?
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Criteria for requesting Title V Public Hearings are listed in SCAQMD Rules and on
the Public Hearing request forms that are available with the public notice and on our
website.
SCAQMD adopted Rule 3006 – Public Participation in 1993 to address the public
participation procedures for Title V permitting. Under Rule 3006(a)(1)(F), the
criteria for requesting public hearings are listed and any person may request a
proposed permit hearing by filing a request (Form 500-G) within 15 days of the date
of a publication notice. Also the criteria for requesting public hearings is
summarized in Form 500-G.
Y☑N❑

a. Do you ever plan the public hearing yourself, in anticipation of public
interest?
SCAQMD scheduled public meetings for all initial Title V Permits for the
refineries and some of them more controversial project upfront and notified
the public in the public notices that if requests are received that meet the
requirements to hold public hearings, the meetings will be an official public
hearings, otherwise SCAQMD will still hold a public meeting to cover the
same information that would have been covered in a public hearing. Public
hearings for Title V permits are rare for SCAQMD, however, we
occasionally will hold public consultation meetings (not public hearings) for
controversial projects and plan those to occur early in the public comment
period in order to provide information and seek feedback from interested
parties.

Availability of Public Information
Y❑N☑

21. Do you charge the public for copies of permit-related documents?
If yes, what is the cost per page?

Y❑N❑

a. Are there exceptions to this cost (e.g., the draft permit requested during
the public comment period, or for non-profit organizations)?

Y❑N❑

b. Do your title V permit fees cover this cost? If not, why not?
22. What is your process for the public to obtain permit-related information (such
as permit applications, draft permits, deviation reports, 6-month monitoring
reports, compliance certifications, statement of basis) especially during the
public comment period?
Public notices include information on where to obtain permit-related information,
such as on the website, nearby libraries or SCAQMD office. Permit-related
documents are also available in public libraries near the facility. Also the most
recent compliance status are typically available as part of the permit evaluation.
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Historical information such as deviation reports, monitoring reports and compliance
certifications can be requested by filling out a Public Records Request Form.
Y☑N❑

a. Are any of the documents available locally (e.g., public libraries, field
offices) during the public comment period? Please explain.
See Above.
23. How long does it take to respond to requests for information for permits in the
public comment period?
As mentioned above several types of information related to permits are readily
available on our website, nearby public libraries or at SCAQMD offices. In
addition, SCAQMD does its best to respond to requests for additional information as
quickly as possible to avoid requests to extend the public comment period.
Typically, requests for information that is readily available are handled in a few
days. Finally, there are additional information about emissions, permits and other
compliance information that is available on SCAQMD website under the FIND
program and readily available to public.

Y☑N❑

24. Have you ever extended your public comment period as a result of requests for
permit-related documents?

Y❑N

b. Do information requests, either during or outside of the public comment
period, affect your ability to issue timely permits?
It would be very uncommon for information requests to delay permit
issuance.
25. What title V permit-related documents does the Department post on its website
(e.g., proposed and final permits, statements of basis, public notice, public
comments, responses to comments)?
Information posted on the website related to a Title V facility permit action include a
letter to EPA transmitting the permit action for their 45-day review, a copy of the
public notice, the application materials, draft permit, statement of basis, and a public
notice checklist. Other information can be included, if relevant, such as a CEQA
document prepared related to a facility modification that is the subject of the permit
revision. In addition, other information related to any facility, such as permit listing,
emissions reports, compliance status, etc. are available on SCAQMD’s website
under the FIND program.
a. How often is the website updated? Is there information on how the
public can be involved?
The website is updated for specific permitting actions as they develop. Each
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notice clearly specifies how the public can comment or request a public
hearing using a standard form available on SCAQMD’s website.
Y☑N❑

26. Have other ideas for improved public notification, process, and/or access to
information been considered? If yes, please describe.
Newspaper notifications are expensive and seem very ineffective. SCAQMD uses
email lists of interested parties and posts information on the web site. SCAQMD has
taken steps to provide the required legal notice for Title V notices, while also
providing the public with the same information in less technical terminology. One
effective strategy has been to target outreach to key community leaders and
organizations who can explain the information to others. SCAQMD also has held
community meetings related to Title V permits prior to deadlines for comment and
public hearing to provide stakeholders with background on the facility and the
permitting process.

Y☑N❑

27. Do you have a process for notifying the public as to when the 60-day citizen
petition period starts? If yes, please describe.
Information regarding the 60-day citizen petition period was recently incorporated
into the public notices.

Y☑N❑

28. Do you have any resources available to the public on public participation
(booklets, pamphlets, webpages)?
The SCAQMD website provides information on the Title V program and permit
process, including electronic copies of printed collateral materials to provide the
public on the agency, how to file complaints, and get involved in other ways. Also
SCAQMD’s Legislative and Public Affairs office is in constant communications
with public and Environmental Justice groups (please see response to earlier
questions related to Environmental Justice) to assist them in public participation in
various activities related to SCAQMD and air quality.

Y☑N❑

29. Do you provide training to citizens on public participation or on title V?
While we do not have formal training classes, there is information on our web site
about how the public can participate in many different aspects of the SCAQMD
process, including how to comment on pending permits. Information is also
provided during public meetings on controversial projects.

Y☑N❑

30. Do you have staff dedicated to public participation, relations, or liaison?
a. Where are they in the organization?
Staff in the Office of Legislative & Public Affairs (LPA) is one of the
departments in the organization.
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b. What is their primary function?
LPA includes the Public Advisor, Legislative Affairs, Government Relations,
Community Outreach, and Small Business Assistance units. The mission of this
group is to promote public participation in, and understanding of, air quality
issues, legislation and policies. LPA staff provides information regarding
SCAQMD regulatory, planning and legislative activities to the general public,
businesses, local governments, ethnic communities, and environmental
organizations.
Affected State Review and Review by Indian Tribes
31. How do you notify tribes of draft permits?
Tribes are notified by mail of pending Title V permit actions near their Tribal Lands.
32. Has the Department ever received comments on proposed permits from Tribes?
No.
33. Do you have any suggestions to improve your notification process?
We are looking at how to make the wording in public notices more understandable to
the general public, and how to better use social media and other mechanisms to
reach interested parties.
Any additional comments on public notification?
E.

Permit Issuance / Revision / Renewal
Permit Revisions
1. Did you follow your regulations on how to process permit modifications based
on a list or description of what changes can qualify for:

Y☑N❑

a. Administrative amendment?

Y❑N☑

b. §502(b)(10) changes?
No Title V permit revisions have been processed under this provision.

Y☑N❑

c. Significant and/or minor permit modification?

Y☑N❑

d. Group processing of minor modifications?
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2.

Approximately how many title V permit revisions have you processed?
From 2010 to 2014, a total of 1,105 revisions were processed.
a. What percentage of the permit revisions were processed as:
i. Significant
8% (84 applications)
ii. Minor
80% (886 applications – includes de minimis revisions)
iii. Administrative
12% (135 applications)
iv. Off-permit
No applicable permits.
v. 502(b)(10)
No applicable permits.

3. How many days, on average, does it take to process (from application receipt to
final permit revision):
a. a significant permit revision?
In 2014, 265 days
b. a minor revision?
In 2014, 184 days
4. How common has it been for the Department to take longer than 18 months to
issue a significant revision, 90 days for minor permit revisions, and 60 days for
administrative amendments? Please explain.
In 2014:
Significant permit revisions took 108 to 496 days to process (Average of 265 days)
Minor permit revisions took 1 to 476 days to process (Average of 184 days)
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Administrative permit revisions took 61 to 383 days to process (Average of 176
days)
5. What have you done to streamline the issuance of revisions?
We have developed templates for the Title V (Regulation XXX) evaluation for
different types of revisions – Administrative, Minor, DeMinimis Significant and
Significant. The templates assist the engineer in performing a complete evaluation,
including ensuring the accumulation of emission increases from previous revisions
since the initial Title V or the last renewal is carried forward to determine if the
current revision would be considered Significant. All applications are entered into
our Permit Administration and Application Tracking System (PAATS) database. In
PAATS, the permit applications associated with a revision are grouped with the Title
V revision application so the emissions can be accumulated properly and the
equipment in the revision is captured. The NSR computer program tracks emission
increases since the initial Title V or last renewal was issued so when the processing
engineer enters the emissions for the current project, a message will appear if the
current project emissions plus the previous accumulated emissions exceed the trigger
for Significant revision. In addition, a history of revisions and associated emissions,
since the last initial Title V renewal permit, is added to Title V evaluations.
We submit proposed revisions to US EPA Region IX electronically with a cover email summarizing the project (agreed upon template of cover e-mail) which starts
the EPA 45-day review period the day the proposed revision is electronically sent,
rather than having to wait the few days for hard copies to arrive by regular mail.
6. What process do you use to track permit revision applications moving through
your system?
Various stages of the application processing are captured in the computer system
when the application is entered into PAATs, sent to the team for processing,
assigned to an engineer, prescreened, initiated in PPS and recommended for
approval. These actions can be reviewed in an application diary. Title V
revision applications also have a separate tracking system that captures a few key
actions/dates.
In our PAATS system we have developed a series of tracks for each type of Title
V permit application. The system provides tracks for both our Title V permitting
program and also for our related REgional Clean Air Incentives Market
(RECLAIM) facility permit tracking. The list of tracks is included here:
Title V Permitting Tracks
1
2
3

Application Type
INITIAL TITLE V APPLICATION - TIERED(1-20 DEVICES)
INITIAL TITLE V APPLICATION - TIERED(21-75 DEVICES)
INITIAL TITLE V APPLICATION - TIERED(76-250 DEVICES)
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

YN❑

INITIAL TITLE V APPLICATION - TIERED(251+ DEVICES)
MINOR TITLE V PERMIT REVISIONS
DE MINIMUS SIGNIFICANT TITLE V PERMIT REVISIONS
SIGNIFICANT TITLE V PERMIT REVSIONS
TITLE V RENEWAL APPLICATION
ADMIN TITLE V CHANGES-NOT C/O
ADMIN TITLE V CHANGES-C/O
TITLE V/RECLAIM MINOR PERMIT REVISIONS
TITLE V/RECLAIM MINOR PERMIT REVISIONS-NO EVAL
TITLE V/RECLAIM De MINIMUS SIGNIFICANT REVISIONS
TV/RECLAIM SIGNIFICANT REVISIONS
PHASE I AND II INITIAL TITLE V APPLICATIONS
NO EMISSIONS - SIGNIFICANT TITLE V REVISION
NO EMISSIONS -- TV/RECLAIM SIGNIFICANT REVISIONS
RECLAIM-TV C/O

7. Have you developed guidance to assist permit writers and sources in evaluating
whether a proposed revision qualifies as an administrative amendment, offpermit change, significant or minor revision, or requires that the permit be
reopened? If so, provide a copy.
Guidance documents such as the Title V TGD and others for various rules and Title
V permitting were developed. Policy memos are issued as needed. These
documents and memos are readily available electronically to all staff.

YN❑
YN❑
YN❑

8. Do you require that source applications for minor and significant permit
modifications include the source's proposed changes to the permit?
a. For minor modifications, do you require sources to explain their change
and how it affects their applicable requirements?
9. Do you require applications for minor permit modifications to contain a
certification by a responsible official that the proposed modification meets the
criteria for use of minor permit modification procedures and a request that
such procedures be used?
10. When public noticing proposed permit revisions, how do you identify which
portions of the permit are being revised? (e.g., narrative description of change,
highlighting, different fonts).
The public notice (required for significant revisions) has a narrative summary
paragraph describing the type of facility and what they are requesting to change (i.e.,
proposing to install a new boiler, etc.). The Background section and Regulation
XXX evaluation of the permit evaluation describes the proposed changes in more
detail. Only the Sections of the facility permit that are proposed to be changed are
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sent to EPA and included on our website for public review, in addition to the permit
evaluation and public notice.
11. When public noticing proposed permit revisions, how do you clarify that only
the proposed permit revisions are open to comment?
See Q10 above. Only those provisions of the facility permit that are proposed to be
changed are sent to EPA and included on our website for public review. The notice
includes a statement that the “proposed permit is available for public review.”
Permit Renewal Or Reopening
Y❑N

12. Do you have a different application form for a permit renewal compared to that
for an initial permit application?
a. If yes, what are the differences?

YN❑

13. Has issuance of renewal permits been “easier” than the original permits? Please
explain.
It is generally easier to issue permits if there are no CAM plans required. Reviews
for any rule updates and compliance status can make the process lengthy and time
consuming.

Y❑N❑

14. How are you implementing the permit renewal process (ie., guidance, checklist
to provide to permit applicants)?
Our website has the Title V Technical Guidance Document, a Title V Application
Matrix which identifies what forms are required for renewals, all Title V forms, as
well as required fees, and links to the applicable rules. As a courtesy, we also send
out letters to the facilities approximately 9 months before the permit expiration date
to remind them that their renewal application should be submitted. The process is
essentially the same as for the initial Title V permits.
15. What % of renewal applications have you found to be timely and complete?
In 2014, 93% of renewal applications were timely and complete. 67 out of 72
renewals received met the permit shield requirements. TV facilities are sent
reminder letters for the renewal applications 9 months before the permit is to expire
(3 months before the applications are due). In addition, SCAQMD sends reminder
letters to Title V sources 9 months prior to expiration of their Title V permits,
reminding the sources that their Title V Renewal applications are required to be filed
no later than 6 months prior to the expiration date of their Title V permits.
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16. How many complete applications for renewals do you presently have in-house
ready to process?
Currently, there are 69 renewal applications in house.

YN❑

17. Have you been able to or plan to process these renewals within the part 70
timeframe of 18 months? If not, what can EPA do to help?
Coinciding EPA’s 45 days review with the 30 days public review has helped to
reduce the time required to process the permit renewals within the part 70
timeframes.

YN❑

18. Have you ever determined that an issued permit must be revised or revoked to
assure compliance with the applicable requirements?
Yes, in some cases when a rule changes we may need to revise certain sections of
the Title V facility permit for facilities subject to the rule. For example, we did this
in 2005 due to an amendment to Rule 1171. The Title Page, Table of Contents,
Section K and Appendix B of the Title V permits were revised. Another example is,
in 2008, Exide Technologies exceeded the NAAQS for lead at their fenceline
monitors. As a result, SCAQMD, under Rule 3005(g)(5), re-opened for cause
Exide’s Title V permit and revised the permit by reducing process feed rates in order
to help mitigate future potential ambient air exceedances of the NAAQS.

F.

Compliance
1. Deviation reporting:
a. Which deviations do you require be reported prior to the semi-annual
monitoring report? Describe.
Facilities are required to report to SCAQMD any deviation classified as an
emergency, a breakdown which results in a violation of any rule or permit
condition not specified in subparagraph (b)(3)(B) of SCAQMD Rule 430, or
one which results in excess emissions.
Reference: SCAQMD Rule 430 (b)(1); see also SCAQMD Rule 2004 (i) and

Section K, Conditions #22A, B, C, and D of SCAQMD-issued Title V operating
permits.

Y N❑

b. Do you require that some deviations be reported by telephone?
A person shall report by telephone or other District-approved method, any
breakdown which results in a violation of any rule or permit condition not
specified in subparagraph (b)(3)(B) to the Executive Officer within one hour
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of such breakdown or within one hour of the time said person knew or
reasonably should have known of its occurrence. Such report shall identify
the time, specific location, equipment involved, responsible party to contact
for further information, and to the extent known, the causes of the
breakdown, and the estimated time for repairs. In the case of emergencies
that prevent a person from reporting all required information within the onehour limit, the Executive Officer may extend the time for the reporting of
required information provided such person has notified the Executive Officer
of the breakdown within the one-hour limit. Sources are required to report
breakdowns to SCAQMD by telephone at 1-800-CUT-SMOG within an hour
of the time of actual or reasonable discovery of any equipment malfunction
that does or could reasonably result in the release of excess emissions.
Reference: SCAQMD Rule 430 (b)(1); see also SCAQMD Rule 2004 (i) and
Section K, Conditions #22A, B, C, and D of SCAQMD-issued Title V
operating permits.
c. If yes, do you require a followup written report? If yes, within what
timeframe?
Within seven calendar days after a reported breakdown has been corrected,
but no later than thirty calendar days from the initial date of the breakdown,
unless an extension has been approved in writing by the Executive Officer,
the owner or operator shall submit a written Breakdown Emissions Report to
the Executive Officer which includes:
(A) an identification of the equipment involved in causing, or suspected of
having caused, or having been affected by the breakdown;
(B) the duration of the breakdown;
(C) the date of correction and information demonstrating that compliance is
achieved;
(D) an identification of the types of emissions, if any, resulting from the
breakdown;
(E) a quantification of the excess emissions, if any, resulting from the
breakdown and the basis used to quantify the emissions;
(F) information substantiating that the breakdown did not result from
operator error, neglect or improper operation or maintenance procedures;
(G) information substantiating that steps were immediately taken to correct
the condition causing the breakdown, and to minimize the emissions, if any,
resulting from the breakdown;
(H) a description of the corrective measures undertaken and/or to be
undertaken to avoid such a breakdown in the future; and
(I) pictures of the equipment which failed, if available.
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Reference: SCAQMD Rule 430 (b)(2); see also SCAQMD Rule 2004 (i)
and Section K, Conditions #22A, B, C, and D of SCAQMD-issued Title V
operating permits.
Y N❑

d. Do you require that all deviation reports be certified by a responsible
official? (If no, describe which deviation reports are not certified).
All Title V reporting forms, including those which document deviations, are
required to be signed (certified) by the responsible official representing the
facility. The name of the responsible official is listed in Section A of the
facility’s Title V permit. For all reports, the responsible official must certify
that, based on information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the
statements and information in the reports are true, accurate, and complete.
Title V facilities are required to complete and submit reports to SCAQMD
using the following forms:
Deviation Report - Form 500-N
Each Title V facility must clearly identify and report any instances of
deviations (noncompliance), including but not limited to breakdowns,
emergencies, excess emissions, non-compliance with recordkeeping and
reporting requirements, etc., from an applicable requirement or condition on
the Title V permit by using Form 500-N, which is used to document the date,
time, and duration of the deviation, the probable or known cause of the
deviation, any corrective actions or preventive measures that were taken, and
a certification of the information submitted by a responsible official as
previously described.
Semi-Annual Monitoring report (Form 500-SAM)
Every Title V facility is required to complete and submit a Semi-Annual
Monitoring report (Form 500-SAM) documenting any deviations that
occurred during the first and second six months of the calendar year. Section
K, Condition 23 of each Title V permit identifies the actual reporting periods
and due dates for submittal of these reports.
RECLAIM and non-RECLAIM Title V Facilities whose permit conditions
include additional reporting of required monitoring activities (e.g., CEMS
reports, required monthly recordkeeping, etc.) are required to submit such
reports as scheduled in their permit condition. “Required monitoring”
includes, in addition to continuous emission monitoring, any reporting
observations, calculations, measurements, sampling and other oversight
activities involving the operation of a facility’s equipment for which the Title
V permit requires records be kept.
Unless specified in the Title V permit or it is required by other regulations,
the facility is not required to submit all monitoring data and records to
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SCAQMD, but must keep all records on site for inspection as requested and
must report whether they have performed all monitoring and recordkeeping
as required by their Title V permit.
Annual Compliance Certification (Form 500-ACC)
Title V permit holders are required to certify annually that their facility is in
compliance with the conditions of their permit. The first annual compliance
certification does not include the period preceding the effective date of the
initial Title V permit. Form 500-ACC must be submitted to SCAQMD and
EPA by March 1st. Cycle 2 RECLAIM facilities should submit the Annual
Compliance Certification Form annually at the time the Annual Permit
Emissions Program report is due. Listing non-compliant operation on the
compliance certification does not protect the facility from possible
enforcement.
Non-Compliance Operations Report and Compliance Plan (Form 500C2)
A Title V facility must submit Form 500-C2 to SCAQMD to provide a
detailed description of non-compliant activities and how compliance was
achieved following violations of permit conditions and/or rule requirements.
A facility that continues to operate in violation of such requirements may
obtain an Alternative Operating Condition in accordance with Rule 518.2.
Form 500-C2 must also be completed and submitted to describe how
compliance has been achieved with the conditions of any variance or order
for abatement granted to a Title V facility by the SCAQMD Hearing Board.
Reference: Draft Technical Guidance Document for the Title V Permit
Program
Y N❑

i. Do you require all certifications at the time of submittal?
Although certifications are required at the time of submittal, staff who
review and scan Title V submittals may determine that the signatory
purporting to certify the submittal on behalf of the facility is not the
responsible official on record with SCAQMD. In such instances,
inspectors are notified of the discrepancy and asked to follow up with
facility personnel to ensure that the submittal is properly certified, by:
(A) obtaining the signature of the responsible official on record,
(B) requiring the facility to submit Form 500-RO that captures the name, title
and signature of the individual who signed the submittal, or
(C) requiring the facility to submit Form 500-RO that captures the name, title
and signature of the individual to be designated as the new responsible
official.
This is most frequently accomplished by issuing the facility a Notice to
Comply requesting the appropriate action be taken within 14 calendar
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days. The compliance deadline may be extended up to 30 days from the
date the Notice to Comply was issued; failure to comply with this
requirement may result in the issuance of a Notice of Violation.
Reference: Form 500-RO
Y❑N

ii. If not, do you allow the responsible official to “back certify”
deviation reports? If you allow the responsible official to “back
certify” deviation reports, what timeframe do you allow for the
followup certifications (e.g., within 30 days; at the time of the semiannual deviation reporting)?
We do not allow back dating of certifications.
2. How does your program define deviation?
The term deviation is not defined in Part 70. It is generally understood to mean any
failure to comply with a permit term - which may or may not result in an
administrative or emissions-related violation. In the absence of a federal definition
for deviation, the description on EPA’s reporting form, 6-MONTH MONITORING
REPORT, for deviation under Part 71 is used as reference:
“Deviations from permit terms occur when any permit term is not met,
including emission control requirements and compliance assurance methods
(monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting). ...the following are examples of
deviations:
(1) emissions that exceed an emission limit;
(2) parameter value that indicates that an emission limit has not been met;
(3) observations or data that show noncompliance with a limitation or other
requirement;
(4) an exceedance or excursion as defined in 40 CFR part 64 (CAM);
(5) required monitoring that is not performed; and
(6) failure to submit a report.
You also must include deviations from permit terms that occur during startup,
shutdown, malfunction, and upset conditions. A deviation is not necessarily a
violation; violations will be determined by EPA (or its delegate Agency).”
[http://www.epa.gov/air/oaqps/permits/pdfs/sixmon.pdf]
Reference: Title V Draft Technical Guidance Document

Y❑N

a. Do you require only violations of permit terms to be reported as
deviations?
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Violations of permit conditions and any applicable rule requirements other
than those specified in SCAQMD Rules 430 (b)(3)(B) and 2004 (i) must be
reported as deviations. In addition, Section K of each Title V permit defines
the different types of incidents reportable as a deviation under 40 CFR Part
70. These deviations are listed below, along with the relevant condition in
Section K.
Emergency – Section K, Condition 17



Breakdown – Section K, Condition 22 (A)



Excess Emission – Section K, Condition 22 (B)



Other deviation – Section K, Condition 22 (D)

“An emergency [any situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable
events beyond the control of the operator, including acts of God, which (A) requires
immediate corrective action to restore normal operation; and (B) causes the facility
to exceed a technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due to
unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the emergency; and (C) is not
caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of preventative maintenance,
careless or improper operation, or operator error] constitutes an affirmative defense
to an action brought for noncompliance with a technology-based emission limit only
if:
(A) Properly signed, contemporaneous operating records or other credible evidence
demonstrate that:
(1) An emergency occurred and the operator can identify the cause(s) of the
emergency;
(2) The facility was operated properly (i.e., operated and maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications, and in compliance with all
regulatory requirements or a compliance plan) before the emergency occurred;
(3) The operator took all reasonable steps to minimize levels of emissions that
exceeded emissions standard s or other requirements of the permit; and,
(4) The operator submitted a written notice of the emergency to SCAQMD
within two working days of the time when the emissions limitations were
exceeded due to the emergency. The notice shall contain a description of the
emergency, any steps taken to mitigate emissions, and corrective actions taken;
and
(B) The operator complied with the breakdown provisions of Rule 430 –
Breakdown Provisions, or subdivision (i) of Rule 2004 – Requirements, whichever
is applicable [3002 (g), 430, 2004 (i)].”
“Breakdowns shall be reported as required by Rule 430 – Breakdown Provisions or
subdivision (i) of rule 2004 – Requirements, whichever is applicable.”
“Other deviations from permit or applicable rule emission limitations, equipment
operating conditions, or work practice standards, determined by observation or by
any monitoring or testing required by the permit or applicable rules that result in
emissions greater than those allowed by the permit or applicable rules shall be
reported within 72 hours (unless a shorter reporting period is specified in an
applicable State or Federal Regulation) of discovery of the deviation by contacting
SCAQMD enforcement personnel assigned to this facility or otherwise calling (800)
CUT-SMOG.”
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“All other deviations shall be reported with the monitoring report required by
condition no. 23.”

b. Which of the following do you require to be reported as a deviation
(Check all that apply):
Y N❑

i. excess emissions excused due to emergencies (pursuant to 70.6(g))

Y❑ N

ii. excess emissions excused due to SIP provisions (cite the specific state
rule)

Y N❑

iii. excess emissions allowed under NSPS or MACT SSM provisions?

Y N❑

iv. excursions from specified parameter ranges where such excursions
are not a monitoring violation (as defined in CAM)

Y N❑

v. excursions from specified parameter ranges where such excursions
are credible evidence of an emission violation

Y❑ N

vi. failure to collect data/conduct monitoring where such failure is
“excused”:

Y❑ N

A. during scheduled routine maintenance or calibration checks
Under RECLAIM and Rule 218 provisions, monitor outages during
routine and allowed maintenance or calibration periods are not
considered deviations, so no reporting is required.

Y❑ N

B. where less than 100% data collection is allowed by the permit
Under RECLAIM and Rule 218 provisions, monitor outages during
routine and allowed maintenance or calibration periods are not
considered deviations, so no reporting is required.

Y N❑
Y N❑

C. due to an emergency
vii. Other? Describe.
Any excess emissions beyond limits specified in Title V permit
conditions and/or applicable rules.
3. Do your deviation reports include:

Y N❑

a. the probable cause of the deviation?
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Reference: Form 500-N, item #10
Y N❑

b. any corrective actions taken?
Reference: Form 500-N, Item #13

Y N❑

c. the magnitude and duration of the deviation?
Reference: Form 500-N, Items #11 & 6

Y N❑

4. Do you define “prompt” reporting of deviations as more frequent than semiannual?
See response to Question 1(b) above re: breakdown reporting; see also Title V
permit, Section K, Condition 22.

Y N❑

5. Do you require a written report for deviations?
For every reportable deviation, Form 500-N must be completed, signed/certified by
the Title V facility’s responsible official, and submitted to SCAQMD.

Y N❑

6. Do you require that a responsible official certify all deviation reports?
7. What is your procedure for reviewing and following up on:
SCAQMD requires that all signed/certified Title V report forms be received by the
agency prior to stated deadlines. The postmark date or date of hand-delivery is used
to determine the timeliness of the submittal.
a. deviation reports?
Upon receipt, deviation reports (Form 500-N) are scanned into SCAQMD’s
OnBase imaging system. The inspector assigned to the facility reviews the
report and verifies the information provided is accurate.
b. semi-annual monitoring reports?
Upon receipt, semi-annual monitoring reports (Form 500-SAM) are scanned
into SCAQMD’s OnBase imaging system. The inspector assigned to the
facility reviews the report and verifies the information provided is accurate.
c. annual compliance certifications?
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Upon receipt, annual compliance certification reports (Form 500-ACC) are
scanned into SCAQMD’s OnBase imaging system. The inspector assigned
to the facility reviews the report and verifies the information provided is
accurate.
8. What percentage of the following reports do you review?
a. deviation reports
100%
b. semi-annual monitoring reports
100%
c. annual compliance certification
100%
9. Compliance certifications
Y N❑

a. Have you developed a compliance certification form? If no, go to
question 10.
SCAQMD requires that each Title V facility timely complete and submit an
Annual Compliance Certification (Form 500-ACC) signed/certified by the
facility’s responsible official.

Y N❑

i. Is the certification form consistent with your rules?
ii. Is compliance based on whether compliance is continuous or
intermittent or whether the compliance monitoring method is
continuous or intermittent?
Form 500-ACC requires facilities to disclose whether compliance is
continuous or intermittent; in the latter case, facilities must describe in
detail how such compliance has been achieved.
Form 500-SAM requires facilities to verify that monitoring activities
required by Title V permit conditions have been conducted properly.
Reference: Form 500-ACC, Item #3; Form 500-SAM, Section III, Item
#1
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Y N❑

iii. Do you require sources to use the form? If not, what percentage
does?
All Title V sources within SCAQMD’s jurisdiction must timely complete
and submit an Annual Compliance Certification (Form 500-ACC) and
Semi-Annual Monitoring reports (Form 500-SAM) signed/certified by
the facility’s responsible official.

Y N❑

iv. Does the form account for the use of credible evidence?
Form 500-SAM summarizes deviations, emergencies, breakdowns, and
other instances of noncompliance for each six-month period from January
1 – June 30 and July 1 – December 31. Copies of Form 500-C2 (NonCompliance Operations Report and Compliance Plan) and Form 500-N
(Deviations, Emergencies & Breakdowns) describing such instances of
noncompliance in a given six-month reporting period are required to be
appended to each Form 500-SAM report. Form 500-N specifically
requests credible evidence to prove that the facility has returned to
compliance.
Reference: Form 500-N, Item #16 (b)

Y N❑

v. Does the form require the source to specify the monitoring method
used to determine compliance where there are options for
monitoring, including which method was used where more than one
method exists?
Form 500-SAM requires facilities to verify that monitoring activities
required by Title V permit conditions have been conducted properly.
Reference: Form 500-SAM, Section III, Item #1
10. Excess emissions provisions:

Y N❑

a. Does your program include an emergency defense provision as provided
in 70.6(g)? If yes, does it:
The Emergency Provision provides an affirmative defense to action brought
for non-compliance with technology-based emission limits only and ONLY
when all four criteria are met. The facility must also refer to Section K,
Condition 17 for more specific requirements and applicability. If the
deviation is the result of an emergency involving a technology-based
limitation, a facility should also comply with the SCAQMD requirements for
a Title V permit (Rule 3002(g)), and either Rule 430 - Breakdown
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Provisions, or Rule 2004 (i) - Requirements (RECLAIM). Complying with
these requirements can give a facility an affirmative defense to enforcement
action.
Y N❑

i. Provide relief from penalties?
Providing that an affirmative defense has been established.

Y N❑

ii. Provide injunctive relief?
Providing that an affirmative defense has been established.

Y N❑

iii. Excuse noncompliance?
Providing that an affirmative defense has been established.

Y N❑

b. Does your program include a SIP excess emissions provision? If no, go
to 10.c. If yes does it:
Title V Permit, Section K, Condition 22 (B) requires that excess emissions
greater than those required by the permit or applicable rules be reported as a
deviation to SCAQMD.

Y❑N

i. Provide relief from penalties?
Self-reported deviations are to be brought to the prompt attention of the
responsible Senior Enforcement Manager for determination of
appropriate enforcement action. Legal staff determine whether such
action, if any, is subject to assessment of penalties.

Y❑N

ii. Provide injunctive relief?
Self-reported deviations are to be brought to the prompt attention of the
responsible Senior Enforcement Manager for determination of
appropriate enforcement action. Legal staff determine whether such
action, if any, may be precluded by injunctive relief.

Y❑N

iii. Excuse noncompliance?
Self-reported deviations are to be brought to the prompt attention of the
responsible Senior Enforcement Manager for determination of
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appropriate enforcement action. Legal staff determine whether such
action, if any, may be excused.
c. Do you require the source to obtain a written concurrence from the
Department before the source can qualify for:
Y ❑ N

i. the emergency defense provision?
The source is required to submit Form 500-N along with properly signed,
contemporaneous operating records or other credible evidence necessary
to establish an emergency defense. The burden of proof is on the source
to demonstrate it has met the requirements to establish an affirmative
defense. SCAQMD is not specifically required to provide written
concurrence to validate the source’s claim of an affirmative defense.
Self-reported deviations are to be reported promptly to the responsible
Senior Enforcement Manager for determination of appropriate
enforcement action.
Reference: Enforcement Action General Guidelines Form 500-N

Y❑N

ii. the SIP excess emissions provision?
Not applicable.

Y❑N

iii. NSPS/NESHAP SSM excess emissions provisions?
SCAQMD does not provide written concurrence to validate the source’s
qualification for the NSPS/NESHAP SSM excess emissions provision.
11. Is your compliance certification rule based on:

Y❑N

a. the ‘97 revisions to part 70 - i.e., is the compliance certification rule
based on whether the compliance monitoring method is continuous or
intermittent; or:

Y N❑

b. the ‘92 part 70 rule - i.e., is the compliance certification rule based on
whether compliance was continuous or intermittent?
12. Any additional comments on compliance?
Following each annual compliance determination at a Title V facility, the inspector
completes and forwards a report (CMS Form) of findings to the SCAQMD Title V
coordinator, who enters the data into the EPA database.
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G.

Resources & Internal Management Support

YN❑

1. Are there any competing resource priorities for your “title V” staff in issuing
title V permits?
a. If so, what are they?
Staff are usually assigned multiple application types, Title V and Non-TV
applications and have to prioritize their workload on competing priorities to issue
permits for both TV and non-TV facilities.
2. Are there any initiatives instituted by your management that recognize/reward
your permit staff for getting past barriers in implementing the title V program
that you would care to share?
No
3. How is management kept up to date on permit issuance?
Weekly reports are provided to supervisors and managers.

YN❑

4. Do you meet on a regular basis to address issues and problems related to permit
writing?
Each permitting team holds periodic meetings to discuss permitting issues. Each
supervisor may hold meetings with their staff. Managers also hold meetings with
their staff on a regular basis.

Y❑N

5. Do you charge title V fees based on emission rates?
a. If not, what is the basis for your fees?
The fee is based on cost recovery for the time spent by the permit processing
engineers to process the different types of TV permits. This has lead to a
combination of a flat fee rate and/or combination with a Time and Material
Component. For instance, the TV renewal has an initial processing fee and if the
time spent on the application exceeds 8 hours a Time and Material hourly fee is
charged. The processing engineer prepares a time and material summary sheet
for all initial and renewal applications.
b. What is your title V fee?
See SCAQMD Rule 301(m). There are different fees for the various application
types (Initial, Renewal and Revisions).
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6. How do you track title V expenses?
The SCAQMD has work program codes that are used to budget resources to specific
activities. Each of the 250+ lines of the work program identifies the amount of labor
(number of full-time equivalent (FTE) employees budgeted to an activity. The
electronic timecard system allows employees to code (track) their actual hours spent on
any given activity using the appropriate work program codes. In addition, other direct
(non-labor) expenditures are charged to the appropriate work program codes and certain
overhead costs associated with the activities are allocated.
7. How do you track title V fee revenue?
Each Title V application type (Initial, Renewal and Revision) is assigned a unique
application number. The fees collected for each application is extracted to determine
revenues. In addition, there is a flat fee for each Title V facility. The annual
emission fees are identified by the Title V facility ID numbers.
8. How many title V permit writers does the agency have on staff (number of
FTE’s)?
In 2015, there were 54 full time engineers who worked on Title V permits.
Y❑N

9. Do the permit writers work full time on title V?
a. If not, describe their main activities and percentage of time on title V
permits.
Permit writers with assigned Title V applications contribute approximately 45%
of their time to Title V permits.
b. How do you track the time allocated to Title V activities versus other nontitle V activities?
The electronic timecard system allows employees to code (track) their actual
hours spent on any given activity. There are Work Program Codes specifically
for Title V activities (vs. other non-Title V activities).

Y❑N

10. Are you currently fully staffed?
11. What is the ratio of permits to permit writers?
Currently, there are 460 Title V applications to 54 permit writers, or 8.5 applications
per permit writer.
There are 392 Title V facilities, or 7.3 facilities (permits) per permit writer.
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12. Describe staff turnover.
The SCAQMD has an aging workforce, and turnover due to retirements are
inevitable. Retirements of supervisors and managers have created opportunities for
promotions, which, consequentially, result in turnover at the permitting engineer
level. Transfers to other divisions within the agency are allowed so as not to limit
the professional growth of the permit engineers. SCAQMD recently hired 20 new
engineers to assist in processing of both Title V and Non-Title V permits and is in
the process of hiring more engineers to fill additional vacancies in Engineering &
Compliance Office.
a. How does this impact permit issuance?
Typically a TV facility is assigned to an experienced engineer in permitting TV
facilities. There is a steep learning curve for the new hire or the transferred
engineer if he or she has no prior TV permitting experience.
b. How does the permitting authority minimize turnover?
In 2015, a significant number of vacant engineering positions were filled at the
entry level position, and all new engineers were given training on the Title V
program. Vacated supervisor and management positions have been filled
through internal promotions, thus retaining the experienced staff within the
permitting division.
YN❑

13. Do you have a career ladder for permit writers?
a. If so, please describe.
Assistant Air Quality Engineer – Entry level
Air Quality Engineer I – Automatic promotion after 6 months to 1 year as an
assistant with satisfactory or above performance
Air Quality Engineer II – Automatic promotion after 1 year as AQEI
Senior Engineer – By competitive promotion
Air Quality Analysis and Compliance Supervisor – By competitive promotion
Manager – By competitive promotion
Assistant Deputy Executive Officer – By competitive promotion
Deputy Executive Officer – By competitive promotion

YN❑

14. Do you have the flexibility to offer competitive salaries?
In each position there are several salary steps. There is some flexibility to offer new
hires a higher step in salary range based on experience.

YN❑

15. Can you hire experienced people with commensurate salaries?
Yes. Also see question 14.
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16. Describe the type of training given to your new and existing permit writers.
New engineers – when a group of engineers are hired together, we conduct a series of
training sessions. Frequently this occurs when a group of inspectors are also hired, so
some of the training is done together on the general SCAQMD functions. The engineers
are also provided training on the various computer programs related to permitting – how
to use them and what information is available to assist in permit processing. Basic rules
are explained such as New Source Review (Reg. XIII), Rule 1401 – NSR of Toxic Air
Contaminants (and how to conduct screening risk assessments), Title V (Reg. XXX),
RECLAIM (Reg. XX), Rule 212 public notice requirements, etc. The senior and/or
supervising engineer of the specific team will provide sample permits and permit
evaluations for equipment the team typically handles. The new engineers are also
encouraged to go out to visit facilities to get a good understanding of the equipment they
are evaluating, and how it operates so they can write an accurate permit description and
enforceable permit conditions.
For existing engineers, training classes are offered periodically. This includes training
classes offered by CARB, CAPCOA and USEPA. For example, recently, training was
conducted on how to use the new modeling program AERSCREEN Policy guidance.
Typically memos or e-mails are developed when necessary to document rule
interpretations/clarifications and distributed to all engineers. These are also posted on
our intranet, as well as training opportunities offered.
17. Does your training cover:
YN❑

a. how to develop periodic and/or sufficiency monitoring in permits?

YN❑

b. how to ensure that permit terms and conditions are enforceable as a
practical matter?

YN❑

c. how to write a Statement of Basis?

YN❑

18. Is there anything that EPA can do to assist/improve your training? Please
describe.
Yes, a refresher training and feedback by EPA staff based on their experiences in
reviewing TV permits would be useful to ensure consistency and ensure all
requirements are addressed.
19. How has the Department organized itself to address title V permit issuance?
Engineers are grouped in teams based on the types of facilities they handle. Some
teams are further separated by those handling major sources (Title V and RECLAIM
facilities) or those handling non-major sources. For those handling major sources,
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the facilities are distributed among the engineers so each engineer has specific
companies assigned for virtually all permitting issues – permits, Title V revisions,
Title V renewals, Hearing Board, etc. The engineer will become familiar and
develop a rapport with the contact person at the facility, have a good understanding
of how the facility operates, the equipment they have, and their permitting
issues/history. When a facility enters the Title V program, the assigned engineer can
more efficiently and accurately prepare the initial Title V facility permit. Likewise,
when the Title V permit is renewed, the engineer has most likely done the previous
revisions and knows what updates may be required.
20. Overall, what is the biggest internal roadblock to permit issuance from the
perspective of Resources and Internal Management Support?
The Title V Permit Program is a very resource intensive program and in itself puts a
burden on resources. In addition to that, other challenges include training and
bringing new permit engineers up to speed, competing priorities, and staff turnovers
in the Engineering Division.
Environmental Justice Resources
YN☐

21. Do you have Environmental Justice (EJ) legislation, policy or general guidance
which helps to direct permitting efforts?
If so, may EPA obtain copies of appropriate documentation?

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) has one of the earliest and most
comprehensive Environmental Justice (EJ) programs which encompass various aspects of our air
quality control and public health protection program, including, but not limited to, permitting. As an
example, permitting engineers apply the SCAQMD’s rigorous rules and regulations when assessing a
permit application. For example, a permitted facility must be in compliance with the District’s toxic
rules (1401 et seq.) which set limits for maximum incremental cancer risk and, if located near a school,
Rule 1401.1 provides additional health protection to children. Other source specific rules, such as Rule
1470 (Requirements for Stationary Diesel-Fueled Internal Combustion and Other Compression Ignition
Engines), Rule 1148.1 (Oil and Gas Production Wells), and Rule 1148.2 (Notification and Reporting
Requirements for Oil and Gas Wells and Chemical Suppliers), place specific restrictions and
notification requirements on facilities nearby sensitive receptors. All of the SCAQMD’s rules and
regulations are available on our website.
Additionally, the SCAQMD does engage in further environmental justice outreach and defines
environmental justice as “…equitable environmental policymaking and enforcement to protect the
health of all residents, regardless of age, culture, ethnicity, gender, race, socioeconomic status, or
geographic location, from the health effects of air pollution.” The purpose of SCAQMD's
Environmental Justice program is to ensure that everyone has the right to equal protection from air
pollution and fair access to the decision-making process that works to improve the quality of air within
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their communities. To support its EJ efforts, the SCAQMD formed the Environmental Justice Advisory
Group.
Environmental Justice Advisory Group:
The Environmental Justice Advisory Group serves as an advisory group to the SCAQMD Governing
Board, with a focus on air quality and environmental justice issues in the area served by SCAQMD.


Mission: The mission of the EJAG is to advise and assist SCAQMD in protecting and
improving public health in SCAQMD’s most impacted communities through the reduction and
prevention of air pollution.



Goals: The goals of the EJAG are to:
o Advise the SCAQMD on issues related to environmental justice
o Create and sustain a positive and productive relationship between SCAQMD and
community members
o Better inform SCAQMD about environmental justice issues
o Assure that SCAQMD makes meaningful and continuous progress toward the
achievement of environmental justice through its decision activities



Membership: SCAQMD shall ensure that the EJAG include an ethnically and geographically
diverse membership, consisting of up to 30 members, with at least two members from each
county and representatives from the most highly impacted communities within SCAQMD’s
jurisdiction. Members will serve staggered four-year terms. Upon recommendation by the
EJAG Chair, appointments will be made by the Chairman of the Board with consideration for
Board Member input, and following review by the Administrative Committee. The same
process, as above, applies for reappointments to fill any vacancy or for removal of a member.



Structure & Process: The EJAG shall meet at least four times per year for in-depth discussions
of one or two high priority topics at each meeting as suggested by members and staff. The
meetings may take place at AQMD Headquarters or in host communities. The EJAG may form
subcommittees to work on specific issues with staff.



Meetings: In order to assure efficient and productive meetings, staff shall circulate background
materials at least 10 days prior to each meeting. Members and the public may submit questions
and comments to staff and other members prior to each meeting. Meetings shall include:
1. An opportunity for members to provide community updates;
2. Discussion and analysis of policy and other issues;
3. Formulation of recommendations; and
4. Time for planning, developing action items, and agenda-setting for future meetings.



Tasks: The EJAG’s tasks shall include:
1. Reviewing and assessing the status of past SCAQMD environmental justice work plans
and making recommendations for future environmental justice work plans;
2. Reviewing policy issues and agency activities that impact environmental justice
communities (e.g., goods movement, climate change, land use planning, cumulative
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impacts, air toxics, decision-making/risk/precautionary principles, community relations,
complaint resolution, permitting/enforcement/rulemaking); and
3. Reviewing and making recommendations on how to address community concerns.
Y N☐

22. Do you have an in-house EJ office or coordinator, charged with oversight of EJ
related activities?

On August 18, 2015, the SCAQMD hired a Senior Public Information Specialist specifically to
coordinate environmental justice efforts for the agency. The individual:











Acts as lead environmental justice coordinator and contact for the SCAQMD, including staffing
and coordinating the SCAQMD Environmental Justice Advisory Group, the Environmental
Justice Partnership, and all environmental justice conferences, events and initiatives.
Researches, identifies and analyzes emerging environmental justice programs and related issues,
and recommends or assists in the achievement of goals and objectives related to SCAQMD's
environmental justice program.
Creates positive working relationships with environmental justice organizations and community
leaders and/or active residents living in and around environmental justice communities;
interacts with representatives of environmental justice organizations and communities to
represent SCAQMD and report back to management stakeholders’ relative concerns, as well as
possible resolutions to effectively address those concerns.
Builds and maintains cooperative alliances with environmental justice organizations and
communities, and participates in or speaks at various meetings, or other events to share
information and inform stakeholders regarding SCAQMD's environmental justice program, as
well as other relative programs and services offered by the agency.
Prepares a wide variety of correspondence, recommendations, reports, and other written
documents related to SCAQMD’s environmental justice program, intergovernmental affairs
program, or in response to inquiries, concerns, complaints, and suggestions relative to the
above-referenced programs and activities. Consults with other professional and technical staff
members to gather pertinent facts and information in order to effectively communicate complex
and scientific issues, both verbally and in writing, in such a way that community members can
easily understand.
Participates in public information, public participation, and community liaison programs, as
needed, to advise and disseminate information to legislators, local officials, and the general
public, school districts, public agencies, small business, and private organizations.
Prepares speeches, testimony or other communications targeted to key audiences for
management or Board members.

Y N ☐

23. Have you provided EJ training / guidance to your permit writers?

In 1997, SCAQMD adopted 4 guiding principles and 10 initiatives to ensure environmental justice for
all. Two of the ten EJ Initiatives were specifically related to permitting. A policy memo was issued on
February 23, 1999 to implement EJ Initiative #9 to address EJ issues as it relates to permits issued for
Various Location Permits. EJ Initiative #10 was addressed in subsequent amendments to Rule 1401 –
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New Source Review for Toxic Air Contaminants, Rule 1401.1 - Requirement for New and Relocated
Facilities Near Schools and Rule 1402 - Control of Toxic Contaminants from Existing Facilities.
Tools to Determine EJ Areas and Impacted Communities
E&C management and selected permitting staff have participated in the demonstration of EPA’s
EJScreen tool and CalEPA EnviroScreen. These are used on a case-by case basis to determine EJ
impact areas where the TV facilities are located prior to issuance of the public notice.
SCAQMD developed, for the implementation of the Carl Moyer program, an Environmental Justice
Area utilizing Geographic Information System (GIS) and using 2008-12 poverty data, 2012 PM2.5
monitoring levels and MATES III cancer risk. In addition, E&C has the capability of utilizing GIS to
identify the demographics of the areas that may be impacted .
Y N☐

24. Do the permit writers have access to demographic information necessary for EJ
assessments? (e.g., socio-economic status, minority populations, etc.)
See 23.

Y N☐

25. When reviewing an initial or renewal application, is any screening for potential
EJ issues performed? If so, please describe the process and/or attach guidance.
See 23.

H.

Title V Benefits
1. Compared to the period before you began implementing the title V program,
does the title V staff generally have a better understanding of:
For all the areas below, staff’s understanding and technical knowledge has improved
over time, but it cannot be exclusively attributed to the Title V program. These
efforts have been part of the SCAQMD’s permitting program since inception, and
continuous improvement is an ongoing goal.

Y☑ N❑

a. NSPS requirements?

Y☑ N❑

b. The stationary source requirements in the SIP?

Y☑ N❑

c. The minor NSR program?

Y☑ N❑

d. The major NSR/PSD program?

Y☑ N❑

e. How to design monitoring terms to assure compliance?

Y☑ N❑

f. How to write enforceable permit terms?
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2. Compared to the period before you began implementing the title V program, do
you have better/more complete information about:
Y❑N☑

a. Your source universe including additional sources previously unknown to
you?
The SCAQMD has had a robust compliance division since its inception in 1977
so the inclusion of the Title V program did not improve over what has been
historically one of our main priorities - to find all stationary sources (major and
non-major) that have a potential to emit or control air emissions. The inclusions
of fugitive emissions towards the determination of PTE has brought a number of
facilities into the TV program that would have otherwise not been regulated.

Y❑ N☑

b. Your source operations (e.g., better technical understanding of source
operations; more complete information about emission units and/or control
devices; etc.)?
The SCAQMD has had a robust engineering division since its inception in 1977.
The inclusion of the Title V program did not improve over what has been
historically one of our main priorities - to permit all stationary sources that have
a potential to emit or control air emissions.

Y ☑ N❑

c. Your stationary source emissions inventory?
This is true on limited circumstances. The SCAQMD’s Annual Emission
Reporting (AER) program was developed to track emissions of air contaminants
from permitted facilities. Fees for emissions of air contaminants are assessed
based on the reported data. These fees help to cover the costs of evaluating,
planning, inspecting, and monitoring air quality efforts. Under this program,
facilities that emit more, pay more toward air pollution control efforts – and at
the same time are given an incentive to reduce emissions. This program was
developed well in advance of the Title V program.

Y❑N☑

d. Applicability and more enforceable (clearer) permits?
The SCAQMD has had a robust compliance and engineering division since its
inception in 1977. The inclusion of the Title V program did not improve over
what has been historically one of our main priorities - to permit all stationary
sources that have a potential to emit or control air emissions. Part of SCAQMD
permits have always included permit conditions that govern the operation of the
equipment to ensure compliance with federal (New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS), National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP)), state (air toxics control measures (ATCMs) and pertinent health
and safety codes, and local rules and regulations (SCAQMD).
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3. In issuing the title V permits:
Y❑N☑

a. Have you noted inconsistencies in how sources had previously been
regulated (e.g., different emission limits or frequency of testing for similar
units)? If yes, describe.
The SCAQMD’s permitting program was already well established at the time the
Title V program started. Permit applications have always been handled by
several permitting teams organized based on industry types. This organizational
structure ensures that similar industrial processes are consistently regulated. In
addition, permit applications are reviewed by a Senior Engineer and an Air
Quality Analysis and Compliance Supervisor prior to issuance. Major Source
permits are usually reviewed and approved by a Senior Manager. This review
and approval procedure helps ensure that similar sources are consistently
permitted.

Y☑N❑

b. Have you taken (or are you taking) steps to assure better regulatory
consistency within source categories and/or between sources? If yes,
describe.
In addition to organizational structure described above, rule interpretation and
rule implementation documents are issued to clarify the intent of rule language or
when several potential approaches exist, to guide consistent permitting actions.
4. Based on your experience, estimate the frequency with which potential
compliance problems were identified through the permit issuance process:
Never Occasionally Frequently Often

a. prior to submitting an application

❑

☑

❑

❑

b. prior to issuing a draft permit

❑

☑

❑

❑

c. after issuing a final permit

❑

☑

❑

❑

5. Based on your experience with sources addressing compliance problems
identified through the title V permitting process, estimate the general rate of
compliance with the following requirements prior to implementing title V:
Never Occasionally Frequently Often

a. NSPS requirements (including failure
to identify an NSPS as applicable)
❑

❑

❑

☑

b. SIP requirements

❑

❑

☑

❑

c. Minor NSR requirements (including the
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requirement to obtain a permit)

❑

❑

❑

☑

d. Major NSR/PSD requirements (including the
requirement to obtain a permit)
❑
❑

❑

☑

6. What changes in compliance behavior on the part of sources have you seen in
response to title V? (Check all that apply.)
This is to collectively respond to Part a through g below:
In recent years, facilities within the SCAQMD have been subject to more stringent
and more complicated requirements under federal, state, and local rules and
regulations. Title V permits imposed additional monitoring and reporting
requirements. In response, facility operators have increased their resources devoted
to managing their operations to ensure compliance with environmental regulations.
Increased activities covered under the sections below have been observed in varying
degrees at Title V facilities. However, it is difficult to attribute the increase solely to
any one program including Title V.
Y☑N❑

a. increased use of self-audits?

Y☑N❑

b. increased use of environmental management systems?

Y☑N❑

c. increased staff devoted to environmental management?

Y☑N❑

d. increased resources devoted to environmental control systems (e.g.,
maintenance of control equipment; installation of improved control
devices; etc.)?

Y☑N❑

e. increased resources devoted to compliance monitoring?

Y ☑N ❑

f. better awareness of compliance obligations?

Y ❑N ☑

g. other? Describe.

Y❑N☑

7. Have you noted a reduction in emissions due to the title V program?
The Title V program imposed additional monitoring and reporting requirements.
Facilities subject to Title V requirements may have increased their awareness and
corrected issues at an earlier stage than they might have otherwise done. This may
have reduced emissions. On the other hand, SCAQMD rule requirements have
continued to require emission reductions since the Title V program took effect.
Total reported emissions have been on the decline. It is difficult to quantify how
much of the emission reduction was the result of Title V program. However, it is not
expected to be appreciable compared to emission reductions attributed to compliance
with other rule requirements.
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Y❑N☑

a. Did that lead to a change in the total fees collected either due to sources
getting out of title V or improving their compliance?

Y❑N☑

b. Did that lead to a change in the fee rate (dollars/ton rate)?
8. Has title V resulted in improved implementation of your air program in any of
the following areas due to title V:

Y❑N☑

a. netting actions

Y☑N❑

b. emission inventories

Y❑N☑

c. past records management (e.g., lost permits)

Y❑N☑

d. enforceability of PTE limits (e.g., consistent with guidance on
enforceability of PTE limits such as the June 13, 1989 guidance)

Y❑N☑

e. identifying source categories or types of emission units with pervasive or
persistent compliance problems; etc.

Y❑N☑

f. clarity and enforceability of NSR permit terms

Y❑N☑

g. better documentation of the basis for applicable requirements (e.g.,
emission limit in NSR permit taken to avoid PSD; throughput limit
taken to stay under MACT threshold)

Y❑N☑

h. emissions trading programs

Y❑N☑

i. emission caps

Y❑N❑

j. other (describe)

Y☑N❑

9. If yes to any of the above, would you care to share how this improvement came
about? (e.g., increased training; outreach; targeted enforcement)?
The reporting of fugitive emissions and equipment exempt from permit has brought
to attention those facilities with substantial facility wide emissions.

Y☑N❑
Y❑N☑

10. Has title V changed the way you conduct business?
a. Are there aspects of the title V program that you have extended to other
program areas (e.g., require certification of accuracy and completeness for
pre-construction permit applications and reports; increased records
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retention; inspection entry requirement language in NSR permits). If yes,
describe.
The SCAQMD has had a robust compliance and engineering division since its
inception in 1977. The inclusion of the Title V program did not improve over
what has been historically one of our main priorities- to permit all stationary
sources, Major and Non-major sources, or exempt from written permit (Rule
219) sources that have a potential to emit or control air emissions.
Y❑N☑

b. Have you made changes in how NSR permits are written and documented as
a result of lessons learned in title V (e.g., permit terms more clearly written;
use of a statement of basis to document decision making)? If yes, describe.

Y❑N☑

c. Do you work more closely with the sources? If yes, describe.

Y☑N❑

d. Do you devote more resources to public involvement? If yes, describe.
Public involvement has added complexity to the way SCAQMD issues permits.
There is a considerable increase in cost and SCAQMD staff time to perform the
following tasks: develop the public notice; submittal to local newspapers and
cost for publication; individual notices sent email or hard copy to those
requesting notice for Title V permits from several Mailing Lists; responding to
public comments, and in some cases having a public meeting. Obtaining a
public meeting location in the general vicinity of the facility is a costly endeavor;
providing notification of the public meeting to the public and local
political/government officials consumes SCAQMD staff time from both
Engineering & Compliance division, Legal Office and Public Advisor’s Office to
coordinate these meetings. Cost for fixed assets such as newspaper publication,
printing of flyers/notices, mailing/distribution costs are increased. This process
has increased the length of time the applicant must wait to obtain permits.

Y ☑ N❑

e. Do you use information from title V to target inspections and/or
enforcement?

Y ❑N ☑

f. Other ways? If yes, please describe.

Y ❑N ☑
Y❑N☑

11. Has the title V fee money been helpful in running the program? Have you been
able to provide:
a. better training?
SCAQMD staff is routinely given training for compliance and engineering
purposes, including CARB training, EPA training, outside association such as
Air & Waste Management Association, academia, and neighboring air pollution
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control districts and air quality management districts. This training is not
specifically tied into Title V fee funding as it is part of the General Fund.
Y❑N☑

b. more resources for your staff such as CFRs and computers?
SCAQMD staff are routinely provided computers, laptops, cell phones, radios,
monitoring and detection equipment/devices, etc. with no more resources
specifically provided by the Title V fee program.

Y❑N☑

c. better funding for travel to sources?
The SCAQMD is a delegated Title V agency and does not require additional
funding for travel outside our jurisdiction where our compliance staff already has
dedicated automobile transportation that is provided by the SCAQMD General
Fund.

Y ❑N ☑

d. stable funding despite fluctuations in funding for other state programs?
The SCAQMD has had its own fee structure since its inception and the addition
of Title V fees has assisted in keeping our budget stable considering the amount
of time and monies needed to implement the Title V program.

Y❑N☑

e. incentives to hire and retain good staff?
The SCAQMD has not specifically provided incentives to hire and retain good
staff solely for Title V purposes. In general, the SCAQMD always endeavors to
provide opportunities to those competitively qualified persons wishing to be
employed by one of the leading air quality agencies in the world.

Y ❑N ☑

f. are there other benefits of the fee program? Describe.
As mentioned in item d., the fee program has assisted in keeping our budget
stable.

Y❑N☑

12. Have you received positive feedback from citizens?
There has not been positive feedback from citizens directed specifically to the Title
V program. Public notices of Title V permit changes have been regularly provided.
Only a very small percentages of these notices generate comments by the public.
The vast majority of these comments were on the subject changes and not on the
Title V program.

Y❑N☑

13. Has industry expressed a benefit of title V? If so, describe.
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Y☑N❑

14. Do you perceive other benefits as a result of the title V program? If so,
describe.
The Title V program provides a one stop review of permit equipment descriptions,
applicable permit condition on the equipment level, and facility-wide level, and all
applicable federal, state and local rules and regulations that the equipment and
facility must meet. This includes operating limitations, maintenance and record
keeping requirements, method of records retention and time period for retention.
Fee billing and collection for the entire facility is a benefit to the company as all
required fees are due at the same time. These benefits are to the applicants more so
than to the SCAQMD as many new programs had to be utilized to facilitate those
changes.

Y ☑N❑

15. Other comments on benefits of title V?
The provision to provide public notices for TV sources have led to increased public
awareness of the types of facilities in the neighborhoods and communities.

Good Practices not addressed elsewhere in this questionnaire
Are any practices employed that improve the quality of the permits or other aspects of the
title V program that are not addressed elsewhere in this questionnaire?
EPA assistance not addressed elsewhere in this questionnaire
Is there anything else EPA can do to help your title V program?
Staff appreciates EPA’s expedited review of Title V permits when specifically requested for those
facilities that need to install control systems or modify processes to reduce emissions.
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Appendix C. U.S. EPA Statement of Basis Guidance

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

:.i?ebrua:ry 19, 1999

Mr. David Dixon
Chairperson, Title V Subcommittee
San Luis Obispo County
Air Pollution Control District
3433 Roberto Court
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Dear Mr. Dixon:
I am writing to provide a final version of our response to your July 2, 1998 letter in which
you expressed concern about Region IX's understanding of the Subcommittee's tentative
resolution to the 45-day EPA review period issue. I have also included a summary of the
Subcommittee's agreement on two title V implementation issues originally raised by some
Subcommittee members at our meeting on August 18, 1998. Our response reflects many
comments and suggestions we have received during the past several months from members of the
Title V Subcommittee and EPA's Office of General Counsel. In particular, previous drafts of
this letter and the enclosure have been discussed at Subcommittee meetings on October 1, 1998,
November 5, 1998, January 14, 1999, and February 17, 1999. Today's final version incorporates
suggested changes as discussed at these meetings and is separated into two parts: Part I is
"guidance" on what constitutes a complete Title V permit submittal; and Part II is a five-point
process on how to better coordinate information exchange during and after the 45-day EPA
review period.
We will address the letter to David Howekamp from Peter Venturini dated August 7,
1998 regarding permits issued pursuant to NSR rules that will not be SIP approved in the near
future. This issue was also discussed at the August 18 Title V Subcommittee meeting.

I appreciate your raising the issues regarding the 45-day EPA review clock to my
attention. Your efforts, along with the efforts of other Title V Subcommittee members, have
been invaluable towards resolving this and other Title V implementation issues addressed in this
letter. The information in the enclosure will clarify Title V permitting expectations between
Region IX and the California Districts and will improve coordination of Title V permit
information. It is important to implement this immediately, where necessary, so the benefits of
this important program can be fully realized as soon as possible in the state of California as well
as other states across the country.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call me at (415) 744-1254.
Sincerely,

Matt Haber
Chief, Permits Office
Enclosure
cc:

California Title V Contacts
California Air Pollution Control Officers
Ray Menebroker, CARB
Peter Venturini, CARB

Enclosure
Neither the guidance in Part I nor the process in Part II replace or alter any requirements
contained in Title V of the Clean Air Act or 40 CFR Part 70.

PARTI.

Guidance on Information Necessary to Begin 45-day EPA Review

A complete submittal to EPA for a proposed permit consists of the application (if one has not
already been sent to EPA), the proposed permit, and a statement of basis. If applicable to the
Title V facility (and not already included in the application or proposed permit) the statement of
basis should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

additions of permitted equipment which were not included in the application;
identification of any applicable requirements for insignificant activities or State-registered portable
equipment that have not previously been identified at the Title V facility,
outdated SIP requirement streamlining demonstrations,
multiple applicable requirements streamlining demonstrations,
permit shields,
alternative operating scenarios,
compliance schedules,
CAM requirements,
plant wide allowable emission limits (PAL) or other voluntary limits,
any district permits to operate or authority to construct permits;
periodic monitoring decisions, where the decisions deviate from already agreed-upon levels (e.g.,
monitoring decisions agreed upon by the district and EPA either through: the Title V periodic monitoring
workgroup; or another Title V permit for a similar source). These decisions could be part of the permit
package or could reside in a publicly available document.

Part II - Title V Process

The following five-point process serves to clarify expectations for reviewing Title V permits and
coordinating information on Title V permits between EPA Region IX ("EPA") and Air Pollution
Districts in California ("District"). Districts electing to follow this process can expect the
following. Districts may, at their discretion, make separate arrangements with Region IX to
implement their specific Title V permit reviews differently.
Point 1: The 45-day clock will start one day after gPAreceiv~s alln_e~essary ill:fonna_!ion to. ______ _
adequately review the title V permit to allow for internal distribution of the documents. Districts
may use return receipt mail, courier services, Lotus Notes, or any other means they wish to
transmit a package and obtain third party assurance that EPA received it. Ifa District would like
written notice from EPA of when EPA received the proposed title V permit, the District should
notify EPA of this desire in writing. After receiving the request, Region IX will provide written
response acknowledging receipt of permits as follows:

(Date)
Dear (APCO):
We have received your proposed Title V permit for (Source Name) on
(Date)
If, after 45-days from the date indicated above, you or anyone in your office has not heard from
us regarding this permit, you may assume our 45-day review period is over.
Sincerely,

Matt Haber
Chief, Permits Office

Point 2: After EPA receives the proposed permit, the permit application, and all necessary
supporting information, the 45-day clock may not be stopped or paused by either a District or
EPA, except when EPA approves or objects to the issuance of a permit.
Point 3: The Districts recognize that EPA may need additional information to complete its title V
permit review. If a specific question arises, the District involved will respond as best it can by
providing additional background information, access to background records, or a copy of the
specific document.

The EPA will act expeditiously to identify, request and review additional information and the
districts will act expeditiously to provide additional information. IfEPA determines there is a

basis for objection, including the absence of information necessary to review adequately the
proposed permit, EPA may object to the issuance of the permit. IfEPA determines that it needs
more information to reach a decision, it may allow the permit to issue and reopen the permit after
the information has been received and reviewed.
Point 4: When EPA objects to a permit, the Subcommittee requested that the objection letter
identify why we objected to a permit, the legal basis for the objection, and a proposal suggesting
how to correct the permit to resolve the objection.

It has always been our intent to meet this request. In the future, when commenting on, or
objecting to Title V permits, our letters will identify recommended improvements to correct the
permit. For objection letters, EPA will identify why we.objected to a permit, the legal basis for
the objection, and details about how to correct the permit to resolve the objection. Part 70 states
that "Any EPA objection... shall include a statement of the Administrator's reasons for objection
and a description of the terms and conditions that the permit must include to respond to the
objections."
Point 5: When EPA objects to a permit, and a District has provided information with the intent to
correct the objection issues, the Subcommittee members requested a letter from EPA at the end
of the 90-day period stating whether the information provided by the District has satisfied the
objection.

While we agree with the Districts' desire for clear, written communication from EPA, a written
response will not always be possible by the 90th day because the regulations allow a District 90
days to provide information. To allow EPA ample time to evaluate submitted information to
determine whether the objection issues have been satisfied, we propose establishing a clear
protocol. The following protocol was agreed to by members of the Subcommittee:
1.

within 60 days of an EPA objection, the District should revise and submit a
proposed permit in response to the objection;

2.

within 30 days after receipt of revised permit, EPA should evaluate information
and provide written response to the District stating whether the information
provided by the District has satisfied the objection.

December 20, 2001

(AR-18J)
Robert F. Hodanbosi, Chief
Division of Air Pollution Control
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
122 South Front Street
P. O. Box 1049
Columbus, Ohio 43266-1049
Dear Mr. Hodanbosi:
I am writing this letter to provide guidelines on the content of an adequate
statement of basis (SB) as we committed to do in our November 21, 2001,
letter. The regulatory basis for a SB is found in 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(a)(5) and
Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) 3745-77-08(A)(2) which requires that each draft
permit must be accompanied by “a statement that sets forth the legal and
factual basis for the draft permit conditions.” The May 10, 1991, preamble
also suggests the importance of supplementary materials.
“[United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)]...can object to
the issuance of a permit where the materials submitted by the State
permitting authority to EPA do not provide enough information to allow a
meaningful EPA review of whether the proposed permit is in compliance
with the requirements of the Act.” (56 FR 21750)
The regulatory language is clear in that a SB must include a discussion of
decision-making that went into the development of the Title V permit and to
provide the permitting authority, the public, and the USEPA a record of the
applicability and technical issues surrounding issuance of the permit. The SB
is part of the historical permitting record for the permittee. A SB generally
should include, but not be limited to, a description of the facility to be
permitted, a discussion of any operational flexibility that will be utilized,
the basis for applying a permit shield, any regulatory applicability
determinations, and the rationale for the monitoring methods selected. A SB
should specifically reference all supporting materials relied upon, including
the applicable statutory or regulatory provision.
While not an exhaustive list of what should be in a SB, below are several
important areas where the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency’s (OEPA) SB
could be improved to better meet the intent of Part 70.

- 2 Discussion of the Monitoring and Operational Requirements
OEPA’s SB must contain a discussion on the monitoring and operational
restriction provisions that are included for each emission unit. 40 C.F.R.
§70.6(a) and OAC 3745-77-07(A) require that monitoring and operational
requirements and limitations be included in the permit to assure compliance
with all applicable requirements at the time of permit issuance. OEPA’s
selection of the specific monitoring, including parametric monitoring and
recordkeeping, and operational requirements must be explained in the SB. For
example, if the permitted compliance method for a grain-loading standard is
maintaining the baghouse pressure drop within a specific range, the SB must
contain sufficient information to support the conclusion that maintaining the
pressure drop within the permitted range demonstrates compliance with the
grain-loading standard.
The USEPA Administrator’s decision in response to the Fort James Camas Mill
Title V petition further supports this position. The decision is available on
the web at
http://www.epa.gov/region07/programs/artd/air/title5/petitiondb/petitions/fort
_james_decision1999.pdf. The Administrator stated that the rationale for the
selected monitoring method must be clear and documented in the permit record.
Discussion of Applicability and Exemptions
The SB should include a discussion of any complex applicability determinations
and address any non-applicability determinations. This discussion could
include a reference to a determination letter that is relevant or pertains to
the source. If no separate determination letter was issued, the SB should
include a detailed analysis of the relevant statutory and regulatory
provisions and why the requirement may or may not be applicable. At a
minimum, the SB should provide sufficient information for the reader to
understand OEPA’s conclusion about the applicability of the source to a
specific rule.
Similarly, the SB should discuss the purpose of any limits on
potential to emit that are created in the Title V permit and the basis for
exemptions from requirements, such as exemptions from the opacity standard
granted to emissions units under OAC rule 3745-17-07(A). If the permit shield
is granted for such an exemption or non-applicability determination, the
permit shield must also provide the determination or summary of the
determination. See CAA Section 504(f)(2) and 70.6(f)(1)(ii).
Explanation of any conditions from previously issued permits that are not
being transferred to the Title V permit
In the course of developing a Title V permit, OEPA may decide that an
applicable requirement no longer applies to a facility or otherwise not
federally enforceable and, therefore, not necessary in the Title V permit in
accordance with USEPA's "White Paper for Streamlined Development of the Part
70 Permit Applications" (July 10, 1995). The SB should include the rationale
for such a determination and reference any supporting materials relied upon in
the determination.

- 3 I will also note that for situations that not addressed in the July 10, 1995,
White Paper, applicable New Source Review requirements can not be dropped from
the Title V permit without first revising the permit to install.
Discussion of Streamlining Requirements
The SB should include a discussion of streamlining determinations. When
applicable requirements overlap or conflict, the permitting authority may
choose to include in the permit the requirement that is determined to be most
stringent or protective as detailed in USEPA's "White Paper Number 2 for
Improved Implementation of the Part 70 Operating Permits Program" (March 5,
1996). The SB should explain why OEPA concluded that compliance with the
streamlined permit condition assures compliance with all the overlapping
requirements.
Other factual information
The SB should also include factual information that is important for the
public to be aware of. Examples include:
1.
A listing of any Title V permits issued to the same applicant at
the plant site, if any. In some cases it may be important to
include the rationale for determining that sources are support
facilities.
2.
Attainment status.
3.
Construction and permitting history of the source.
4.
Compliance history including inspections, any violations noted, a
listing of consent decrees into which the permittee has entered
and corrective action(s) taken to address noncompliance.
I do understand the burden that the increased attention to the SB will cause
especially during this time when OEPA has been working so hard to complete the
first round of Title V permit issuance. I do hope that you will agree with me
that including the information listed above in OEPA’s SB will only improve the
Title V process. If you would like examples of other permitting authorities’
SB, please contact us. We would be happy to provide you with some. I would
also mention here that this additional information should easily fit in the
format OEPA currently uses for its SB. We look forward to continued
cooperation between our offices on this issue. If you have any questions,
please contact Genevieve Damico, of my staff, at (312) 353-4761.
Sincerely yours,
/s/
Stephen Rothblatt, Chief
Air Programs Branch
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address, and telephone number of the
prospective applicant, and must include
an unequivocal statement of intent to
submit if such an application may be
filed, either a preliminary permit
application or a development
application (specify which type of
application). A notice of intent must be
served on the applicant(s) named in this
public notice.
p. Proposed Scope of Studies under
Permit—A preliminary permit, if issued,
does not authorize construction. The
term of the proposed preliminary permit
would be 36 months. The work
proposed under the preliminary permit
would include economic analysis,
preparation of preliminary engineering
plans, and a study of environmental
impacts. Based on the results of these
studies, the Applicant would decide
whether to proceed with the preparation
of a development application to
construct and operate the project.
q. Comments, Protests, or Motions to
Intervene—Anyone may submit
comments, a protest, or a motion to
intervene in accordance with the
requirements of Rules of Practice and
Procedure, 18 CFR 385.210, .211, .214.
In determining the appropriate action to
take, the Commission will consider all
protests or other comments filed, but
only those who file a motion to
intervene in accordance with the
Commission’s Rules may become a
party to the proceeding. Any comments,
protests, or motions to intervene must
be received on or before the specified
comment date for the particular
application.
r. Filing and Service of Responsive
Documents—Any filings must bear in
all capital letters the title
‘‘COMMENTS’’, ‘‘NOTICE OF INTENT
TO FILE COMPETING APPLICATION’’,
‘‘COMPETING APPLICATION’’,
‘‘PROTEST’’, ‘‘MOTION TO
INTERVENE’’, as applicable, and the
Project Number of the particular
application to which the filing refers.
Any of the above-named documents
must be filed by providing the original
and the number of copies provided by
the Commission’s regulations to: The
Secretary, Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, 888 First Street, NE.,
Washington, DC 20426. An additional
copy must be sent to Director, Division
of Hydropower Administration and
Compliance, Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, at the above-mentioned
address. A copy of any notice of intent,
competing application or motion to
intervene must also be served upon each
representative of the Applicant
specified in the particular application.
s. Agency Comments—Federal, state,
and local agencies are invited to file

comments on the described application.
A copy of the application may be
obtained by agencies directly from the
Applicant. If an agency does not file
comments within the time specified for
filing comments, it will be presumed to
have no comments. One copy of an
agency’s comments must also be sent to
the Applicant’s representatives.

B. Compliance Assurance Monitoring
Regulations
C. Periodic Monitoring and Compliance
Assurance Monitoring General Operating
Permits
D. Statement of Basis Requirement
E. Applicable Requirement Definition
F. Potential to Emit Registration Regulation
III. Effect of Notice of Deficiency
IV. Administrative Requirements

Linwood A. Watson, Jr.,
Acting Secretary.
[FR Doc. 02–280 Filed 1–4–02; 8:45 am]

I. Description of Action
We are publishing this NOD for the
Texas Clean Air Act (CAA or Act) title
V program, which was granted interim
approval on June 25, 1996. 61 FR
32693.1 On May 22, 2000, we
promulgated a rulemaking that extended
the interim approval period of 86
operating permits programs until
December 1, 2001. 65 FR 32035. The
action was subsequently challenged by
the Sierra Club and the New York
Public Interest Research Group
(NYPIRG). In settling the litigation, we
agreed to publish a document in the
Federal Register that would alert the
public that it may identify and bring to
our attention alleged programmatic and/
or implementation deficiencies in title V
programs, and that we would respond to
the public’s allegations within specified
time periods if the comments were
made within 90 days of publication of
the Federal Register document (March
11, 2001).
Public Citizen, on behalf of the
American Lung Association of Texas,
Environmental Defense, the law firm of
Henry, Lowerre & Federick, Lone Star
Chapter of the Sierra Club, Texas Center
for Policy Studies, Sustainable Energy
and Economic Development Coalition,
Texas Campaign for the Environment,
Galveston Houston Association for
Smog Prevention, Neighbors for
Neighbors, and Texas Impact
(collectively referred to as
‘‘commenters’’) filed comments with
EPA alleging several deficiencies with
respect to the Texas title V program
(Comment Letter). We have completed
our review of those comments. We have
identified deficiencies relating to Texas’
periodic monitoring regulations, CAM
regulations, periodic monitoring and
CAM GOPs, statement of basis
requirement, applicable requirement
definition, and potential to emit
registration regulation. These
deficiencies are discussed below.
Under EPA’s permitting regulations,
citizens may, at any time, petition EPA
regarding alleged deficiencies in state
title V operating permitting programs. In
addition, EPA may identify deficiencies

BILLING CODE 6717–01–P

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
[TX–FRL–7126–1]

Notice of Deficiency for Clean Air Act
Operating Permits Program; State of
Texas
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Notice of deficiency.
AGENCY:

Pursuant to its authority
under section 502(i) of the Clean Air Act
(Act) and the implementing regulations
at 40 CFR 70.10(b)(1), EPA is publishing
this Notice of Deficiency (NOD) for the
Texas Clean Air Act title V Operating
Permits Program. The Notice of
Deficiency is based upon EPA’s finding
that the State’s periodic monitoring
regulations, compliance assurance
monitoring (CAM) regulations, periodic
monitoring and CAM general operating
permits (GOPs), statement of basis
requirement, applicable requirement
definition, and potential to emit
registration regulation do not meet the
minimum federal requirements of the
Act and 40 CFR part 70. Publication of
this notice is a prerequisite for
withdrawal of Texas’ title V program
approval, but EPA is not withdrawing
the program through this action.
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 7, 2002.
Because this NOD is an adjudication
and not a final rule, the Administrative
Procedure Act’s 30–day deferral of the
effective date of a rule does not apply.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jole
C. Luehrs, Chief, Air Permits Section,
Multimedia Planning & Permitting
Division, Environmental Protection
Agency Region 6, 1445 Ross Avenue,
Dallas, Texas 75202, (214) 665–7250.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Throughout this document, ‘‘we,’’ ‘‘us,’’
or ‘‘our’’ means EPA.
SUMMARY:

Table of Contents
I. Description of Action
II. Deficiencies
A. Periodic Monitoring Regulations

1 On December 6, 2001, we promulgated full
approval of Texas’ Operating Permits Program. 66
FR 63318.
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on its own. If, in the future, EPA agrees
with a new citizen petition or otherwise
identifies deficiencies, EPA may issue a
new NOD or take other affirmative
actions.
II. Deficiencies
Below is a discussion of the
comments that we have identified as
deficiencies, and by this notice are
requesting the State to correct the
deficiencies.
A. Periodic Monitoring Regulations
The commenters allege that instead of
ensuring that every title V permit
includes periodic monitoring, as
required by 40 CFR 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B), 30
TAC 122.142(c) makes periodic
monitoring optional because it only
requires permits to include periodic
monitoring ‘‘as required by the
executive director.’’ 2 Further, the
commenters contend that the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation
Commission’s (TNRCC) rules
specifically state that no facility need
submit an application for periodic
monitoring for approximately two years,
or longer.3 Therefore, the commenters
conclude that these provisions are
inconsistent with federal requirements.
The commenters also assert that
TNRCC’s failure to require timely
periodic monitoring has caused the
issuance of numerous defective title V
permits. Comment Letter at 12.
According to TNRCC,
periodic monitoring is implemented in two
phases. The first phase is at initial issuance
for those emission limitations or standards
with no monitoring, testing, recordkeeping,
or reporting. The second phase is through the
GOPs for those emission limitations or
standards which only require a one-time test
2 30 TAC 122.142(c) provides that ‘‘each permit
shall contain periodic monitoring requirements, as
required by the executive director, that are designed
to produce data that are representative of the
emission unit’s compliance with the applicable
requirements.’’
3 30 TAC 122.604(a)(1) & (2) provide that ‘‘for an
emission unit that is subject to an emission
limitation or standard on or before the issuance date
of a periodic monitoring GOP containing the
emission limitation or standard, the permit holder
shall submit an application no later than 30 days
after the end of the second permit anniversary
following issuance of the periodic monitoring GOP.
For an emission unit that becomes subject to an
emission limitation or standard after the issuance
date of a periodic monitoring GOP containing the
emission limitation or standard, the permit holder
shall submit an application no later than 30 days
after the second permit anniversary following the
date that the emission unit became subject to the
emission limitation or standard.’’
The provisions of 30 TAC Chapter 122,
Subchapter G (§ 122.600–122.612) ‘‘[do] not apply
to emission limitations or standards for which the
executive director has determined that the
applicable requirement has sufficient periodic
monitoring (which may consistent of recordkeeping
* * *.’’ 30 TAC 122.602(b).

at start-up or when requested by the EPA.
Each permit will contain periodic monitoring
as appropriate.

26 TexReg 3747, 3785 (May 25, 2001).4
However, TNRCC’s approach to
implementing periodic monitoring does
not comply with the requirements of
part 70. The requirement for periodic
monitoring is set forth in 40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(i)(B), which requires that each
permit must include:
where the applicable requirement does not
require periodic testing or instrumental or
noninstrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as
monitoring), periodic monitoring sufficient to
yield reliable data from the relevant time
period that are representative of the source’s
compliance with the permit * * *.’’

A review of the relevant Texas
regulations reveals that Texas’ periodic
monitoring regulations do not meet the
requirements of part 70 and must be
revised. Under 30 TAC 122.600, the
periodic monitoring requirements of 30
TAC 122.142(c) are implemented
through a periodic monitoring GOP, or
a periodic monitoring case by case
determination, in accordance with 30
TAC Chapter 122, Subchapter G—
Periodic Monitoring.5 TNRCC’s use of a
phased approach through the GOP
process does not ensure that all permits
have periodic monitoring when they are
issued, as required by 40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). The regulations do not
meet the requirements of part 70
because a facility does not have to apply
for a periodic monitoring GOP until two
years after the periodic monitoring GOP
has been issued. 30 TAC 122.604(a)(1).
Since the two year period starts after
issuance of the GOP, a source’s title V
permit could be in effect for longer than
two years before periodic monitoring is
incorporated into the permit.6
Therefore, this regulatory deficiency
must be corrected. TNRCC must revise
its regulations to ensure that all title V
permits, including all GOPs, when
issued, contain periodic monitoring
requirements that meet the requirements
of 40 CFR 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B).
In addition, in implementing the
periodic monitoring requirement,
4 However, a one-time test is not considered
periodic monitoring. Appalachian Power Company
v. EPA, 208 F.3d 1015, 1028 (D.C. Cir. 2000).
5 30 TAC 122.600(b) does allow TNRCC to
establish periodic monitoring requirements through
the permitting process for specific emission
limitations or standards to satisfy 30 TAC
122.142(c).
6 If the emission unit becomes subject to an
emission limitation or standard after the issuance
date of a period monitoring GOP, the permit holder
must submit the application no later than 30 days
after the end of the second permit anniversary
following the date that the emission unit became
subject to the emission limitation or standard. 30
TAC 122.604(a)(2).
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TNRCC must ensure that each permit
includes monitoring sufficient to assure
compliance with the terms and
conditions of the permit. See 40 CFR
70.6(c)(1).7 Each permit must also
include periodic monitoring sufficient
to yield reliable data from the relevant
time period that are representative of
the source’s compliance with the
permit. See 40 CFR 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B).
Thus, if the periodic monitoring for a
particular applicable requirement is
inadequate to assure compliance with
the terms and conditions of the permit,
40 CFR 70.6(c)(1) and 30 TAC
122.142(b)(2)(B)(ii) require TNRCC to
provide enhanced monitoring to assure
compliance with the permit.
B. Compliance Assurance Monitoring
Regulations
The commenters allege that TNRCC’s
permit content rules do not require that
title V permits include testing and
monitoring sufficient to assure
compliance. Instead, the rules provide
that applications for CAM need not be
submitted for approximately two years,
and maybe longer. 30 TAC 122.704.8
Thus, the commenters assert that
TNRCC’s failure to require sufficient
testing and monitoring in its title V
permits is a defect in its title V program
and has resulted in the issuance of
many ineffective and incomplete title V
permits. Comment Letter at 12—14.
According to TNRCC, CAM, like
periodic monitoring, is also being
implemented in a phased approach:
7 Also

note that
Where the applicable requirement already
requires periodic testing or instrumental or noninstrumental monitoring, however, * * * the
periodic monitoring rule in § 70.6(a)(3) does not
apply even if that monitoring is not sufficient to
assure compliance. In such cases, the separate
regulatory standard at § 70.6(c)(1) applies instead.
By its terms, § 70.6(c0(1)—like the statutory
provisions it implements—calls for sufficiency
reviews of periodic testing and monitoring in
applicable requirements, and enhancement of that
testing or monitoring through the permit as
necessary to be sufficient to assure compliance with
the terms and conditions of the permit. In the
Matter of Pacificorp’s Jim Bridger and Naughton
Electric Utility Steam Generating Plants, Petition
No. VIII–00–1 at 18–19 (Administrator November
16, 2000).
8 30 TAC 122.704(a)(1) & (2) provide that ‘‘for an
emission unit that subject to this subchapter on or
before the issuance unit that subject to this
subchapter on or before the issuance date of a CAM
GOP containing an emission limitation or standard
that applies to that emission unit, the permit holder
shall submit an application no later than 30 days
after the end of the second permit anniversary
following issuance of the CAM GOP. For an
emission unit that becomes subject to this
subchapter after the issuance date of a CAM GOP
that applies to that emission unit, the permit holder
shall submit an application no later than 30 days
after the second permit anniversary following the
date that the emission unit became subject to this
subchapter.’’
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The executive director is implementing
CAM and periodic monitoring through a
phased approach based on permit issuance
and SIC codes. The commission considered
several factors when developing the schedule
for application due dates. Due to the
technical requirements in 40 CFR part 64,
compliance with CAM and periodic
monitoring may require permit holders to
purchase and install new equipment or
conduct performance testing. The application
submittal schedule should allow permit
holders a reasonable amount of time to
budget for, purchase, install, and test
equipment necessary to comply with CAM
and periodic monitoring requirements.
Furthermore, the schedule allows the
executive director time to develop
comprehensive monitoring options for
inclusion in various CAM and periodic
monitoring GOPs issued over time. Finally,
under the schedule, permit holders will
submit applications to the executive director
in manageable numbers throughout each
calendar year. The executive director will be
able to review these applications in a more
timely fashion than if all applications were
due at the same time.

26 TexReg at 3786–87.
CAM is implemented through 40 CFR
part 64 and 40 CFR 70.6(a)(3)(i)(A). 40
CFR 64.5 provides that CAM applies at
permit renewal unless the permit holder
has not filed a title V permit application
by April 20, 1998, or the title V permit
application has not been determined to
be administratively complete by April
20, 1998. CAM also applies to a title V
permit holder who filed a significant
permit revision under title V after April
20, 1998. However, in this case, CAM
would only apply to pollutant specific
emission units for which the proposed
permit revision is applicable.
40 CFR 70.6(a)(3)(i)(A) requires that
each permit include ‘‘all monitoring and
analysis procedures or test methods
required under applicable monitoring
and testing requirements, including part
64 of this chapter [CAM] * * * ’’
The TNRCC implements CAM
through either CAM GOPs or a CAM
case-by case determination, in
accordance with 30 TAC Chapter 122,
Subchapter G—Compliance Assurance
Monitoring. 30 TAC 122.700(a). The
TNRCC’s use of a phased approach does
not ensure that all permits will have the
CAM required by 40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(i)(A), according to the
schedule in 40 CFR 64.5 because a
facility does not have to apply for a
CAM GOP until two years after the CAM
GOP has been issued. Since the two year
period starts after issuance of the GOP,
a source’s title V permit could be
renewed (or a significant permit
revision issued) before CAM is
incorporated into the permit.9 The
9 If the emission unit that becomes subject to
Subchapter G after the issuance date of a CAM GOP

TNRCC regulations do not meet the
requirements of the Act and part 70 and
TNRCC must revise its regulations to
ensure that all title V permits, including
all GOPs, will have the CAM required
by CFR 70.6(a)(3)(i)(A), according to the
schedule in 40 CFR 64.5.
C. Periodic Monitoring and Compliance
Assurance Monitoring General
Operating Permits
The commenters allege that periodic
monitoring and CAM are permit
conditions which are required to be
included in each title V permit. The
TNRCC, however, is issuing title V
permits without periodic monitoring or
CAM, and allowing facilities to utilize
the GOP process to adopt periodic
monitoring and CAM. The commenters
assert that because periodic monitoring
and CAM are permit conditions, and not
operating permits, the periodic
monitoring and CAM GOPs do not
comply with the requirement in 40 CFR
70.6(d) that GOPs must ‘‘comply with
all requirements applicable to other part
70 permits.’’ For example, the
commenters claim the periodic
monitoring and CAM GOPs do not
include enforceable emission
limitations and standards, a schedule of
compliance, and a requirement that the
permittee submit to the permitting
authority no less often than every six
months, the results of any required
monitoring, as required by title V. The
commenters also assert that the CAM
and periodic monitoring GOPs do not
apply to ‘‘numerous similar sources’’, as
required by 40 CFR 70.6(d). They apply
statewide to any source that has to
comply with applicable requirements
which are listed in the GOP. Therefore,
the commenters believe that CAM and
periodic monitoring GOPs simply do
not meet title V’s definition of or
requirements for general permits.
Comment Letter at 21–22.
The TNRCC argues that
the CAM and periodic monitoring GOPs
were not designed to mimic a [site operating
permit (SOP)]; therefore, the content will not
be identical to the requirements of 40 CFR
70.6(a) and (b). The CAM and periodic
monitoring GOPs are unique in that the
information submitted will become a part of
the existing SOP or GOP and are
supplemental to an existing operating permit.
The commission believes that Part 70
implements the requirements listed in 42
U.S.C. 7661b, Permit Applications. The
commission believes its application
requirement is consistent with 40 CFR 70.6(a)
and (b). These requirements have been
that applies to that emission unit, the permit holder
must submit an application no later than 30 days
after the second permit anniversary following the
date that the emission unit became subject to this
subchapter. 30 TAC 122.704(a)(2).

incorporated into a previously issued SOP or
GOP and are not required for CAM or
periodic monitoring GOP applications.

26 TexReg at 3786.
The TNRCC’s use of GOPs to
implement periodic monitoring and
CAM does not comply with part 70. The
requirements for GOPs are set forth in
40 CFR 70.6(d). 40 CFR 70.6(d)(1)
provides that ‘‘any general permit shall
comply with all requirements applicable
to other part 70 permits.’’ The
requirements for part 70 permits are set
forth in 40 CFR 70.6. A review of
Periodic Monitoring GOP No. 1 and
CAM GOP No. 1 shows that the terms
and conditions of these GOPs only
relate to the respective monitoring
requirements, monitoring options, and
related monitoring requirements for
certain applicable requirements.10 Thus,
they are missing a number of the
requirements of 40 CFR 70.6, and
therefore do not meet the requirements
for GOPs set forth in 40 CFR 70.6(d).
The fact that the missing requirements
may be in another permit or permit
application is irrelevant. 40 CFR 70.6(d)
requires that all the requirements of 40
CFR 70.6 be included in a GOP.
Therefore, Texas must revise its
regulations to ensure that each GOP
issued includes all of the requirements
in 40 CFR 70.6, including the periodic
monitoring and CAM requirements
discussed in Sections II.A. and B
above.11 Furthermore, Texas must
ensure that any GOP issued covers
similar sources, as required by 40 CFR
70.6(d).
D. Statement of Basis Requirement
The commenters claim that TNRCC’s
rules do not require that it prepare and
make available a statement setting forth
the ‘‘legal and factual basis for the draft
permit conditions (including references
to the applicable statutory or regulatory
provisions)’’, otherwise known as a
‘‘statement of basis’’.12 Further, the
commenters assert that there have been
no statements of basis in the title V
facility files they have reviewed. The
files, however, do include a ‘‘Technical
Summary’’, which includes a process
description and tracks the facility’s
movement through the permitting
process. The commenters claim that
these ‘‘Technical Summaries’’ do not
10 Periodic monitoring GOP No. 1 and CAM GOP
No. 1 apply to nine different New Source
Performance Standards, 40 CFR part 60, Subparts F,
Y, CC, DD, HH, LL, NN, OOO, PPP; 30 TAC 111.111
(Visible Emissions), 30 TAC 111.151 (Emission
Limits on Nonagricultural Processes), and 30 TAC
111.171 (Emission Limits on Agricultural
Processes).
11 Inclusion of CAM in GOPs is subject to the
schedule set forth in 40 CFR 64.5.
12 40 CFR 70.7(a)(5).
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explain the basis for the draft permit
conditions. Therefore, the commenters
contend that EPA should require
TNRCC to prepare a statement of basis
that meets the part 70 requirements.
Comment Letter at 21–22.
According to TNRCC:
[t]he executive director does not prepare a
specific ‘‘statement of basis’’ for each permit,
but rather has implemented this Part 70
provision by developing a permit that states
a regulatory citation for each applicable
requirement. The commission is unaware of
any self-implementing statutory requirements
that do not have parallel regulatory
provisions. These permit conditions are
based on the application and the technical
review which includes a site inspection. The
commission believes including this detail in
the permits meets the requirements of Part 70
for including a statement of basis.

26 TexReg at 3769–70.
The TNRCC’s approach to the
‘‘statement of basis’’ requirement does
not comply with the requirements of
part 70. 40 CFR 70.7(a)(5) requires that
‘‘[t]he permitting authority shall provide
a statement that sets forth the legal and
factual basis for the draft permit
conditions (including references to the
applicable statutory or regulatory
provisions). The permitting authority
shall send this statement to EPA and to
any other person who requests it.’’ For
example, in the Fort James Camas Mill
title V Petition Response, EPA stated
that this section required that ‘‘the
rationale for the selected monitoring
method must be clear and documented
in the permit record.’’ In the Matter of
Fort James Camas Mill, Petition No. X–
1999–1 at 8 (Administrator December
22, 2000).
Our review of TNRCC’s regulations
reveals that there is no state regulation
corresponding to 40 CFR 70.7(a)(5). The
‘‘Technical Summaries’’ do not set forth
the legal and factual basis for the draft
permit conditions. Furthermore, the
elements of the statement of basis may
change depending on the type and
complexity of the facility, and would
also be subject to change because of
future regulatory revisions. Accordingly,
a statement of basis should include, but
is not limited to, a description of the
facility, a discussion of any operational
flexibility that will be utilized at the
facility, the basis for applying the
permit shield, any federal regulatory
applicability determinations, and the
rationale for the monitoring methods
selected.
Therefore, Texas must revise its
regulations to require that it prepare and
make available a statement setting forth
the legal and factual basis for the draft
permit conditions (including references
to the applicable statutory or regulatory

provisions), and that this statement be
sent to EPA and any person who
requests it, as required by 40 CFR
70.7(a)(5). This provision will require
TNRCC to explain why certain specific
requirements, as set forth above, were
included in the permit. See In the
Matter of Fort James Camas Mill,
Petition No. X–1999–1 at 8 (‘‘rationale
for selected monitoring method must be
clear and documented in the permit
record’’).
E. Applicable Requirement Definition
The commenters allege that Texas’
definition of ‘‘applicable requirement’’
does not include all applicable
provisions of the Texas State
Implementation Plan (SIP). For
example, 30 TAC Chapter 101, Sections
101.1 through 101.30 (Subchapter A),
are included in the Texas SIP. Yet the
TNRCC only includes Subchapter H of
Chapter 101 as an ‘‘applicable
requirement.’’ Second, the commenters
contend that the TNRCC’s applicable
requirement definition refers to Texas
Administrative Code sections which
may change without corresponding
changes in the Texas SIP. Because title
V facilities are obligated to comply with
all provisions of the Texas SIP, the
commenters assert that the Texas rules
should generally state that any current
provision of the Texas SIP is an
applicable requirement. Comment Letter
at 22–23.
The definition of applicable
requirement in 40 CFR 70.2 includes, as
they apply to emission units in a part 70
source, ‘‘any standard or other
requirement provided for in the
applicable implementation plan
approved or promulgated by EPA
through rulemaking under title I of the
Act, that implements the relevant
requirements of the Act, including any
revisions to that plan promulgated in
[40 CFR part 52]’’. Thus, the phrase
‘‘relevant requirements of the Act’’ is
not limited to requirements relating to
permit content.’’ 13
A review of Chapter 101, Subchapter
A reveals that a number of these
regulations are applicable requirements
of the Act, including, but not limited to,
30 TAC 101.1, 101.6, 101.7, and
101.11.14 Therefore, TNRCC must revise
its definition of ‘‘applicable
requirement’’ in 30 TAC 122.10(2) to
13 TNRCC has stated that it ‘‘includes in the
definition of applicable requirement those chapters
and portions of chapters provided in the SIP that
are relevant to permit content.’’ 26 TexReg at 3759
(emphasis added).
14 This is not an exhaustive list. We will work
with TNRCC to identify all applicable requirements
that must be included in its definition of applicable
requirements, including any regulations outside of
Chapter 101.
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include all the applicable provisions of
its SIP in its definition of applicable
requirement.
However, contrary to the commenters’
assertions, we have concluded there is
no requirement that TNRCC adopt a
definition to generally state that any
current provision of the Texas SIP is an
applicable requirement. A State may
cite to specific provisions of its
administrative code, as Texas has done.
Failing to adopt the general definition as
set forth in 40 CFR 70.2 may result in
TNRCC having to revise its title V
program if it adopts an applicable
requirement elsewhere in the SIP that
does not fit within its definition of
applicable requirement in its title V
regulations.
F. Potential to Emit Registration
Regulation
The commenters state that although
part 70 allows facilities to avoid title V
permitting by limiting their potential to
emit (PTE), EPA Guidance requires that
the limits be practically enforceable.
However, the commenters assert that 30
TAC 122.122(e), which allows a facility
to keep all documentation of its PTE
limitations on site without providing
those documents to the State or to EPA,
is not practically enforceable.15 The
public files on the facility would
contain no information regarding the
limitations that the facility has adopted.
Neither the State nor EPA would know
about the limitations unless they
specifically inquire about them at the
facility, and therefore these limits
would not be practically enforceable.
Thus, the commenters contend that EPA
should require that any limitations
Texas allows on PTE be recorded in
public files and practically enforceable.
Comment Letter at 26—27.
(a) For purposes of determining
applicability of the Federal Operating
Permit Program under this chapter, the
owner or operator of stationary sources
without any other federally enforceable
emission rate may limit their sources’
potential to emit by maintaining a
certified registration of emissions,
which shall be federally enforceable.
* * *
*
*
*
*
*
(d) In order to qualify for registrations
of emissions under this section, the
maximum emission rates listed in the
registration must be less than those rates
defined for a major source in § 122.10 of
this title (relating to General
Definitions).
(e) The certified registrations of
emissions and records demonstrating
compliance with such registration shall
15 30

TAC 122.122 reads as follows:
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be maintained on-site, or at an
accessible designated location, and shall
be provided, upon request, during
regular business hours to
representatives of the Texas Air Control
Board or any air pollution control
agency having jurisdiction.
According to TNRCC,
[it] agrees that a regulation limiting a site’s
potential to emit must be practically
enforceable, but that certified registrations
kept on site meet this requirement. The
§ 122.10 potential to emit definition specifies
that ‘‘any certified registration or
preconstruction authorization restricting
emissions * * * shall be treated as part of its
design if the limitation is enforceable by the
EPA.’’ The EPA, in 40 CFR 52.21(b)(17),
defines federally enforceable as ‘‘all
limitations and conditions which are
enforceable by the administrator, including
those * * * requirements within any
applicable SIP.’’ Since the commission
submitted § 122.122 for incorporation into
the SIP, the commission considers limits
established under § 122.122 to be federally
enforceable. Further, § 122.122 specifies that
certain registration of emissions and records
demonstrating compliance with the
registration must be kept on-site, or at an
accessible location, and shall, upon request,
be provided to the commission or any air
pollution control agency having jurisdiction.
The commission does not believe that a
certified registration of emissions must be
submitted in order to be practically
enforceable since the owner or operator must
make the registration and any supporting
documentation available during an
inspection.

26 TexReg at 3761.
The TNRCC’s approach to PTE
limitations does not comply with the
requirements of the Act. First, 30 TAC
122.122 is not part of the Texas SIP. The
EPA has not approved 30 TAC 122.122,
into the SIP. Therefore it is not federally
enforceable.16
Even if the rule were federally
enforceable, the rule must also be
practically enforceable.17 One of the
requirements for practical enforceability
16 Texas’

definition of ‘‘federally enforceable’’ in
30 TAC 101.1(31) also supports this conclusion.
Federally enforceable is defined as ‘‘all limitations
and conditions which are enforceable by the EPA
administrator, including those requirements
developed under 40 CFR parts 60 and 61,
requirements within any applicable state
implementation plan (SIP), any permit
requirements established under 40 CFR 52.21 or
under regulations approved pursuant to 40 CFR part
51, subpart I, including operating permits issued
under the approved program that is incorporated
into the SIP and that expressly requires adherence
to any permit issued under such program.’’
17 Seitz and Van Heuvelen, Release of Interim
Policy on Federal Enforceability of Limitations on
Potential to Emit (January 22, 1996), and Stein,
Guidance on Enforceability Requirements for
Limiting Potential to Emit through SIP and § 112
Rules and General Permits (January 25, 1995)

is notice to the State.18 Under 30 TAC
122.122, there is no requirement that the
State be notified and the registrations
are kept on site. Therefore, neither the
public, TNRCC, or EPA know what the
PTE limit is without going to the site. A
facility could change its PTE limit
several times without the public or
TNRCC knowing about the change.
Therefore, these limitations are not
practically enforceable, and TNRCC
must revise this regulation to make the
regulation practically enforceable. The
revised regulation must also be
approved into the SIP before it, and the
registrations, become federally
enforceable.
III. Effect of Notice of Deficiency
Title V of the Act provides for the
approval of state programs for the
issuance of operating permits that
incorporate the applicable requirements
of the Act. To receive title V program
approval, a state permitting authority
must submit a program to EPA that
meets certain minimum criteria, and
EPA must disapprove a program that
fails, or withdraw an approved program
that subsequently fails, to meet these
criteria. These criteria include
requirements that the state permitting
authority have authority to ‘‘assure
compliance by all sources required to
have a permit under this subchapter
with each applicable standard,
regulation or requirement under this
chapter.’’ CAA Section 502(b)(5)(A).
40 CFR 70.10(c)(1) provides that EPA
may withdraw a part 70 program
approval, in whole or in part, whenever
the approved program no longer
complies with the requirements of part
70. This section goes on to list a number
of potential bases for program
withdrawal, including the case where
the permitting authority fails to
promulgate or enact new authorities
when necessary. 40 CFR
70.10(c)(1)(i)(A).
40 CFR 70.10(b) sets forth the
procedures for program withdrawal, and
requires as a prerequisite to withdrawal
that the permitting authority be notified
of any finding of deficiency by the
Administrator and that the notice be
published in the Federal Register.
Today’s notice satisfies this requirement
and constitutes a finding of deficiency.
If the permitting authority has not taken
‘‘significant action to assure adequate
administration and enforcement of the
program’’ within 90 days after
publication of a notice of deficiency,
EPA may take action under 40 CFR
18 Stein, Guidance on Enforceability
Requirements for Limits Potential to Emit through
SIP and § 112 Rules and General Permits at 6–8.

70.10(b)(2). 40 CFR 70.10(b)(3) provides
that, if a state has not corrected the
deficiency within 18 months of the
NOD, EPA will apply the sanctions
under section 179(b) of the Act, in
accordance with section 179(a) of the
Act. Upon EPA action, the sanctions
will go into effect unless the state has
corrected the deficiencies identified in
this notice within 18 months after
signature of this notice.19 40 CFR
70.10(b)(4) provides that, if the state has
not corrected the deficiency within 18
months after the date of finding of
deficiency, EPA must promulgate,
administer, and enforce a whole or
partial program within 2 years of the
date of the finding.
This document is not a proposal to
withdraw Texas’ title V program.
Consistent with 40 CFR 70.10(b)(2), EPA
will wait at least 90 days, at which point
it will determine whether Texas has
taken significant action to correct the
deficiencies.
IV. Administrative Requirements
Under section 307(b)(1) of the Clean
Air Act, petitions for judicial review of
today’s action may be filed in the
United States Court of Appeals for the
appropriate circuit by March 8, 2002.
Dated: December 20, 2001.
Gregg A. Cooke,
Regional Administrator, Region 6.
[FR Doc. 02–298 Filed 1–4–02; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560–50–P

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
[FRL–7126–4]

Sole Source Aquifer Determination for
Glen Canyon Aquifer System, Moab,
Utah
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Notice of final determination.
AGENCY:

Pursuant to section 1424(e) of
the Safe Drinking Water Act, the Acting
Regional Administrator of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
in Region VIII has determined that the
Glen Canyon Aquifer System at Moab,
Utah and the immediately adjacent
recharge area is the sole or principal
source of drinking water for the area.
The area is located in southeast Utah
extending from the City of Moab,
southeast, encompassing approximately
76,000 acres in Townships 25 through
28 South and Ranges 21 through 24 East

SUMMARY:

19 The EPA is developing an Order of Sanctions
rule to determine which sanction applies at the end
of this 18 month period.

BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
IN THE MATTER OF
LOS MEDANOS ENERGY
CENTER

)
)
)
)
MAJOR FACILITY REVIEW
)
PERMIT No. B1866,
)
Issued by the Bay Area Air
)
Quality Management District
)
____________________________________)

PETITION NO.
ORDER RESPONDING TO
PETITIONERS REQUEST THAT THE
ADMINISTRATOR OBJECT TO
ISSUANCE OF A STATE OPERATING
PERMIT

ORDER DENYING IN PART AND GRANTING IN PART PETITION FOR OBJECTION
TO PERMIT
On September 6, 2001, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District, (“BAAQMD” or
“District”) issued a Major Facility Review Permit to Los Medanos Energy Center, Pittsburg,
California (“Los Medanos Permit” or “Permit”), pursuant to title V of the Clean Air Act (“CAA”
or “the Act”), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7661-7661f, CAA §§ 501-507. On October 12, 2001, the
Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) received a petition from Our Children’s Earth
Foundation (“OCE”) and Californians for Renewable Energy, Inc., (“CARE”) (collectively, the
“Petitioners”) requesting that the EPA Administrator object to the issuance of the Los Medanos
Permit pursuant to Section 505(b)(2) of the Act, the federal implementing regulations found at 40
CFR Part 70.8, and the District’s Regulation 2-6-411.3 (“Petition”).
The Petitioners allege that the Los Medanos Permit (1) improperly includes an emergency
breakdown exemption condition that incorporates a broader definition of “emergency” than
allowed by 40 CFR § 70.6(g); (2) improperly includes a variance relief condition which is not
federally enforceable; (3) fails to include a statement of basis as required by 40 CFR § 70.7(a)(5);
(4) contains permit conditions that are inadequate under 40 CFR Part 70, namely that certain
provisions are unenforceable; and (5) fails to incorporate certain changes OCE requested during
the public comment period and agreed to by BAAQMD.
EPA has now fully reviewed the Petitioners’ allegations. In considering the allegations,
EPA performed an independent and in-depth review of the Los Medanos Permit; the supporting
documentation for the Los Medanos Permit; information provided by the Petitioners in the
Petition and in a letter dated November 21, 2001; information gathered from the Petitioners in a
November 8, 2001 meeting; and information gathered from the District in meetings held on
October 31, 2001, December 5, 2001, and February 7, 2002. Based on this review, I grant in part
and deny in part the Petitioners’ request that I “object to the issuance of the Title V Operating
Permit for the Los Medanos Energy Center,” and hereby order the District to reopen the Permit

for the reasons described below.
I.

STATUTORY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Section 502(d)(1) of the Act calls upon each State to develop and submit to EPA an
operating permit program to meet the requirements of title V. In 1995, EPA granted interim
approval to the title V operating permit program submitted by BAAQMD. 60 Fed. Reg. 32606
(June 23, 1995); 40 CFR Part 70, Appendix A. Effective November 30, 2001, EPA granted full
approval to BAAQMD’s title V operating permit program. 66 Fed. Reg. 63503 (December 7,
2001).
Major stationary sources of air pollution and other sources covered by title V are required
to apply for an operating permit that includes applicable emission limitations and such other
conditions as are necessary to assure compliance with applicable requirements of the Act. See
CAA §§ 502(a) and 504(a). The title V operating permit program does not generally impose new
substantive air quality control requirements (which are referred to as “applicable requirements”),
but does require permits to contain monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting, and other conditions to
assure compliance by sources with existing applicable requirements. 57 Fed. Reg. 32250, 32251
(July 21, 1992). One purpose of the title V program is to enable the source, EPA, permitting
authorities, and the public to better understand the applicable requirements to which the source is
subject and whether the source is meeting those requirements. Thus, the title V operating
permits program is a vehicle for ensuring that existing air quality control requirements are
appropriately applied to facility emission units and that compliance with these requirements is
assured.
Under § 505(a) of the Act and 40 CFR § 70.8(a), permitting authorities are required to
submit all operating permits proposed pursuant to title V to EPA for review. If EPA determines
that a permit is not in compliance with applicable requirements or the requirements of 40 CFR
Part 70, EPA will object to the permit. If EPA does not object to a permit on its own initiative,
section 505(b)(2) of the Act and 40 CFR § 70.8(d) provide that any person may petition the
Administrator, within 60 days of the expiration of EPA’s 45-day review period, to object to the
permit. To justify the exercise of an objection by EPA to a title V permit pursuant to section
505(b)(2), a petitioner must demonstrate that the permit is not in compliance with the
requirements of the Act, including the requirements of Part 70. Part 70 requires that a petition
must be “based only on objections to the permit that were raised with reasonable specificity
during the public comment period. . ., unless the petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable
to raise such objections within such period, or unless the grounds for such objection arose after
such period.” 40 CFR § 70.8(d). A petition for administrative review does not stay the
effectiveness of the permit or its requirements if the permit was issued after the expiration of
EPA’s 45-day review period and before receipt of the objection. If EPA objects to a permit in
response to a petition and the permit has been issued, the permitting authority or EPA will
modify, terminate, or revoke and reissue such a permit using the procedures in 40 CFR §§
70.7(g)(4) or (5)(i) and (ii) for reopening a permit for cause.
2

II.

BACKGROUND

The Los Medanos Energy Center facility (“Facility”), formerly owned by Enron
Corporation under the name Pittsburg District Energy Facility, is a natural gas-fired power plant
presently owned and operated by Calpine Corporation. The plant, with a nominal electrical
capacity of 555-megawatts (“MW”), is located in Pittsburg, California. The Facility received its
final determination of compliance (“FDOC”)1 from the District in June, 1999, and its license to
construct and operate from the California Energy Commission (“CEC”)2 on August 17, 1999.
The Facility operates two large natural gas combustion turbines with associated heat recovery
steam generators (“HRSG”), and one auxiliary boiler. The Facility obtained a revised authority
to construct (“ATC”)3 permit from the District in March, 2001 to increase heat input ratings of
the two HRSGs and the auxiliary boiler,4 and to add a fire pump diesel engine and a natural gasfired emergency generator. The Facility began commercial operation in July, 2001. The Facility
emits nitrogen oxide (“NOx”), carbon monoxide (“CO”), and particulate matter (“PM”), all of
which are regulated under the District’s federally approved or delegated nonattainment new
source review (“NSR”) and prevention of significant deterioration (“PSD”) programs5 or other
District Clean Air Act programs.
On June 28, 2001, the District completed its evaluation of the title V application for the
Facility and issued the draft title V Permit. Under the District’s rules, this action started a
simultaneous 30-day public comment period and a 45-day EPA review period. On August 1,
2001, Mr. Kenneth Kloc of the Environmental Law and Justice Clinic submitted comments to the

1

An FD O C de sc rib e s h o w a p ro p os ed fa c ility w ill c omply with a pplica ble fe dera l, state, and BA A Q MD
regulations, inc luding contr ol technolo gy and emiss ion offset requ irements of N ew Sourc e Review. P ermit
conditions necessary to insure compliance with applicable regulations are also included.
2

The FD OC serv ed as an ev aluation rep ort for both the CEC ’s certificate and th e District’s autho rity to
construct (“ATC”) permit. The initial ATC was issued by the District shortly after the FDOC under District
application #18595.
3

ATC permits are federally enforceable pre-construction permits that reflect the requirements of the
attainment are a preventio n of significant de terioration an d nonattainm ent area new source rev iew (“NSR ”) progra ms.
The D istrict’s NSR re quiremen ts are describ ed in Regu lation 2, Rule 2. New p ower plan ts locating in Ca lifornia
subject to the CEC ce rtification requir ements mu st also comp ly with Regulatio n 2, Rule 3, titled Power P lants.
Regulation 2-3-405 requires the D istrict to issue an A TC for a subject facility on ly after the CEC issues its certificate
for the facility.
4

555 M W.

The incre ased heat inp ut allowed the facility to increase its ele ctrical genera ting capacity fro m 520 M W to

5

The District was implementing the federal PSD program under a delegation agreement with EPA dated
Octobe r 28, 199 7. The no n-attainment N SR pro gram was m ost recently SIP -approve d by EP A on Jan uary 26, 19 99.
64 Fed. Reg. 3850.
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District on the draft Los Medanos Permit on behalf of OCE (“OCE’s Comment Letter”).6 The
District responded to OCE’s Comment Letter by a letter dated September 4, 2001, from William
de Boisblanc (“Response to Comments”). EPA Region IX did not object to the proposed permit
during its 45-day review period. The Petition to Object to the Permit, filed by OCE and CARE
and dated October 9, 2001, was received by Region IX on October 12, 2001. EPA calculates the
period for the public to petition the Administrator to object to a permit as if the 30-day public
comment and 45-day EPA review periods run sequentially, accordingly petitioners have 135 days
after the issuance of a draft permit to submit a petition.7 Given that the Petition was filed with
EPA on October 12, 2001, I find that it was timely filed. I also find that the Petition is
appropriately based on objections that were raised with reasonable specificity during the
comment period or that arose after the public comment period expired.8
III.

ISSUES RAISED BY THE PETITIONERS
A.

District Breakdown Relief Under Permit Condition I.H.1

Petitioners’ first allegation challenges the inclusion in the Los Medanos Permit of
Condition I.H.1, a provision which incorporates SIP rules allowing a permitted facility to seek
relief from enforcement by the District in the event of a breakdown. Petition at 3. Petitioners
assert that the definition of “breakdown” at Regulation 1-208 would allow relief in situations
beyond those allowed under the Clean Air Act. Specifically, Petitioners allege that the
“definition of ‘breakdown’ in Regulation 1-208 is much broader than the federal definition of
breakdown, which is provided in 40 CFR Part 70," or more precisely, at 40 CFR § 70.6(g).
Condition I.H.1 incorporates District Regulations 1-208, 1-431, 1-432, and 1-433
(collectively the “Breakdown Relief Regulations”) into the Permit. Regulation 1-208 defines
breakdown, and Regulations 1-431 through 1-433 describe how an applicant is to notify the
District of a breakdown, how the District is to determine whether the circumstances meet the
definition of a breakdown, and what sort of relief to grant the permittee. To start our analysis, it
6

We note that OCE submitted its comments to the District days after the close of the public comment period
established pursuant to the District’s Regulation 2-6-412 and 40 CFR § 70.7(h)(4). Though we are responding to the
Petition despite this possible procedural flaw, we reserve our right to raise this issue in any future proceeding.
7

This 135-day period to petition the Administrator is based on a 30-day District public notice and comment
period, a 45-day EPA review period and the 60-day period for a person to file a petition to object with EPA.
8

In its Comment Letter, OCE generally raised concerns with the draft Major Facility Review Permit that are
the basis for the Petition. In regard to whether all issues were raised with ‘reasonable specificity,’I find that claims
one through four of the Petition were raised adequately in OCE’s Comment Letter. The fifth claim, that the District
did not live up to its commitment to make changes to the Permit, can be raised in the Petition since the grounds for
the claim aro se after the pub lic comme nt period e nded. See 40 CFR § 70.8(d ). Finally, CAR E’s non-pa rticipation in
the District’s notice-and-comment process does not prevent the organization from filing a title V petition because the
regulations allow “any person” to file a petition based on earlier objections raised during the public comment period
regardless o f who had filed those earlier c ommen ts. See CAA § 505(b)(2); 40 CFR § 70.8(d)
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is important to understand the impact of granting relief under the Breakdown Relief Regulations.
Neither Condition I.H.1, nor the SIP provisions it incorporates into the Permit, would allow for
an exemption from an applicable requirement for periods of excess emissions. An “exemption
from an applicable requirement” would mean that the permittee would be deemed not to be in
violation of the requirement during the period of excess emissions. Rather, these Breakdown
Relief Regulations allow an applicant to enter into a proceeding in front of the District that could
ultimately lead to the District employing its enforcement discretion not to seek penalties for
violations of an applicable requirement that occurred during breakdown periods.
Significantly, the Breakdown Relief Regulations have been approved by EPA as part of
the District’s federally enforceable SIP. 64 Fed. Reg. 34558 (June 28, 1999) (this is the most
recent approval of the District’s Regulation 1). Part 70 requires all SIP provisions that apply to a
source to be included in title V permits as “applicable requirements.” See In re Pacificorp’s Jim
Bridger and Naughton Electric Utility Steam Generating Plants, Petition No. VIII-00-1, at 23-24
(“Pacificorp”). On this basis alone, the inclusion of the Breakdown Relief Regulations in the
permit is not objectionable.9
Moreover, Petitioners’ allegation that Condition 1.H.1 is inconsistent with 40 CFR §
70.6(g) does not provide a basis for an objection. 40 CFR § 70.6(g) allows a permitting authority
to incorporate into its title V permit program an affirmative defense provision for “emergency”
situations as long as the provision is consistent with the 40 CFR § 70.6(g)(3) elements. Such an
emergency defense then may be incorporated into permits issued pursuant to that program. As
explained above, these regulations provide relief based on the District’s enforcement discretion
and do not provide an affirmative defense to enforcement. Moreover, to the extent the
emergency defense is incorporated into a permit, 40 CFR § 70.6(g)(5) makes clear that the Part
70 affirmative defense type of relief for emergency situations “is in addition to any emergency or
upset provision contained in any applicable requirement.” This language clarifies that the Part 70
regulations do not bar the inclusion of applicable SIP requirements in title V permits, even if
those applicable requirements contain “emergency” or “upset” provisions such as Condition
1.H.1 that may overlap with the emergency defense provision authorized by 40 CFR § 70.6(g).
Also, a review of the Breakdown Relief Regulations themselves demonstrates that they
are not inconsistent with the Clean Air Act, and therefore, not contrary to the Act. A September
28, 1982, EPA policy memorandum from Kathleen Bennet, titled Policy on Excess Emissions
During Startup, Shutdown, Maintenance, and Malfunctions (“1982 Excess Emission Policy”),
explains that “all periods of excess emissions [are] violations of the applicable standard.”
Accordingly, the 1982 Excess Emission Policy provides that EPA will not approve automatic
exemptions in operating permits or SIPs. However, the 1982 Excess Emission Policy also

9

This holds true even if the Petitioner could support an allegation that EPA had erroneously incorporated
the provisio ns into the SIP . See Pacificorp at 23 (“even if the provision were found not to satisfy the Ac t, EPA co uld
not properly object to a permit term that is derived from a provision of the federally approved SIP”). However, as
explained below, EPA believes that these provisions were appropriately approved as part of the District’s SIP.
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explains that EPA can approve, as part of a SIP, provisions that codify an “enforcement
discretion approach.” The Agency further refined its position on this topic in a September 20,
1999 policy memorandum from Steven A. Herman and Robert Perciasepe, titled State
Implementation Plans: Policy Regarding Excess Emissions During Malfunctions, Startup, and
Shutdown (“1999 Excess Emission Policy”).10 The 1999 Excess Emission Policy explained that
a permitting authority may express its enforcement discretion through appropriate affirmative
defense provisions approved into the SIP as long as the affirmative defense applies only to civil
penalties (and not injunctive relief) and meets certain criteria. As previously explained, the
Breakdown Relief Regulations approved into the District’s SIP provide neither an affirmative
defense to an enforcement action nor an automatic exemption from applicable requirements, but
rather serve as a mechanism for the District to use its enforcement discretion. Therefore, I find
that the provision is not inconsistent with the Act.
Finally, Petitioners allege that the inclusion of Condition I.H.1 “creates unnecessary
confusion and unwarranted potential defense to federal civil enforcement.” Inclusion of
Condition I.H.3 in the Los Medanos Permit clarifies Condition I.H.1 by stating that “[t]he
granting by the District of breakdown relief . . . will not provide relief from federal enforcement.”
Contrary to Petitioners’ allegation, we find that addition of this language successfully dispels any
ambiguity as to the impact of the provision, especially as it relates to federal enforceability, and
therefore clears up “confusion” and limits “unwarranted defenses.” For the reasons stated above,
I deny the Petition as it relates to Condition I.H.1 and the incorporation of the Breakdown Relief
Regulations into the Permit.
B.

Hearing Board Variance Relief Under Permit Condition I.H.2

The Petitioners’ second allegation challenges the inclusion in the Los Medanos Permit of
Condition I.H.2, which states that a “permit holder may seek relief from enforcement action for a
violation of any of the terms and conditions of this permit by applying to the District’s Hearing
Board for a variance pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 42350. . . .” Petition at 3.
Petitioners make a number of arguments in support of their claim that the reference to
California’s Variance Law in the Los Medanos Permit serves as a basis for an objection; none of
these allegations, however, serves as an adequate basis for EPA to object to the Permit.
Health and Safety Code (“HSC”) sections 42350 et seq. (“California’s Variance Law”)
allow a permittee to request an air district hearing board to issue a variance to allow the permittee
to operate in violation of an applicable district rule, or State rule or regulation for a limited time.
Section 42352(a) prohibits the issuance of a variance unless the hearing board makes specific

10

On De cember 5 , 2001, E PA issued a brief clarificatio n of this policy. R e-Issuance o f Clarification – State
Implementation Plans (SIPs); Policy Regarding Excess Emissions During Malfunction, Startup, and Shutdown.
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findings.11 Section 42352(a)(2) limits the availability of variances to situations involving noncompliance with “any rule, regulation, or order of the district.” As part of the variance process,
the hearing board may set a “schedule of increments of progress,” to establish milestones and
final deadlines for achieving compliance. See, e.g., HSC § 42358. EPA has not approved
California’s Variance Law into the SIP or Title V program of any air district. See, e.g., 59 Fed.
Reg. 60939 (Nov. 29, 1994) (proposing to approve BAAQMD’s title V program without
California’s Variance Law); 60 Fed. Reg. 32606 (June 23, 1995) (granting final interim approval
to BAAQMD’s title V program).
Petitioners argue that the “variance relief issued by BAAQMD under state law does not
qualify as emergency breakdown relief authorized by the Title V provisions . . . .” Petition at 4.
As with the Breakdown Relief Regulations, Petitioners’ true concern appears to be that Condition
I.H.2 and California’s Variance Law are inconsistent with 40 CFR § 70.6(g), which allows for
the incorporation of an affirmative defense provision into a federally approved title V program,
and thus into title V permits. Condition I.H.2 and California’s Variance Law, however, do not
need to be consistent with 40 CFR § 70.6(g) because these provisions merely express an aspect
of the District’s discretionary enforcement authority under State law rather than incorporate a
Part 70 affirmative defense provision into the Permit.12 As described above, the discretionary

11

HSC se ction 423 52(a) pr ovides as fo llows:

No varia nce shall be g ranted unles s the hearing b oard ma kes all of the follow ing findings:
(1) That the petitioner for a variance is, or will be, inviolation of Section 41701 or of any rule,
regulation, o r order of the district.
(2) That, due to conditions beyond the reasonable control of the petitioner, requiring compliance
would result in either (A) an arbitrary or unreasonable taking of property, or (B) the practical
closing and elimination of a lawful business. In making tho se findings where the petitioner is a
public agency, the hearing board shall consider whether or not requiring immediate compliance
would imp ose an unre asonable burden up on an essen tial public servic e. For purp oses of this
paragraph, "essential public service" means a prison, detention facility, police or firefighting
facility, school, health care facility, landfill gas control or processing facility, sewage treatment
works, or wa ter delivery op eration, if owne d and op erated by a public age ncy.
(3) Tha t the closing or ta king would be without a c orrespo nding ben efit in reducing a ir
contamina nts.
(4) That the applicant for the variance has given consideration to curtailing operations of the
source in lieu of obtaining a variance.
(5) During the period the variance is in effect, that the applicant will reduce excess emissions to the
maximum extent feasible.
(6) During the period the variance is in effect, that the app licant will monito r or otherwise quantify
emission levels from the source, if requested to do so by the district, and repo rt these
emission leve ls to the district pur suant to a sche dule establish ed by the distr ict.
12

Government agencies have discretion to not seek penalties or injunctive relief against a noncomplying
source. California’s Variance Law recognizes this inherent discretion by codifying the process by which a source
may seek relie f through the issua nce of a varia nce. The ultimate decisio n to grant a va riance, how ever, is still wholly
discretiona ry, as evidenc ed by the find ings the hearing board m ust make in o rder to issue a variance. See HSC
section 42352(a)(1)-(6).
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nature of California’s Variance Law is evidenced by the findings set forth in HSC §42538(a) that
a hearing board must make before it can issue a variance.13 Inherent within the process of
making these findings is the hearing board’s ability to exercise its discretion to evaluate and
consider the evidence and circumstances underlying the variance application and to reject or
grant, as appropriate, that application. Moreover, the District clearly states in Condition I.H.3.
that the granting by the District of a variance does not “provide relief from federal enforcement,”
which includes enforcement by both EPA and citizens.14 As Condition I.H.2. refers to a
discretionary authority under state law that does not affect the federal enforceability of any
applicable requirement, I do not find its inclusion in the Los Medanos Permit objectionable.
Petitioners also argue that the “variance program is a creature of state law,” and therefore
should not be included in the Los Medanos Permit. Petitioners’ complaint is obviously without
merit since Part 70 clearly allows for inclusion of state- and local-only requirements in title V
permits as long as they are adequately identified as having only state- or local-only significance.
40 CFR § 70.6(b)(2). For this reason, I find that Petitioners’ allegation does not provide a basis
to object to the Los Medanos Permit.
Petitioners further argue that California’s Variance Law allows a revision to the approved
SIP in violation of the Act. Petitioners misunderstand the provision. The SIP is comprised of the
State or district rules and regulations approved by EPA as meeting CAA requirements. SIP
requirements cannot be modified by an action of the State or District granting a temporary
variance. EPA has long held the view that a variance does not change the underlying SIP
requirements unless and until it is submitted to and approved by EPA for incorporation into the
SIP. For example, since 1976, EPA’s regulations have specifically stated: “In order for a
variance to be considered for approval as a revision to the State implementation plan, the State
must submit it in accordance with the requirements of this section.” 40 CFR §51.104(d); 41 Fed.
Reg. 18510, 18511 (May 5, 1976).
The fact that the California Variance Law does not allow a revision to the approved SIP is
further evidenced by the law itself. By its very terms, California’s Variance Law is limited in
application to “any rule, regulation, or order of the district,” HSC § 42352(a)(2) (emphasis
supplied); therefore, the law clearly does not purport to modify the federally approved SIP. In
addition, California’s view of the law’s effect is consistent with EPA’s. For instance, guidance
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Because of its discretionary nature, California’s Variance Law does not impose a legal impediment to the
District’s ability to enforce its SIP or title V program. E PA cannot pro hibit the District’s use of the variance process
as a means for sources to avoid enforcement of permit conditions by the District unless the misuse of the variance
process re sults in the District’s failure to adequ ately impleme nt or enforce its title V progra m, or its other fed erally
delegated or appro ved CA A progra ms. Petitione rs have mad e no such alle gation.
14

Other BAAQMD information resources on variances also clearly set forth the legal significance of
variances. For example, the application for a variance on BAAQMD’s website states that EPA “does not recognize
California’s variance process” and that “EPA can independently pursue legal action based on federal law against the
facility continuing to be in violation .”
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issued in 1989 by the California Air Resources Board (“CARB”), the State agency responsible
for preparation of California’s SIP, titled Variances and Other Hearing Board Orders as SIP
Revisions or Delayed Compliance Orders Under Federal Law, demonstrates that the State’s
position with respect to the federal enforceability and legal consequences of variances is
consistent with EPA’s. For example, the guidance states:
State law authorizes hearing boards of air pollution control districts to issue
variances from district rules in appropriate instances. These variances insulate
sources from the imposed state law. However, where the rule in question is part
of the State Implementation Plan (SIP) as approved by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), the variance does not by itself insulate the source from
penalties in actions brought by EPA to enforce the rule as part of the SIP. While
EPA can use enforcement discretion to informally insulate sources from federal
action, formal relief can only come through EPA approval of the local variance.
In 1993, the California Attorney General affirmed this position in a formal legal opinion
submitted to EPA as part of the title V program approval process, stating that “any variance
obtained by the source does not effect [sic] or modify permit terms or conditions . . . nor does it
preclude federal enforcement of permanent terms and conditions.” In sum, both the federal and
State governments have long held the view that the issuance of a variance by a district hearing
board does not modify the SIP in any way. For this reason, I find that Petitioners’ allegation does
not provide a basis to object to the Los Medanos Permit.
Finally, Petitioners raise concerns that the issuance of variances could “jeopardize
attainment and maintenance of ambient air quality standards” and that inclusion of the variance
provision in the Permit is highly confusing to the regulated community and public. As to the first
concern, Petitioners’ allegation is too speculative to provide a basis for an objection to a title V
permit. Moreover, as previously stated, permittees that receive a variance remain subject to all
SIP and federal requirements, as well as federal enforcement for violation of those requirements.
As to Petitioners’ final point, I find that including California’s Variance Law in title V permits
may actually help clarify the regulatory scheme to the regulated community and the public.
California’s Variance Law can be utilized by permittees seeking relief from District or State rules
regardless of whether the Variance Law is referenced in title V permits; therefore, reference to
the Variance Law with appropriate explanatory language as to its limited impact on federal
enforceability helps clarify the actual nature of the law to the regulated community. In short,
since title V permits are meant to contain all applicable federal, State, and local requirements,
with appropriate clarifying language explaining the function and applicability of each
requirement, the District may incorporate California’s Variance Law into the Los Medanos
Permit and other title V permits. For reasons stated in this Section, I do not find grounds to
object to the Los Medanos Permit on this issue.
C.

Statement of Basis
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Petitioners’ third claim is that the Los Medanos Permit lacks a statement of basis, as
required by 40 CFR § 70.7(a)(5). Petition at 5. Petitioners assert that without a statement of
basis it is virtually impossible for the public to evaluate the periodic monitoring requirements (or
lack thereof). Id. They specifically identify the District’s failure to include an explanation for its
decision not to require certain monitoring, including the lack of any monitoring for opacity,
filterable particulate, or PM limits. Petition at 6-7, n.2. Additionally, Petitioners contend that
BAAQMD fails to include any SO2 monitoring for source S-2 (Heat Recovery Steam Generator).
Id.
Section 70.7(a)(5) of EPA’s permit regulations states that “the permitting authority shall
provide a statement that sets forth the legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions
(including references to the applicable statutory or regulatory provisions).” The statement of
basis is not part of the permit itself. It is a separate document which is to be sent to EPA and to
interested persons upon request.15 Id.
A statement of basis ought to contain a brief description of the origin or basis for each
permit condition or exemption. However, it is more than just a short form of the permit. It should
highlight elements that EPA and the public would find important to review. Rather than restating
the permit, it should list anything that deviates from a straight recitation of requirements. The
statement of basis should highlight items such as the permit shield, streamlined conditions, or
any monitoring that is required under 40 C.F.R. 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B) or District Regulation 2-6-503.
Thus, it should include a discussion of the decision-making that went into the development of the
title V permit and provide the permitting authority, the public, and EPA a record of the
applicability and technical issues surrounding the issuance of the permit.16 See e.g., In Re Port

15

Unlike pe rmits, statements o f basis are not e nforceab le, do not set lim its and do no t create oblig ations.
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EPA has provided guidance on the content of an adequate statement of basis in a letter dated December
20, 200 1, from Re gion V to th e State of O hio and in a N otice of De ficiency (“NO D”) issued to the State of T exas.
<http://www.epa.gov/rgytgrnj/programs/artd/air/title5/t5memos/sbguide.pdf> (Region V letter to Ohio); 67 Fed.
Reg. 732 (Jan uary 7, 200 2) (EPA NOD issued to T exas). The se docum ents describ e the following five key elemen ts
of a statement of basis: (1) a description of the facility; (2) a discussion of any operational flexibility that will be
utilized at the facility; (3 ) the basis for ap plying the per mit shield; (4) a ny federal reg ulatory app licability
determina tions; and (5 ) the rationale fo r the monitor ing method s selected. Id. at 735. In addition, the Region V
letter further recommends the inclusion of the following topical discussions in a statement of basis: (1) monitoring
and operational restrictions requirements; (2) applicability and exemptions; (3) explanation of any conditions from
previously issued permits that are not being transferred to the title V permit; (4) streamlining requirements; and (5)
certain other factual information as necessary. In a letter dated February 19, 1999 to Mr. David D ixon, Chair of the
CAPCO A Title V Subcommittee, the EPA Region IX A ir Division provided guidance to California permitting
authorities that sho uld be co nsidered w hen deve loping a statem ent of basis for p urposes o f EPA R egion IX 's review.
This guidance is consistent with the other guidance cited above. Each of the various guidance documents, including
the Texa s NOD and the Re gion V an d IX letters, p rovide gen eralized rec ommen dations for d eveloping an adequ ate
statement of basis rather than “hard and fast” rules on what to include in any given statement of ba sis. Taken as a
whole, these r ecomm endations p rovide a go od road map as to w hat should b e included in a statement o f basis
considering, for examp le, the technical complexity of the permit, the history of the facility, and any new prov isions,
such as perio dic monito ring conditio ns, that the perm itting authority has d rafted in con junction with issu ing the title
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Hudson Operation Georgia Pacific, Petition No. 6-03-01, at pages 37-40 (May 9, 2003)
(“Georgia Pacific”); In Re Doe Run Company Buick Mill and Mine, Petition No. VII-1999-001,
at pages 24-25 (July 31, 2002) (“Doe Run”). Finally, in responding to a petition filed in regard to
the Fort James Camas Mill title V permit, EPA interpreted 40 CFR § 70.7(a)(5) to require that
the rationale for selected monitoring method be documented in the permit record. See In Re
Fort James Camas Mill, Petition No. X-1999-1, at page 8 (December 22, 2000) (“Ft. James”).
EPA’s regulations state that the permitting authority must provide EPA with a statement
of basis. 40 CFR § 70.7(a)(5). The failure of a permitting authority to meet this procedural
requirement, however, does not necessarily demonstrate that the title V permit is substantively
flawed. In reviewing a petition to object to a title V permit because of an alleged failure of the
permitting authority to meet all procedural requirements in issuing the permit, EPA considers
whether the petitioner has demonstrated that the permitting authority’s failure resulted in, or may
have resulted in, a deficiency in the content of the permit. See CAA § 505(b)(2) (objection
required “if the petitioner demonstrates . . . that the permit is not in compliance with the
requirements of this Act, including the requirements of the applicable [SIP]”); see also, 40 CFR §
70.8(c)(1). Thus, where the record as a whole supports the terms and conditions of the permit,
flaws in the statement of basis generally will not result in an objection. See e.g., Doe Run at 2425. In contrast, where flaws in the statement of basis resulted in, or may have resulted in,
deficiencies in the title V permit, EPA will object to the issuance of the permit. See e.g., Ft.
James at 8; Georgia Pacific at 37-40.
In this case, as discussed below, the permitting authority’s failure to adequately explain
its permitting decisions either in the statement of basis or elsewhere in the permit record is such a
serious flaw that the adequacy of the permit itself is in question. By reopening the permit, the
permitting authority is ensuring compliance with the fundamental title V procedural requirements
of adequate public notice and comment required by sections 502(b)(6) and 503(e) of the Clean
Air Act and 40 CFR § 70.7(h), as well as ensuring that the rationale for the selected monitoring
method, or lack of monitoring, is clearly explained and documented in the permit record. See 40
CFR §§ 70.7(a)(5) and 70.8(c); Ft. James at 8.
For the proposed Los Medanos Permit, the District did not provide EPA with a separate
statement of basis document. In a meeting with EPA representatives held on October 31, 2001,
at the Region 9 offices, the District claimed that it complied with the statement of basis
requirements for the Los Medanos Permit because it incorporated all of the necessary explanatory
information either directly into the Permit or it included such information in other supporting
documentation.17 As such, the District argues, at a minimum, it complied with the substantive
requirements of a statement of basis.
V perm it.
17

This meeting along with the others held with the District were for fact-gathering purposes only. In a
November 8, 2001 meeting at the Region 9 offices, the Petitioners were likewise provided the opportunity to present
facts pertaining to the Petition to EPA representatives.
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In responding to the Petition, we reviewed the final Los Medanos Permit and all
supporting documentation, which included the proposed Permit, the FDOC drafted by the
District for purposes of licensing the power plant with the CEC, and the “Permit Evaluation and
Emission Calculations” (“Permit Evaluation”) which was developed in March 2001 as part of the
modification to the previously issued ATC permit. Although the District provided some
explanation in this supporting documentation as to the factual and legal basis for certain terms
and conditions of the Permit, this documentation did not sufficiently set forth the basis or
rationale for many other terms and conditions. Generally speaking, the District’s record for the
Permit does not adequately support: (1) the factual basis for certain standard title V conditions;
(2) applicability determinations for source-specific applicable requirements, such as the Acid
Rain requirements and New Source Performance Standards (“NSPS”); (3) exclusion of certain
NSR and PSD conditions contained in underlying ATC permits; (4) recordkeeping decisions and
periodic monitoring decisions under 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B) and District Regulation 2-6-503; and (5)
streamlining analyses, including a discussion of permit shields.
EPA Region 9 identified numerous specific deficiencies falling under each of these broad
categories.18 For example, the District’s permit record does not adequately support the basis for
certain source-specific applicable requirements identified in Section IV of the Permit, especially
those regarding the applicability or non-applicability of subsections rules that apply to particular
types of units such the as NSPS for combustion turbines or SIP-approved District Regulations.
For instance, in table IV-B and D of the Permit, the District indicates that subsection 303 of
District Regulation 9-3, which sets forth NOx emission limitations, applies to certain emission
units. However, the permit record fails to describe why subsection 601 of the same District
Regulation, an otherwise seemingly applicable provision, is not included in the tables as an
applicable requirement. Subsection 601 establishes how exhaust gases should be sampled and
analyzed to determine NOx concentrations for purposes of compliance with subsection 303.
Similarly, in the same tables, the District lists certain applicable NSPS subsections, such as those
in 40 CFR Part 60 Subparts Da and GG, but does not explain why these subsections apply to
those specific emission units nor why other seemingly applicable subsections of the same NSPS
regulations do not apply to those units.19
The permit record also fails to explain the District’s streamlining decisions of certain

18

EPA Region 9 Permits Office described these areas of concern in greater detail in a memorandum dated
March 29, 200 2, “Region 9 Review of Statemen t of Basis for L os Med anos title V P ermit in Resp onse to P etition to
Objec t.” This mem orandum is part of the ad ministrative reco rd for this Ord er and was r eviewed in re sponding to
this Petition.
19

The tables in Section IV pertaining to certain gas turbines located at the Facility cite to 40 CFR
60.332(a)(1) as an applicable requirement. However, these same tables fail to cite to subsections 40 CFR
60.332 (a)(2) throu gh 60.33 2(l) of the sam e NSP S progra m even tho ugh these pr ovisions also apply to gas tu rbines.
The District’s failure to provide any sort of discussion or explanation as to the applicability or non-applicability of
the subsectio ns of 40 C FR 60.3 32 make s it impossible to review the D istrict’s applicab ility determination s for this
NSPS.
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underlying ATC permit conditions as set forth in Section VI of the Permit. The District
apparently modified or streamlined the ATC conditions in the context of the title V permitting
process but failed to provide an explanation in the permit record as to the basis for the change to
the conditions. For instance, Condition 53 of Section VI states that the condition was “[d]eleted
[on] August, 2001,” but the District fails to discuss or explain anywhere in the permit record the
basis for this deletion or the nature of the original condition that was deleted.
As a final example of the District’s failure to provide a basis or rationale for permit terms,
in accordance with Petitioner’s claim, the permit record is devoid of discussion pertaining to how
or why the selected monitoring is sufficient to assure compliance with the applicable
requirements. See 69 Fed. Reg. 3202, 3207 (Jan. 22, 2004). Most importantly, for those
applicable requirements which do not otherwise have monitoring requirements, the Permit fails
to require monitoring pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B), and the permit record fails to
discuss or explain why no monitoring should be required under this provision. As evidenced by
these specific examples, I find the District did not provide an adequate analysis or discussion of
the terms and conditions of the proposed Los Medanos Permit.
To conclude, by failing to draft a separate statement of basis document and by failing to
include appropriate discussion in the Permit or other supporting documentation, the District has
failed to provide an adequate explanation or rationale for many significant elements of the
Permit. As such, I find that the Petitioners’ claim in regard to this issue is well founded, and by
this Order, I am requiring the District to reopen the Los Medanos Permit, and make available to
the public an adequate statement of basis that provides the public and EPA an opportunity to
comment on the title V permit and its terms and conditions as to the issues identified above.
D.

Inadequate Permit Conditions

Petitioners’ fourth claim is that Condition 22 in the Los Medanos Permit is
unenforceable. The Petitioners claim that this condition “appears to defer the development of a
number of permit conditions related to transient, non-steady state conditions to a time after
approval of the Title V permit.” Petition at 7. The Petitioners recommend that “a reasonable set
of conditions should be defined” and amended through the permit modification process to
conform to new data in the future. I disagree with the Petitioners on this issue.
As Petitioners correctly note, Part 70 and the Act require that “conditions in a Title V
permit. . . be enforceable.” However, they argue that “Condition 22 is presently unenforceable
and must be deleted from the permit.” I find that the condition challenged by the Petitioners is
enforceable.
Conditions 21 and 22 establish NOx emissions levels for units P-1 and P-2, including
limits for transient, non-steady state conditions. Condition 22(f) requires the permittee to gather
data and draft and submit an operation and maintenance plan to control transient, non-steady
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state emissions for units P-1 and P-220 within 15 months of issuance of the permit. Condition
22(g) creates a process for the District, after consideration of continuous monitoring and source
test data, to fine-tune on a semi-annual basis the NOx emission limit for units P-1 and P-2 during
transient, non-steady state conditions and to modify data collection and recordkeeping
requirements for the permittee.
These requirements are enforceable. EPA and the District can enforce both Condition
22(f)’s requirement to draft and submit an operation and maintenance plan for agency approval
and the control measures adopted under the plan after approval. For Condition 22(g), the process
for the District to modify emission limits and/or data collection and recordkeeping requirements
is clearly set forth in the Permit and the modified terms will be federally enforceable. Moreover,
the circumstances that trigger application of Condition 22 are specifically defined since
Condition 22(c) precisely defines “transient, non-steady state condition” as when “one or more
equipment design features is unable to support rapid changes in operation and respond to and
adjust all operating parameters required to maintain the steady-state NOx emission limit
specified in Condition 21(b).” As such, I find that Condition 22 is federally and practically
enforceable. Therefore, Petitioners’ claim on this count is not supported by the plain language of
the Permit itself.
Moreover, to the extent that Petitioners are concerned that Lowest Achievable Emission
Rate (“LAER”)21 emission standards are being set through a process that does not incorporate
appropriate NSR, PSD, and title V public notice and comment processes, such concerns are not
well-founded. By its very terms, the Permit prohibits relaxation of the LAER emissions
standards set in the permitting process. Condition 21(b) of the Permit sets a LAER-level
emission standard of 2.5 ppmv NOx, averaged over any 1-hour period, for units P-1 and P-2 for
all operational conditions other than transient, non-steady state conditions. Condition 22(a) sets
the limit for transient, non-steady state conditions of 2.5 ppmv NOx, averaged over any rolling 3hour period.22 Implementation of Condition 22 cannot relax the LAER-level emission limits.
Condition 22(f) merely requires further data-collecting, planning, and implementation of control
20

Unit P-1 is defined as “the combined exhaust point for the S-1 Gas Turbine and the S-2 HRSG after

control by the A-1 SCR System and A-2 Oxid ation Catalyst” and unit P-2 is defined as “the combined exhaust point
for the S-3 Gas Turbine and the S-4 HRSG after control by the A-3 SCR System and A-4 Oxidation Catalyst.”
Permit, Co ndition 21 (a).
21

LAER is the level of emission control required for all new and modified major sources subject to the NSR
requirements of Section 173, Part D, of the CAA for non-attainment areas. 42 U.S.C. § 7501-15. Since the Bay
Area is non-attainment for ozone, the Facility must meet LAER-level emission controls for NO x emission since NOx
is a pre-cursor of ozone. California uses different terminology than the CAA when applying LAER, however. In
California, best available control technology (“BACT”) is consistent with LAER-level controls, and California and
its local permitting authorities use this terminology when issuing permits.
22

The District determined this limit to be LAER for transient, non-steady state conditions because, as the
District stated in its Response to Comments, “the NOx emission limit (2.5 ppmv averaged over one hour) during load
changes . . . . ha[s] n ot yet been a chieved in p ractice by any u tility-scale power p lant.”
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measures for transient, non-steady state emissions that go beyond those already established to
comply with LAER requirements. While Condition 22(g) does allow the District to modify the
emission limit during transient, non-steady state conditions,23 this new limit cannot exceed the
“backstop” LAER-level limit set by Condition 22(a). As such, Condition 22(g) serves to only
make overall emission limits more stringent. The District itself recognized the “no backsliding”
nature of Conditions 22(f) and (g) on page 3 of its Response to Comments where it stated that the
Facility “must comply with ‘backstop’ NOx emission limit of 2.5 ppmv, averaged over 3 hours,
under all circumstances and comply with all hourly, daily and annual mass NOx emission
limits.”24
Finally, for any control measures; further data collection, recordkeeping or monitoring
requirements; new definitions; or emission limits established pursuant to Conditions 22(f) or (g)
that are to be incorporated into the permit, the District must utilize the appropriate title V permit
modification procedures set forth in 40 CFR § 70.7(d) and the District’s Regulation 2-6-415 to
modify the Permit. The District itself recognizes this in Condition 22(g) by stating that “the Title
V operating permit shall be amended as necessary to reflect the data collection and recordkeeping
requirements established under 22(g)(ii).” For the reasons described above, we do not find
Conditions 22(f) and (g) unenforceable or otherwise objectionable for inclusion in the Los
Medanos Permit.
E.

Failure to Incorporate Agreed-to Changes

The final claim by the Petitioners is that the District agreed to incorporate certain changes
into the final Los Medanos Permit but failed to do so. Namely, Petitioners claim that the District
failed to keep its commitments to OCE to add language requiring recordkeeping for stipulated
abatement strategies under SIP-approved Regulation 4 and to add clarifying language about NOx
monitoring requirements. The District appeared to make these commitments in its Response to
Comment Letter. These allegations do not provide a basis for objecting to the Permit because
neither change is necessary to ensure that the District is properly including all applicable
requirements in the permit nor are they necessary to assure compliance with the underlying
applicable requirements. CAA § 504(a); 40 CFR § 70.6(a)(3).
The first change sought by OCE during the comment period was a requirement that the
23

The District may modify the emission limit during transient, non-steady state conditions every 6 months
for the first 24 months after the start of the Commissioning period. The Commissioning period commences “when
all mechanical, electrical, and control systems are installed and individual system start-up has been completed, or
when a gas turbine is first fired, whichever comes first. . . .” The Commissioning period terminates “when the plant
has completed performance testing, is available for commercial operation, and has initiated sales to the power
exchange.” Permit, at page 34.
24

The purpose of Condition 22, as stated by the District, is to allow for limited “excursions above the
emission limit tha t could po tentially occur un der unfore seen circum stances beyo nd [the Fac ility’s] control.” T his is
the rationale for the three hour averaging period for transient, non-steady state conditions rather than the one hour
averaging period o f Condition 21(b) for a ll other periods.
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Facility document response actions taken during periods of heightened air pollution. The
District’s Regulation 4 establishes control and advisory procedures for large air emission sources
when specified levels of ambient air contamination have been reached and prescribes certain
abatement actions to be implemented by each air source when action alert levels of air pollution
are reached. OCE recommended that the District require recordkeeping in the title V permit to
“insure that the stipulated abatement strategies [of Regulation 4] are implemented during air
pollution events,” and the District appeared to agree to such a recommendation in its Response to
Comments. Although the recordkeeping suggested by Petitioners would be helpful, Petitioners
have not shown that it is required by title V, the SIP, or any federal regulation, and therefore, this
failure to include it is not a basis for objecting to the permit.
The Part 70 regulations set the minimum standard for inclusion of monitoring and
recordkeeping requirements in title V permits. See 40 CFR § 70.6(a)(3). These provisions
require that each permit contain “periodic monitoring sufficient to yield reliable data from the
relevant time period that are representative of the source’s compliance with the permit” where
the applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or instrumental or noninstrumental
monitoring (which may consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring). 40 CFR §
70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). There may be limited cases in which the establishment of a regular program of
monitoring and/or recordkeeping would not significantly enhance the ability of the permit to
reasonably assure compliance with the applicable requirement and where the status quo (i.e., no
monitoring or recordkeeping) could meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 70.6(a)(3). Such is the
case here.
Air pollution alert events occur infrequently, and therefore, compliance with Regulation 4
is a minimal part of the source’s overall compliance with SIP requirements. More importantly,
Regulation 4-303 abatement requirements mostly impose a ban on direct burning or incineration
during air pollution alert events, activities which are unlikely to occur at a gas-fired power plant
such as the Facility and in any case are easy to monitor by District inspectors. The other
Regulation 4-303 requirements are mostly voluntary actions to be taken by the sources, such as
reduction in use of motor vehicles, and therefore do not require compliance monitoring or
recordkeeping to assure compliance. Since the activities regulated by Regulation 4 are unlikely
to occur at the Facility, and compliance is easily verified by District inspectors, recordkeeping is
not necessary to assure compliance with Regulation 4. Therefore, further recordkeeping
requirements sought by the Petitioners are not required by 40 CFR § 70.6(a)(3).
The second change sought by the Petitioners is to add language to Condition 36
clarifying why certain pollutants, such as NOx emissions, are exempt from mass emission
calculations. On page 3 of the District’s Response to Comments, the District explained that the
NOx emissions are exempt from the mass emission calculations because they are measured
directly through CEMS monitoring, whereas the other pollutant emissions subject to the
calculations do not have equivalent CEMS monitoring. Though this clarification is helpful, it
does not need to be incorporated into the title V permit itself. Therefore, its non-inclusion in the
Permit does not provide a basis for an EPA objection to the Permit. To the extent that such
16

clarifying language is important, it should be included in the statement of basis, however. Since
the District will be drafting a statement of basis for the Los Medanos Permit due to the partial
granting of the Petition, we recommend that the clarifying language for Condition 36 be included
in the newly drafted statement of basis.
Though we hope that permitting authorities would generally fulfill commitments made to
the public, we find that the Petitioners’ fifth claim does not provide a basis for an objection to the
Los Medanos Permit for the reasons described above. The mere fact that the District committed
to make certain changes, yet did not follow through on those commitments, does not provide a
basis for an objection to a title V permit. Petitioners have provided no other reason why the
agreed upon changes must be made to the permit beyond the District’s commitments. I
accordingly deny Petitioners’ request to veto the permit on these grounds.

IV.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above and pursuant to Section 505(b)(2) of the Clean Air Act, I
am granting the Petitioners’ request that the Administrator object to the issuance of the Los
Medanos Permit with respect to the statement of basis issue and am denying the Petition with
respect to the other allegations.

May 24, 2004
Date

_________/S/___________
Michael O. Leavitt
Administrator
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BEFORE THE ADMOOSTRATOR
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
In the Matter of Valero Refin1ng Co

Benicia, California Facility
Major Facility Review Pennit
Facility No. B2626
Issued by the Bay Area Air Quality

ORDER RESPONDING TO
PETIT[ONER 'S REQUEST THAT THE
ADMrN(STRATOR OBJECT TO
[SSUANCE OF A ST ATE OPERA TTNG

Management District

PERMIT

ORDER DENYING IN PART AND GRANTING IN PART
A,.eETITION FOR OBJECTION TO PERMIT
On December 7, 2004. the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") received a petition
(''Petition") from Our Children's Earth Foundation (''OCE" or "Petitioner") requesting that the
EPA Adm i nisuator object to lhe issuance of a state operating permit from the Bay Aiea Air
Quality Management District ("BAAQMD" or "District"} to Valero Refining Co. to operate its
petroleum refinecy located in Benicia, California (''Pemlit"), pursuant to title V of the Clean Air
Act ("CAA'' or "the Act"'), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7661-7661 f. CAA §§ 50 l ·507. EPA's implemenl(ng
regulations in 40 C.F.R. Part 70 (0 Part 70"), and lhc District's approved Pan 70 program. See 6(>

Fed. Reg. 63503 {Dec. 7, 1001).
Petitioner requested EPA object to the Permit on several grounds. 1n particular,
Petitioner allege<l that the Pcm1it failed to properly require compliance w·ith applicabtc
tequiremcnts pertaining to, inter alia.. narcs, cooling towers, process units, electrostatic
precipitators\ and ether waste streams and units. Peti!ioni;r idcnti ficd several aHeged naws in the
Permit application and issuance, including a deficient Statement of Ba.sis. Finally. Petitioners
a1leged that the pcm,it impem1issibly lacked a compliance schedule and failed to include
monitoring for several applicable requirements.

EPA has now fully revtewed the Petitioner's allegations pursuant to the standard ~I forth
in section 505(b )(2) of the Act, which places the burden on the petitioner to "demonstrate[] lo the
Administrator that the permit is not in compliance·· wilh the applicable requirements of the Act
or the req u ircme nts of part 70. see also 4 0 C. F.R. § 70. 8(c){ 1), and I hereby respond to them by
this Order. In considering the allegations, EPA reviewed the Yermit .ind related materials arid
infonnation provided by the Petition.er in the Petition. 1 Based on this review, I partially deny anti

ton M,u~h 7, 200:'.i EPA received a lengthy (ovc-r 250 pages, i1tcludirig appcndicc:>), detailed ~ubmission.
from Valero Refining Comp:my regarding this Petiti011_ Due 10 the facl lhal Y.1kro Refining Company mad-c ils
submission very 1;hortly before EPA's sclllcrnt11t agreement deadline for rc~pon<l,ng ro the Pelitton and lr.c siz.c of the

partially grant the Petitioner's request that I object to tssuance of the Permit for the. rca.-.ons
described below.
I.

STATUTORY ANO REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Section 502(d)( l) of the Act calls upon each State lo deve]op and submit lo EPA an
operating perm.it program to meet the requirements of title V. [n 1995. EPA granted interim
approval to the title V operating permit program submitted by BAAQMD. 60 Fed. Reg. 32606
(June 23, !995); 40 C.F.R. Part 70, Appendix A. Effective November 30. 2001, EPA granted
ful] approval to BAAQMD's ti!le V operating permit program. 66 Fed. Reg. 63503 (Dec. 7.
2001.).
Major stationary sources of air pol1ution and other :sources covered by title V arc required
to apply for an operating peTmit !hat includes applicab?e emission limil.ations and such other
conditions as are necessary to assure compliance with applicable requirements of the Act. Set,
CAA§§ 502(a) and 504(a). The title V operating permit program does not generally impose new
substantive air quahty control requirements (which are referred to as '~app]icable requirements"),
hut does require permits to contain monitoring, recordkceping. reporting~ and other compliance
requirements when not adequately required by existing applicable requirements to assure
comphance by sources with existing applicable emission concrol re.ci,uircments. 57 Fed. Reg.
32250.32251 (July 21. 1992). One purpose of the title V prograrn is lo enabJe the source, EPA.
perrnittjng authorities. and the public lo better understand the applicable requirements to which
the source is subject and whether the source is meeting those requirements. Thus> the tit]c V
operating pennits program is a vehicle for ensuring that existing air quality control n.--quin:ments
are appropriately applied to foci hty emission units and that compliance with these requirements
is assured.
Undct section 505(a) of the Act and 40 C.F.R. § 70.8(a). permiuing authorities are
required to submit all operating perrnils proposed pursuant to title V !o EPA for review. JfEPA
f.Jetermines thal a permit is not in compliance with app]icable requirements or the requirements of
40 C.F .R. Pan 70, EPA wiU object to the permit. If EPA does nol object to a pcrmil on its own
jnitiative. section 505(b)(2) of the Act and 40 C.F.R. § 70.8(tl) provide that any person may
petition the Administrator, within 60 <lays of the expiration of EPA 's 45-tlay review period, to
object to the permit. Stttion 505(b)(2) of the Act requires the Atlministrntor to issue a pennit
objection if a petitioner demonstrates that a pennit is not in compliance with the requirements of
the Act~ indutling: the requiremcncs of Part 70 and the appJicable implementation plan. See, 40
C.F.R. § 70.8(c)(l); Neh' York Public Interest Research Group, Inc. v. W}iitman, 32l F.Jd 316,
333 n. l I (2d Cir. 2003 ). Part 70 requires that a petition must be "based oniy on objections to the

submis~ ion, EPA ,...'3s not able to ,cview the sub mi ssjon itself, nor was i! abh: to provide !he: Pe Iitioner 11n opportunity
lo re~pon.d to the submission. Although the Agency pre,.,ioudy h.is consid~rcd subm..issions from pcm1inecs in some
instances wht're EPA was .i hie (o fully rcvie w the submission and provide lhe pct Lt io ners with a du.nee 10 m·icw and
tespond lo the submissions, time did not allow for eifl1er con<lition here. '!1.crefo~, EPA did not consiJcr VJlcro
Rt:l'ining Company's submission when responding lo the Petition \•ia this Or,Jcr.
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pcnnit that wt:n: raised with reasonable specificity during the pubJic comment period__ -,unless
the petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such objections withjn such pcrioc.l.
or unless the grounds for such objection arose after such period." 40 C.F.R. § 70_8(d)_ A
petition for objection does not stay the effectiveness oflhe pennit or its requirements if 1he
permit was issua:l after the expiration of EPA ·s 45-day review period and before receipt ofan
objection. If EPA objecls to a permit jn response to a petjtion and the pennit has been issued, the
permitting authority or EPA win modify, terminate, or revoke and reissue soch a permit using the
procedures in 40 C-F.R- §§ 70.7(g)(4) or (5)0) and (ii) for reopening a permit for cause_

U.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
A

Permitting Chronology

BAAQMD held its first public comment period for the Valero permit, as well as
BAAQMD's other title V refinery pennits from June through September 2002.i BAAQMD held
a pubhc hearing regarding lhe refinery pem1itson Ju]y 29, 2002_ from August 5 to September
22~ 2003 1 BAAQMD heJd a second public comment period for the permits_ EPA·s 45-day
review ofBAAQMD's initial proposed permits. ran concurrently with this second pub~ic
comment period, from August 13 to September 26, 2003_ EPA did not object to any of the
proposed permits under CAA section 505(b)(l)- The deadline for submitting CAA section
505(b)(2) petitions was November 25, 2003. EPA rccei vt:d pelttions regarding the Valero Pem1it
from Valero Refining Company and from Our Childre11's Earth Foundatjon. EPA aJso recejvcd
section 505(b)(2) petitions regarding thcee of DAAQMD's other refinery permits.
On December l, 2003, BA.AQMD issued its initial title V permits for the Bay Area
refineries, including the Valero facility. On December 12. 2003, EPA informed the District of
EPA '5 finding that cause ex.is(ed lo reopen the refinery permits because the District hall riot
submitted proposed permits to EPA as re.quired by title V, Part 70 and BAAQMD's approved
title V program_ See Letter from Deborah Jordan, Din,-ctor, Air Division. EPA Region 9 to Jack
Broadbent, Air Pollution Control Officer, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, dated
December 12. 2003. EPA 's finding was based on the fact that the District had substantially
revised the permits in response to public commenlS without re-submitting proposed pem1its to
EPA for another 45-day review. As a result of the reopening, EPA required BAAQMD to suhmit
to EPA new proposed permits ailowing EPA an additional 45-day review period and an
opportunity to object to a permit if it failed to meet the standards set forth in section 505(b)( l ).
On December l 9, 2003, EPA dismissed all of the section 50:5(b)(2) petitions seeking
objections to the refinery permits as unripe because of the just-initiated reopening process_ See
e_g_, Letters from Deborah Jordan, Director, Air Division. EPA Region 9, to John T. E~anscn,

"Tht:re arc a lotat or lh·c pctrolt:um rcfiru:ric:s in lhc Bay Arc.a: Ch~vron Producl:s. Company's Richmon~!
refinery, ConocoPhillips Company's San Francisco Refin1!ry in Rodeo, Shell Oil Company's Martinez Rcli11~r,.
TesorQ Refining and Markctcng Cotnp.iny's Martinez refinery, an<l Valero Rt fining Company·s Ucnicia facili1y.
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Pillsbury Winthrop) LLP (representing Valero) and to Marcelin E. Keever. Environmental Law
and Justice Clinic. Golden Gate University School of Law (representing Our Children• s Earth
Foundation and other groups) dated December 19, 2003. EPA also stated that the reopening ·
process would allow the public an opportunity lo submit new section 505(b)(2) pelitions :after the
reopening was completed. In February 2004, three groups filed challenges in the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Ci (CUit regarding EPA's dismissal of their section 505 (b )(2)
petitions. The parties resolved this litigation by a settlement agreement under which EPA agreed
to respond to new petitions (i.e.• those .submitted after EPA 's receipt of BAAQMD's rcMproposcd
permits. such as this Petition) from the litigants by March l 5, 2005. See 69 Fed. Reg. 46536
(Aug. 3 1 2004).
BAAQMD submitted a new proposed permit for Valero to EPA on August 26, 2004;
EPA·s 4:5-day review period ended on October 10, 2004. fiPA objected to the Valero Permit
under CAA section 505(b)( l) on one issue: the District's failure to require adequate monitoring.
or a design review. ofthennal oxidizers subject to EPA's New Source Perfonnan.ce Standards
and National Emiss;ion Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants.

8.

Timeliness of Petition

The deadline for filing section 505(b)(2} petitions expired on December 9, 2004. F.PA
finds that the Petition was submitted on December 7. 2004, which is within the 60·day time
frame established by the Act and Part 70. EPA therefore finds that the Petition is timely.

ill.

ISSUES RAISED BY PETfflONER
A

Compliance with Applicable Requirements

Petitioner alleges thal EPA must object to the Permit on lhe basis of aUeged deficicnclc.'io
Petitioner claims EPA idenli lied in COJTespondence wilh the District dated July 28, August 2. and
October 8, 2004. Petitioner alleges that EPA and BAAQMD engaged in a procedure that
aUowed issuance of a deficient Permit. Petition at 6-lO. EPA disagrees with Petitioner that it
was required to object to the Permit under section 505(b)(l) or that it followed an inappropr[atc
procedure during its 45-day review period.
As a threshold matter. EPA notes that Petitioner's claims addressed in this section are
limited to a mere paraphrasing of comments EPA provided to the District in the atx>ve-reference<l
correspondence. Petitioner did not include in the Petition any additional facts or legal analysis to
support. its claims that EPA should object lo the Permit. Section 505(b)(2) of the Act places lhe
burden on the petitioner to "demonstrate[] to lhc Administrator that the permit is not in
compliance.. with the applicable requirements of the Act or the requirements of part 70. See a/so
40C.F.R. § 70.8(c){[); NYPJRG. 321 F.3d al 333 n.1 L Furthennore, in reviewing a petition lo
object to a title V pennit because of an alleged failure ofthe pennilting auchority to meet all
procedural requirements in issuing lhe pcnnit, EPA considers whether the petitioner has

,1

demonstrated that the permitting authority's failure resulted in, or may have resulted in, a
deficiency in the content of the permit. See CAA § 505{b )(2); see also 40 C.F.R. § 70.8(c)( l ); /11
the Maller ofLos Medanos Energy Center, at 11 (May 24, 2004) ("Los Medanos"); [11 the Mal/er
ofDoe Run Company Buic/c Mill and Mme, Petition No. VU-1999·001, at 24-25 (July 31, 2002)
("Doe Run")_ Petitioner bears the burden of demonstrating a deficiency in the permit whclher the
alleged flaw was first identified by Petitioner or by EPA. See 42 U.S.C. § 7661d(b)(2). Because
!hi~ SP<'tion nfthe Pe1ilion is little more than a summary ofEPA's comments on the Permit, u,ith
no additional information or analysis, it does not demonstrate that there is a deficiency in the
Permit.
I.

EPA's July 28 and August L, LUIJII Correspondence

Petitioner overstates the legal significance ofEPA's correspondence to the Districl dated
July 28 and August 2, 2004. This correspondence, which took place between EPA and.the
District during the permitting process but before BAAQMD submitted the proposed Permit to
EPA for review, was clearly identified a.s "issues for discussion" and did not have any formal or
legal effect Nonetheless, EPA is addressing the substantive aspects of Petitioner's allegation
regarding the applicability and enforceability of provisions relating to 40 C.F.R. § 60. l 04{a){ l } in
Sectionill.G.!.
2

Attachment 2 of EPA 's October 8, 2004 Letter

EPA 's letter to the District <lated October 8, 2004 contained the Agency's fonnal position
with respect to the proposed Pem1it See Letter from Deborah Jordan, Director, Air Division,
EPA Region 9 to Jack Broadbent, Air Pollution Control omcer, BAAQMD, dated October 8,
2004 CEPA October 8, 2004 Letter"). Attachment 2 of the lcller requested the District to review
whether the following regulations an<l requircmenls were appropriately handled in the Pem1it:

•

•

Applicability of 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpan CC lo Dares
Applicability of Regulation 8-2 to cooling towers
Applicability ofNSPS Subpart QQQ to new process units
ApplicabilityofNESHAP Subpart FF to benzene waste streams according to annual
average water content
Compliance with NESHAP Subpart FF fur ben,:ene was le st.cams
Parametric monitoring for electrostatic precipilators

EPA and the District agreed that this review would be completed by February 15, 2005
and that the District would solicit public comment for any necessary changes by April 15, 2005.
Contrary to Petitioner's a!legation, EPA 's approach to addressing these unccnmntics was
appropriate. The Agency pressed the District lo rc-analy£e these issues and obtained the
District's agreement to follow a schedule lo bring these issues to closure. EPA noles again that
the Petition itsdf provides no additional factual or legal analysis that would resolve these
applicability issues and demonstrate thal the Penml is indeed lacking an applicable requirement

'

Progress in resotving these issues is attributable solely to the mechanism set in piace by EPA and
the District.

EPA has receive.cl the results of B AAQMD's review, see, Letter from Jack Broadbent, Air
PoHutton Control Officer, BAAQMD, to Deborah Jordan, Director, Air Division, EPA Region 9,
dated February 15, 2005 CBAAQMD February 15, 2005 Lettern). and is making the following
findings_

a.

Applicability of 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpan CC to Flares

This issue is addressed in s~tion m.H

b

Cooling Tower Monitoring

This issue is addressed at Section IIl.G.J

App licabi hty of NS PS Subpart QQQ to New Process Units
Petitioner claims EPA determined that the Statement of Ba.sis failed to discuss !he
applicability of NSPS Subpart QQQ for two new process units at Lhe facility.

ln an app Iicabi lit y determination for Va lcro 's sew er coHe.c Lion system (S- l 6 l ). the
District made a general reference to two new process units that had been construccctl since 1987,
the date after which constructed, rnodifie.d, or reconstructed sources became subject to New
Source Perfonnance Standard CNSPS") Subpart QQQ. The District further indicated that
process wastewater from these units is hanl-pipetl to an enclose.cl system. However, the District
did not di5cuss the applicability of Subpart QQQ for these units or Lhe associated piping. As a
result, it was not dear whether applicable requirements were omitted from the proposed Penn it.

In response to EPA 's request for more information on this matter. the District stated in a
letter dated f cbruary 15, 200Sl lhat the process uni ls are each served. by separate storm water and
sewer s)"!,tems. The District ha.s conclude<l that the storm water S)'Stem is exempt from Subpart
QQQ pursuant to 40 C_F_R_ 60_692- l ( d)(l )- However, i.vith regard to 1hc sewer syscem, the
District stated the following:
The second sewer S)'5tern i5 the process drain S)'!item that contains oily water wa~te
streams. This system is "h..a.rd·piped" to the slop oil system where 1he wastewater is
separated and sent to lhe sour water stripper. Frum the .sour water stripper, the
wastewater {is] sent directly to secondary treatment in the WWTP where 1t is processed in
the Biox unils.

1See Ld ter from Jack Dro.idbem, E:ii.ecutive: Offo; el APCO, B.iy Area Air Qua.Ii ty Man;i.gement Districl to
Deborah Jordan. Director, Air Division, EPA Region 9.
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The OiMrict wii! review lhe details of the new pwi,;cs5 drain $)'Sleffl wd dctcnninc the
applkabh; nhimfanls A prelimir.acy review indicates thal, sk.ee this s)$1eF.i m halli•{'iped
with oo emissions. then.cw pmcess drain system may hwe been iuclllikd in the slop oil
$),'Stem., S!)f!Ctf.<.:al!y S-Sl an,J/or SHH. Ift!us is 1~ ease, Ta&le Pl-HJ wilt ho reviewed
11nd updated, w; nceu~ary, to ioolude the mquirumcnb oftbe new prnccts dram ~y;km.
The Distri(l'; respoo~ imli.c&es that the Permit maybe deficieJlt b,;r;ause il may b:;k

appllc.ablc rcq<.1iNment1. Thtx:efo.."<l, EPA is granting PL'litiooer's r«1ueo.t tu obje(:t to ihc remut
The D,s1rio;t mu~t detemiine ,,.-hat ~uirements apply to the new pcoce~<lrain system ar.d add
any app;icat,lc requirements !(I th" Permit :,i; appropriate.
d.

Managcm.-::nt ofNon-aqu-eous Benzene Wil'ite Streams Pur5U3flt to
40 C F.R. Put 61, Snbput FF

Pelifamer claims 1hat EPA identiliOO an inoorrccl applicl!bih1:, Qe\ermir.fition regarding
beru-.ene wa:;!e sti>;Mll& w-,d NESHAP Subpart FF, Rete«nwingprevim:s EP"A commcrilS,
Petilioner notes !ha! the restrictk,n cont,1ined in 40 C.f'.R. § 6-L342(c)f1) was ignored by lhe
Di~trici in the applicability d~:erm\n11\(on it ,;,onducte,! roe the facility.
The Stats'ment of Basis for the: propos;ad Ps'nr.;;I included an apphcah,lity deten:iina'.ioo
foe Valcro's Sewer Pipeli1ic arai Process Drains, .,,,.hirh stated the following:
Vakrn compiir:s w!lh FF thro11gh61.342(e)(1)(1). which allows the 1:,i:i\ity6
Mg/yr of m1conlrollcd be!'.zeoo wit!!t', Thus, facilities arc ullowe<l to ch.:x.w.•

whe:ber :be he1u.clY.' wa:.te streams arc <Ont rolled or micontrollnd as long a$ the
urn:x,ntro!led strcam: qttantihes total 1,-,.;;s lhau 6 Mg/yt.. ,kc;illie the s,,wer ""_d
pr=.>l' drains ~,e uncQJ>\(,J!le<l, they ace not suhjtct !G 6 l ,34li, the rnm.:lal'll& for
md:vidOIII drnin systems
[.nits Oc!ohcr 8, 200.4 !ctter. F..Jl A rn.iSOO ooru:cms over lhi~ applk-.abihcy ;kt¢mi;_m\loo
du~ to the Diatrict'~ failur" to disc= the cm11ml req1,1iremrots in 40 C.F.R, i; 6LJ42{cXt}
Undertlte chosen oompliaooooplion, oolyw,utes that have an aven1ge waler conwrJ: of JOO,. or
grc;;!cr may go uncontrolled !Sec 4C CF.R. § GI J42(e)(2)) and it wa; not dear fmm the
app-licahility dctermmalit::n lhat the emissioo touroM met this r"'lmn,::-nenl In fl:'fponse to EPA's
request for more infutfWltion on this 1naUer. the BAAQMO S'"....tcd in its February l:'i, 2005 kiter,
"In !he Rcvis:cn 2 pro..-:ess, !he District will rle,ennine "'hid:; "'"a!tc strea!Hs m the refineri~ are
non~\I"()"'~ brnzene was!e stTeams. Scchon 61 ]42(e)( l} v,ill be add"d to (1e oource-~i;«ific
ta!>les fo: any wuroo h11Hdk1g ~ud1 Wi!Stt. The District Ms sml kttsn tn th:; refineries
ref!lk:sling the ncce;;s:aiy infon.--...lion 
The D~trict's resp:;l!1se ir,,:lirat~s t\µt the Pe=it may b1;: defwi<::.'lt '.li:c?.~r;,; it may lack an
applknble rcquirct:1C11(, s;ievif,caFy Sc(,h:m 6L}'>2(e){I), T'.wrcforc, Fl'A is granting

Pe1itk>11er' s mque.,1 tu object to tb; l'eomt The Dift:"ict nuist rCQp~:1 !ITT: Permit to add Se,:;tio-:c,
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6 l .342(e)(l) to the source-specific tables for aH sources that handle non-aqueous benzene waste
streams or explain in the SL.a.tcrncnt of Ba.sis why Section 61.342(e)(l) does net apply.
e.

40 CF.R. Part 6!, Subpart FF - 6BQ Compliance Option

Referencing EPA's October 8. 2004 letter. Petitioner claims that EPA 1dt~ntific<l an
incorrect applicability determination regarding the 6BQ c.omphanc.c option for benzene waste
streams under 40 CF.R. § 61.J42(e). Petitioner claims that this should have resulted in an

objection by EPA.
The EPA comment referenced by Petitioner is issue #12 in Attachment 2 of the Agency's
October 8, 2004 lettel" to the BMQMlJ. [n that portion of its letter. EPA identifie<l incorrect
statements regarding the wastes that are subject to the 6 Mg/yr limit under 40 C.F.R. §
6l.J42(e)(2)(i). Specifically, the District stated that facilities are allowt..d to choose whether the
benzene waste streams are controlled or uncontrolled a.s long as the uncontrolled stream
quantities total less than 6 Mg/yr. rn actuality, lhe 6 Mg/yr limit app1ies to an aqueous benzene
wastes ( both cont ro Iled and uncontro 1led).

The fund am enta l issues raised by the EPA Octo her 8, 2004 Letter wet"e l) whelher or not
the refineries are in compliance \..,·ith the requirements of lhe benzene waste operations NESHAP,
and 2) the need to remove the incorrect langllage from the Statcmcm of Basis. The firsc issue is a
matter of enforcement and does not necessarily re!1ecl a ffaw in the Penn it Absent information
indicating that the refinery is actually out of compliance with the NESHAP, there 1s no b~is for
an objection by EPA. The second i5sue h.1S a!rea<ly been correcle<l by Lhe District. Tn response to
EPA' s comment, the District revised the Statement of Bas is to state lhat 1he 6 Mg/yr ii mi t app Ii cs
to the benzene quantity in the total :i.qutXJus waste stream. See December 16, 2004 Statement of
Basis at 26. Therefore, EPA is <lenyi.ng Petitioner's request lo obj~t to the Permit_ However, in
responding to this Petition. EPA identified additional incorre.c! language in the PeTITiit.
Spcci fically, Table VU-Refinery st<ites, "Uncontrolled benzene ,:-;6 meg%'Tams/yeat." See Pennit
at 4 76. As discussed above, this is clearly inconsistent with 40 C. F.R. § 6 l .342(e)(2). In
addition, Table l V -Refinery contains a s imi tar entry th at states, "St an<lards: Genera.i;
[Uncontrolled] 6] .342(e)(2) Waste shall not conLain more than 6.0 Mg/yr benzene.'' See Pem1lt
at 51. As a result, under a separare process~ EPA is reopening the Permit pur.;uant to its authority
under 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(g) to require that the District lix this incorrect language.
f.

Parametric Monitoring fol" Electrostatic Precipitators

· Petilioner claims EPA found that the Pennil contains deficient particulate monitoring for
sources that are abated by electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) and that are subject to limits under
SIP-approved District Regulations 6-3 l O and 6-3 l l. Petitioner requests that EPA object to the
Pcnnit to require appropriate monitoring.
BAAQMD Regulation 6·310 limits parttculate maller emissions to 0.15 grains per dry
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standard cubic foot, and Regulation 6-311 contains a variable limit based on a source's process
weight rate. Because Regulation 6 does not contain monitoring provisions, the District relied on
its periodic monitoring authority to impose monitoring requirements on sources S-5, S-6, antl S
10 to en.sure compliance with these standards. See 40 C.F.R_ § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B); BAAQMD Reg.
6-503; BAAQMD Manual of Procedures, Vol. ill, Section 4.6. For oourccs S-5 and S-6, lhe
Permit requires annual oource tesl5 for hoth emission limil5. For S-10, lhc Permit requires an
annual source test to dL~Onstrate complialjce with Regulation 6-310 but no monitoring is
rcquirotl for Regulation 6-311.
With regard to monitoring for Regulation 6-311 for source S-10, the Permit is
inconsistent with the Statement of Basis. The final Statement ofBa.sis indicates that Condition
19466, Pan 9 should read, '"fhe Permit Holder shall perform art annual source test on Sources
S-5, S-6, S-8, S-IO. S-11, S-12, S-176, S-232, S-233 and S-237 to demonstrate compliance with
Regulation 6-311 (PM mass emissions rate not to exceed 4.lOP0.67 lb/hr)." See December 16,
2004 Statement of Basis at 84. However, Part 9 of Condition l 9466 in the Permit states that the
monitoring requirement only applies to S-5 and S-6. December 16, 2004 Permit at 464. In
addition, Table Vll-B I states that monitoring is not rcquircrl. Therefore, EPA is granting
Petitioner's request to object to the Permit as it pertains lo monitoring S-10 for compliance wi!h
Regulation 6-31 l. The District must reopen the Permit to add monitoring requirements adequate
to assure compliance wilh the emission limit or explain in the Statement of Basis why it is not
needed.
Regarding the annual source tests for sources S-5, S-6, and S-10, EPA believes that an
annual testing requirement is inadequate in the absence of additional parametric monitoring
because proper operation and maintenance of the ESPs is necessary in order to achieve
compliance with the emission limits. In the BAAQMD February 15, 2005 Leiter, the Dislrict
stated that it intends to "propose a permit condition requiring the operator to conduct an initial
compliance demonstration that will establish a correlation between opacity and particulate
emissions." Thus, EPA concludes the Permit docs not meet the Part 70 standard that it contain
periodic monitoring sufficient to yield reliable data from the relevant time period that are
representative of the source's compliance. Sec 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(aX3XiXD). Therefore, EPA is
granting Petitioner's request to object to the Permit. At a minimum, the Pennit must contain
monitoring which yields data that are representative of the .source's compliance with its permit
tenns antl condiiions.
3.

Attachment 3 ofEPA's October 8, 2004 Le!ler

Attachment 3 ofEPA's October 8, 2004 Letter memorializeOJ the District's agreemrnt to
address two issues related to the Valero Permit. One issue pertains to applicability
determinations for support facilities. EPA does not have adequate infonnation demonstr.iting
that the Valero facility has support facilities, nor has Petitioner provided any such information.
EPA therefore finds no basis lo object to the Permit and denies the Petition as to this issue.
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The seoond issue pertains to :he =non] ofa pcrmit:shidd irQJIJ BAAQMD Regulation
8-2. EPA has re,·iewed the most recent vCffilon of the Permit and dc!cm,med that t!re shield was
cemoved. 11:erefure, EPA is denying Pctifior.er';i req,;est lo object lo the permit as this issue is

moot.
B

Permit Applicalion
Applicable Requirements

Petitioner alleges that EPA must object to the Permit because it contains onrcsolverl
applicability determinations due to "deficiencies in the application and permit pm=s.s" as
identified in Attachment 2 to EPA's October 8, 2004 letter lo the District.
During EPA 's review oftl11..' l'ermil, BAAQMD asserted !ha!, notwithsU,mding any olleged
deliciencie~ in the app!ica(ionacd pennit process, the Pecmit sufficien!ly ru:ldressed 11:ese i«:ms
oc the requirements were l'l<ll applicable. EPA requesled that the Dis1rict r=iew some oft.\e
determinations of adequacy and non-appli.:ab:h1y thal it had already made. EPA bel:e-ves 11:at
lhis proce:ss has resulted in improved appEcab;fi;y determ,ruuions. Petition....,,-~ have fuiled '.ii
demons!rn1e thal such a groe:ralized allegalion of"defi:ieocics m tlieappfo:afam and pemr~
proc.css" adwdly resuhed i11 oc may ha.,.-e resulted in a Llaw i'."I the Pen:iir. Therefore, EPA denies
the Pet ii ion Oil this ha.sis.
2

J,Jentific.a.ion of [nsignif;cant Si111rcPs.

Pctilioner comern:ls !hat the p,:-nml app!icalioo fa1!ed to li,t m~i gnifican! soc.rces, resuiling
in a "hck Qfinformation {!hat] ,:ihibit:: mcaningf<1! public review oft:-te Tille V pemiiL"
Petition« further cOlllends !hat, ro:i'.rary !~, District pear.it rcgulalicns, tle appi1-;;afam failed to
inclm!c a !isl of all erc5.smn uni ls, ::iduding exempt and in;,ignificalrt soun:es arid activities, and
failed 10 include emissions ,c.ilculnlicas for each sii:;nificant source n< ac.ivi.ty. Pctition,:r lastly
allegES Jhal lhc application bckeG an emissions invenloiy for som.:es no: jn operatimi d,.,ring
1993.
Under Part 70, applicalions may not omit infonnalion needed to detemiine the
applicability of, or to impose, any applicable requirement, or to evaluate a requi1ed fre amount.
40 C.F.R. § 70.S(c). Emission calculations in support or the above inforrnation are require<l. 40
C.F.R. § 70.5(c )(3 )(viii). J\n application musl also include a list of insignificant activities that
are exempted because of size or production rate. 40 C.F.R. § 70.S(c).
District Regulation 2-6-405 .4 requires applications for title V pcm1its to identify and describe
"each permiltcd source at the fac,lit)"' and "each source or o1her >1chv·11y 1hat is exempt fmm the
requirement to obtain a pem1it .. _" EPA·~ Part 70 regulations, which prescribe the minimum
elements for apprnvahle state title V programs, require that applications include~ list of
insignificant sources that arc exempted on the basis of size or production rate. 40 C.F.R.
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§ 70.S(c). EPA's regulations have no specific requirement for the submission of emission
calculations to demonstrate why an insignificant source was included in the Jist_
Petitioller makes no cJaim that the Permit inappropriately exempts insignificant sources
from any applicable requirements or that the Permit omits any applicable requirements.
Similarly, Petitioner makes no claim that the inc]usion of emission calculations in 1hc application
would have resuhed in a different permit. Because Petitioner failed to demonstrate that the
alleged flaw in the pennitting process resu]ted in, or may have resulted in, a deficiency in lhe
permit. EPA is denying the Petition on this ground.
EPA also denies Petitioner's cJaim because Petitioner faiJs to substantiate its generalized
contention that the Permit is flawed. The Statement of Basis unambiguously explains that
Section m of the Permit, Generally Applicable Requirements. applies to all sources at the
faci]ily, including insignificant sources:

This s.cction of the permit lisl.s requiremcn1s that generally apply to an sources at a facility
inc!u<l[ng insignificant sources and portable equipment th~t may not rc?4uire a District
permit....[ S Jt andards that appI y to insignificant or unperrni tted sources at a focili ty (e.g.~
refrigeration urrits that use more than 50 pounds of an ozone·depJeting compound), are

placed in th.is section.
Thus, all insignificant sources subject to applicable requirements are properly covered by lhe

Permit_
Petitioner also fails to explain how meaningful public review of the Permit was
.. inhibited" by the alleged lack of a list of insignificant sources from the permit application.~ We
find no permit deficiency otherwise related to missing insignificant source information in the
Permit application.

In addition, Petitioner fails to point to any deft."Ct Ln lhe Permit as a consequence of any
missing significant emissions calcuJations in the pennit appiication. The Statement of Basis for
Section IV of the Pem1it states, ·1his section of the Pcnnit Jisls the applicable requiremetlls chat
apply to pcnnitted or significant sources." Therefore, all significant sources and activities are
proper1y covered by the P crm it.
With respect lo a missing emissions inventory for sources not in operalion during 1993.
Petitioner again fajls to point to any resultant flaw in the Permit. These sources are appropriately
addressed in the Pennit.

For the foregoing reasons. EPA is denying the Petition on these issues

[n another palt oflh.e Petiriofl, addressed below, Petitioner argues that the District's delay in providing
requested infomution. violated 1he Dislrict's public participation pruct:durc:s approved lo meet 40 C.F.R. § 70.7,
4

3.

Identification ofNon-Compliance

Petitioner argues that the District should have compelled the refinecy to identify non
compliance in the application and provide supplemental information regarding non-compliance
during the application process prior to issuance of lhe final permit on December JJ 200)_ rn
support, Petitioner cites 1he section of its Petition (IH.D.) alleging that the refinecy failed to
properly update its compliance certification.
Title V regulations do not require an applicant to supplement ic.s application with
infonTiation regarding non·compliance/ unless the applicant has knowledge ofan incorrect
application or of information missing from an application. Pursuant to 40 C.F_R_ § 70-5(cX8)(i)
and (jii)(C), a standard application form for a title V pennjt must conlaia, inter o./ia, a
compliance plan that de.scribes the compliance stah..15 ofeach source with respect to all applicable
requirements and a schedule of compliance for sources that are not in compliance with alJ
applicable requiremenc.s at the time the permit tssucs. Section 70_5(b), Duey 1osupplement or
correct application. provides that any applicant who fails to submit any reJevant facts, or who
has submitted incorrect information. in a permtl application, shall, upon becoming aware or such
failure or incorrect submission, promptly submit .such supplementa] or corrected information. In
addition. Section 70.S(c){S) requires the application to include "{o]ther specific information that
may be necessary to implement and enforce other app1icab]e requirements ... or to determine the
app1icab ili ty of such requirements.··
Petitioner docs not show that the refinery had failed to submit any relevant facts, orh.ad
submitted incorrect infonnationi in its 1996 initial p!:!nnit apprication_ Consequently, the duty to
supplement or correct the permit application described at 40 C.F.R. § 70.5(b) has not been
triggered in th is caseMoreo ver, EPA disagrees that the requirement of 40 C.f-R. § 70.S(c)(5) requires the
refinery to update cornpliancc information in this case. The District is apprised. of all new
information arising after submittal of the initial application - such as NOVs. episodes and
compJaints - that may bea.r on the implementation. enforcement and/or applicability of applicable
requirements. In fact, the District has an inspector assigned to the plant to assess compliance at
le35t on a weekly basis. Therefore, it is not necessary to update the application with such
infonnation, as it ~s alre.li.-'ly in 1he possession of the District. Petitioner has failed to demonslrale
that the alleged faiture to update compliance information in the application resulted in, or may
have resulted in. a deficiency in the Pennit. For the foregoing reasons, EPA denies lhe Petition
on th is issue.
C.

Assurance of Compliance with All Apphcable Requirements Pursuant to the Act,
Part 70 and BA_AQMD Regu1ations

5 As di;;c:u~~ed infra, title V reglllations atso do nol requite pem'lit appli~anis to upd.!.le rhcir compliance
ccrti fie ations pending pc rmi t i~suJ nee.
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I

Compliance S,;,hcdulc

In essence, Pelifamer claiir.s that the Disintf's consideration oflhe fa~ility·s comFllanrn
hislory during the lille V permitting pmcess wa, flawed because 1he Districi dttidm 1tot t<.>
-includeacompliance:";Cheilule in 1be Pcrn:it despile a number ofNOVs and other indicatioo,;, in
Petitioner's view, ofcomp,!ianccprol;,kms, ar,d !he District did not etp!ain why a wmpliar.,xc
scheilule is no( nec<essary Specifically, Petitioner alleges that EPA musl ol;,je;:t k> the Pecmit
becausclhe "Dismct ignured evidenre ofrecurrini;; ocongoing C(lmpltance problems at !he
facirity, inslead relying on limited review of ou!da!ed records. ro couciude that a compliance
schedule is unnecessruy." Petition at 1!-!9. Pet:ihooe. further a-!~ 1hat a rompliance r,,;hedule
is necessary to.address NOVs issued to the plan! (including rrniny !bat are still pe.OOing/, oire
lime episodes' repo.1o1 by lhe plan(, 1ec11rring violations and cpil-Odes at certain emission unlis,
comp taints fi!al with the District, and t.'le lack of.:vida-.ce tha! the VXllations have hem rewfve:l
The ,drefsought by ?etitioocr is for th.-:; Districl to- mdude "aoom;,liance schedule in thePmnit,
or explain why or.e w15 not necess-:ey.n Id. P-ctitiot±r additic111allychargcs that. due to the
facili1y'spoor con;pliar.re history, additional manitormg, rewrdke,:ping and reporting
lequirements are warnntcd to assure compliance wilh a!! applicahle requirernenls. Id.

Section 70.6(ej(3) requires hll<:: V purmib 1.0 include a ,.::heduk t>f ccmplrnr,re 00!)),t.lerll
with Sec!!Oll. 7JJ.5(t.}(ll). Stktion 7fl.5{c)(8) pre&-riOOS the rc{Juiu.;mtmts foc cornplhrnce sd:edule;;
to bt: submitted as pan: of a peri:-iit application. Fo.-oo-urces tr.at are not in complia.-.c~ wi(h
appUCs!t>lc rcquir1<menl!i at the time ,:,f iw.nnit lssuar><;f;, wm;,liance schedul'!s mu.st indu,:k ";,.
\ehed11.le (lf r<:!ru<;,;!ia! me:<41.l!~% indOOing an enfmc,;\lbk sequcoce \If M"tlon,;. with milef.tOtW';.
leading iO ::.omp!iar..ce:· 40 C f/R § J0.5(cJ(8J(inj(C}. Thec,m,µlmnee sdu:dulc ShouW
"resernhle -1r;<l be al k',;,1 as stringent as tha1 contamed in any judichil consen1 Ui:Y...J:;!C or
admmistra~ l'C order 10 114:icll ttw rourt:e is ~ ..bject:· Id.
In de;crmining whet!ler an objedion is wru-ranled for alkged !laws b lhe procedure,;
leading '-'P to permit issaioce, such: as Petitioner's daims that the Dist.-ict imp,oper!y .:onsidered
lhe facility\; compliance hiw,ry, EPA cor;siders whether a Perilirna-has deir.o:r;trated th& r:ie
alleged flaws rcsu'.led in. or may have resulted in. a deficiency in the i=rnlt's (:<)mart. See CAA
§ 505(b}(2) (requiri:ig an objectio:i "'if the petitio11er demonstrates ... t!lat the pe.rrni: is no! in
compl"1ll00 wit!: !he reqJirnmen!s of !hi,; Act.. .."}. !n Pctitionff's view, the deficiency that
resu'.1ed here is the lad:: of a .:omphance schedule. For lhe reasons exp:aincd below, EPA g:ran{:,

6
BAAQMD Rtgul~ffil, ! :40 l pr<><·;J,s fo: (he "'"""'"' of NOVs: "Violalic-,, !-lo!icc· A nrn,ce ofv,oh:ooo
or c11a1ma ,bl! be isso.cd by tbc O.stri<l for all vdaliom ufDi,,!r.<-1 regula!,:m,s a..d shall boo ,;lel,..,,,-,ed !Q pe""•s
allege,;! tote m v,olamn <>! D•stnct reg,.laii<m,. ·:.., none" sil.,il i:!ffllify L'1• of tl-.e ,, :01.oti<,n. th< n,lc or
,.,gula!>'Rl ,-iolated, aM. !he Jai,, or<lates oo whkh said >10!:l!i<m l«:llrred.~
'Accor<ling to BAAQMD, "cpi>Odcs" arc "reportable events, bul are not necessarily violations." Ultcr
from Adan Schwanz. Senior Asmbnt Counsel. llAAQMO lo Gerardo Rios, EPA Region lX. dated January 31,
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the Petition to require the District to address in the Pem1it's Statement of Ba.sis the NOVs that
the District has issued to the facility and, in panicu]ar, NO Vs that have not been resolved
because they rnay evidence noncomp]iance at the time of permit issuance. EPA denies the
Petition as to Petitioner's other comp]iancc schedule issues.

a.

Notices of Violation

In connectton with ils claim that the Pcrrnit is deficient b~ause it lacks a compliance
sche.dule, Petitioner states that the Dis1r:ict issued 85 NOVs to Valero between 2001 and 2004
and 51 NOVs in 2003 and 2004. Petitioner highlights th.at, a:s of October 22, 2004, all 5 l NO Vs
i ssue.d in 2003 and 200 4 were uraeso lved an<l still ..pending." P eti ! ion at 14- 15. To sup po rt its
claims, Petitioner attached to the Petition various District compliance repon.s and summaries,
ind u<li ng a list of NOVs issued between January 1. 2003 and Octobcr l , 2004. Thus, Pct itioner
essentiallycJaims that the District's consideration of these NOVs during the title V pennitting
process was nawed, because the District did not include a compliance schedule in the Permit aml
did not explain why a comphance :schedule is not necessary.

As noted above, EPA's Part 70 regulations require a compliarice schedule for "applicable
requirements for sources that are not in compltance ,vith those requirements at the time of permit
issuance." 40 C.F.R. §§ 70.6{cX3). 70.5(c)(8)(iii)(C). Consistent with these requirements, EPA
has stated that a compliance schedule is not necessary if a violation is intennittent, not on-going,
and has been corrected before the permit is issued. See In the .Mauer o_( New York Organic
Fertilizer Company, Petition Number 11-2002- l 2 at 47.49 (May 24, 2004). EPA has also stated
that the permitting authority has discretion not to inc1u<le in the permit a compliance schedule
where there is a pending enforcement action that is expec.ted to result in a comp1iance schedule
(i.e., through a consent order or court adjudication) for which the pcnnit will be eventually
reopened. See in the Mauer of Huntley Generaling Station, Petition Number ll-2002-0 l, al 4-5
(July 3 l, 2003)~ see also In 1he Matter of Du,lkirk Power, LLC, Petition Number H-2002-02, at 4.
5 (Ju]y 31, 2003 ).s
Using the D istric l's own. enforcement records, Peli ti oner has demonstrated that
approximatc1y 50 NOVs were pending before the District at the time it proposed the revised
Permit. The District's most recent st.a(ements, as of January 2005, do not dispute this fact~ The

Tiese orders considere<l whether a compliance schedule ld'JS neces,uy to s.d<:lress (i) opacil)· •LOLl.t1ons for
which the some!! h.:td tncluded a compliance schedule w.th its application; and (-11) PSD viu1ations ll1al the so11rcc
contested and was lit (gali 11g in f~deral disnict court. As to lhe uncontested opa.c ily 1t-iola t ions, EPA rcq uired 1hr.
pemutting authorlcy IO reopen Lhe pemti15 to either incorporate .a compliance scl:..:dule or cx:plain I.hat a compliance
schcdul-i:: was not ~c.cssary because the facility was in compliaru:e. As to the contested PSD vi.olations:, EPA found
that '"'[i]t is cnlirdy appropriate for the [state] enforcement process lo fa.ke ill: cours:e" and for a compliance si::hedule
to be inclndt:d only after the adjudication has been resolved.
9 A!! siBtcd in a letter from Adan Schwartz, Senior Assistant Counsel. OAAQMD, ID Gerardo Rios, Air
Dt\o' is 10n, U.S. EPA Region 9, dali!d January 31, 2005, "The Dislricl is foHo wing up on each NOY to ac hie vc: an
approprialc rc:solulion, whidt will likely entail payn1erit of a Cl\·il penally.·· EPA pro\·tded a copy oftliis leller 10
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permitting recor<l shows that the District issued the initial PeCTJ1it on Docemhcr l, 2003 and the
revised P<:CTJ1it on December 16, 2004. According to the District, the facility did not have
noncompliance issues at the time it issued the initial and revised pconils. TI1e permitting record
contains the following statements:
•

July 2003 Stateme.nt of Basis,"Comp!iance Schedule" section: "The BAAQMD
Compliance and Enforcement Division has conducted a review of compliance over
the past year and has no records of compliance problems at this facility." July 2003
Statement ofl:lasis at 12.

July 2003 Statcmcnloflb.5ls, "Tmnp:,antt S.tttlas~ se.c!ioo.: "The C!Jrnplt\UKC m<l
Enforcemerrt Di\'iskm has prepared an Annual Compliance Report for 2001 ... The
inf,;,mtati,m contained in the oomp!fa.nce rep,:m has bl'cn \'Yahw,i;,;I dl!Png the
ptepamtion of !h<' S!atemenl of B#S1t for lhe Pf,;,r-Oo/:tl rnaJOt fad! ity Ro\'iir,,,. p,:rmit
The rrtllia purpose <::flh1s ov1l!uation is to identify ongoing or rr,curring problc!!ill tha:

should he wbjoct lo a s,;-!te<lule ofu:,mpli""~e. No sue.h r,roblems have been
identified.~ July 1003 Sttl!ement o!Basis al 35_ This sedion aim noted that the
Ol!llrict issued eight NOVs lt1 thee r¢fincry in 2001. Pill did not di!iCUSs oc.y NOV~
isi:u!'-0 to Cle refinery in 2002 0r l[U' firnt half of200J. EPA nows lhat there~ar t,:,
Mv<:: !:Ken appmximate:Y 36 t,;()Vs u.sved dunng that time. eoch of which n
idet!!ified :m pendmg i111he dotu:nentation provi,iej by f'elitwnec.
December 16, 2004 S!atement of Basis: 'The facility is not currently in violation of
any requirement. Moreover, tho District has updated its re\'iow ofrecent \'io!ations
and has not found a pattern of violations that would warrant imp<isition of a
compliance schedule." December 2004 Statement of Basis at 34.
200J Response to Commer.bi ("RTC") {from Gokkn Gate University): ''The
District's review of r;,,;mf !-lOV's faikd b reveal c2.0yeviden.::e ofcurrent ongoing or
n:curringno11rompLmcc that would warra:11 a compliance schedule,~ 2003 RTC
(GGU) at I.

EPA finds l!-.at 1he District';; statements at the tilt:e i! isaued !he milial and revised
Pennits ,do JIO{ pro,,i<l~ ~ rne;;ningfol explanation for the !iiLk of a compliance schdute in ll1e
Permit. Using the District's own CJ1forcemellt records, Pelitl•mer ha5 dcm;:mstrated th&: Hiere
wuc approxin:ale!y 50 u~s.o!vcd NOVs 2t the time :he re.:SX reroit was issued m December
2004. The District's stalel7rellts n the v-;-rmitting recont h<J·,;,·cver, create !he impression that no
NO Vs were pending at tha! Ume- A!thocigh the Distnci :icknowb::!g~, that there have Deel!
"rccer.l. violations," the D'islrict fails 1<:: ~t!d,ess 1he fact 1hal ,1 had iss~ a significanl nrnnber of
NOV s !O t!te t-;,.;:ility and that many of the issued NO Vs wcrc still pee.ding. t,.fonxwer, '.he
District provides cnlya corduoo,y statement that there .ire no o:igoingor recurring ;m>hlems that

Pei~ione< o~ February 23, nos

courd be addressed with a compliance schedule and offers no explanation for lhis determination.
The District's statements give no indication that it actually reviewed the circumstances
underlying recently issued NOVs to dctconine whether a comp]iance sche.Jule was ncceSSJI)'
The Districl's mostly generic statements as to the refinery•s compliance status are not adequate to
suppon lhe District is decision that no compliance schedule was necessary io light of the NOVs_ 1°
Because the Dislrict faile<l !o include .an .adequate discussion in the pem1itting rcc.ord
reganJing NOVs issue-0 to the refinery, and, in particular, those that were pending al lhe time the
Permit was issued, and an cxp]ana.tion as to why a compliance sche.du]e is not required, EPA
finds that Petitioner has demonstrated that 1he District's consi<lera tion oft he NOVs during the
title V permitting process may have resulted in a deficiency in the Permit. Therefore~ EPA is
granting the Petition to require the District to either incorporate a comp1iance schedule in the
Permit or to provide a more comp1ete ei<planation for its decision not to do so.
Wncn the District reoperu; the Penn it, it may consider EPA's previous order.; in llle
Huntley, Dunkirk, and New York Organic Fertilizer matters to make a reasonab]e determination
that no compliance schedule is nocessary because (i) the facility has tctume<l to compliance~ (ii)
the violations were intermittent, did not evidence on-going non-compliance, and the source was
in compliance at the time of pennil is.~uanc:e~ or (iii) the Dis!rict has opted to pursue the matter
through an enforcement mechanism and win reopen the permit upon a consent agreement or
court adjudication of the noncompiiance issues_ Consistent with previous EPA orders. the
District must also ensure that the permit shield will not serve as a bar or defense to any pending
enforcement action. LI See Ilurrtlcy and Dunkirk Orders at 5.

b.

Episodes

Petitioner a1so cites the number of "episodes" at the planl in the ye..irs 2003 and 2004 as a
b~is for requiring a compJiance schedule_ Epi~des are e.'enls reported by the refinery of
equipment breakdown, emission CXCl';SSl';S, inopera.ti, e monitors, pressure relief vaive venting, or
other facility failures. Petition at l5, n. 21- According to the District, ..[e]pisodcs arc reportable
events~ but arc not necessarily violations. The District reviews each reported episode. For those
that represent a violation, an NOV is issued.'. Letter from Adan Schwartz, Senior Assistant
Counsel, BAAQMD to Gerardo Rios, EPA Region LX, dated January 31, 2005_ The summary
chart entitled ··sAAQMD Episodes .. attached to the Petition shows that the District specifically
1

wJn i;ontr~t, EPA not~ lhat 1hc slatt:: p,cmrilting authority in d)C HuntJcy and Dunkirk Order:. provided a
thorough record as to the existence and circumstances regarding Ille pending NOY s by describing them in detail tn
the perm.its and :ackiwwledging thi: enforcement issues. in lh.e public notice~ for the pcrrn.iu_ Huntley al 6, Dwikirk a(
6_ ln addition, EPA found that the pe nniu: co ntai 1~ "sum, ient sa fegu.:uds" lo cnsu re thal I he pcmrit shie!ds would
nol preclude appropri.a1e enforcement actions. Id.
11 Aflcr re:,· icwing thr: permit s.h ield in Ihe Pemlit, EPA finw. nothing in i cchat could ser.e: as a defense 10
enforcement of the pending NOVs. The fJislri['.'t, huwcv~r, should still indcpcnden[ly perform [hi.5 review whrn it
reopens lhe Pcnnit.
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records for each episode, under the heading "Status," its detennination for each episode: (i) no
action; (ii) NOV issued; (iii) pending; and (iv) void. This document supports the District's
statement that it reviews each episode to see whether it warrants an NOV. Because not every
episode is evidence ofnoncomplianee, the number of episodes is not a compe!!ing basis for
determining whether a compliance schedule is necessary. Moreover, Petitioner did not provide
additional facts, other than !he summary chart, to demonstrate that any reported episodes are
violations. EPA therefore finds that Petitioner has not demoru;trated that the District's
consideration of the various episodes may have resulted in a deficiency in the Penni!, and EPA
denies the Petition as to this issue.
e.

Repeat Violations am!. Episode& al Panicu!ar Units

PetillonerclaiIGS that cewiin units at L'ie plant are responsible for multipleepisod..s ;:m<l
,·iolations, "possibly revealing serious ongoing or recurring compliance issues.~ .Petition m 16.
The Petition then cit~. as evidence, the e,;islern:e of 16 episodes and 8 NOVs fo,r !he fCCU
Cat.aly:ic Reg,::ncrator (S-5}. 9 episodes and 4 NOVs for a hot furnace (S-2201 9 episodes antl 1
NOVs for the Heat Recovery St= General<)( (S· Hl3l), ar.d 3 episodes and 2 NO Vs fur foe
Soulh Fhre (S-13}

A dose examination dthe OAAQMD Episodes chart n:,hcd upon by Petitioner, hr,wcver,
reveals that the failures identified for these eiiioodes and NOVs are actually quite distinc! from
one another, often coverinc <lifforent components and regulatory requirements. This fact makes
~cnse a~ emission and proc,·-~~ units at rdinerks tend Jo be V"Or.' complex with multiple
components and multiple applicable requiremen($, When determining whclhcr a compliance
schedule is ncce5S"I)' for ongoing ~'iolali<ms at a p a.cticular enussi<m unit based on multiple
NOVs issued for that unit, it would be reasonable for a permitting authority to coosider whether
the violations pertain to lhc i;ame component of the eniission ,mil. !he cause of the violutions is
the same, and the cm1st h~s nt,t been remedied thro:,ugh the Oi~tricf 't tnforcement actions.
Again, i:'etitioner has failed to demonstrate ttwt the District's considcr:-itioli of the various repeat
epfaode$ and alleged violations may have resulted in a deficiency in lhe i:'ennit. Ei:'A thetcfor1.'
denies the Petition as to this issue.
d.

Complaints

Petitioner contends Iha! the- "numcrol.lS complaints·· rcc11i l'cd by !he Diolric! between 200 1
and 2004 al:;o lay a basis for the need for a eompH1111cc schedule. These complaints were
generally for odor, smoke or other concern~. As with the epiooJe:i: discussed above, the meru
exislence of a oomp!aint does not evidence a regulatory violation, Moreover. where the Oi~lricl
has verifie<l certain r,omplaints, it has issued an NOV to addre.~B public nuisance issues. As such,
even though complaints may indicate problems that n~ed additional investigal(on, they ,;lo not
necessarily lay the basis for a compliance s.ch,edulc B~cau,;e Pel i1io11cr has not dc111onstrale(l th.it
the r,-0mplaims receiveoJ by lhe Dinnct may have resulted in a deficiency ill the Permit, EPA
denies tht Petition a_~ to this 1s~11c,

e.

Allegation that Prob fems are not Resolved

Petitioner proposes three ..potential solutions to ensure compliance:" ( l) the District
should address recurring compliance at specific emission units, namely S-5. s.220 and S-1030,
(2) the District should impose additional maintenance or tnstallation of monitoring equipment, or
new monitoring methods to address the JO episodes involving inoperative monjtors; and (3) the
District should impose additional operational and maintenance requirements to address .recurring
problems since the source is not operating in compliance with the NSPS requirement to maintain
and operate the facility in a ma.r,ner consistent with good air po Hu lion control practice for
mirumizing emissions. Petition at 18·19.

In regard to Petitioner's first claim for relief., EPA has already explained that Petitioner
has not demonstrated that the District's co11sideration of the various 'recurring• violations for
particular emission units may have resulted in a deficient permit or justifies the imposition of a
compliance schedule. ln. regard to the second daim for relief. the JO episodes cited by Petilione.
are for different monitors, and spread over a multi-year period. As long a.s the District seeks
prompt cornxtive action upon becoming aware ofinoperative monitors. EPA does not sec this as
a basjs for addttional maintenance and monitoring requirements for the monitors. Moreover.
EPA could only require additional monitoring requirements to the extent that the underlying SIP
or some other applicable requirement does not already require rnonttoring.. See 40 C.F.R.
§ 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). Lastly, in response to Petitioner's third claim for relief seeking imposition of
additional operation and mainte·nance requirements due to an aHcged violation of the ..good air
potlution control practice" requirements oflhe NSPS. EPA believes that such an allegation of
noncompJiance is too speculative to warrant a compliance schedule without further investigation_
As such, EPA finds that Petitioner has nor demonstrated lhat the District's fai]ure to include any
of the pennit requirements PetitioJ1er requests here resulted in, or may have resulted in. a
deficient permi!, and EPA denies the Petition on rhis ground.
2.

Non-Compliance Issues Raised by Public Comments

Petitioner claims that since the District failed to resolve New Source Review eNSR'')u
compEEl.nce issu~, EPA should object to the issuance of the Pennit and require either a
compliance schedule or an explanation that one is not necessary. Petition at 21. Petitioner
claims to have identified four potential NSR violations at the refinery, as follows: (i) an apparent
substantial rebuild of the fluid catalytic cracking unit ('"FCClf') regenerator (S-5) withoutNSR
review/l based on information thal large, heavy components of the FCCU were recently

ii "NSR" is used in this section 10 include both the nonattairunent area New &lure~ Review pennit
progr:im and. the att.linment area PftVentiQn of Signific,mt Dctertoration crso··) permit prngrilm.

1l Pe ltt ioner also a Heges ihal S- 5 wrnl

th.rough a rcbu ild without imposition of emission
limi t.ahons and o!her require menl~ of <10 C.F R. § 63 Sub[),lr! UOU. EPA notes !hat the requiremi: nl~ of Suh~rt
Ul.JU are i11c: lu<lcd i[I the Pcm1it with a. future e-fkc liv~ date: of Aprll 11, 2005 _ Permit a! 80.
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rcpJac.cd; (ii) apparent emissions: increases at two boiler units (S-3 and S--4) beyond the NSR
significance JeveJ for modified sources of NOx, based on the District's emissions inventory
indicating dramatic increases in NOx emissions bctw<..-en 1993 and 200 J ~ an<l (iii) an apparent
significant increase in S01 emissions at a coker burner (S-6), based on the Disirid 's emiss[ons
invcntory indicating a dramatic increase in S 0 2 emissions in 2001 over the hr ghest emission rate
during 1993 to 2000. 14 Petition at 20.
All sources subject to title V must have a peITilit to operate that assures compliance by the
source w1th aH applicable requirements. See 40 C.F.R. § 70. l(b); CAA§§ 502(a), 504(a). Such
applicab]e requirements include the requirement to obtain NSR permits that comply with
applicable NSR requirements under the Act. EPA regulations. and state implementation plans.
See generally CAA§§ l IO(a)(2)(C), 160-69, 172(c)(5). and l 73~ 40 C.F.R. §§ 5 U60-66 and
52.21. NSR requirements include the application of the best available control technology
CBACT"') to a new or modified. source that results jn emissions ofa regu]atoo pollulant above
certain legal1y-5pecified amounts. 11
Based on the information provided by Petitioner. Petitioner has faiJed to demonstrate that
NSR permitting and BACT requirements have been triggered at lhe FCCU cata]ytic regenerator
S-5, boilers S-3 or S-4, or coke burner S&6. With regard to the FCCU catalytic regenerator,
Petitioner's oniy evidence in support. of its claim is (i) an Apri] 8. 1999, Energy lnfonnation
Administration press release that states that the refinery announced the shutdown of its FCCU on
March 19. 1999, and aru1ounced the restarting of the i,·ccu Oil April l, l 999/ 6 and
(ii) informaLion posted at the Web site of Surface Consult an ls, me., :stating that "'sevcra] large)
heavy components on [the FCCU] needed replacement." See Petition, Exhibit A. Petitioner
o rrers no evidence regarding the nature of these activities. whether the activities constitute a new
or modi fled s.ource under the NSR mies, or whether refinery emissions were in any way a[ected

Petitioner also lakes issue with the Disrrict's position that "the [NSR] preconstruc!ion review rul~s
tfa:mselvcs arc not applicable requiremenls, for purposes orTi[k: V." (Petition, at 2.1; Decembt:r 2003 Cons.olidated
Rcspcnsc to Comments (''CRTC"} at 6-7}. App1i.cablc rcquiremencs are defined ict the Dj~t:ricfs Regulillion 2-6-202
as ..{a]ir quality requtrernent5 wilh wruc;h a facility must coffi{ll}I pursuant t<) th~ Dis!ric:t's regulations, code, ,)f
California suUilol'}' law, and lhc federal Clc;in Air Act, induding all applicable requirt.mcn'l'.!l as ~fi~ in <11) C.i:.R.
§ 70.2." Applicable requirements are defined in 40 C.F.R. § 70.l to include "any sla:ndafd O? olher requirement
provided for in the applicable tmpJernen!alion plan approved or promulgated by EPA tluough rulcmakmg under title
I of the Act that imp !eme nlS the releN.ant req nireme nts of the Act...." Si nee lhe District's NS R mles arc pan of iu
implemenlahon p[an, die NSR rules lhi:msclvcs arc applicable requirements for purposes of title V. Since this point
ha.i; Httlc relevance to the matter al hanL1 (i.e., whelher in this case the NSK rulc.s apply !o a par!icuTar new or
modified source a., lhe refinery), l:PA vit:ws the Districl's posilior. as obiserdiclum.
14

LS The Act disttn,guishcs betv,,een lhe n:quiremcnt to apply UA(T, ~~·hich is part of1hc PSD perm.it program
fof attiliruncnt area..~, and the requirement to apply the io,.,,,-esl achievable emi.%LU[I r.1ll: ("LAER"), which is pan of the
NSR pennit program for nonanJirunenl areas. !n I his case, h.own·cr, the Discricc':s NSR rule5, use the term "llACT"
to signify "LAER."
Lf>

This press release is a\lailabte on the rn,emct al hltp:l/.....-ww.eia.doc.go\·/ncic/pres!lpr~l 23.ht1nJ (la~t

viewed on Fcbru:i.ry I , 200 5}.
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by these activities
With regard to the two boilers a11d the coke burner~ Petitioner's only evjdcnce in support
ofits claims are apparent udram.atic" jncreases in each of these unit's emissions inventory.
However. as the District correctly notes:
" .. .the principa] pw-posc of the inventory is planning~ the precision needed for this
purpose is fairly coarse. The inventory emissions are based, in a]most an cases,
on assumed emtssion fac-tors. and reported thrnughput.s. An increase in emissions
from one year to the next as renected in the inventory may be an indication that
reported throughput has increased, however it does not automatically follow that
the source has been modified. Unless the throughput exceeds permit limits. the
increase usually represents use of previou.sly unused. hut authorized. capacity. An
increase in reported throughput amount could be taken as an indication that
further investigation is appi:opriate to determine whether a modification has
occurred. However~ the District would not conc]ude that a modification has
occurred simp Iy because reported throughput has i ncrea.sed."

December], 2003 ConsoJidated Response to Comments C2003 CRTC'), at 22_ Moreover,
Petttjoner does not claim to have sufficient evidence to establish that these units are subject to
NSR penn itt in g and l he app Ji cation of BACT. The essence of Petitioner's o bjcctio n is the need
for the District to "dctennine whether the sources undervi-·ent a physica] change or change [n the
method of operation that jncrcascd emissions~ which would trigger NSR." Petition at 20. Not
only is Petitioner unable to establish that these untts triggered NSR requirements, Petitioner is
not even alleging that NSR requirements have in fact been triggered. Petitioner is merely
rcquesti n g that the Di strict make an NS R app lic.abi Ii ty determ ination based on Petitioner's "wel I
documented concerns regarding potential non-compliance." Petition at 20 (emphasis addeJ).
During lhe tit le V penn i It i ng process, EPA has also been p ur.: uing similar types of da i ms
in another forum. As part of its Nar.ional Petroleum Refinery Initiative, EPA identified four of
the Act's programs where non-c.ompliance appeared widespread among petroleum refiner..,
including apparent major modi Cications to FCCU:s and refinery heaters and boiJer-. that resulted
in signi fl.cant increases in NOx and S01 emissions without comp]ying with NSR requirements.
However, ba.!led on the infonnation provided by Petitioner, EPA is not prepared to conclude at
this time that these units at the Valero refinery arc out of compliance with NSR requirements. [f
EPA later detennines that these units are in violation of NSR requirements, EPA may object to or
reopen the title V pennit to incorporate the applicable NSR relluiremcnts. i 7
Since Petitioner has faiietl to show that NSR requirements apply to these units, EPA finds

17 EPA not-es that wi1h n:spec:t lo lhe specific claims ofNSR violations raised l;iy Petitioner in ils commc1H:s,
the Distrlct HinlenJs to follow up with furth£:r invesfiga1ion." December l. 2003 CRTC, at 22. EPA encoura~e~ the
District to do so, especially where. as in this case, 1hc appar~nt changes 1n the cm.ission.s in\·t:ntories are substantial.
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th.at Pctitiorn:r has not md ils bmkn of,:fomonstrating a deficiency in lhe Perniit. Therefo.-c, fuc
Pctitio.-i is denial OJI. tfns iffue.
3,

Imurnittenl and CominuoU.i Compliance

Petitioner contends 1h11t F:f>A n:ust object to :he Permil because the Di~ric1 has
interpmOO !he A(t lo flc,quiP: ooly iritrnnittenl rat.htt than .::oolinu,:,us CWTipfiar.ec. Peliifo,1 at 21 ·
22. Pciilioncn:rmtemh that !he Dist:"lcl h~ a "fundamt>1tally flawed philo11ophy." f>c!itioner
points to a slatemen! made hyUls' O , ~ in ii$ Response to Public Co=ls,dalJ>l [}ec,;mbt,r
1, 2003, thut ic ]ompli.lru:e by Ute refineries w\lh all Dfalric: and fodera! air regulati<:ms will lhll
be continuous:· Pellikmer ccnle11ds that the District "expc,::1$ ;)Illy lnt«ntl!tehl tomplianc,e'' ar--d
that rim District"s belief"'th;,,1 it oectl only at$1irll 'reaii0m1ble irn«r.iittenr' oompliaucn~ in.ems
that Li failed Wste ihe rteOO fut a compliance plan in !he Permit
EPA d~:ign,::s with P>;:t;:ior.cr's sugseslicrn lllZt the Distr"..cl's ,~- Qf irnemt:lhm1
eomphance ml,$ 1mpa11ed ib ability to properly implemenl !he lille V prngrnm. As tlatt:d alrnve,
EPA hll5 not concluded t!ut a compliance phn ts ne,;essuyto .:>ddress lhe m,;tanc~ ofnm;
eompliance at this Foctlity. Moroove1, the As,::ncy di.'iagJetS with Pclitioner"s inlcrpmlll.tdlfls of
the D1$!!ict 's <:cmrnenls Ofl Ille issue. For instance, EPA finds nothing in the rnc.o."1 siatmg !hat
the Difilrict's view ofthe Penni:, as a legal maHe., is 1ha1 it need 1\fsure m1!y inhmmUenl
comptilltlelL Rather, a fai.rcr Watling of the Oimnct's viow is tl!nt, Nalishcally, inlcnnittcni non,
compliance -:-.an be e,;pectOO. As lite District staled:

The District C<ll\001 ruk out !hat hts',znccs of norH:::.,;;n.,pli;:ince will ,;,ccur. Indeed id a
refmery, at !e:11St oet:asional events of non,c,:;mp!ia!K{l CM hn pred1C!ed with a higll deg:nx.
of certainty.... Compliance oy the refineries wi!h all District and foJeraJ air regwa(ions
will ooi b,: oor,iimKms. Bowevi::-r, !bi; Dh:rict be Leve.; thi:- i;omp!iann.: recmd at :fos
[Shell) anti othar mfmcrics is wdl wuhin a 1:mge to prcdk1 =suMble iriltnniUent
comp!ianco. Dc,;01nbcr l, 2003 RTC ai 15,

Th,,, District's 'liew appi=-s lo he b~ on ex~ence aud the prnr!r<;al reality tbal
complex rources will!tl!ousands ()f emission points whim Jre4Uhjeet ta hucdl"OOs ofklcal and
federal requircmmto will find ll!emse!ves ou1 ofcc1:1pliancc.. not necessarily becanse their
pennit, are iiw!e;iuale

m,t b<Xi\U~e vf !he Jim1!s of tecl,:,,JJogy and (!(her fa,Jms.

!i"ll:tt a

SOU!:Ut

with fl pctfcc!ly.<.JrnO,:d permit - one lhJ\ requm:~ s:;;te nf !he art rnooiloring, =puloos
recordk,;eping, ;in(i n;;gular i:epo:ti11g 1o r~g'.ola!Qry ;igencies - m;:,.y find ilsclf 001 of cmnpliance,
bt'Cause the permit is dcfK'icnt_ 'ml tH)C/1:fW ofll!e J1rnitw.:nn~ of lei:hnok•gy and Q!l:er :a<:tcrn.

""t

EPA also bel,eees !hat, far from sMctionir.g in1errm(!ent compliant<:, as Pctitioncr

sugg.em. see Petition .:t 12. n. 3-6, !he District appears co."!m<illcd to addres~ it ihrough
entbru:menl ofthe P<m:nil, when appropri1u:c· "whcn noc-wmplian,;:e oc..;-..:rs, lr.c Tit!:;; V ptmui
will enhance the abililv lo detect Af'ld enforee again;;! lho:.e occurrem::es." Id. A{lfl(lugh l":c
Disti.ct may reillist:c:tlly c ~ l i:ist:irco;:; of r.on-oon_pli~nci:. i1 doc;; not i:w.:esw:ui!y exi;w;i:
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them. Non-compliance may stilJ constitute a violation and may be subject to enforcement action
For the reasons stated abovet EPA denie.3 the Petition on this ground
4.

Compliance Certifications

lnitial compltance certificatioru,: mu.st be made by all .sources that apply for a tjtle V
permit at the time ofthe permit application. See 40 C.F.R. § 70.5(c)(9). The Part 70 regulations
do not require applicants to update their compliance certification pending issua11ce ofthe permit.
Petitioner couectly points out that the District's Regulation 2-6-426 requires annual compliance
certifications on "every anniversary of the application date" until the permit is issued. Petitioner
claims that. other than a truncated update in 2003, the plant has failed to provide annual
certifications between the initiaJ permit appl1cation submittal in L996 and issuance of the permit
in December 2004. Petitioner believes ~hat "'defects in the compliance certification procedure
have resulted in deficiencies in the Permit... Petition at 24.
In detennining whether an objection is warranted for alleged flaws in the procedures
leading up to pennit issuance, including compliance certifications~ EPA considers whether the
petjtioner has demonstrated that the alleged flaws resulted in~ or may have resulted in, a
deficiency in the permit's content. See CAA Section 50S(b)(2) (objection required "iflhe
petitioner demonstrates ... that the permit is not in compliance with the requjrements of this Act,
incJuding the requirements ofthe applicable [SCP]")~ 40 C.F.R. § 70.8(c)(l); See also In the
Matter ofNew York Organic Fertilizer Company. Petition No. U-2002-12 (May 24, 2004}. at 9.
Petitioner assumes, in making its argument, that the District needs these compJiancc
ccrti fications to adequately review compliance for the facility. This is not necessarily true.
Sources often certify compliance based upon infonnalfon that has already been presented to a
permitting aUlhority or based upon NOVs or other compliance documents received from a
pcnniUing authority. The requirement for lhe plant to submit episode and other reports means
that the Ojstrict should be privy to all of the infonnation availab]e lo the source pertaining lo
compliance, regardless ofwhether compliance certifications have been submitted annually.
Finally, the District has a dedicated employee assigned as an inspector to the plant who visits the
plant weekly and sometimes daily. In this particulaT instance. the compljance certification would
[ikely not add much to the District's knowledge about the compliance status ofthe plant. EPA
be1ieves that in lhis case, Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that the lack: of a proper initial
compliance certification. or the alleged failure (o properly update that initial compliance
certification, resulted in, or may have resulted in, a deficiency in the pem1it.

D.

Statement of Basis

Petitioner alleges that the Statements of Basjs for lhe Penn it issued in December 2003
and for the revised Pennit, as proposed in August 2004. arc inadequate. Spccificatly, Petitioner
aHegcs the following deficiencies:
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Neither Statement of Basis conta.iru; detailed fas:ility dcsniphons, including
comprnhtnsive proc<:ss flow infonnatioo;
•

Neither Sl:ilerneD1: of Basis contains sdiicien! informalion to determine applicabiltty

of''c.erlain requirements lo specific so=es." Petitioner specifically idem.iii es
exew.ptions &om pennit1i11g requirements that BAAQMP allowed rm bilk;,,
Pet11ioner a:SO references Atlacltmeius 2 and 3 to EPA 's 0::fober 8, 2004 lctter as
support for its allegation that lhe Stal.ements of Basis were deficienl ~ause they did
not address applicability of 40 C.F.R Pm 6), Subpart CC to flares and BAAQMJJ
~gu!ation .S-2 to hydrogen plant ven!s.
•

Neither Statement of Basis addresses BAAQMD's compliance detenninations

•

The 2003 Statement of Basis ,...-a,: not made ,av.allab!e on !he District's WW site.luring
I.he April 20(14 pab;:>C corr>..meot p,:riodl'M ~ twt include information about permit
~vbkm5 in Mll!:"tt and August 2004
The 2004 Statement of Ba!lisdoes noi: discuss changes BAAQMD made !o the Penmt
!Jetv,een the public romment period in August 2003 amI !he fmaJ vcrsMI issued in
D,,ccmher 2003, de~piteDe District's request for pub Ix; comment on such ch...ges

EPA's Part 70 regulations require pem1itting authorities, in connection with initiatmg a
public comment period prior to issuance of a title V permit, to "provide a slatcmcnl that sel..s
forth the legal and fac1ual basis for the drall pennit conditions." 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(a)(5). EPA 's
regulations <.lo not require that a statement ofbasis contain any specific elements; rather,
permitting authorities have discretion regarding the contents or a statement ofbasis. EPA has
recommended that statements of basis contain the following elements: (!) a description oft he
facility; (2) a discussion of any operational flexibility that will he utilized at the facility; (3 ) the
basis for applying the permit shield; (4) any federal regulatory applicability detenninations; and
(5) the rationale for the monitoring methods selected. EPA Region V has also rccommeTided the
inclusion of th.e following: (I) monitoring and operational restrictions requirements; (2)
applicability and exemptions; (3) explanation of any conditions from previously issued permits
that arc not being transferred lo the title V permit; ( 4) streamlining requirements; and (5) certain
other factual infonnation as necessary. Sec, Los Medan=, at 10, n.16.
There is no legal requirement th:at a permitting :authority include information such as a
specific faci lily description and process !1ow diagrams in the Statement of Basis, and Petitioner
has not shown how the lack. ofthis information resulted in, or m;iy have resulted in, a deficiency
in the Pcrtnit. Thus, while a facility de~cription and process flow diagrams might provide useful
information, their absence from the Statement of Basis does not constitute grounds for objecting
to !he Permit
EPA agrees, m part, !hat l'd1tmm:r has dcmom.trated the l'crm1t is deficient because the
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Statement ofBasis does not explain cxemptjons for certain tanks. This issue is addressed more
spcci fically in Section ill.H.3.
EPA agrees with Petitioner's aliegatlon that the Statement of Basis should have included
a. discu~ion regarding applicability of40 C.P.R. Parl 63.. Subpart CC to flares and BAAQMD
Regulation 8-2 to hydrogen plant vents. Applkabiljty detenninations are precisely the t}PC of
infonnation that should be included in a Statement of Rasjs. This issue is addressed more
specifically in Section IJI.H. l.
EPA addressed Petitioner's allegations relating to the sufficiency ofthe discussion in the
Statement of Basjs on the necessity of a comp]iance schedule in Section m.c.
EPA does not agree with Petitioner's anegations tha{ the 2003 Statement ofBasis was
deficient because it was not avaiJable on th~ District's Web site during the 2004 public comment
period or because it did nol provide information about the 2004 reopening. First, EPA notes that
the 2003 Statement ofBasis has been available to the pubfic on its own Web site since the initiaf
pennit was issued in December, 2003. 11 [n addition, Petitioner has not established a 1egJt1 basis
to support its claim that this infonnation is a required element for a Starement ofBasis.
Petitioner also concedes rhat lhe District provided a difThrent Statement of Basis in connection
with the 2004 reopening. Petitioner tioes not cJaim that the Pennit is deficient as a result of any
of lhesc alieged issues regacding the Statement of Basis, therefore, EPA denies the Petition on
this ground ..
EPA does not agree with Petitioner's allegations that the 2004 Slatement of Basis was
deficient because it did not discuss any changes made between the draft permit availab]e irt
August 2003 and the final Permit issued in December 2003. Petitioner has not established a Jegal
basis to support its claim that lhis infonnation is a required element fbr a Statcrntml of Basis.
Petitioner has not demonstrated that the Permit is deficient because lhe District djd not provide
this discussion in the 2004 Statement of Basis. Moreover. Petitioner could have obtained much
of this information by reviewing the District's response to comments received during the 2003
public comment period. which was dated December l, 2003. Therefore, EPA denies the Petition
on this ground.

E

Pennit ShieJds

The District roles allow lwo types of permit shields. The pem1it shield types are defined
a.s follows: (l) A provision in a title V permit explaining that specific fe<lendJy enforceable
regulations and standards do not apply lo a source or group of sourct:s, or (2) A provision in a
title V pem1it explaining that specific Ccdc..:rally enforcc..ab]e applicable requirements for
monitoring, recordkecping aml/or reporting are subsumed because other applicable requirements

18 Title V pcrmil.I. and rel.a.led docurrocrits an.: available 1hrough Region IX'.s: Eleclnmic Pem1it Subrniltal
S yst~m at hllIJ :1/www.epa: .govlreglo110Y/i1 ir/m mtitli nde :it.. html.
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for monitoring, rccordkeeping, and reporting in the perrnit will as~ure i:ompliance with all
emission limits. The Di,trid uses the sec()nd lyPe of permit shield for all Mrnamlining of
moniwring, recoNkeeping, and reporting mquireme11ts i1) \Jtlu V permit~. The District's
Statement ofBMis e,rpbim: "Compliance with the applicable requirement con(ainOO in tht
permit automatically results in compliance with any subsuml.'d {- less stringent) requirement."
See December 2003 Statement ofBasi~ a~ 27.
40 CF.R. §§ 60.7(c} and (d)
Petitioner allege, that the permit shield in Table fX B of the Pennh (p669-670)
improperly ~ubsumcs 40 C.F.R. §§ 60.7(cJ and (J) under SIP-a~proved BAAQMD Regulation
l · 522.8, arrd that the Stalement of Ba.sis does not suffici~ntly explain the basis for \he shield.
Petition at 28.

Moniw:rin.g dat;i 3ha!l be mibmitted oo a momhly hMi11 in a format spccifiM by !he
APW. Reports shall be submi!lctl within JO days of the clq,;.:.ofthen1on;h
r¢p(lrltd on,
Sections 60.7(c) and (d) require very specific reporting requirements that arc not r<>:[uircd
by BAAQMD Regulaiion 1-522.8. For instance. § 60.7(c)(I) requires that ex:cess emissions
reports include the magnitude of excess emissions computed in accordance with § 60. IJ(h) and
any conver.o;ion factors used. Section 60.7(d)(l) requires. !hat the report fonn contain. among
other things, the duration of excess emissiom due to startup/shutdown, control equipment
problems, process problems, other known causes, and unknown causes and total duration of
excess emissions
The Statement of Basis for Valero contains the following justification for !he shield
40 C.F.R. Part, 60 Subpart A CMS reporting requiremenl.s are satisfied by
BAAQMD 1-522.8 CEMS reporting re,quirements. See December 2003 Statement
of Basis at 31.
EPA agn,,;s with Pc!itioc_cr lha! the requirements of 40 C.F.R. §§ 6(!.7(c) and (d) are ni,t
s<1!ilifil'Jl by BAAQMD Regolali-On l•.U:2.8, and thJt the S!akment of Basis ll.oes not prov.de
adfqw.tc justificabcu for subsum:ng ~1 liO. 7(c) and (d). An adequate josti flca110n .Lould lild«ms
flaw !he re.quitemenw of a stb~umtd regulatict'i are ;atbfle,J t>Jt UM!ltt;t rtgotmion, r.01 simply
that the requiremci11S iln' satistlcd by another regu!atiDn.
For !ltc rea50ns sel for:h above, EPA is grnnting the Pi:Uion ou lh,:,se gnmnU3 Tit::
Dntrict must reopen the P,,nml to mclude !he ceponing requin:ments of §§ 60.7(c) ind {d)or
adequately exp!&iu !,ow they are appropriately subsumed.
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2.

BAAQMD Regu1ation l-7

Petitioner also alleges that the District incorrectly attempted to subsume the State-on]y
requirements of BAAQMD Regulation l [-7 for valves under the requirements of SlP approved
BAAQMD Regulation 8-18-404, and states that only a fe<lcral requirement may be subsumed in
the permit pursuant to BAAQMD Regulation 2-6-233.2. Petition at 29.

Including a permit shield for a subsumed non-fcdcni11y enforceable regulation has no
regulatory significance from a federal perspective because it is not related lo whether I.he penni t
assures compliance with all Clean Air Ac{ requirements. See 40 C.F.R. 70.2 (defining
..applicable requirement"); 70. l(b) (requi.ring that title V sources have operating permits that
assure compliance with all applicable requiremerlLs}- State only requirements are not subject to
the requirements of title V and, therefore. are not evaluated by EPA unless their terms may either
impair the effectiveness of the title V permit or hinder a pcnnitting authority's ability to
imp!ement or enforce the title V permit. In the Matier ofEastman Koda!r Company, Petition
No.: II-2003-02, at 37 (Feb. 18, 2005). Therefore, EPA is denying the Petition on this is.sue.
3.

40 C.F.R. § 60.482- 7(g)

Petitioner alleges thal a pcnnit shield should not be allowed for federal regulation NSPS
Subpart VV, § 60.482-?(g) based upon its being subsumed by SlP-approve<l BAAQMD
Regulation 8-18-404 because the NSPS defines monitoring protocols for valves that are
demonstrated to be unsare to monitor, whereas Regulation 8~ 18-404 refers lo an alternative
inspection 5Cheme for leak~free valves. Petitioner slates .. Because lhe BAAQMD regulation <loes
not addre.s.s the same issue as 40 C.F.R. § 60.482-?(g), it cannot subsume the federal
requirement." Petition at 29.
EPA disagrees wilh Petitioner that the hvo rcgula!ions address different issues. Bolh
regulations address: alternative inspection time Hnes for valves. Reguiation 8-18-404 specifica11y
states:
Alternative Inspection Schedule: The inspection frequency for valves may change
from quarterly to annually provided all of the conditions in Subsection 404.] and
404.2 arc satisfied.
404. l The valve has been operated ]eak free for five consecutive quarters;
404. 2 Re.cords are su brni tted and appro va1from the APCO is obtai ne<l_
404.3 The valve remains leak free. Ifa leak is discovered, the inspection
frequency wlll revert back lo quarter]y.

NSPS Subpart VV requires valves lo be monitored monthly except. pursuant to§ 60.482·7(g).
any valve that is designated as unsafe lo monitor must only be mon1tQred as frequently as
practicable during safe~to-monitor times. In explaining the basis for the shie]d. the Peonit states:
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[ 60A82-7(g)] Allows relief from monlhly monitoring if dcsignaktl as
tmsafe-to-monitor_ BAAQMD Regulation 8~18-404 <loes not al1ow this relief.
Permit at 644.
BAAQMD is correct that the Regulation 8-18-404 is more stringent than 40 C.f'.R
§ 60.482-7(g). Therefore, EPA is denying the Petition on this issue.

F.

Throughput Limils for Grandfathered Sources

Petitioner alleges that EPA should obje,;:_'.t to the Pem1it to the extent that throughput limits
for grandfathered sources set thresholds below which sources are not required to submit all
information necessary to determine whether ''new or modified construction may have oc.ct.1~!.L"
Petitioner also alleges that the thre.shold s are not ·~legally co rrcct'' an<l there fot"e are not
reasonably accurate surrogates for a pro per NS R baseline determination. Petitioner also argues
that EPA should obj ei;t to the Pemi it because the el'. istence of the through put limits, even as
reporting thresholds, may create "an improper presumption of the correctness of the threshold"
and discourage the Disuict from investigating even!.s that do not trigger the threshold or reduce
penahies for NSR violations. Finally, Petitioner also requests that EPA object to the Pennit
because the D islricl' s re Iiance on non-SIP Regula! ion 2-1-2 3 4. l ''in dcri Ying these throughput
limits" is improper.

The District has established throughput limits on sources that have never gone through
ne:v.r sourc.c review ("grandfathered sources"), The Clean Air Act docs not require permiuing
authorities to impose sue h requirements_ There fore, to understand the purpose oft hese 1imi ts,
EPA is relying on the Di strict's statements chara<::terizi n g the reasons for, and lega1 imp iicat ions
of, th~e throughput limits. The District's Dec.ember 2003 CRTC makes the following points
regarding throughput Ii mi Is:
•

The throughput limits being established for grandfathered sources will be a useful tool
that enhances compliance with NSR. ...Requiring faci Ii ties to report \';'hen
throughput Jimits are exceeded should alert the District in a timely way to the
po ssibd ity of a modi fl.cal.ion occurring.

The limits no,"· function merely as reporting thresholds rather than as presumptive
NSR triggers.

They do not create a basdine against which future increases might be measured
r·NSR baseJine"). Instead. they act as a presumptive indicator that the equipment has
undergone an operational change (even in the absence of a physical change). because
the equipment has been operated beyond designed or as·buih capacity.
The throughput limits do not establish baselines; furthermore, they do not contravene
NSR requirements. The baseline ror a modification is dctcnnincd at the time of
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pennit review. The proposed limits do not preclude review of a physical modification
for NSR implications.
•

Throughput limits on grandfathered sources are not federally enforceable.

•

The [permiL'>] have been modified to clearly distinguish between limilS' imposed
through NS R and Ii mi ts; i mpcsed on grand fathered sou rc::e:S.

Doc.ember 1, 20CJ3 RTC at 31-33.
EPA believes the public comments and the District's responses have done much lo
describe and explain, in the public re.cord, I.he purpose and legal significance of the District's
throughput limits for grandfa!hered sources. Basal on these interactions, EPA has the following
responses to Petitioner's allegations.
First, EPA denies the Petition as to the allegation that the thresholds set levels bdow
which the facility need not apply for NSR pennits. A3 the District states, the thresholds do not
preclude the imposition of federal NSR requirements. EPA does not see that the throughput
limils would shield the source from any requirements to provide a timely and complete
app !ication if a cons lruc ti on project will trigg,er fodera! NS R requirements.
Second, the Permit ttseif makes cleac tha; the thmughpul ljmils are not to be used for the
purpose of establishing an NSR baseline; «Ex.c:eedance of this limit does not establish a
presumption that a modification has occurred, nor does compliance with the Jimit estabJish a
presumption that a modification has not occurred_" Permit at 4. Therefore, EPA finds no ha.sis: to
object to the Pcnnit on the ground that the thresholds are not .. reasonabty accurate surrogates" for
an actual NSR baschne, as they clearly and expressly have no legal significance for that purpose.
Third, while EPA shares Petitioner's interest in compliance with NSR requirement~.
Petitioner's concern that the thresholds might discourage reliance on appropriate NSR baselines
to investigate and enforce possible NSR violations is speculative and caruiot be the basis of an
objection Co the Pe(m it.

Fourth. EPA finds that the Dlstrict's reliance on BAAQMD Regulation 2-l-234. l, which
is not SCP-approved, to impose these limits is appropriate. EPA's review of the Penn it, however1
found a statement suggesting that the District will rely on this non-SCP approved ru]e to
determine v,rhether an NSR modification has occurred. EPA takes this opportunity to remind the
District that its NSR permits must meet the requirements of the foderaUy-appJicablc SIP. See
CAA ] 72~ l 73; 40 C.F.R. § 5] _ EPA finds no basis, however, to conclude that the Permit is
dericient.
G.

Monitoring
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The lad: of monitoring raises an issue as to consistency with the requirement lhat each
permit contain monitoring sufficient to yield reliable dala from the rclcvanl time period thal are
representative of the source's compliance with the permit where the applicable requirement docs
not require periodic monitoring or testing. See 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). EPA has
recognized, however, that there may be limited cases in which the establishment of a regular
program of monitoring or rccordkeeping would not significantly enhance lhe ability of the permit
to assure compliance with an applicable requirement an<l where the status quo (i.e., no
monitoring or recordkccping) could meet the requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(a)(3). See,los
Medanos. at 16. EPA's consideration of these issues and determinations as to the adequacy of
monitoring follow.
40 C.F.R. Pan 60, Subpart J {NSl'S for Petroleum Refineries)
Petitioner makes the following allegations with regard to the treatment of flares under
NSPS Subpan J: (i) BAAQMD has not made a determination as to 1hc applicability ofNSPS
Subpart J to three of the four flares at Valero; (ii) there is no way to tel! whether flares quahfy for
the exemption in NSPS Subpart J because there are no requirements in the Permit to ensure that
the flares are operated only in "emergencies;" (iii) the Permit must contain a federally
enforce.able reponing requirement to verify that each flaring event would qualify for an
exemption from the H2S limit; (iv) the Permit fails to ensure that al! other NSPS Subpart J
requirements arc practically enforceable; and (v) federally enforceable monitoring must be
imposed pursuant to 40 C.F.R. §§ 70.6(a)(3J(i)(B) and 70.6(c) ,ind Section 504(c) of the Act to
verify compliance with all applicable requirements ofSubpan J. Petition at 33.
The New Source Performance Standard (NSPS) for Petroleum Refineries, 40 C.F.R. Pan
60, Subpart I. prohibits the combustion of fuel gas containing H,S in excess ofO. lO grldsc:f at
any nare built or modified after June l l, ! 973. This prohibition is codified in 40 C.F.R.
§ 60. l 04(a)(l). Additionally, 40 C.F.R. §§ 60.105(a)(J,4) requires the use of continuous
monitors for flares subject lo § 60.104{a)(I). llowever, the combustion of gases released as a
result of emergency malfunctions, process upsets, and relief valve leakage is exempt from lhe
H 1S limit. The draf\ refinery permits proposed by BAAQMD in February 2004 applied a blanket
exemption from the H,S standard and associated monitoring for about half of the Bay Area
refinery nares on the basis that the flares are "not designed" to combust routine releases. The
slatemenl.s ofhasis for the refinery permits stale, however, that at least some of these nares arc
"physically capable" of combusting routine releases. To help assure that this subset of flares
would not trigger the H,S standard, DAAQMD included a condition in the pem,its prohibi1ing
the combustion of routine releases at lhese flares.
Following EPA comments submitted to BAAQMD in April of 2004, BAAQMD revised
its approach to the NSPS Subpart J exemption. The permits proposed !o EPA in August of2004
indicate that all flares that are affeckd units under 60.100 are subject to the 112S standard, except
when they are used to com bust process upset gases, and gases released to the narcs as a result of
relief valve leakages or other malfunctions. However, lhe permits were not revised to include the
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coatiTI.UOU:i monilors requ,rnd under§§ (-0. I05{a}(J) a!ld (4) 011 the basis tha! the !la.cs will
alwaY5. be used. le cmnbust non-routine releases and thu,; wi !l 11evt:r octually trigger !he il2S
standllnl or the iequiremenl to inslall monitors.
With rrupoct lo f'ctitfoner's. fttSt a!legatio!l, BAAQMO h.m de:irlyconsidcro::l
app!Kabillty ofNSPS Subpart.J to fl11n:s, and has indic.ated that KSPS Subpm J apphes lo one,

£.-1<). Page 16 of the Oeecm:>et' 2-004 Si.ttcment of Ba1ls sfoks;
The kicia Rclinery has lhree S<:l(™'Afe fl ate he;'\W sys!ean: !) !he maiu flw:., gu
recovery ht.ldcr l"l'.h flares S-- 18 and S-l9, 2) the acid g,u fl.:ue header with flare S-16,
and J} the butane Oare head11r witt. flare l;,{7_ Flares S-l6 and S· lS we.~ placed in
:;ervice during !he original refinery Hartup in 1966- Flare S- 17 WM placed in sei·vi;;e wHh
the butane unk TK.-1126 !It 1972. Flare S-19 was added tc; the main gM rec,wery htader

in 1974 to e1:um.:e adequare relief enpacity for !he rnfiaery. S-19 fa wbj~et lo NSPS
Subpart J, because it w,V; a- f\le[ gag comb:llilfon Jtvitt inrta!led aJ'ler Junt 11. L91:.i, the
eITecti.--e dale of60, 1OO(b).
The 13.ble on page 18 oflhe Statement of Mis also :;lirecll_v sb!!"es that flares S- 16, S-17
and S--18 are not ~ubje,;;t (o NSPS SubpartJ. Wh,le !he Permir W<;>'Jld be dearer ifOAAQMD
iocl«dcd a stak-mcm thill lhe II ates bve not been modifiOO so as lo trigger the require:ncn:s of
NSPS Suhpan J, su<::!i a sbtemen! fa no! required by ti:le Y Therefore, EPA is denying lhe
Petition on 11:m istue..

However, !':t'A agras: \&'1th Pd{!i()(&f that !M Permit is fuwfil! with respoct to i ~ (ii)
and (iii} abovl!s Firn, the oontinuoos rnoni!onng of§§ 6[UU5(a)(J} and (4) is !lot induc.cl io the
Permit bec..use, BAAQMD daims. !fare S-.l'J is ft(;Vct used in u mll.nrKlT I.hill would u,gg,:r'he
H2S 5t.a1tdard and !he requirement to install aconlmuoo~ :no:1i10~. While the Perm,! doesconlain
Dislrict -enfor.:cable only monit-0ring lo ihow ;(nnplilln«> w:111 a Jl:w:rnE y enfurceahk oorul:t'on
prntutJiting the comlnn!io(l of rout\noly.tck~ ga;,es in a flare (:Y)W6,. If!), th-xc it rnnetrtl)' n.o
fC<X'.rally cnf<irccabte monir;;ITTng requirement~ !he Permit In ,fom,:m.'!trijle cornplilmc.: wilh thi~
,r:.::mdilli:Jn or w11h NSPS Subpart J. brn:h fodernllyenfon::eahle apphcable. rtq!Jiremenh. Ba;;v~,e
NSPS Subp.irt I i~ au <1pp!ioili!e r,;quiremenl, the Pem1it must oonl:.in p.:rio<lic mon:toring
pw;,;;an1 to 40 C.F.R. § 70.ti(a/(3 J(i)(BJ and .OAAQMD lteg. 6·503 {llAAQMD Mar-.ual of
Tro«dures, V-0L ill, S.Xdon 4 ~) :o show H.>!r.pliam::e with lhe tegu!.ii!irm.
The,efore, EPA is gun:ing :he Petihon on the basis lhat !he Pennil doe$ no! ~ur,;
wntpbance wil:1 NSPS Sut>part J, or with fcdernl!y cnforceah!e pc-,-mit wm:.l:lion 206'J6-, in
BAAQMD must renpt!n lhe h:rmil tn i:ither include lhe moni1oring under u,,::twm. UOJOS(a)()}
!lr (4), or, for '"-~mpk, to 1r,dude uf""lua:t federally e11fon:eahle m<mitollng to ,how w:nphance
with ronditioa 20806, #7 _
With respect to i>£ues (iv} and (v), it i~ andcar what o-:her r,cqairemenCT Petitlur.er 1s
refe<ring to. or what momtcring Pctitio-ncr :s requesting. for these rea.rons, EPA is de:,ym_g the
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Petition on these grounds.
2

Flare Opacity Monitoring

Petitioner notes that flares arc subject to SIP-approved BAAQMD Regulation 6-301,
which prohibits visible emissions from exc=-ling defined opacity limits for a period or periods
aggregating more than three minutes in any hour. Petitioner alleges that the opacity limit set
forth in Regulation 6-30 l is not practically enforceable during short-duration flaring events
because no monitoring is required for flaring even!s that last less than fifteen minutes and only
limited monitoring is required for events lasting less than thirty minutes. Petitioner alleges that
repeated violations ofBAAQMD Regulation 6-JOl due to short-term flaring could be an ongoing
problem that evades detection.
The opacity limit in Regulation 6-JO\ ,Jces ool ro.-ilain period><: moniloring_ BeCllUSC th:
und<!:l:lying applieab!e requirement irtlp05eS no monitoru,g of a periodic nature, lb, Permit mus!
contain "pe.riodie modtoring suffo:Cent to yield reliable data fmm !he relevant lllllC period that
ore represema1ive oflhe s.::..irce'scompliance wilh !he permit ...... 40 C.F.R. § 7tt6(a)(3J(iXBJ.
Thl!S, the issue before EPA is whctheJ the monitonng unposerl in !he Permit w,I; result ii:;
n::]iable and r~csentative lata from the ,-,c;evant dme period such that a.,ir.pliar.cc wnh !~c
Permit can bedeteonined.

In this case, the District has imposc<l certain monitoring condition~ to dcknninc
compliance with the opacity standard during Oaring event~, The Penni\ defines a "Haring ev,a,t"
as a now rate of vent gas a,1.n,d in any consecutive 15 minute period that continuously exceeds
330 standard cubic feet per minute (~cfm). Within 15 minutes of detecting a flaring event, th,;:
facility must condu<::t a visible end Vi ions check The vi~iblr ~mfasio11s cheek may be done by
video monitoring. IC tbc operntor can determine there are no vis'1bfo em·1~s"1ons using video
monitoring, no (urther mocitonng is rcquireJ until another 30 minutes hos expired. Ir1hc
opcrntor cannot determine there are no visible emissions using video monitoring, the facility
must condu~t either an EPA Refo1ence Methu<l 9 les( or survey the flare according to sptx1fied
criteria. ff the op~rntor c.;Jndu,;,ts Me(ho<l 9 testing, the facility must monitor the Darn for ~l lea~t
3 minutes, or until there nnz no visible emissioM. if the operator conducts Ote nm1-Method 9
sun1cy, the fuci lity must eea:ie operation of the flare if visible emissions continue for {hn,e
consecuti vc rnirtules_

Allhoui::h EPA agree~ wi!h P<:titinncr that the Pemut doe~ not require monitoring durint
shott-duration tlarirtg cwnls, EPA dQes not believe Petitioner hil& dertnlnstrated that the periodic
monitoring 1s madequate. For instance, Petitioner h.is not shown that short-duration rlari11g
events arn liktly robe in violation of the opnciry ~!a11dard, nor has Petitiou~r made a >ho wing that
short-duration flaring events oc~ur frequently or nt all Thus, Pct1t1oncr has not demonstrJkd
that rhc pcriodi~ monitoring in the Permit is insufficie111 !Q detecl violaliun~ of the opacity
standard.

"

Additional1y, tn June 1999, a workgroup comprised of EPA, CAPCOA a.nd CARD slalT
completed a set of periodic monitoring recommendations for generally applicable SIP
requirements such a.s Regulation 6-301. The workgroup 's relevant recommendation for refinery
flares was El visible emissions check .. as soon as an in1entiona1 or unintentiona] release of vent
gas to a gas flare but no latcrthan one hom from the naring event" See CAPCOA/CARB/EPA
Region [X Periodic Monitoring Memo, June 24, 1999, at 2. In comparison, the periodic
monitoring contained in the Penn it would appear to be both less stringent, by not re-quiring
monitoring for up to thirty minutes of a reJe.ase of gas to a nare, and more stringent, by requiring
monitoring within 30 minutes rather than one hour. Therefore, EPA encourages the Dis1rict to
amend the Pcnnit to require monitoring upon the release to the flare, rather than ddaying
monitoring a.s currently set forth in the Pemlit.
Finally~ EPA notes that the Permit does not prevent the use of credible evidence to
demonstrate violations of permit terms and conditions. Even if the Permit docs not require
,.risible emissions checks for short-duration llaring events, EPA, the District. and the public may
use any credible evidence to bring an enforcement case against the source. 62 Fed. Reg. 83 l 4

(Feb. 24, 1997).
For the reasons cited above, EPA is denying the Petition on this issue.
3

Cooling Tower Monitoring

Petitioner claims that the Permtt lacks monitoring conditions adequate to assure that the
coo!ing tower complies ,;,vith SIP-approved District Regulations 8-2 and 6. Petitioner funher
alleges that the District's decisions to not re.quire monitoring for the cooling towers is flawed due
to its use of AP-42 emission factors. which may not be representative of the actual cooling tower
em1ss1ons.

a.

RegularJon 8-2

Qi5tnct Regulatton 8-2-301 prohibits miscella11eous operations from discharging into the
atmosphere any emission that contains 15 lb per day and a concentration of more th3n 300 ppm
toe.al cMbon. Al!hough the underlying applicable requirement does not contain periodic
monitoring requtrements, the DisLncL declineJ Lo impose monitoring on source S-29 to assure
comp Ii anc:e wt th the ern issi on 1i mi t. i•i

or

The December 1. 2003 Sc.aternent
Basis sets forth the grounds for the District's
decision that monitoring is not necessary to assure compliance with this applicable requirement.
First, the District stated that its monitoring decisions were made by balancing a variety of factors
including l) the likelihood of a violation given the characteristics: of normal opernlion, 2) the
degree of variability in the operation and tn the control device. if there is one, 3) the potential

19See

Permi(, Table VU - C5 CooUng Tov.-er, pp. S4 I
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severity of impact of an undetected violation, 4) the technical fea.sibility and probative value of
indicator monitoring, 5) the economic fra.sibllity of indicator monitoring, and 6) whether !here is
some other factor, such as a different regulatory restriction applicable to lhe same operation, that
also provides some assurnnce of compliance wilh the limit in ques1ion_ In addition, lhe District
provided cak..larlons that purporte<l to quantify the emissions fi-um the facility's cooling tower.
The calculations relied upon water circulation and exhaust airflow rates supplied by the refinery
in addition to two AP-42 emission factors. The District found that the calculated emissions were
much lower than the regulatory limit and concluded that monitoring was not necessary.
Although it is true that the results suggest there may he a large margin of compliance, the nature
of lhe emissions and the unreliability of the dala used in the calculatioru: renders them inadequate
to support a decision that no monitoring is needed over the entire life of the permit.

An AP-42 emission factor is a value that roughly correlates the quantity of a pollulant
released to the atmosphere with an activity associated with the release of that pollutant. The use
of these emission factors may be appropriate in some permitting applications, such as
establishing operating permit fees. However, EPA has stated that AP-42 factors do not yield
accurate emissions estimates for individual sources. See In the Maller ofCa,x,I!, Inc., Peli lion
IV-2003-7 (Amended Order) a! 7, n.3 (Oct.19, 2004); In re: Peabody Wes/em Coal Co., CAA
Appeal No. 04-0!, al 22-26 (EAB Feb. 18, 2005). Be.-:ause emission factors essentially represent
an average ofa range of facilities and emission rates, they arc not necessarily indicative of the
emissions from a given source at all times, with a few exceptions, use ofth.,,e factors to develop
source-specific permit limits or to detenninc compliance with permit requirements is generally
110! recommended. The District's reliance on the emission factors in making ils monitoring
decision is therefore problematic.
Atmospheric emissions from the cooling towers include fugitive VOCs and gases 1ilat are
stripped from lhe cooling water as lhc air and water come into contact. In an altempt to develop
a conservative estimate of the emissions, lhe District used the emission factor for "uncontrolled
sources." For these sources, AP-42 Table 5.1.2 estimates the release of 6 lb ofVOCs per million
gallons of circulated waler. This emission factor carries a "D" rating, which means that it was
developed from a small number of facilities, and there may be reason lo suspect that the facilities
do not represent a random or representative sample of the industry. In addition, this rating means
that there may be evidence of variability within the source population. In this ca.se the variability
stems from the fact th.at !) contaminants enter lhe cooling water system from leaks in hea!
exchangers and condensers, which are not predictable, and 2) the elfectivcncss of cooling lower
controls is itself highly variable, dcpen<ling on refinery configura!ion and existing maintenl!lcc
20
practices. U is this variability that renders the emission factor incapable of assuring continued
compliance with the applicable standar<l over lhe !i fetirne of the permit. For all practical
purposes, a single emission factor that wa.s <.\eve loped lo represent long-term average emissions
can not forecast the occurrence and size of!caks in a collection of heat ex ch.angers and is
therefore not predictive of compliance at any specific time.

'°AP 42, f'ifih Edilion, Volume I, Chapter S
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EPA has previously stated !liat annual reporting of NOx emissions using an equation !hat
uses current production information, along with emission factors based on prior source tests, was
insufficient to asswe comp]iance with an emission unit's annual NOx standard. Even when
presented with CEMs. data which showed that actual NOx emissions for each of five :year., were
consistently well below the standard, BPA found that a large margin of compliance alone was
insufficient to demonstrate that the NOx emissions would not change over the Jtfe of the permit.
See In the Malter ofFort James Camas Mill, Petition No. X-l 999-l, at 17-18, (December 22,
2000).

Consistent with its findtngs in regard to the Fort James Camas Mill permit. EPA finds in
this instance that the District failed. to demonstrate that a one-time calculation is repn~senlalive of
ongoing compliance wzth the applicable requirement, especially considering the unpredic!Jble
nature of the emissions and the unrdiahtlity of the data used in lhe calculations. Therefore,
under the aulhority of 40 C.F-R. § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B), EPA is granting Petitioner's.request to object
to the Permit as the request pertains to cooling tower monitoring for District Regulation 8·2-30 l.

As an alternative to me-cling the emissiCln limitation cited in Section 8-2-301, facilities
may operate in accordance with an exemption under Section 8-2- l U, \vhich states, "emissions
from cooling towers ... are exempt from this Rule, provided best modem practices are used." As a
result, tn lieu of adding periodic monitoring n.--quircmcnts adequate to assure compliance with the
emission 1i mi t in Section 8-2-301, l h~ District may tcq uire the Staternen t of Basis to include an
applica.biiity<letennination with respect to Section 8-2-114 and revise the Permit to retlccl the
use of best modem practices.
b.

Regulation 6

BAAQMD SlP-approvcd Regu?ation 6 contains four particulate ma.Her emissions
standards for which Petitioner objects to the absence of monitoring. The District's decision for
each standard is tli5eussed separately below.

(1)

Regulation 6-310

BAAQMD Regulation 6-310 limits the emissions from lhe ('.Ooling tower to 0. !5 !;;rains
per dry standard cubic foot. Appen<lix G of the December 1. 2003 Statement of Ba.sis .si::ts forth
the grounds for the Disrnct·s Jecision that monitoring is not necessary to assure compliance with
this requirement. Specifically. Appendix G provides calculations for the particulate matter
emissions from the cooling tower an<l compares the expected emission rate to the regulatory
limit. ln calculating the emissions, the District used the PM-10 emission factor ofO.O l9 lb per
i 000 gal circulating water from Tahle 13.4· l of AP-42. The cakulalions show that the
emissions are expected to be approximately [ 80 times Jowcr than 1hc emission limit. As a result,
the District concluded that periodic monitoring is not necessary lo assure compliance with the
standard.
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Petitioner alleges that these calculations do not adequately j uslify the District's decision
because the AP-42 emission factor used carries an E rating, which means that it is of poor
quality. As a result, Petitioner claims it is unlikely that the calculated emissions based on this
factor are representative of the actual cooling tower emissions.
Petitioner is correct that the emission factor used hy the District has an E rating.
However, EPA disagrees that this rating alone is sufficient to conclude that the emission factor is
not representative of the emissions from the cooling towers at the refinery. PM-10 emi.c.sions
from cooling towers are generated when drifl droplets evaporate and leave fine particulate matter
formed hy crystallization of dissolved solids. Particulate matter emission estimates can be
obtained by multiplying the to!a! liquid dri fl factor by the Iola.I dissolved solids (TDS) fraction in
the eireulatiog water. The AP--42 emission factor used by the District is based on a drill rale of
0.02% of the circulating water flow and a TDS content of approximately 12,000 ppm. Wilb
regarrl to both pa.rameters, the District indicated in the December\, 2003 Statement of Basis that
the emission factor yielded a higher estimate of the emissions than the actual drifl and IDS data
that was supplied hy the refineries. Therefore, EPA believes thai: the District's reliance on this
emission factor does not demonstrate a deficiency in the Permit."
EPA notes that the emi.c.sion factor's poor rating is due in part to the variability a.ssociated
with cooling tower drift and TDS data. As discussed in the Statement of Basis, the degree to
which the emissions may vary was taken inlo account when considering the ability of the
emission factor to dcmunslrate compliance with the emission limit. With resped to the drift,
EPA believes !hat the emission factor is conservatively high compare,1 to the 0.0005% drill rate
that cooling towers are capable of achieving. Where TDS arc concemetl, AP-42 indicates thal
the dissolved solids content may rnnge from 380 ppm lo 91,000 ppm. While the emission factor
represents a TDS concentration at the lower end of this spectrum. increases in the TDS content
do not significantly increase the grain loading due to the large exhaust air flow rates exiting the
cooling towers. Even assuming that the TDS concentration reached 91,000 ppm, the calculated
emissions arc still approximately 22 times lower than the regulatory limit."
The District has provided suflicienl evidence to demonslrate that the emissions will not
vary by a degree !hat would cause an exceedance oflhe standard. Given the representative air
flow and water circulation rates supplied hy the refinery, compliance with the applicable
requirement is expected under conditions (i.e., m:unmum TDS content) that represent a
reasonable upper bound of1he emissions. Therefore, EPA is denying Petitioner's request lo
object to the Penni! as it pertains to periodic monitoring: for Regulation 6-310.

ll Although EPA staled above lil the discuss,ou for Regulo!ion 8-2 that AP-42 emission faciors art g,ocrally
no! recommended for use 111 determining compliance "'1lh emission lirruts. there are excepuons. Data supplied by ,he
.-.:fincric, indicates 1h01 !he AP--42 entlssion faclur fur PM- IO conservalively estimates the acrual cooling lower
emissions; a, doscussed fur.her below. compliance with the limi! is expecled under conditjons Ihot represent a
reasonable upper \,(lund on the omissions.
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(2)

Regulation 6-31

BAAQMD Regulation 6-311 states that no pep;on shall discharge particulate matter into
the atmosphere at a rate in excess of that specified. in Table l of the Rule for the corresponding
process weight rate_ Assuming the process weight rate for the cooling tov.·cr remains at or above
the maximum level specified in Table l, the rule establishes a maximum emtssion rate of 40
Jb/hr. Unlike for Regulation 6-310, lhe District provided no j usti fic~tion for j~ decision to not
require monitoring to assure compEance with this limit_
Using the PM-10 emission factor cited by !.he District in its calculations for Regulation 6
310, EPA estimates the emissions &orn S-29 to be in excess of 40 lb/hr. While the District stated
that the emission factor represents a more c-0nscrvative estimate of the emissions than the actual
data provided by the refineries, it did not say how conserr'ativc the factor is. As a result. !he
District>s monitoring decision is unsupported by the record and EPA finds that the Permit fails to
meet the Part 70 standard that it c-0ntain periodic monitoring sufficient to yieid reliable dala that
are fepresentative of the source's compliance with its tem1s. Sec 40 CF.R § 70_6(a)(3)(iXB).
Therefore. EPA is granting Petitioner's request to object to the Permit The Permit must include
periodic monitoring adequate to assure compliance with BAAQMD Regula(ion 6-31 L Set. 40
7

C.F.K § 70.6(a)(3)(i){B).
(3)

Rt:gu!atron 6-305

BAAQMD Regulation 6·305 slates that, ''a person shalt not emit particks from any
operation in sufficient number to cause annoyance to an.y other person ___ This Section 6-305 shall
only apply if such particles fall on real property other than that of the person responsible for the
emission." Nuisance requirements such as this may be enforced. by EPA and Lhc District al any
fone an<l there is no prat!ical monitoring program that would enhance Lhe ability of the permit to
assure compliance wi!h !he applicable requtremenL Therefore, EPA is denying Petitioner's
request to object Lo the Permit as it pertains to monitoring for BAAQMD Regulation 6-305.
(4)

Rcgulatron 6-30 l

BAAQr.UJ Regulation 6·30l states that a person shall not emit from any source for a
period or periods a~,rcgn~ing more than three minutes. in any hour> a visiblt: emission ,.,,·hid1 is as
dark or darker than No_ l on the Ringelmann Chart_ While the Statement of Basis docs not
contain a justification for the District's decision that monitoring is not required for this standard,
the District stated lhe folJowing in response to public comments: 'The District has prepared an

analysis based on the AP-42 ractors for particulate. which are very conservative. and has indeed
determined that 'it is virtually impossible for cooling towers to exceed visible or grain loading
limitations.' The calculations show that the particulate grain loading is a hundredth or less than
the Q_ 15 gr/dscf standard due to the large airnows. When the grain loading is so low, visible
emissions are not expected." 2003 CRTC at 59. EPA rinds the District's assessment of the
visible emissions to be reasonable and Lhal Petitioner has not demonstrated othciwisc_ Therefore,
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EPA. is denymg Petitioo«'s request le object tc the Pennil M 11 pertains to monitoring for
BAAQMD Regulation 6-30l.

4.

Moniroong ofPrew.m: ReliefValve,;

f'etihonet alleges t.'4 lhe l'fflnlt must ir.dudc additional monitoring lo il10Ure Iha: a!!
pressure reliefvruve:1.at !he facility arc in compliance wtlh the requirements ofSI.P-apprtwcd
Dislrict Regul.tUOO !l-28 (Epi-.hc Re!ea,,:s from ?l'e:i= Rcl.icfVu!ves). Pet1.ti1;,n at 36.

ReirJlatioo S-28 flXI.Uires lhal witlnn 120 days oflhe fn'St "rekas,., even<" .at a facilty, !he
facility 1-ha!I equip Mch pn,-:m.re rnlief,k,ice oflh:rt source with 111amperprooftell-lille t~dkator
that will show !hu a rdease tw occurred since. tt1e last inspectlill1. Rl:glllat><m 8-28 al;;o requires
Iha! a rolease<:vfil".t from a pressure relief deviw be reported '.o the APCO on the next w.:>r~ing
day foi!,:,wtng tht venting. Pt1Lit1oner slates Iha! ne!!he; !he regulation nor !he Penni! inclndcs
any moni10ring requirements 10 ensure !hart~ first relea.se evem o[ a te!idV&!ve \>,"Ou:d cvt, be
~ and that availab!c 1cll4ale indicarovi or aoodv:r objtctivo moni1vrmg methoJ should be
required f,.,,. all p;e~mrt roliefv,1\vcs al lfu:: tcliru:ry, rngrudlcm of a valve'h rel= event status.
F,rst, El"A bcliev<;;S !hat the iequitement that a famlity report alt release events to '.ho
District is adeqnate to ensure th.at the first relca;:e event W<Juld be recorded. EPA also ooies 1bt
the refinery is s;;hject lo du: tille V rt4uiremer.r to <Xr1ify ,:;ompliance with a\! applicable
tequit¢ftlffl1S, inel\lding Regublioo g. 1S. See 40 CF.ft § 70.(,(<;){S). Thus, EPA d(¥{'S w,t !mv,;
a !.msis to determine thal tlle reporting rtq>.Jireroent V.'ot:ld :.ol :!:.sure oomi:lia"le.e with the
;iwlicable n.-q1mement at issue

5.

Additiena! Menitoring Problems ldenlified by Petitioner

Petitienm- eh,ims tlwl S4Ver;;I oou1,:&; with federally ,;mforooablc- lin1it~ under BN,QMO
Reguw.tion 6 do not na·.e m,::,ni!oring adet;,Ja.te to llll!l'.ne eomptiance_ The sources arul !!m;b 111
inue are<li~cu=-1 sep.uraldy below_
Sulfur Storage Pit (S- 157)/ BAAQMD Regulahons 6-j{I\ and 6
310

BAA,QMD Regulatim.i 6 coo!aios l""o particulate mat'.er ernissiom; wmdartls fur ,rhich
Petitioner objects to the .!OSence of monilcrng. S?"X,fiea!!y, BAAQMD Regukdon 6-:J.CI limii,;
virlbk em~i!Jll$ t9 I,;:;,$ than R.mgdrnann Ne,_ l and Re.gu!alion 6-3!0 hmr:s lhl." em1~5imr, to
O. JS gc perdsd. Aithcug.,", R,!£ulatioo 6 doe.i no! contain period le monitocfog requirct:¥:rlt for
either of tlw sl~ndwis, lhe Dl:;hicl <k<.:lined to impOSC mooi10.;t1g l'>n ttfr; source.

The Decemher 1, 2003 Statement of Basis provides (!re Disu:n s JUstificalion fur not
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requ•ring monitoring. Specifically, the District stated~ "Source is capable of exceeding visible
emissions or grain loading standard onJy during process upset. Under such circumstances, other
indicators will alert the operator that something is wrong.'' See December 1. 2003 Statement of
Basis, a. 4, at 23_ ff the source is not capable of exceeding the emission scandards at times other
than process ups.els, it is reasonable that the District would not re<J,uire regularly scheduled
monitoring during normal operations. However, if. as stated by the District, S-157 is capable of
exceeding the emission standards during process upsets~ monitoring during those periods may be
necessary. While the District stated that indjcators would alert the operator that something is
WTOng in the event ofa process upset. the District failed to demonstrate how the indicators or the
operator's response would assme compJiancc with lhe applicab]e limits.
EPA finds tn this case that the District's decision to not require monitoring is not
adequately supported by the record. Therefore. EPA is granting Petltioner's n~quest to object to
the Pennit as it pertains to monitoring for S-157. The District must re-open the Permit to include
periodic monitoring that yicJds reliable data that are representative of the source's compliance
with the pennit or further explain in the Statement of Ba.sis why monitoring is not needed.

b.

Lime Slurry Tanks (SA 174 and S~ 175) I BAAQMD Regulations 6·
301. 6-310. and 6-3 n

BAAQMD Regulation 6 contains three scandards for which Petitioner objects to the
absence of monitoring. Regulation 6-311 sets a variable emission limit depending on the process
weigh{ rate and the requiremenlS of 6-301 and 6-310 arc described above. ReguJation 6 does not
contain periodic monitoring requirements for any orthe standards and the District did not imJX)se
monitoring on these sources.
As in the previous case for source S- 15 7. the Statement of Ba5 is states ihal the District
did not re.quire monitoring to assure compiiancc with Regulations 6A30 l and 6-310 because the
..source is capable of exceeding vis1ble emissions or grain loading s.candard only during process
upset Under such circumstances, other indicators will a?ert the operator that something is
wrong." See December l, 2003 Statement of Basis. n. 4, at 23. Tho Statement of Basis is silent
on the District I s monitoring dee isi on for Regulation 6-3 ] ] . Therefore, for the rea.sons staled
above, EPA js granting Petitioner's request to object to the Permit as it pertains to monitoring for
s,ources S-l74 and S-175 to assure co mp Hance with Regul ati ons 6-3 0 l, 6-3 l 0, and 6-3 J1. The
District must reopen the Penn it to include periodic monitoring or further exp Jain in the Statement
of Basis why monitoring is not needed

c.

Diesel Backup Generator.,. (S-240, S~241, and S-242) I BAAQMD
Regulations 6-303. 1 and 6-3 W

UAAQr..·1D Regulation 6 contains two particulate rnaUei; emissions standards for
Petitioner objects to the absence of monitoring_ The requirement of Regulation 6.J IO is

described above anJ Regulation 6-303. l limits visible emissions to Ringelmann No. 2.
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\lo0hich

Regulation 6 does oot contain periodic moni1or;n5 req11imncnt:;: for any oflhc olamlards and the
Dis!riet did not impose moni!Oringon these sources.
As a prehmiraiy mallet, Ef'A note,; that opacity monitoring ls s,;ncrnlly no! 111:ces.sary for

C-alifomia OOUIEes firing 011 ,.fo::ic! fud, based 011 the censiokralion 1J:ra1 ,source~ in Cabfurr~a
usually comb~ k,w4clfur fue.\.n Therefor°'\ EPA is denying ~ti1ioner's tcquesl lo nbject 10 !he
f>ermd as lt pertains- !o molUtonng for Reg,.i!ation 6,JOJ. \.
With n:gard lo Regula.tion. 6-JIO, the- o«erubcr I, 200J Sc.tcment ofDasis sets fos,11: t~
basis foc th: District's decision that IIWlliloring is ncl nocessary. Spe,cifkally, the Dislrirn1ate11,

"No mooiWring fis] rcquiru.<l bm:au!e tllis soun:t will be u~cd fur ,m,ergcoou!S and rehahil;lJ
l.e!iting only_'' While il is !rue that Crnu:li{ioc, 1874-S ;;uks these er__g!nes rm.y ollly be opcr.ltcd to
mitigate <:mergetv.'y conditions vr foc tel iab,tity-rela.ted i,tlvitiw (net to czccOO 100 Jiom:,; per
year pet ert!l,incl, :his condition is 001 foderallyenforccablc. Absent federnllyenf<.w.:,:abb:
rnslrictiom on !he houn ofopcratiOfl, rheDistrid"5 decision uol lo require monifaring is Ml
adequutdy ~uppmtetl Tl>erefm,:, EPA rt gnmting Ptiitionec's req11e1t to ol,joo !e !he P!Jrmi1 as
lt peruins IO Regulalio:i 6-310. The Dhtrict mfill rwpen the Pem:.it to add µeriodk monitoring
to assure «n'llpliance "''th the 2P{llicable rcqt.-irement or tut1htr exphi."l in the statunen! efha~is
why it is not necessary.

d.

FCCU Cau!yst Regeneratot- (S-5} and Fluid Coker(S-6) /
BAAQMD Regolation G-305

BAAQMD Regu!aLon 6 eontainsone p.;irtitulate mal!CTemissioo mmrlat<l for which
Pe<itioner obj<>:ts w the a~~" ,;fmoni!orin:s Regulation 6 doe~ not c,;,nttiin periodic

mo:nitoring:requiremeols fur any »flhe itandards and the Dktricl did not impcs:: mm;it,;rring on
ihese rouroe,;_
BAAQMD R~h.tio11

(i.

JW -sl/11~ Iha!, "~ person shall no! emtl pan\i;le,o; f.mn MY

operation in sufficient number 10 ea.use an.noyaocc '.o tmy other peruon. .This Sc<;;tion 6- )OS sl;;ll
only apply ,f ~uch pmicle,; fall en real properi:y o!r.er !hat thll otihe pemon rew,x,1mble forlhc
emission.~ Petitioner ha., failed to est;ibltllh thal there is .aoy padicd monitoring progrmt th;;\
w011kl enlwr.ce !tee ability of the µeimi! 10 a.nun: oomp :ia11cc. with the applicaMc rc.quin:ment.
Thc«;forc, EPA Iii rlen}ing P~tiLvner's. ru.;uest to objec.c to lhe Pem1il as ii ptr!:11111 10 mornlom1g
fot BAAQMD Regulation 6-305.
e.

Coke Tr=:sport, Cata'.)11;1 Unlru.ding, C2mQ11 Black Slor.ag,;,.and

Lime Sito (S-3, S-10, S-1 I. and S-- tl}f BAAQMD RegulniK!ll 6
3 l !.

"P« CAl'COA!CAIUYrPA R<g,c;,, CX agrrcrr.,nr. S..e A.Pfrowtl of7id£ V /'c,iG,li,, M,,,,,,,_.--;ng
R""-1>mmc1tdat;,,,,<, Jw,e N, 1m.
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BAAQMD Regulation 6 contains one particulate matter emission standard for which
Petitioner objects to the absence of monitoring. Specifically, BAAQMD Regulation 6&311 sets a
variable emission !imit depending on the process weight rate. Regulation 6 does not contain
periodic monitoring requirements for any of the standards and the District did not impose
moni Loring on these sources.
For an four emission sources. the Perm rt requires monitoring with respect to Regulations
6-301 and 6-310 but not 6-3 ! I. Given this appan..,'1lt connict and the failure of the Statement of
Basis to discuss the absence of monitoring. EPA finds that the District's decision in this case is
not adequately supported by the record. Therefore, EPA is granting Petitioner's request as il
pertains to monitoring for source& S-8. S-l 0, S-1 J, and S-12. The District must reopen the
Permit to include periodic monitoring for Regufation 6~3 ~ 1 that yields reliable data that arc
representative of the source's compliance with the permit or explain in the Statement of Basis
why monitoring is not needed.

H.

Mtscel1aneous Pe.rmit Deficiencies
1

Missing Federal Requirements for flares (Subpart CC)

Petitioner states that the District incorrectly determined. that Valero t1aces .u-e
categorically exempt from 40 C.F.R. § 6) Subpart CC (NESHAP for Petroleum Refineries).
Petitioner further states that ''EPA disagreed with the District's claim that the Oares qualify for a
catcgotica] exemption from Subpart CC when used as an alternative to the fuel gas system," and
that the Va!ern Penn it and Statement of Ba.sis contain incorrect applicability determinatious for
flares S-18 and S-E 9, and that there is not enough information (o determine applicability for
Oares S-16 and S-l 7. Petitioner stales that for all Oares subject to Subpart CC, the Pennit must
include all applicable requirements, including 40 CF.R. § 63 Subpart A, by reference from 40
C.F.R. § 63 Subpart CC. Petitioner goes on to note that Petitioner has requested in past
comments that the District detem1ine the potential applicability of a number of federal
regulations to the Valero flares~ incJuding 40 C.F.R. § 63 Subpart A. 40 C.F.R. § 63 Subpart CC,
and 40 C.F.R. § 60 Subpart. A, but that the District did not do so. Petitioner notes that given a
lack of relevant information, Petitioner was unable to make an independent eva]uation of
app licabi! ity. Petitioner also alleges that EPA agreed w j ih Petitioner that the Di strict fa iJed to
provide. sufficient information for the applicabihty determinations for llarcs S-16 and S-70 via
Attachment 2 of EPA 's October 8 comment Ielter. Finally, Petitioner states that EPA must
object to the Permit until the District provides a sufficient analysis regarding the applicability of
these federal ruies to the Vakro flares, an<l until the Permit contains all applicable requirements.

a.

40 C.F.R. Part 60. Subpart A

EPA finds that the applicability of 40 C.F-R- § 60 Subpart A is adequately a<l<lressed in
the December l6, 2004 Statement of Basis for Vaicto. See Statement of Basis at 18 (Dec. 16,
200 4)_ The District has included a table on page l 8 of the December 16, 2004 St a tement of Basis
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imlica1iog app!icabililyof:,.!SPS Subpart A lo each ofV::kro's flares. Therefore,. EPA is denyin&
the Petition on tbs i~sue.

b.

4-0 C.F.R. Part 63, Subparts A and CC

40 C F.R. Pan: 63, Subpart CC contains the Ma;,;:imum Achie~al>le Con!ml Tcchoo:cgy
("MAC"r) re.quireme:uts foc petro[eum. refineries. Under Subpilrt CC, the owner or opera!or of a
Group l m,seellane;:,us process v«d, a.: ~fined in§ 63 641, rnll8t ,educe emissionsofHaz:udrni.s
Air Pollutants either by using a flare 11:'3! meets the mpiremei:.ts ofsection 63. ! l or by using
anollli,("control device to reduce emissions by 9&% m to a concentration of20 ppmv. 40 CS R
§ 6J. 643(a)(l). If a flare is used, a device cap ah le of <lc!cctingthe presence of a pilot flame is
required, 40 C.F.R. § 6~.644(aj(2)
Th¢apphcability provis[ons ofSubpaJt CC .tre&l.:t forih in !ct!itn 63.640, "Applicability
Md designa1icn of affected s::mrce." Section 63.6.fD{aJ provides !h:t!.Subpart CC applieS" 1o
pelwleum refinir1g p = Wilts and Nfatffl emissiOllii points. The App!kabiJicy se<'~ion further
provides !hat affected soumm mibjeci to Subpart CC ioclutle emission P",)inl'l ilia( W;
''nut~elhmoo1;1 ptUt'Wil v,1nts." 40 CJ' R. 3 (,J.i>40(c}{l}. The Applk:ahility Se!;tion also
provides Jha! affected som;:e, do not inelude :rrm~sion points th.al W;:Cuted 10 .i foe! gas ;y,.tem,
40 C.F.R. § 63.640(d)(5). Gaseous ${tem;s routtd lo a fuel gas &;,"l<tem are $pc;::ificallyex.c1<.ded
from the dctinicon of''m,sceU"!",eo'-"> process vcn:," as an: ~episodic oc nonrolllilW n:1<1.ues such
as thooe ;u;w\;iaJOO with stmup, sh.utdms,o, malfuncti,m, mainhmarux, deprei.sunog, aJJd qta\yi;l
tniosforop<tm:ons:' 40 CF K ~ 6).64 t.
The District's Statement of Basis indicates that flares S-18 aml S-19 are not subject lo
MACT Subp:ut CC pursuant to the exemption set forth in 40 C.F.R. § 63.640(d)(5). See
December !6, 2004 Statement of Oasis at 18. In the BAAQMD February 15. 2005 Letter,
BAAQMD again asserted section 63.640(d)(5) as a basis for finding that the refinery's nares are
not required lo meet the s\audards in Subpart CC. EPA continues to beheve that a detailed
analysis ofthe configuration of the nare and compressor is required to exempt a [lare on the basis
that it is part of the fuel gas system.
:OAAQMD's febTUil!"Y 15, 2005 ktt.;f" al«.! pruv1tle., an alternative rationale ('.lilt ~,;:s
vented tu the '."tlfincry's flii..--e\' a,e "'1t within the c"di mrion Qf''rnif.(;e!l;mtous proce,; V¢llJs."
Specifically, bA.AQMO asst.rt:. that the fla--es are no\ mw:;,dfaneotts !)f"X-("S:t ven\t hecm;se !hoy
ll(e used only lo oontrol "eriS-Od,e and rlO:'l.."1.mline" reka::ws As FlAAQMD 5:tatcs:
At u!l of the aITuctu<l refineriru;, process gas collected by the gu recovery syi,:lem are
touted ,o nnrns only uwfor two ,:i1cumitance4 ( l) siluahons rn which. due lo process
llp$Cl or equipment malfunctions, the gM pressure in the flare header rises to a lcvd that
breaks tb<:< wat<:<r seal leading to the tlares; or (2) situations in which, during process
startups, shutdown, malfunction, maintemnce, depressuring (~ic], and catalyst trunsfer
operations at•\ by deflllition, not misccllnneous procesu vents, and arc not subject tu

Subj>arl CC
EPA l!gtees that a flare used only :,:rule, the two c{.,,um,laoces described by t~ !Ji,,"triiol
would not he subjs:ct to Sclipatt CC hecal.l!e ~ueh. flares am no! used t<> CQll1rol mi!i<'c!lanrous

process vents as rhat term fa ddi:ned in ~ 61.541. According to !he BAAQMD February 15, 2005
le'.ler, BAAQMl} intends to revise the Statement cf Basis 1£, (urlher explain its rallonalethat
Subpiirt CC dues m,t ~lyto the B.ly Area refit¥'.()' fl;,res, und inlCl'lds lo !v..>lkit public W"lmcnt
on hs utiomil;,.
Bocause !It,;, Pmnit ood die Starement o(Ba,;is fur Valm:i's flares S-lS ;.ad S-19 wntaiu
«>n!radicrmyinfnnnation with iegac,:.! 10 ib: use of these lLa.1<'.s, EPA A ~ w.:h Petili<Jrn,r thin
the Staternertt of Basis i,;c lacl:.ing a ~uiTkieut ar.a!ysis reganjir.g the applicabdily of MA CT CC to
these flares. Theretore., EPA is gr;mling the Pe1hfon on !his iss:.ie. BAAQMD mus1 reopen the
Pem,it to addre..s arplicabi!i1y in the Sialern,:,nt of Basis, and, if~ei.$.uy, to include lhe !Taro
rcquirorncnts of MACT Sll!;pan CC in the Pnrre1t

2

Basi• for Tank E~cmptiorrs.

Pclitionerdaims t.iat the statern«1t of basis and the Pam.it lack .adequate irrfmw..alicm !O
u:pport the proposed exempl sktus forru,memus tanks itle11lified in T..ble llB oft he l'e:rm:!.
Table IIB ufthe f>em11t wntatn5 r, list of 4j emit~iOcl sources that have.appliuOk
requii-i;mrnts in Stet ion JV of the Permit hut !hill were lktermin!AI by the Dwrict to beex.m1pt

fo:m1 BAAQMD Rcgulallon L 1.-tikh spe,;ifks the tequ:Jemeats for Authori!ies to Co,i;truct and
Pem::its lo Opernk ku!e I of the regc.fahon coreains uumerom: ex.emptiom; th.it are basW or: a
variety <,fphysi<:1! ;inC cirn1m;llmtia: sruunds. EPA agr.,e:, with h'fl!i(lm·, that the Perrri1 ,1,...lf

contains insufEcient ln!o:mation hJ dcrermine the basis for !he eiempt rutw: of the equipment
"'"i!h respect to the exemptions in the ruk. H1m-s,ver, for moA of the st>urc,:;;, in Table JIB_
Pefiliom,<'~ d~im thn1 tl:e Siat~mem of&si~ lacks !he information it factually u1correct.

Petitioner is I ef<:med lo page~ 94-99 of the StaJ?ment of Basis that ru::c.:;mpartk<l 100 Pllrmit
iswed by the Qigtrict on Dcc<:mher lo 100J None!ht:lcss, EPA i& granting Petitio:1et's req'JeSl on
a Jirr.itcd basi,; :"ur the re2wns se! f()rth bdow.
EPA's regul:J.tio..-...s slate L'u! lhe pe:mittlng ~u1Mfity must pru,idc the J..gen,;,y with J
,;taiement of b:v;is 1lmt ,eu forth the l,;,gal ai1<l fat!\lal ba"Js for tile penni:. <:ooditiom. 40 C.fl J<_,
§ 7{L7(a)(5 J. El'A has provided guidar,.;c on !he eonlent t>f an atlequale stltcment ol bi,s11 in a
lctter daled Da,erut>.,r 20, 200 l, fmm Rejslon V to the Stare of Oluol< am.I in ;;. Notie,: of
Delidency{NOD} :.stued to the State ofTex(ll)?1 These ducmrrenu dCM:rib<: severa! key
elemenC,;. cf a sta1ement of basis, specifind!y nding tOO.J a slatctnCtll bf has is sfuYJ!d address any

''(,7 fed. Reg, 732 (fa=,y 7. ::OO!)
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federal regulatory applicability detem1inations. The Region V letter also recorrunends the
inclusion of topical discussions on issues tncluding but not limited to the basis for cxcmp~ons_
Further, in response to a petition fi]ed in regard to the title V permit for the Los t>.foda.nos Energy
Center, EPA concluded that a statement of basis shuul<l documeot the decision-making that went
into the deve[opment of the 1itle V permit and provide the pem1itting authority, the public, an<l
EPA with a record of the applic ab i Ii ty and techn ica] issues s urrou ndi ng the issuance of the
pem1it. Such a record ought to contain a description of the origin or basis for each perm.ii
condition or exemption. See, Los Meda.nos, at 10.
As stated in Los Medanos, the failure of a pem1itting authoricy to meet the procedural
rcqui re ment to provide a sLatem ent of basis docs not necessari ly Jernons! rate that the tit le V
pennit is substantively flawed. In reviewing a petition to object to a title V pennit because of an
alleged failure of lhe permitting authority to meet all procedural requirements in issuing the
penni t. EPA considers whether the pcti tioncr has demonstrated chat the pem1 itting authority's
faiture resuHed in.. or may have resuHed in, a deficiency in the ,content of the permit. Se,! CAA
§ 505(b)(2} (objection required ttjf the petitioner demonstrates ... that the permit is not in
compliance with the requirements of this Act. induding the requirements of the applicable
[SCP]"); see also 40 CF.R. § 70.8(c)(l). Thus~ where the record as a whole supports the terms
and conditions of the permit. flaws in the statement of basis generaJly will not result in an
objection- See e_g_. Doe Run, at 24-25. ln con1rast, where flaws in the statement of basis resulted
in, or may have resuhed in, deficiencies in the title V permit, EPA will object to the issuance of
the permit.
With regard to the Valero Pennit, the majority of the sources listed in Table lIB are
identjfied in the December l, 2003 Statement of Basis along with a citation from Regula!ion 2
de:scribing the basis of the exemption. For the sources that faH within this category, EPA tinds
that the peTTTI it record supports the District's detenn inat ion fur che exempt st at us or the
equipment. However, in reviewing the Decem'oer 1G, 2004 Statement of Basts. EPA notro that
three of the sources Jisted in Table IlB of the Ptmnit are nut included in the statement of basis
with the corresponding citations for the exemptions. 26 for these sources, the failure of the record
to support the terms of the Perrni t is atleq uate grounds: for objoct ing to the Pcrmi t. ll1ercforc,
EPA is granting Petitioner's request to object to the Permit with respect to the Iisting of e-i:;empt
sources in Table IIB but only as the re.quest pertains to the three sources identified herein.
Although EPA is not aware of other errors, the District should review lhe circumstances for all of
the sources in Table IlB and the corresponding table in the statement of basis to furl her ensure
that the Permit is accurate and that the record adequately supports lhe Permit. EPA also
encourages the District fo add the citation for each ex:cmptiori Lu Table UB as was done for the
ConocoPhillips, Chevron, and Shell permits:.

3

Public Participation

26 conlf'3l'C Table HB ofihc Permit wilh lhe December l, 2003 statement ofbasi:s for the LPG TI\ICk:

Loading Rack, the TK-2:710 Fresh Acid Tank, arid lhe Cogencration Plant Cooling Tower_

Petitioner argues that the District did not, in a timely fashion, make readily available to
the public, compliance information that is relevant to evaluating whether a schedule of
compliance is necessary. Specifically, Petitioner asserts that it had to make several requests
under the California Public Records Act to ob lain "relevant information concerning NO Vs issued
to the facility between 2001 and 2004" and the "2003 Annual Report and other compliance
information, which is not readily available." Petitioner slates that it took three weeks for the
District to produce the information requested in Petitioner's "2003 PRA request." Petitioner
contends that it expended significant resources to obtain the data and received the data so late in
the process that they could not be sufficiently analyzed.
[n determining whether an objection is warranted for alleged naws in the procedures
leading up to permit issuance, such as Petitioner's claims here that the District failed to comply
wilh public participation requirements, EPA considers whether the petitioner has demonstrated
tha(. lhe alleged flaws resulted in, or may have resulted in, a deficiency in the permit's content_
See CAA, Section 505(b)(2)(objection required "if the petitioner demonstrates ... that the permit
is not in compliance with the requirements of[the Act], including the requirements of the
applicable [SIP].") EPA 's title V regulations specifically identify the failure of a permitting
authority to process a permit in accordance with procedures approved to meet the public
participation provisions of 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(h) as grounds for an objection. 40 C.F.R.
§ 70.8(c)(3)(iii). District Regulations 2-6-412 and 2-6-419 implement the public participalion
requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(h). l)istrict Regulation 2-6-412, Public Participutwn. Major
Facility Review Permu Issuance, approved by EPA as meeting the public participation provisions
of 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(h), provides for notice and comment procedures that the District mus( follow
when proposing to issue any major facility review permit. The public notice, which shall lie
published in a major newspaper in the area where the facility is located, shall identify, inrcr a!ia,
information regarding the operntion lo be pcnnilled, any proposed change in emissions, and a
District source for further information. District Regulation 2-6-419, A vailab,lity oflnformuli01,,
requires the contents of the pennit applications, compliance plans, emissions or compliance
monitoring reports, and compliance certification reports to he available to the public, except for
information entitled to confidential treatment.

Petitioner fails to demonstrate that the District did not process lhe permit in accordance
with public participation requirements. The District duly published a notice regarding the
proposed initial issuance of the permit. The notice, in/er uliu, referenced a contact for funhcr
information. The pennit application, compliance plan, emissions or compliance monitoring
reports, and compliance certification reports arc available to the public through the District's
Web site or in the District's files, which are open to the public during business hours. Petitioner
admits that it ultimately ubtainetl lhe compliance in formation it sough1, albeit later than it
wished. Petitioner fails to show that the perceived delay i~ receiving requested documents
resulted in, or may have resulted in, a delicicncy in the Pcmiit. Therefore, EPA denies the
Petition on this issue.
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TREATMENT. IN THE ALTERNATIVE; AS A PETITION TO REOPEN

As explained in the Procedural Background section of this Order, EPA received and
dismissed a prior petition ("2003 OCE Peli ti on ..) from lh.i s Petitioner on a previous version of the
Permit at issue in thts Pe(ition. EPA's response in this Order to issues raise.din chis Petition that
were also included in the 2003 OCE Petition a]so constitutes the Agency's response to the 2003
Petition. Furthermore~ EPA considers the Petition validly submitted under CAA se..ction
505(b_)(2}. However, if the Petition should be deemed to be invalid under that provision, EPA
also considers, in the alternative, rhe Petition and Order lo be a Petition to Reopen the Pennit and
a rti[)OMe to a Petition to Reopen the Permit, respectively.

V

CONCLUSION

For lhe rca_"-Ons set forth above, and pursuant to section 505(b)(2) of the Clean Air Act, I
deny in part and 6rrant in part. OCE's Petition n;questing that lhe Administrator object to the
Valero Permit. This decision i:s based on a thorough review of the draft pem1it, the final Permit
issued. DecembCf 16, 2004, and other <locumcnis pertaini to the issuance of the Permit.

MAR 1 5 2005
Date

Sleph
Acting Administrator
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

August 2, 2005

Mr. Mohsen Nazemi
Assistant Deputy Executive Officer
Engineering and Compliance Division
South Coast Air Quality Management District
21865 East Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 97165-4182
Re:

EPA Review of the Proposed Title V Permit for ExxonMobil (Facility ID
80089)

Dear Mr. Nazemi:
Thank you for the opportunity to review the proposed title V permit for the
ExxonMobil Petroleum Refinery (Facility ID 80089) in Torrance, CA.
As you are aware, SCAQMD initially submitted a proposed title V permit to EPA
for this facility in February 2003. EPA provided comments in response to the District's
proposal, but SCAQMD did not issue a final permit to the facility. On May 6, 2005,
SCAQMD transmitted a revised draft permit to EPA for review, with responses to EPA's
2003 comments. On June 16, SCAQMD formally transmitted a proposed permit to EPA
for a formal 45-day review period. As stated in the District's letter, EPA's 45-day review
period began on June 20, 2005. EPA's 45-day review period ends on August 3, 2005.
On August 1, 2005, EPA sent preliminary comments to SCAQMD. Per an August
2, 2005 letter from SCAQMD, we understand that SCAQMD will withhold issuance of a
final title V permit for this facility for 30 days to allow time to resolve the issues
identified in the August 1, 2005 letter to the mutual satisfaction of EPA and SCAQMD.
If, upon issuance of the final permit by SCAQMD, EPA finds that the permit does
not satisfy the requirements for title V permits under 40 C.F.R. Part 70 and the District's
title V program, EPA retains the authority to reopen the permit for ExxonMobil under 40
C.F.R. §70.7(g)(l).

Printed on Recycled Paper

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to review the proposed pennit, and we look
forward to working with you and your staff in the coming weeks to finalize an initial title
V pennit for ExxonMobil. Please do not hesitate to contact me at (415) 972-3974, or
Kathleen Stewart (415) 947-4119 and Joseph Lapka (415) 947-4226 ofmy staff with any
questions you may have on our comments.

Sincerely,

ff_
1

/

/~r,
tf-[f!ip, ,

Gerardo C. Rios
Chief, Air Pennits Office

cc:

Barbara Baird, SCAQMD
Carol Coy, SCAQMD
Hamed Mandilawi, SCAQMD
Pang Mueller, SCAQMD
Tran Vo, SCAQMD
Penny Wirsing, ExxonMobil

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

August 1, 2005

Pang Mueller
Senior Manager
Refinery, Energy and RECLAIM Administration
South Coast Air Quality Management District
21865 East Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 97165-4182
RE:

Preliminary EPA Comments on the Proposed Title V Permit for ExxonMobil

Dear Ms. Mueller:
The purpose of this letter is to provide the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD) with EPA's preliminary comments on the proposed title V permit
for the ExxonMobil refinery in Torrance, CA (Facility ID 80089).
As you are aware, SCAQMD initially submitted a proposed title V permit to EPA
for this facility in February 2003. EPA provided comments in response to the District's
proposal, but SCAQMD did not issue a final permit to the facility. On May 6, 2005,
SCAQMD transmitted a revised draft permit to EPA for review, with responses to EPA's
2003 comments. On June 16, SCAQMD formally transmitted a proposed permit to EPA
for a formal 45-day review period. As stated in the District's letter, EPA's 45-day review
period began on June 20, 2005. EPA's 45-day review period ends on August 3, 2005.
We appreciate the opportunity to review the most recently proposed permit, and
are providing our initial comments in the attached document. We look forward to
working with you and your staff to address these issues in the coming week. EPA will
provide SCAQMD with a final comment letter by the end of our 45-day review period.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at (415) 972-3974, or Kathleen Stewart (415)
947-4119 and Joseph Lapka (415) 947-4226 ofmy staff with any questions you may have
on our comments. We will be available to spend as much time as needed discussing these
issues with you between now and the end of our review period.

Sincerely,

~

Gerardo C. Rios
Chief, Air Permits Office
Printed on Recycled Paper

Enclosures (2)
cc:

Barbara Baird, SCAQMD
Carol Coy, SCAQMD
Hamed Mandilawi, SCAQMD
Mohsen Nazemi, SCAQMD
Tran Vo, SCAQMD
Penny Wirsing, ExxonMobil

Attachment 1
PRELIMINARY EPA COMMENTS
ExxonMobil (Facility ID 800089)
SCAQMD Proposed Permit
August 1, 2005

1.

Statement of Basis

A Title V permitting authority must provide EPA with a "statement that sets forth the
legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions."' EPA can object to a proposed
title V permit if the permitting authority does not provide enough information to allow a
meaningful EPA review of whether the proposed permit is in compliance with the
requirements of the Act. 2 In addition to providing EPA with a copy of the statement of
basis, the permitting authority must also provide the statement of basis to "any other
person who requests it." Thus, the statement of basis is an important document for the
public's review of the proposed title V permit because it provides the permitting
authority, the public, and EPA a record of the applicability and technical issues
surrounding the issuance of the permit.
In recent years, EPA has provided guidance regarding what is necessary for a statement
of basis. In a letter dated February 19, 1999 to Mr. David Dixon, Chair of the CAPCOA
Title V Subcommittee, EPA Region 9 provided the following list of air quality
requirements that should be considered when developing a statement of basis. This list
was developed with CAPCOA input and served as guidance to the state permitting
authorities about what is necessary for EPA review.
•

additions of permitted equipment which were not included in the application;

•

identification of any applicable requirements for insignificant activities or
State-registered portable;

•

equipment that have not previously been identified at the Title V facility;

•

outdated SIP requirement streamlining demonstrations;

•

multiple applicable requirements streamlining demonstrations;

•

permit shields;

•

alternative operating scenarios;

•

compliance schedules;

•

CAM requirements;

1

See 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(a)(5).

2

See May 10, 1991 preamble to the Part 70 regulations at 56 FR 21750 and 40 C.F.R. § 70.8(c)(3)(ii).

•

plant wide allowable emission limits (PAL) or other voluntary limits;

•

any district permits to operate or authority to construct permits;

•

periodic monitoring decisions, where the decisions deviate from already
agreed-upon levels (e.g., monitoring decisions agreed upon by the district and
EPA either through: the Title V periodic monitoring workgroup; or another
Title V permit for a similar source). These decisions could be part of the
permit package or could reside in a publicly available document.

In January, 2002, EPA issued three Orders in response to title V petitions in New York.
Each Order addressed the statement of basis issue as presented in those petitions. See In
Re Albert Einstein College ofMedicine of Yeshiva University, Petition No. II-2000-01
(January 16, 2002); In Re Action Packaging Corp., Petition No. II-2000-2 (January 16,
2002); In Re Kings Plaza Total Energy Plant, Petition No. II-2000-3 (January 16, 2002).
In addition, in a January 7, 2002 Federal Register Notice of Deficiency (NOD) for the
State of Texas' part 70 program, EPA stated that the state's part 70 program lacked any
regulatory requirement for a statement of basis, and that the permits issued by Texas did
not include a statement-of basis. In describing the statement of basis requirements, EPA
said, "a statement of basis should include, but is not limited to, a description of the
facility, a discussion of any operational flexibility that will be utilized at the facility, the
basis for applying the permit shield, any federal regulatory applicability determinations,
and the rationale for the monitoring methods selected."
Also, EPA Region 5 issued a letter shortly before the Texas NOD was published, dated
December 20, 2001, to the state of Ohio that provided guidelines to the state on the
content of an adequate statement of basis. The letter from Region 5 recommends the
same five (5) elements quoted above from the Texas NOD. In addition, however, the
Region 5 letter also recommends, in more detail, the following elements of a statement of
basis: 1) monitoring and operational restrictions requirements; 2) applicability and
exemptions; 3) explanation of any conditions from previously issued permits that are not
being transferred to the title V permit; 4) streamlining requirements; and 5) certain
factual information as necessary.
Finally, on May 24, 2004, the EPA Administrator signed an order granting in part a
petition requesting the EPA to object to the title V permit for the Los Medanos Energy
Center. In relevant part, the petitioner alleged that the Los Medanos permit lacked a
statement of basis, and that, without a statement of basis it is virtually impossible for the
public to evaluate the periodic monitoring requirements (or lack thereof). In granting the
petition on this issue, the Administrator of the EPA concluded that, taken together, the
existing guidance on statements of basis outlined above provide a good road map as to
what should be included in a statement of basis:

Each ofthe various guidance documents, including the Texas NOD and the
Region V and IX letters, provide generalized recommendations for developing an
adequate statement ofbasis rather than "hard andfast" rules on what to include
2

in any given statement ofbasis. Taken as a whole, these recommendations provide
a good road map as to what should be included in a statement ofbasis
considering, for example, the technical complexity ofthe permit, the history ofthe
facility, and any new provisions, such as periodic monitoring conditions, that the
permitting authority has drafted in conjunction with issuing the title v permit. See
In the Matter ofLos Medanos Energy Center at 10-11 (May 24, 2004).
EPA Region 9 has relied on the above guidelines and the EPA Administrator's position,
as outlined in the Los Medanos Petition, in reviewing the adequacy of the statement of
basis for the ExxonMobil permit. Specific deficiencies are identified in comments 2-14,
where applicable. See the attached EPA version of the statement of basis for further
suggestions on how to improve the statement of basis.

2.

Multiple NOVs

EPA' s Part 70 regulations require a compliance schedule for "applicable requirements for
sources that are not in compliance with those requirements at the time of permit
issuance." 40 CFR §§70.6(c)(3), 70.5(c)(8)(iii)(C). Consistent with these requirements,
EPA has stated that a compliance schedule is not necessary if a violation is intermittent,
not on-going, and has been corrected before the permit is issued. See In the Matter of
New York Organic Fertilizer Company, Petition Number II-2002-12 at 47-49 (May 24,
2004).
EPA has also stated that the permitting authority has discretion not to include in the
permit a compliance schedule where there is a pending enforcement action that is
expected to result in a compliance schedule (i.e., through a consent order or court
adjudication) for which the permit will be eventually reopened. See In the Matter of
Huntley Generating Station, Petition Number II-2002-01, at 4-5 (July 31, 2003); see also
In the Matter of Dunkirk Power, LLC, Petition Number II-2002-02, at 4-5 (July 31,
2003).
SCAQMD has attached the following compliance-related documents to the revised
statement of basis for ExxonMobil, sent to EPA on June l, 2005:
•

Summary Report of Violations (May 2002-May 2005);

•

Summary of Breakdown Reports (May 2002-May2005); and

•

Variances and Abatement Orders (Cases Filed since January 1, 2000 and Cases
Filed Prior to January 1, 2000 with Pending Compliance Dates)

According to these documents, SCAQMD has issued several Notices of Violation
(NOVs) to the ExxonMobil facility in the past five years. Some of these NOVs are, as of
yet, pending legal action. Additionally, SCAQMD has indicated that ExxonMobil is
currently operating out of compliance with Condition 4 of Section E of the permit, which
states: The operator shall not use equipment identified in this facility permit as being
connected to air pollution control equipment unless they are so vented to the identified air
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pollution control equipment which is in full use and which has been included in this
permit." SCAQMD has included Condition 11.1 in the permit, requiring the source to
comply with all requirements of District Variance Case No. 1183-384, dated February 16,
2005. This condition is included in the permit pursuant to Rule 3004(a)(l O)(C). Rule
3004(a)(10)(C) requires:

For facilities that are not in compliance with all applicable regulatory
requirements at the time ofpermit issuance or permit renewal, a requirement to
comply with all requirements ofan alternative operating condition, variance or
order for abatement issued by the District Hearing Board. The permit shall
include a compliance schedule ofremedial measures, including an enforceable
sequence ofactions with milestones, to be taken by the owner or operator to
achieve compliance. This compliance schedule shall resemble and be at least as
stringent as that contained in any:
(i)

Judicial consent decree or administrative order to which the source is
subject; or

(ii)

Findings or decisions issued by the District Hearing Board as a result of
any administrative proceeding concerning the source.

SCAQMD has indicated in phone calls that it is expected that all NOVs will be settled by
the time of permit issuance, and that the facility is currently in compliance with all rules
and regulations. However, EPA feels that the current record calls for a discussion of the
compliance history in the Statement of Basis. As currently drafted, the ~tatement of Basis
on page 23 only contains the statement: "Currently we are not aware of any ongoing
violation at the facility."
Recently, on March 15, 2005, EPA granted petitions to object to the issuance of the title
V permits for the Tesoro and Valero refineries in the San Francisco Bay Area on the issue
of multiple NOVs (See In the Matter ofTesoro Refining and Marketing Co., Petition
Number IX-2004-06, at 14-16, and In the Matter of Valero Refining Company, Petition
Number IX-2004-07, at 14-17). In requiring the District to reopen the permits to either
incorporate compliance schedules in the permits or to provide a more complete
explanation for its decision not to do so, the EPA Administrator states:

The District's statements in the permitting record ... create the impression that no
NO Vs were pending [at the time ofpermit issuance}. Although the District
acknowledges that there have been "recent violations, " the District fails to
address the fact that it had issued a significant number ofNOVs to the facility and
that many ofthe issued NO Vs were still pending. Moreover, the District provides
only a conclusory statement that there are no ongoing or recurring problems that
could be addressed with a compliance schedule and offers no explanation for this
determination. The District's statements give no indication that it actually
reviewed the circumstances underlying recently issued NOVs to determine
whether a compliance schedule was necessary. The District's mostly generic
statements as to the refinery's compliance status are not adequate to support the
4

District's decision that no compliance schedule was necessary in light ofthe
NOVs.

Though there are fewer NOVs for the ExxonMobil facility than for Tesoro or Valero, we
find that the situations are significantly similar, and that the conclusion reached for the
Tesoro and Valero petition orders are relevant to the ExxonMobil permit. Additionally,
the February 19, 1999 letter issued by EPA Region 9 to Mr. David Dixon, Chair of the
CAPCOA Title V Subcommittee referred to in Comment 1, above, included compliance
schedules as among the items that should be considered in drafting a statement of basis.
In order for the ExxonMobil permit to be in compliance with title V (40 CFR
§§70.6(c)(3), 70.5(c)(8)(iii)(C)), and to be consistent with previous guidance, SCAQMD
must discuss the need for a compliance schedule for any outstanding NOV s at time of
permit issuance; if a compliance schedule for outstanding NOVs is not needed, then the
statement of basis should clearly discuss why no compliance schedule is needed.
Additionally, SCAQMD should analyze the NOVs to determine whether there is a pattern
of recurring noncompliance that should be addressed with a compliance schedule. As
with outstanding NOV s, any conclusion that no compliance schedule is necessary should
be documented in the statement of basis.
The statement of basis should also discuss the noncompliance with Condition 4 of
Section E, and should describe what actions, including milestones, will be taken by
ExxonMobil in order to return to compliance with the permit. Finally, Condition 11 .1
should be revised to meet the requirements of Rule 3004(a)(10)(C), which requires that
the permit include a compliance schedule of remedial measures, including an
enforceable sequence of actions with milestones, to be taken by the owner or operator to
achieve compliance. As proposed, Condition 11 .1 simply requires the source to comply
with the District Variance of February 16, 2005, but does not contain, as required by Rule
3004 and 40 C.F.R §§ 70.6(c)(3), 70.5(c)(8)(iii)(C), a compliance schedule ofremedial
measures with milestones. The permit should specifically state what steps ExxonMobil
will take to return to compliance, and the dates by which these steps will be
accomplished.

3.

NSPS Subpart J Requirements for Flares, Thermal Oxidizers, and
Incinerators

A.

Applicability
Units C891, C892, D898, D899, CJ558, C626, C686, C687

Units C891, C892, D898, D899, and C1558 are flares (D898 and D899 are tank
flares). Unit C626 is a tail gas incinerator, and units C686 and C687 are direct
gas-fired incinerators. All of these units combust refinery fuel gas, as that term is
defined in NSPS Subpart J. If these units were built or modified after June 11,
1973, then NSPS Subpart J should be included as an applicable requirement in the
permit. Because of common confusion over how NSPS Subpart J applies to
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certain flares, thermal oxidizers, and incinerators, please discuss applicability of
NSPS Subpart J to these units in the statement of basis. If all of these units were
constructed prior to June 11, 1973, and have not been modified since, then a
simple statement regarding date of construction/modification would suffice 1•
Please note that in both the January 7, 2002 NOD for the State of Texas and in the
December 20, 2001 letter issued by EPA Region 5 to the State of Ohio, EPA
indicated that a statement of basis should discuss any federal regulatory
applicability determinations. Additionally, in the March 15, 2005 Orders
regarding the title V permits for Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Tesoro, and Valero,
EPA consistently required the Bay Area Air Quality Management District to
document applicability determinations in the statement of basis. See, for instance,
In the Matter ofTesoro Refining and Marketing Co., Petition Number IX-2004
06, at 6, 7, and 43.
B.

Monitoringfor the H2S/S02 limit
Units C894, C951, and C952

Unit C894 is a flare. The permit indicates that this flare is subject to NSPS
Subpart J. However, the permit does not require the use of a representative
continuous H2S monitor under 40 CFR §60.105(a)(4), nor does the statement of
basis explain why no monitoring has been included in the permit. As proposed,
the permit does not appear to contain all applicable requirements, as required by
40 C.F.R §70.6(a)(l). SCAQMD should either add the monitoring pursuant to 40
CFR §60.105(a)(3) or (4), or explain in the statement of basis any rationale for not
requiring such monitoring.
Unit C951 is a tail gas incinerator, and unit C952 is a thermal oxidizer. The
permit indicates that these units are subject to the H2S limit ofNSPS Subpart J.
Permit condition D82.1 requires ExxonMobil to install and maintain a continuous
emissions monitoring system (CEMs) to measure SOx concentration, in ppm.
However, the regulatory basis for this condition is SIP Rule 2011, Requirements
for Monitoring, Reporting, and Recordkeeping for Oxides of Sulfur (SOx)
Emissions. Please add NSPS Subpart J as an underlying regulatory basis for this

1 Please note that this information is not readily available to EPA as we review the permit, nor would this information be readily
available to the public. While SCAQMD has included engineering evaluations in a CD attached to the statement of basis, the
statement of basis, under the "Construction and Permitting History" section, states: "To facilitate review of the facility's construction
and permitting history, a complete copy of the most recent Engineering Evaluations for each permitted piece of equipment at the
refinery is included ... " In other words, if a piece of equipment has gone through modification since initial construction, we would
only have the engineering evaluation for the most recent modification available to review, which may not have the information we
need to review applicability determinations.

For instance, in trying the review whether NSPS Subpart J should apply to flare C89 l, we have looked to the engineering evaluation
provided in the CD attached to the statement of basis. The permit only provides one application number for this flare, NN 383365.
This application was submitted in 2001, and is for a modification, rather than initial construction. The engineering evaluation
accompanying this application does not indicate the date of construction, nor does it discuss NSPS Subpart J applicability. Important
questions to have answered in the statement of basis include: When was this unit constructed? If it was constructed after June 11,
1973, why isn't it subject to NSPS Subpart J? !fit was constructed before June 11, 1973, how does the 2002 modification that is the
subject of NN 383365 affect applicability ofNSPS Subpart J?
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condition so that it is clear that this CEMs must meet the requirements of the
NSPS (see Comment 12, below).

4.

NSPS QQQ

A.

NSPS Subpart QQQ is an applicable requirement for several emission units at the
facility. The Subpart QQQ requirements appear to be imposed on the facility
exclusively by subpart-level references in conditions H23.5 and H23. l 8. This
level of detail makes it difficult to determine what specific requirements apply to
each unit. For example, 60.692-3 (Standards: Oil-water separators) requires a
closed vent system and control device for each separator tank or piece of auxiliary
equipment with a certain design capacity. Because the design capacity of a unit is
not always apparent, it is difficult to tell by looking at the permit whether this
requirement applies to a given unit. The oil-water separator (D680) is required by
Condition E336.8 to be connected to the wastewater air pollution control system.
However, that requirement is tagged only with the District's BACT rule so it is
still unclear whether the incinerators are actually required by the NSPS.
Control devices required pursuant to 40 CFR 60.692-3(b) must meet a specific
control efficiency or operate with a specified minimum residence time and
temperature. The permit is lacking control requirements that satisfy the NSPS but
because of the inadequate level of detail in the permit, it is not possible to
determine whether the requirements are not applicable or if their absence is due to
an oversight by the District. In an attempt to resolve this issue, EPA asked the
District via e-mail to clarify whether any emission units at the facility were
subject to the control requirements under 40 CFR 60.692-3(b). The District
responded by indicating that it should have the information within a few days.
The District's own inability to determine which requirements apply to the facility
by simply looking at the permit reinforces the notion that the permit lacks an
adequate level of detail with respect to this regulation.
The example discussed above is not the only instance in which clarification is
needed. In addition to the standards of 60.692-2 and 60.692-3, the NSPS contains
alternative standards that may be used for individual drain systems, oil water
separators, slop oil tanks, storage vessels, and other auxiliary equipment. In cases
where a regulation contains multiple compliance options, the permit must clearly
indicate which compliance option the facility has selected. If the facility desires
the flexibility to use multiple options, any alternatives should be incorporated into
the permit as alternative operating scenarios and the Permittee should maintain a
log to record which option is utilized at any given time. For guidance on the use
of alternative operating scenarios, the District is referred to the May 20, 1999
letter from John Seitz to Mr. Robert Hodanbosi and Mr. Charles Lagges regarding
title V interface issues.
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To resolve this issue, the District should provide a detailed discussion of the
applicability of Subpart QQQ in the statement of basis and the requirements of
Subpart QQQ must be incorporated into the permit in great enough detail to
determine which specific requirements apply to each affected emission unit. The
District is reminded that it may still be appropriate to incorporate certain
requirements into the permit by reference to Subpart QQQ. However, any
references used must be specific enough to define how the applicable requirement
applies to each unit at the facility and provide for practical enforceability of the
regulation or applicable requirement. For a more complete discussion about the
use of incorporation by reference, the District is referred to EPA's White Paper
Number 2for Improved Implementation ofthe Part 70 Operating Permits
Program, dated March 5, 1996.
B.

If a control device is required for the oil water separator and any auxiliary
equipment pursuant to 60.692-3(b), the permit appears to lack the emission
standards discussed above and other Subpart QQQ requirements. If the District
finds that a control device is required, the following should be added to the permit
at a minimum:
a. a condition requiring 95% control OR a minimum residence time and
temperature of 0.75 seconds and 1,500 degrees F, respectively; and
b. a condition imposing the 500 ppm limit on the closed vent system
pursuant to 60.692-S(e)(l).
The NSPS contains additional operational requirements for equipment with
control devices such as the requirement to install a flow indicator pursuant to
60.692-5(e)(3) and the requirement to install a temperature monitoring device and
continuous recorder pursuant to 60.695(a)(l ). EPA notes that while the District
may choose to incorporate these requirements into the permit by reference, the
permit should still be clear about which specific requirements apply to each
affected emission unit or control device.

C.

In previous conversations regarding this permit, the District indicated that the
"drain system component" (D 1907) identified in the equipment list includes the
refinery wastewater system in its entirety. This generic grouping of individual
wastewater system components may make it difficult for District and EPA
enforcement personnel to determine if the refinery is in compliance with the
regulation, which contains standards for individual drains, junction boxes, and
sewer lines. To address this issue, EPA recommends that the District provide a
detailed description of the refinery wastewater system in the statement of basis.
EPA notes that SIP Rule l l 76(d)(2)(C) requires the refinery to submit to the
District a complete list of drain system components identifying the total number,
individual location, and type of control. The District should consider
summarizing this information in the statement of basis or including the refinery's
Rule 1176 compliance plan as an attachment to the statement of basis.
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D.

It is unclear why the skim oil/sour water sumps (D630, D638) are not subject to
the requirements ofNSPS Subpart QQQ. The District should review the
applicability of the NSPS with respect to these devices and impose the
requirements of Subpart QQQ on them or explain in the statement of basis why
the NSPS is not applicable.

E.

For devices D1428 and D1437, it is unclear what the term "recovered oil" refers
to and whether or not the recovered oil meets the definition of "slop oil" under
NSPS Subpart QQQ. The District should provide an applicability determination
for these sources in the statement of basis and incorporate any applicable Subpart
QQQ requirements into the permit.

5.

SIP Rule 1176

A.

Pursuant to Rule l l 76(e)(2)(A) sumps and wastewater separators must be
provided with (i) a floating cover, (ii) a fixed cover and closed vent system vented
to a control device as specified in paragraph (e)(6), or (iii) an alternative control
measure approved in writing by the EO. The permit is unclear about how
ExxonMobil is required to comply with this requirement. For example, page 82
of Section D only indicates that device D680 (oil water separator) is "covered;" it
does not say whether the cover is a floating cover or a fixed cover. Condition
E336.8 of the permit further states that this device must be directed to the air
pollution control system.
Although one might deduce that the cover mentioned on page 82 and the control
device referred to in Condition E336.8 constitute a system that is meant to comply
with Rule l l 76(e)(2)(A)(ii), the permit does not establish a clear compliance
obligation for the source. Especially in situations such as this where a rule offers
more than one compliance option, the permit must be clear about which option the
Permittee has selected. In the present case, the permit could benefit from a
condition that explicitly requires device D680 to be equipped with a fixed cover
and closed vent system that is vented to the control system serving the wastewater
treatment system. In the alternative, at a minimum, the District should tag
Condition E336.8 with a citation to Rule 1 l 76(e)(2)(A)(ii) to indicate that the
control system is in fact used to comply with the wastewater separator
requirements of the rule. The District should follow the same procedure for other
sumps and wastewater separators at the facility that are subject to the
requirements of Rule 1176(e)(2).

B.

As stated above, a control device that is used to comply with sump and separator
requirements of Rule 1176( e)(2)(A)(ii) must meet the requirements of paragraph
(e)(6) of the same rule. Paragraph (e)(6) requires that control devices either: (A)
achieve a control efficiency of 95 percent or greater, as determined by an annual
performance test; (B) not emit VOC emissions greater than 500 ppm above
background levels, as determined by monthly monitoring; or (C) achieve a level
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of control determined by the Control Officer to be equivalent to those specified in
subparagraphs (A) or (B). In telephone conversations on July 27 and July 29,
2005, the District explained that its interpretation of the rule allows facilities to
switch between compliance methods at will without specifying in advance which
method will be used. The District further stated that it would require a finding of
simultaneous non-compliance with the requirements of paragraphs (e)(6)(A) and
(e)(6)(B) before it could issue a notice of violation for non-compliance with the
air pollution control device requirements of Section (e)(6). While EPA gives the
District deference in interpreting its own rule, the District has an obligation to
issue a permit that assures compliance with all applicable requirements. The
current permit does not do so with respect to Rule 1176(e)(6) because it only
contains general references to the rule and does not establish a clear compliance
obligation for the source.
EPA agrees that the Permittee is entitled to choose any compliance option allowed
by the rule. EPA further agrees that the Permittee should have the flexibility to
switch between compliance options as necessary. However, in cases where such
flexibility is given to a facility, the permit must require that the Permittee
demonstrate continuous compliance with either of the options at any given time.
As an example of how the permit may not establish a clear compliance obligation
for the source, the District is referred to the hypothetical situation in Attachment
2.
This issue can be resolved through the use of alternative operating scenarios
pursuant to 40 CFR 70.6(a)(9). Specifically, the permit could require that the
facility maintain a contemporaneous log of the scenario under which it is
operating. In addition, the permit would explicitly state that the Permittee must
be able to demonstrate compliance at any given time with the scenario identified
in the log. For example, language similar to that below provides the Permittee
with operational flexibility while assuring compliance with Rule 1176. The
District may, of course, develop different language that accomplishes the same
objective.
Air Pollution Control devices used as a means for complying with Rule
I 176(e)(2) shall meet either ofthe requirements in subparagraphs
I 176(e)(6)(A) or I 176(e)(6)(B). Contemporaneously with making a
change from one method ofcompliance to another, the Permittee shall
record in a log at the facility a record ofthe scenario under which it is
operating. At all times, the Permittee must maintain source test results or
monthly monitoring records, as appropriate, that demonstrate compliance
with the chosen option.

C.

Rule 1176(g)(l)(B) states that any operator using an APC device as a means of
complying with the rule shall maintain records of system operation or
maintenance that will demonstrate proper operation and compliance of the APC
device during periods of emission producing activities. Because the rule is not
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specific about which records must be maintained, that information should be
stated in the permit. For example, the permit should say what specific records are
required during the times that the Permittee chooses to comply with the 95%
control requirement under 1176(e)(6)(A). For this purpose, EPA recommends
maintaining records that demonstrate compliance with a minimum temperature
and residence time that are shown to achieve 95% control. EPA notes that
Condition C8.1 already requires the Permittee to maintain the incinerator
temperature above 1200 degrees F. Provided that this temperature provides 95%
control, the District could address this issue by tagging Condition C8. l with a
citation to Rule 1176 and adding a residence time requirement.
D.

For the control of drain system components (DSCs), Rule 1176(e)(7) requires
petroleum refineries to comply with the additional requirements of either
subparagraph (e)(7)(A) or (e)(7)(B) and it further requires the Permittee to notify
the District of its choice. The proposed permit does not state with which
compliance option the Permittee is required to comply. The permit lists only four
conditions for the drain system components under Process 14 and none of them
address this provision of the rule. The District should add a condition to the
Permit requiring compliance with the option selected by ExxonMobil.

E.

It is unclear why the vacuum truck wash out sump (Dl671) and skim oil/sour
water sump (D630) are not subject to the requirements of Rule 1176. Pursuant to
Rule 1176(e)(2), sumps must be equipped with a floating cover, a fixed cover and
closed vent system routed to a control device, or an approved alternative control
measure. The District should add the appropriate control, monitoring, and
recordkeeping requirements to the permit for these sources or explain in the
statement of basis why they are not subject to the requirements under Rule 1176.

F.

Petroleum refineries are required to prepare and submit a compliance plan
pursuant to Rule 1176(d)(2). However, a plan for Rule 1176 is not included in the
list of approved plans in Section I of the permit. The District should reference the
plan in Section I or explain its absence in the statement of basis.

6.

Basis for Tank Non-Applicability Determinations

There are dozens of tanks listed in the equipment list of Section D. Many of these are not
subject to any requirements, except for the process-wide requirements of the Benzene
Waste Operations NESHAP, Subpart FF (see comment 8, below). Tanks at a petroleum
refinery can be subject to a wide number of regulations, depending on a number of
different factors, such as size, capacity, physical properties of materials stored, and date
of construction. While the table of tanks included in the statement of basis is somewhat
useful, it does not provide information on tanks that are not subject to these commonly
applicable requirements. The statement of basis should include an evaluation of the tanks
and should explain why these tanks are not subject to any of the commonly applicable
requirements.
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For instance, for NSPS Subpart Kb, the District could include a table of non-applicability,
with 3 columns that can potentially account for non-applicability: 1. Capacity in cubic
meters, 2. Storage of Volatile Organic Liquids, and 3. Date of construction. With such a
table, the District could indicate which tanks fall under each category of exemption. This
would help the permit engineers, inspectors, and the source keep track of why these units
are not subject, in case conditions change in the future. This is particularly important for
units exempt under #2 above.
SCAQMD is referred to EPA's March 15, 2005 Petition Orders for Tesoro and Valero. In
response to allegations by the petitioners that the Statements of Basis and the permits for
these refineries lack adequate information to support the proposed exempt status for
numerous tanks, the EPA Administrator found that:

[T]he majority ofsources listed [as exempt] are identified in the December 1,
2003 statement ofbasis along with a citation from Regulation 2 describing the
basis ofthe exemption. For the sources that fall within this category, EPAfinds
that the permit record supports the District's determination for the exempt status
ofthe equipment. However, in reviewing the December 16, 2004 Statement of
Basis, EPA noted that three ofthe sources listed [as exempt] are not included in
the statement ofbasis with the corresponding citations for the exemptions. For
these sources, the failure ofthe record to support the terms ofthe Permit is
adequate grounds for objecting to the Permit. See In the Matter of Tesoro
Refining and Marketing Co., Petition Number IX-2004-06, at 43-44, and In the
Matter of Valero Refining Company, Petition Number IX-2004-07, at 42-43)
In addition, both the January 7, 2002 NOD for the State of Texas, and the December 20,
2001 letter issued by EPA Region 5 to the State of Ohio indicate EPA's position that both
applicability determinations and exemptions should be discussed in a statement of basis.

7.

MACT Templates

A.

MACT Subpart CC, Template #1, Miscellaneous Process Vents
Template #1 on page 1 of Section J of the permit contains the requirements for
Miscellaneous Process Vents (MVPs) under MACT Subpart CC for petroleum
refineries. In summary, for MVPs, MACT Subpart CC requires the operator to
reduce organic Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) by 98% or to 20 ppmv. MACT
Subpart CC also contains recordkeeping and monitoring requirements for MVPs
and associated control devices.
The equipment and condition list in section D of the permit indicates which
process units are subject to the miscellaneous process vent provisions of MACT
Subpart CC. Because SCAQMD commendably also lists how each device is
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connected, we can also see which control device is being used to comply with the
limits of MACT Subpart CC.
SCAQMD has indicated in phone calls that streams from miscellaneous process
vents are introduced into the flame zone of heaters used to comply with the
miscellaneous process vent requirements ofMACT Subpart CC. MACT Subpart
CC exempts such units from monitoring and source testing. It is our
understanding that only heaters are used to comply with the requirements of
MACT Subpart CC, and that vent streams are introduced into the flame zone of
all of the heaters used to comply with MACT Subpart CC.
However, neither the permit nor the statement of basis discusses whether the vent
stream is introduced directly into the flame zone of these heaters. Because this
. information is not readily available in the permit, we believe the statement of
basis should at least discuss the applicability determination made with respect to
the monitoring and source testing requirements for the heaters, pursuant to the
guidance on applicability determinations for federal requirements contained in the
January 7, 2002 NOD for the State of Texas, and the December 20, 2001 letter
issued by EPA Region 5 to the State of Ohio.
Additionally, MACT Subpart CC template #1 includes requirements for flares,
and for monitoring requirements for incinerators. These requirements do not
appear to be applicable to any units at ExxonMobil. If these requirements are not
applicable to any units then they should either be removed from the template, or
else the permit should clearly indicate which parts of the template affected units
are subject to. For instance, for heaters D232 and D234, the equipment list should
indicate that the units are subject to MACT Subpart CC, template 1, parts 1 and
2c. For dryer D 176, the permit should indicate that the unit is subject to MACT
Subpart CC, template # 1, parts 1, 2a, and 2d. While it is possible to piece together
information to make an educated guess about which parts ofMACT Subpart CC
applies to each unit, title V is intended to clearly indicate what a source must do
to comply with the Clean Air Act. This goal of title V benefits agency inspectors,
the public, and the source.

8.

Inadequate Level of Detail for Benzene Waste Operations NESHAP, Subpart
FF and other applicable requirements

A.

NESHAPFF
Process-wide permit condition P 13 .1 in Section D of the permit indicates that all
of the equipment at 15 of the refineries' processes is subject to the requirements
ofNESHAP Subpart FF for Benzene Waste Operations. Section Hof the permit
also contains units subject to NESHAP Subpart FF. The equipment and conditions
table for these units contain a 500ppm limit pursuant to Subpart FF and cites to
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condition H23.24, which states that several specific units are subject to the
applicable requirements of Subpart FF.
Nowhere in the permit does SCAQMD specifically describe which requirements
of the NESHAP apply to which units, other than stating a 500ppm limit in the
equipment and conditions table. This high level of detail for a standard with
several different compliance options, and one that applies to so many different
pieces ofrefinery equipment is inadequate. For example, for tanks, §6I.343(a)(l)
requires that the operator install a fixed roof and closed vent system that meet
certain requirements, including a requirement that the cover and all openings be
designed to operate with no detectable emissions as indicated by a reading of less
than 500ppmv above background and that each opening be maintained in a
closed, sealed position pursuant to §61.343(a)(l)(i)(B). However,
§61.343(a)(l)(i)(B) does not apply to any opening if the cover and closed vent
system operate such that the tank is maintained at a pressure less than
atmospheric, provided that, among other things, the pressure is monitored
continuously. As proposed, the permit is unclear as to whether ExxonMobil is
complying with §61.343(a)(l)(i)(B), or §61.343(a)(l)(i)(C). This information is
necessary for inspectors to be able to determine if ExxonMobil is complying with
NESHAP FF requirements for tanks.
In the March 15, 2005 petition order regarding the title V permit for Tesoro
Refining in Martinez, CA, EPA addressed a claim that Tesoro' s permit failed to
include the requirements of 40 C.F.R. Part 61, Subpart FF in any unit-specific
tables, making the compliance obligations of the facility unclear. See In the
Matter ofTesoro Refining and Marketing Co., Petition Number IX-2004-06, at 8
9.
With the exception of two requirements for closed-vent systems and bypass lines
in Table VII -CF, the requirements ofNESHAP Subpart FF appeared in Tesoro's
permit only through section-level references in a table of facility-wide applicable
requirements. In the petition order, EPA determined that this method of
incorporation by reference without regard to the individual emission units that are
subject to the regulation rendered the permit unenforceable as a practical matter
and incapable of meeting the Part 70 standard that it assure compliance with all
applicable requirements.
While the ExxonMobil permit does indicate, at least in Section Hof the permit,
which units are subject to NESHAP FF, there is no indication of which parts of
FF apply to which units, nor are the requirements spelled out in the permit. Given
the complexity of the NESHAP and the refinery, it is impossible to determine
from the permit how the regulation applies to ExxonMobil. This ambiguity and
the applicability questions it creates render the permit unenforceable as a practical
matter. In addition, the lack of detail detracts from the usefulness of the permit as
a compliance tool for the facility.
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SCAQMD should revise the permit requirements related to the NESHAP, keeping
in mind EPA's guidance in White Paper Number 2/or Improved Implementation
ofthe Part 70 Operating Permits Program (March 5, 1996). According to White
Paper 2, at a minimum, a permit must explicitly state all emission limitations and
operational requirements for all applicable emission units at the facility.
Permitting authorities may reference the details of those limits and other
requirements rather than reprinting them in permits provided that (i) applicability
issues and compliance obligations are clear, and (ii) the permit contains any
additional terms and conditions necessary to assure compliance with all applicable
requirements. In all cases, references should be detailed enough that the manner in
which the referenced material applies to the facility is clear and is not reasonably
subject to misinterpretation. We recommend that SCAQMD develop a template
similar to the templates used for MACT Subparts CC and UUU in Section J.

B.

Other applicable requirements
Similarly, many other requirements in the ExxonMobil permit are included with
such a broad level of detail that it is impossible to determine how they apply to
the facility. See, for example, comment 5 above, regarding Rule 1176. SCAQMD
should evaluate the rules cited in conditions H23.1 through H23.32 on pages 236
244 of Section D of the permit to determine if additional detail is needed, keeping
in mind comments 4A and 8A.

9.

Electrostatic Precipitators (ESPs)

A.

Condition Cl2. l requires continuous monitoring of the voltage, current, and spark
rate at each ESP field for devices C 165 and C 166. The condition further states,
"if the daily average ESP total power input falls below the level measured in the
most recent source test which demonstrated compliance with the emission limit, a
source test shall be performed within 90 days at the new minimum daily average
ESP total power level." EPA has the following concern with this requirement:
•

The 90-day source test requirement is triggered in part by operation
outside of the parameter range measured during the most recent source test
that "demonstrated compliance with the emission limit." The ESPs and
the emission units they serve have multiple emission limits, some of which
depend on process rates that may vary from source to source. As a result,
the permit is unclear about which limits the minimum power value is
based upon and when the source test requirement would actually be
triggered.

To address this issue, the permit should explicitly state what the minimum power
requirement is. EPA understands that the minimum power requirement has not
yet been established and will be based on the results of an initial source test.
Once that test has been conducted and the minimum power requirement has been
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determined, the specific value should be added to the permit. Prior to the source
test, the District should add a power requirement to the permit that is based on the
design of the control devices.
B.

Condition D29.3 requires that the Permittee conduct an annual performance test
for PM emissions but it does not say with which limits the test is intended to
demonstrate compliance. The District should clarify this by either referencing the
rules or emission limits in the condition itself or by citing the underlying
applicable requirements in the condition's tag. In addition, the condition states
that the test should be performed at the outlet of the SCR. Please consider
whether the District intended for the test to be conducted at the outlet of the ESP
rather than the SCR.

10.

Missing Periodic Monitoring for Generally Applicable Requirements

There are several units that are subject to the generally applicable requirements of Rules
401,404,405,407, and/or 409. Rule 401 prohibits the discharge from any source of any
air contaminant as dark or darker in shade as Ringelmann No. 1 for any period or periods
aggregating more than three minutes in any one hour. Rule 404 limits particulate matter
concentration from any source. Rule 405 limits solid particulate to no more than 0.23
kilogram per 907 kilograms of process weight. Rule 407 limits CO and sulfur emissions
from any equipment, and Rule 409 limits the concentration of contaminants from the
burning of fuel. Because these rules impose no monitoring of a periodic nature, 40 C.F .R.
§ 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B) specifies that the permit must contain "periodic monitoring sufficient to
yield reliable data from the relevant time period that are representative of the source's
compliance with the permit."
The statement of basis for the ExxonMobil permit states that the SCAQMD relied on the
SCAQMD Periodic Monitoring Guidelines for Title V Facilities (1997), the
CAPCOAICARBIEP A Region IX Periodic Monitoring Recommendations for Generally
Applicable Requirements in the SIP (1999), and the CAPCOA/CARB/EPA Region IX
Recommended Periodic Monitoring for Generally Applicable Grain Loading Standards in
the SIP: Combustion Sources (2001) for making periodic monitoring decisions. For many
units in the permit there appears to be no periodic monitoring included for assuring
compliance with the limits of these rules. Please note that the January 7, 2002 NOD for
the State of Texas and the December 20, 2001 letter issued by EPA Region 5 to the State
of Ohio indicate that periodic monitoring determinations should be discussed in the
statement of basis. Additionally, EPA's petition orders for the Los Medanos Energy
Center (May 24, 2004) and for the Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Tesoro, and Valero
refineries (see Petition Numbers IX-2004-06 through 09) reiterate the need for periodic
monitoring determinations to be included in a statement of basis (see, for instance, In the
Matter ofChevron Products Company, Petition Number IX-2004-08, at 18-25).

A.

No monitoring/or compliance with Rule 401
Most units
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Rule 401 is incorporated into the permit as a facility-wide condition, such that it
applies to all emission units at the refinery. However, there is no monitoring
specifically included in the permit to assure compliance with Rule 401. While a
handful of units are subject to visible emissions (VE) monitoring, it is not clear
whether this monitoring is pursuant to Rule 401, or to some other requirement,
such as an NSPS (see comment 13). As such, it is unclear whether SCAQMD has
made an active decision that all other units do not need to be monitored to assure
compliance with Rule 401, or if the units subject to VE monitoring are simply
required to be monitored pursuant to some other rule or requirement.
According to SCAQMD's 1997 Periodic Monitoring Guidelines, SCAQMD has
grouped sources as either category I sources, which do not require periodic
monitoring to assure compliance with Rule 401, and category II sources, which do
require periodic monitoring for compliance with Rule 401. The permit would
benefit from having a discussion of category I and II units in the statement of
basis, as some periodic monitoring decisions remain unclear to EPA.
For instance, combustion equipment, exclusively landfill, digester, refinery or
natural gas-fired, which never encounter dirty, oily, or contaminated materials and
which do not require PM or PM 10 control are grouped as category I sources for
which no monitoring is needed. CO Boiler Unit Cl64 fires on natural gas, waste
heat, and refinery gas, initially indicating that it is a category I source. The permit
does not require any periodic monitoring to assure compliance with Rule 40 I.
However, the permit indicates that this unit is hooked up to two electrostatic
precipitators, indicating that this unit requires PM or PMlO control. If this unit
does require PM or PMl Ocontrol, then it appears that the permit is missing
periodic monitoring for compliance with Rule 401.
Also, SCAQMD's 1997 guidance includes fuel oil or gasoline fired IC engines as
a category II source requiring periodic monitoring for compliance with Rule 401.
The permit for IC engines D394, D 1686, and D 1786 indicates that these units fire
on diesel fuel, however, no periodic monitoring is included in the permit to assure
compliance with Rule 401. This appears to contradict the SCAQMD's 1997
guidance, and the statement of basis offers no insight as to the decision making
employed by SCAQMD for these units. Similarly, incinerators are included as a
category II source in the 1997 Guidance, but the permit does not include periodic
monitoring for Rule 401 for incinerators, such as C686 and C687. Additionally,
tanks storing solid material are also included as a category II source, however for
many tanks the permit does not indicate what type of material is stored.
SCAQMD should discuss periodic monitoring decisions made for Rule 401 in the
statement of basis, since as currently drafted, the permit does not clearly
implement the guidelines ofSCAQMD's 1997 Guidance.
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B.

No monitoring/or compliance with Rule 404
Units D83, D84, D85, D120, D917, D918, D920, D269, D270, D949, D950,
D367, D927, D928, D929, D930, D931, D1403, and D833
Units D83, D84, D85, Dl20, D917, D918, D920, D269, D270, D949, D950,
D927, D928, D929, D930, D931, and D1403 are heaters and, according to the
permit, are fired on natural gas and refinery gas. Unit D833 is an infrequently
operated heater fired on natural gas and refinery gas. Unit D367 is a furnace at the
hydrogen plant that fires on liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, and refinery gas.
The permit indicates that these units are all subject to the PM limits of Rule 404,
however, the permit does not appear to include any periodic monitoring
requirements to assure compliance with Rule 404 for these units, nor does the
permit appear to justify the lack of periodic monitoring.
The SCAQMD's 1997 Guidelines recommend for all sources subject to Rule 404
that compliance be determined through the following:
•

Engineering calculation by the use of appropriate emission factors,

•

Equipment limitation,

•

Process throughput limit and recordkeeping,

•

Requirement to vent the equipment to a control device meeting the
monitoring requirements in Appendix A.

The permit for these units does not appear to implement any of these measures. If
engineering calculations were used please document this in the statement of basis.
The CAPCOA/CARB/EPA 1999 Recommendations only address periodic
monitoring to evaluate compliance with grain loading standards with respect to
stack and fugitive emissions from material handling units, not combustion
sources. The 2001 Recommendations address certain types of combustion units 
specifically, combustion units fired on natural-gas, landfill-gas, and digester-gas.
The 2001 Recommendations do not specifically address combustion units that
fire on refinery fuel gas or liquefied petroleum gas. The 2001 Recommendations
note that periodic monitoring for source categories that are not included (such as
refinery-gas fired combustion units) should be determined on a case-by-case
basis.
Based on a review of the statement of basis, the permit, and the guidance
documents relied on by South Coast in making periodic monitoring decisions, we
believe that SCAQMD's apparent decision to not require periodic monitoring for
these units for Rule 404 has not been justified. Please add appropriate periodic
monitoring, or explain in the statement of basis why no monitoring is needed.
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C.

No monitoring for compliance with Rule 405
Units D57-D62, D86-D91; D129-Dl35 and D919
Units D57-D62, and D86-D91 are coke drums; Units D129-D135 and D919 are
conveyors and screens. The permit indicates that these units are subject to the PM
process weight limits of Rule 405; however, the permit neither includes periodic
monitoring nor explains the lack of periodic monitoring for the PM process
weight limits of this rule. Please add monitoring to the permit for these units, or
explain in the statement of basis why none is needed.

D.

No monitoring for compliance with Rule 407- CO
Units D367, D926, C891, C892, C894, and CJ 558
Unit D367 is a furnace at the hydrogen plant that fires on liquefied petroleum gas,
natural gas, and refinery gas. Unit D926 is a turbine fired on butane, liquefied
petroleum gas, natural gas, and refinery gas. Units C891, C892, C894, and Cl558
are flares. The permit indicates that these units are subject to the CO limit of Rule
407. However, the permit neither includes periodic monitoring nor explains the
lack of periodic monitoring for the CO limit for these sources.
The SCAQMD's 1997 Guidelines recommend the following gap-filling
monitoring, testing, and/or recordkeeping for sources subject to the CO limit of
Rule 407:
•

None for equipment:
o Where CO emissions are not expected; or

o

•

Subject to CO emission limits and requirements of source
specific rules in Regulation XI (e.g. Rule 1146, 1146.1)

Equipment~ 10 million BTU/hr heat input rating:
o CEMS for CO pursuant to 40 CFR Part 60 Appendix B & F; or
o

Performance test once every 5 years; or

o Annual monitoring of exhaust stack for CO using an AQMD
approved portable analyzer; or
o Parametric monitoring correlated with a performance test
•

Other equipment: AQMD-approved portable CO analyzer once every
5 years

Neither the permit nor the statement of basis contains any analysis of the
likelihood of these units emitting CO, nor does the permit indicate that these units
are subject to the requirements of Rules 1146 or 1146.1.
The CAPCOA/CARB/EPA Periodic Monitoring Recommendations do not
address monitoring for CO limits.
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Based on a review of the statement of basis, the permit, and the guidance
documents relied on by South Coast in making periodic monitoring decisions, we
believe that SCAQMD's apparent decision to not require periodic monitoring for
these units for the CO limits of Rule 407 has not been justified. Please add
appropriate periodic monitoring, or explain in the statement of basis why no
monitoring is needed.

E.

No monitoring/or compliance with Rule 407-SOx
Units Dl943, D671, D653, D654, DJ375, D644, D645, D1503, Dl504, Dl505,
and Dl507
Unit Dl 943 is a sulfur condenser and units D671 and D1375 are parts of sulfur
pits. Units D653 and D654 are Amine contactor vessels. Units D644 and D645
are loading arms. Units D1503, DI504, D1505, and D1507 are holding tanks at
the rail car loading rack. The permit indicates that these units are subject to the
SOx limit of Rule 407. However, the permit neither includes periodic monitoring
nor explains the lack of periodic monitoring for the SOx limit for these sources.
The SCAQMD's 1997 Guidelines recommend the following gap-filling
monitoring, testing, and/or recordkeeping for sources subject to the SOx limit of
Rule 407:
•

None for equipment:
o Where SOx emissions are not expected; or

o Subject to SOx emission limits and requirements of source
specific rules in Regulation XI; or

o

•

Burning fuels subject to fuel sulfur limits of Rules 431.1, 431.2
or 4 31.3 where no other sulfur containing material is
introduced to the equipment or the process

Equipment with high potential SOx emissions:
o CEMS for SOx pursuant to 40 CFR Part 60 Appendix B & F;
or

o

Performance test once every 5 years; or

o Annual monitoring of exhaust stack for SOx using an AQMD
approved portable analyzer; or

o
•

Parametric monitoring correlated with a performance test

Other equipment: AQMD-approved portable SOx analyzer once every
5 years

Neither the permit nor the statement of basis contains any analysis of the
likelihood of these units emitting SOx, though a number of these units are located
at the sulfur plants. Nor does the permit indicate that these units otherwise meet
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the criteria for a no monitoring needed determination pursuant to the SCAQMD
1997 Guidelines.
The CAPCOA/CARB/EPA Periodic Monitoring Recommendations do not
address monitoring for SOx limits.
Based on a review of the statement of basis, the permit, and the guidance
documents relied on by South Coast in making periodic monitoring decisions, we
believe that SCAQMD's apparent decision to not require periodic monitoring for
these units for the SOx limits of Rule 407 has not been justified. Please add
appropriate periodic monitoring, or explain in the statement of basis why no
monitoring is needed.
F.

No monitoring/or compliance with Rule 409
Units D83, D84, D85, D120, D917, D918, D920, D269, D270, D949, D950,
D367, D927, D928, D929, D930, D931, Dl403, and D926
Units D83, D84, D85, Dl20, D917, D918, D920, D269, D270, D949, D950,
D927, D928, D929, D930, D931, and D1403 are heaters and, according to the
permit, are fired on natural gas and refinery gas. Unit D367 is a furnace at the
hydrogen plant that fires on liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, and refinery gas.
Unit D926 is a turbine fired on butane, liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, and
refinery gas. The permit indicates that these units are all subject to the PM limits
of Rule 409, however, the permit does not appear to include any periodic
monitoring requirements to assure compliance with Rule 409 for these units, nor
does the permit appear to justify the lack of periodic monitoring.
The SCAQMD's 1997 Guidelines recommend for all gaseous and liquid fueled
sources subject to Rule 409 that compliance be determined by engineering
calculations, the use of appropriate emission factors, and exhaust characteristics.
The CAPCOA/CARB/EPA 1999 Recommendations only address periodic
monitoring to evaluate compliance with grain loading standards with respect to
stack and fugitive emissions from material handling units, not combustion
sources. The 2001 Recommendations address certain types of combustion units 
specifically, combustion units fired on natural-gas, landfill-gas, and digester-gas.
The 2001 Recommendations do not specifically address combustion units that
fire on refinery fuel gas or liquefied petroleum gas. The 2001 Recommendations
note that periodic monitoring for source categories that are not included (such as
refinery-gas fired combustion units) should be determined on a case-by-case
basis.
Based on a review of the statement of basis, the permit, and the guidance
documents relied on by South Coast in making periodic monitoring decisions, we
believe that SCAQMD's apparent decision to not require periodic monitoring for
these units for Rule 407 has not been justified. Please add appropriate periodic
monitoring, or explain in the statement of basis why no monitoring is needed. If,
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pursuant to SCAQMD's 1997 Guidelines, engineering calculations can be used to
justify that no periodic monitoring is necessary, please include the results of these
calculations, and compare calculated emissions to allowable emissions under Rule
409. Any emission factors, exhaust characteristics, or other assumptions or inputs
used to justify no periodic monitoring should be identified in the discussion.

11.

Potentially Inadequate Periodic Monitoring for Generally Applicable PM
Requirements

For most units where the permit does require periodic monitoring for Particulate Matter,
the requirement is a source test once every 3 years. Because the regulatory basis for
these monitoring requirements is listed as periodic monitoring pursuant to Rule 3004,
the District's periodic monitoring rule, it is unclear if the monitoring requirements
described are even intended to demonstrate compliance with the generally applicable
PM limits, or if they are intended to demonstrate compliance with something else
entirely (see comment 13, below). Assuming that the periodic monitoring for PM in the
permit is intended to show compliance with the generally applicable PM limits, we are
concerned that the monitoring required may be inadequate, depending on the type of gas
the unit is firing on. For example, most of the combustion units at the refinery fire at
least occasionally on refinery fuel gas. Depending on the sulfur content of the fuel, more
frequent monitoring may be appropriate. Because the 2001 CARB/CAPCOA/EPA
Periodic Monitoring Recommendations do not specifically address combustion units that
fire on refinery fuel gas or liquefied petroleum gas, the conclusions drawn that no
periodic monitoring is needed for units firing on certain types of gaseous fuels cannot be
automatically extended to units firing on refinery gas. A case-by-case determination
should be made, and should be documented in the statement of basis.

12.

Missing Generally Applicable Requirements

Rules 401,404,405, and 407 should apply generally to almost all units at ExxonMobil;
however, only Rule 401 is listed as a facility-wide applicable requirement in the permit
(see Condition F9 .1 ). It appears the Rule 407 SOx limits are missing from many
combustion units that are listed as being subject to Rule 404, and to the CO limits of Rule
407. However, any combustion equipment that is expected to emit PM is also likely to
emit SOx as well. The statement of basis should discuss the SCAQMD's applicability
determinations for Rule 407. There are also relatively few units subject to the PM Process
Weight limits of Rule 405. Process weight limits should be particularly relevant to any
combustion unit for which the District is including Rule 404 PM limits as applicable
requirements. SCAQMD has indicated in a conference call that Rule 405 limits only
apply if there is a potential for solid PM emissions from a unit. The statement of basis
should discuss this, and should describe the process used to determine which units that
would be expected to emit PM subject to Rule 404, would not be expected to emit PM
subject to Rule 405.
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Please note also, Unit El 901 is used in the permit as a generic grouping of the refinery
cooling towers. It is unclear why Rules 404 and 405 are not identified in the permits as
applicable requirements for these sources. Furthermore, periodic monitoring may be
necessary to assure compliance with the emission limits depending on the operational
characteristics of each unit.
EPA recently addressed the issue of cooling tower monitoring for requirements such as
these in response to public petitions concerning two petroleum refineries in the Bay Area.
In brief, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District determined that generally
applicable grain loading and solid particulate matter rules similar to SCAQMD Rules 404
and 405 applied to the cooling towers but that monitoring was not necessary to assure
compliance because the calculated emissions were well below the regulatory limits. The
District's decision was based on emission calculations that used operational data from the
cooling towers and AP-42 emission factors. EPA found in some cases that the District's
calculations adequately justified the absence of monitoring, particularly with respect to
the grain loading standard due to the relatively high exhaust air flow rates from the
cooling towers. However, with respect to the lb/hr solid particulate matter emission limit
ofBAAQMD Rule 6-311, EPA found that some of the cooling towers have the potential
to exceed the emission limit and that periodic monitoring is necessary. Thus, EPA
granted the petitions on this issue. See In the Matter ofTesoro Refining and Marketing
Co., Petition No. IX-2004-6, at 33-35, (March 15, 2005) and In the Matter o/Valero
Refining Co., Petition No. IX-2004-07, at 34-36 (March 15, 2005).
The District's failure to identify Rules 404 and 405 as applicable requirements (or
demonstrate that they are not applicable) and conduct a periodic monitoring evaluation
represents a deficiency in the permit that must be corrected. To address this issue, the
District should first identify Rules 404 and 405 as applicable requirements for the cooling
towers or demonstrate in the statement of basis why the rules do not apply to these
sources. In addition, the District should conduct a periodic monitoring evaluation and
add monitoring to the permit as necessary, taking the petition orders into account.

13.

Regulatory Basis for Periodic Monitoring

Often when the District uses its periodic monitoring authority under Part 70 to require
monitoring to assure compliance with an applicable requirement, the only regulatory
citation included in the permit condition is a citation to Rule 3004(a)(4), which is the
provision in the District's title V program for periodic monitoring. While this tag
technically satisfies the requirement of Part 70 that each permit state the regulatory basis
for each condition, it is sometimes difficult to tell with which emission limit or standard
the monitoring is intended to assure compliance. This is especially problematic in cases
where an emission unit has more than one limit for a given pollutant because you can not
always tell if the monitoring requirement is intended to assure compliance with one of the
requirements or both. In addition to providing the citation to Rule 3004, EPA
recommends that the District also cite the rule with the underlying emission limit or
operational standard.
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14.

Rule 219 Exemptions

Section D, pages 148 and 149, of the permit indicates that several units are exempt under
Rule 219 from the Regulation II requirement to obtain written permits for equipment,
processes, or operations that emit insignificant amounts of air contaminants. However,
we believe the permit does not provide an adequate explanation of how several units
listed qualify for the exemptions of Rule 219. For the units listed below, the permit or the
statement of basis should provide more information regarding the District's determination
that these units are exempt under Rule 219. Note that the December 20, 2001 letter issued
by EPA Region 5 to the State of Ohio discusses EPA's expectation that exemptions be
discussed in a statement of basis. Please also refer to Comment #5 above for a discussion
of EPA's March 15, 2005 Petition Orders as they relate to providing a discussion of
exemptions in a statement of basis.

A.

Equipment E1904
Coating equipment exemption
Equipment E 1904 consists of coating equipment that is listed as exempt due to
infrequent use or low emissions (see Section D, page 148). However, there is no
indication of which specific exemption Equipment E 1904 qualifies for under Rule
219(m). SCAQMD should provide an explanation of which provision under Rule
219(m) the equipment qualifies for and, if necessary, provide documentation to
demonstrate that the equipment qualifies for the exemption. For example, if a unit
is being exempted under 2I9(m)(6)(A), document that the emissions from the
equipment is 3 lb/day or less, or 66 lbs/calendar month or less.

B.

Equipment E2020
Laminating equipment exemption
Equipment E2020 consists of laminating equipment that is listed as exempt due to
infrequent use or low emissions (see Section D, page 149). However, there is no
indication of whether E2020 meets the requirements for exemption under Rule
219(m)(6). SCAQMD should provide documentation to demonstrate that the
equipment qualifies for the exemption in Rule 219(m)(6). For example, if a unit is
being exempted under 219(m)(6)(A), document that the emissions from the
equipment is 3 lb/day or less, or 66 lbs/calendar month or less.

C.

Equipment E2022
Cleaning equipment exemption
Equipment E2022 refers to cleaning equipment that is, according to the permit,
exempt under Rule 219 (see Section D, page 148). However, there is no indication
of which specific exemption E2022 qualifies for under Rule 2 l 9(p)(1) and
whether E2022 meets the requirements for exemption under Rule 219(p)(l).
SCAQMD should provide documentation to demonstrate that the equipment
qualifies for the exemption in Rule 219(p)( 1). For example, if a unit is being
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exempted under 219(p)(l)(B)(ii), document that the emissions from the
equipment is 3 lb/day or less, or 66 lbs/calendar month or less. Additionally,
please verify that Equipment E2022 does not fall under any categories in Rule
219(p )(4 ), which would disqualify E2022 for an exemption.
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Attachment 2:
Potential Compliance Problems Arising From Lack of Detail in Proposed Title V Permit With Respect to Rule 1176(e)(6)
A

Permittee chooses
compliance option (e)( 6)(B)
and begins monthly
monitoring as required by
the rule.

C
Permittee conducts a source test but fails to achieve 95% control as
required by the rule. Permittee immediately switches back to option
(e)(6)(B) and resumes monthly monitoring.

B
Permittee decides to switch to the 95% control option under (e)(6}(A).
Although the rule requires an annual source test to demonstrate
compliance, it does not say when the test must be performed when
switching from one compliance option to another (perhaps because the
rule writers did not anticipate switches). As a result, the Permittee decides
not to conduct a source test right away.

D
District inspector visits
site, takes sample, and
finds that the source
meets 500 ppm limit by
very small margin.

l

l
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Permittee maintains
records of monthly
monitoring.

May

Jun

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Permittee has no compliance
records for this 10 month period of
time.

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

July

Aug

Permittee resumes
maintenance of monthly
records

The problem arises in this situation because although the rule requires an annual source test to demonstrate compliance with the 95%
control requirement, it does not say when the source test must be conducted in the event the Permittee switches from one option to
another. The Permittee's failure to conduct the test immediately upon the change in operation and its subsequent switch back to the

option under (e)(6)(B) results in a 10 month period of time in which it has no records that demonstrate compliance with either of the
options. The fact that the facility failed the source test and just barely complied with the 500 ppm limit during the District's inspection
creates uncertainty as to whether the facility was actually in compliance with the rule during the previous 10 month period. However,
because the District inspector found the emissions to be slightly below the regulatory limit during its inspection, the District may have
difficulty issuing an NOV to the Permittee for non-compliance with the rule even though the Permittee is not able to produce records
that clearly demonstrate compliance.
The combination of the District's interpretation of the rule, the language of the rule itself, and the lack of detail in the permit fails to
establish a clear compliance obligation for the source and could lead to a variety of situations like the one described above. While the
District is entitled to its own interpretation of the rule, the District has an obligation to issue a permit that assures compliance with all
applicable requirements. As it is currently written, the permit fails to do so with respect to the control requirements of Rule
I176(e)(6).
As previously stated, EPA agrees that the Permittee is entitled to choose any compliance option allowed by the rule and that it should
have the flexibility to switch between compliance options as it desires. However, in such cases, the permit should contain an
alternative operating scenario pursuant to 40 CFR 70.6(a)(9). The language suggested by EPA (copied below for the District's
convenience) solves the problem in this hypothetical situation while still giving the Permittee the flexibility to switch control options
whenever it chooses.

Suggested language:
Air Pollution Control devices used as a means for complying with Rule I I 76(e)(2) shall meet either ofthe requirements in
subparagraphs l l 76(e)(6)(A) or J J 76(e)(6)(B). Contemporaneously with making a change from one method ofcompliance to
another, the Permittee shall record in a log at the facility a record ofthe scenario under which it is operating. At all times, the
Permittee must maintain source test results or monthly monitoring records, as appropriate, that demonstrate compliance with
the chosen option.
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FROM:

Stephen D. P
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TO:

Regional Air Division Directors, Regions 1- 10

This memorandum and attachments provide guidance on satisfying the Clean Air Act title V annual
compliance certification reporting and statement of basis requirements. It addresses two outstanding
recommendations made by the Office oflnspector General (OIG) in the report titled, "Substantial
Changes Needed in Implementation and Oversight of Title V Permits ifProgram Goals are to be Ful ly
Realized," (OIG Report No. 2005-P-00010):
Recommendation 2-1: Develop and issue guidance or rulemaking on annual compltance
certtfication content, which requires responsible officials to certify compliance with all
applicable terms and conditions ofthe permit, as appropriate.
Recommendation 2-3: Develop nationwide guidance on the contents ofthe statement ofbasis
which includes discussions ofmonitoring, operational requirements, regulatory applicability
determinations, explanation ofany conditions from previously issuedpermits that are not being
transferred to the title V permit, discussion ofstreamlining requirements, and other factual
information, where advisable, including a list o,fprior title V permits issued to the same
applicant at the plant; attainment status, and construction, permitting, and compliance hist01y of
the plant.

In a February 8, 2013, memorandum to the OIG, the EPA stated its intent to address these two
recommendations, as well as similar recommendations from the Clean Air Act Advisory Committee's
Title V Task Force (see "Final Report to the Clean Air Act Advisory Committee: Title V
Implementation Experience," April 2006).
The attachments below provide non-binding guidance that responds to OIG reconunendations regarding
annual compliance certification and statement of basis. The attachments highlight existing statutory and
regulatory requirements and guidance issued by the EPA, and state and local permitting authorities. In
addition, the attachments highlight key components of the applicable legal requirements and
clarifications responsive to certain OIG recommendations. As you are aware, this information was
developed in collaboration with EPA regional offices. Note that state and local permitting authorities
Internet Address (URL) • http://www.epa.gov
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also provide guidance on title V req_uirements; the BPA encourages sources to consult with their state
and local permitting authorities to obtain additional information or to obtain specific guidance.

If you have any questions, please contact Juan Santiago, Associate Director, Air Quality Policy
Divisioh/OAQPS, at (919) 541-1084, santiagojuan@epa.gov.
Attachments

Disclaimer

These documents explain the requirements ofthe EPA regulations, describes the EPA policies, and
recommends procedures for sources and permitting authorities to use to ensure that the annual
compliance certification and the statement ofbasis are consistent with applicable regulations. These
documents are not a rule or regulation, and the guidance they contain may not apply to a particular
situation based upon the individual facts and circumstances. The guidance does not change or substitute
for any law, regulation, or any other legally binding requirement and is not legally enforceable. The use
ofnon-mandatory language such as "guidance," "recommend," a may," "should, " and ''can," is
intended to describe the EPA policies and recommendations. Mandatory terminology such as "must"
and "required" is intended to describe controlling requirements under the terms ofthe Clean Air Act
and the EPA regulations, but the documents do not establish legally binding requirements in and of
themselves.

Attachment I
Implementation Guidance on Annual Compliance Certification Requirements Under the
Clean Air Act Title V Operating Permits Program

I.

Overview of Title V and Annual Compliance Certification Requirements

Title V of the Clean Air Act (CAA or Act) establishes an operating permits program for major
sources of air pollutants, as well as other sources. CAA sections 501-507; 42 U.S .C. Sections
7661 -7661 f. A detaHed history and description of title V ofthe CAA is available in the preamble
discussions of both the -proposed and final original regulations implementing title V - the first
promulgation of 40 CFR Part 70. See 57 FR 32250 (July 21 , 1992) (Final Rule); 56 FR 21712
(May 10, 1991) (Proposed Rule). The EPA recently provided further informatfon regarding
compliance certification history in a proposed rulcmaking titled, "Amendments to Compliance
Certification Content Requirements for State and Federal Operating Permits Programs,"
published on March 29, 2013. 78 FR 19164. Under title V, states are required to develop and
implement title V permitting programs in conformance with program requirements promulgated
by the EPA in 40 CFRPart 70. Title V requires that every major stationary source (and certain
other sources) apply for and operate pursuant to an operating permit. CAA section 502(a) and
503. The operating permit must contain conditions that assure compliance with all of the
sources' applicable requirements under the CAA. CAA section 504(a). Title V also states) among
other requirements, that sources certify compliance with the applicable requirements of their
permits no less frequently than annually (CAA section 503(b)(2)), provides authority to the EPA
to prescribe procedures for determining compliance and for monitoring and analysis ofpollutants
regulated lUlder the CAA (CAA section 504(b)), and requires each permit to "set forth
inspection, entry, monitoring, compliance certification, and reporting requirements to assure
compliance with the permit tenns and conditions.'' (CAA section 504(c).)
This guidance document focuses on the annual compliance certification, which applies to the
terms and conditions of issued operating permits. CAA section 503(b)(2) states that the EPA' s
regulations implementing title V "shall further require the pe1mittee to periodically (but no less
frequently than annually) certify that the facility is in compliance with any applicable
requirements of the permit, and to promptly report any deviations from permit requirements to
the permitting authority." CAA section 504(c) states that each title V permit issued "shall set
forth inspection, entry, monitoring, compliance certification, and reporting requirements to
assure compliance with the permit terms and conditions ... Any report required to be submitted
by a permit issued to a corporation under this subchapter shall be signed by a responsible
corporate official, who shall certify its accuracy." Additional requirements of compliance
certification are described in section 114(a)(3) of the CAA as follows:
The Administrator shall in the case of any person which is the owner or operator
of a major stationary source, and may, in the case of any other person~ require
enhanced monitoring and submission of compliance certifications. Compliance
certifications shall include (A) identification of the applicable requirement that is
the basis ofthe certification, (B) the method used for determining the compliance

status of the source, (C) the compliance status, (D) whether compliance is
continuous or intermittent, (E) such other facts as the Administrator may require.
Compliance ce1tifications and monitoring data shall be subject to subsection (c) of
this section [availability of information to the public].
CAA section 114(a)(3), 42 U.S.C. section 7414(a)(3). The EPA promulgated regulations
implementing these provisions for title V operating permits purposes. Key regulatory provisions
regarding compliance certifications are found in 40 CFR section 70.6(c), "Compliance
requirements.'.'

II.

Overview of Annual Compliance Certification Requirements

TI1e EPA's regulations at 40 CFR section 70.6(c) describe the required elements of annual
compliance certifications. Specifically, 40 CFR section 70.6(c)(5)(iii)-(iv) provides that all
permits must include the following annual compliance certification requirements:
·(iii) A requirement that the compliance certification include all ofthe following
(provided that the identification of applicable information may cross-reference the
permit or previous reports, as applicable):
(A) The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of
the certification;
(B) The identification of the method(s) or other means used by the owner or
operator for determining the compliance status with each term and condition
during the certification period. Such methods and other means shall include, at a
minimum, the methods and means required 1mder paragraph (a)(3) of this section;
(C) The status of compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit for the
period covered by the certification, including whether compliance during the
period was continuous or intermittent. The certification shall be based on the
method or means designated in paragraph (c)(5)(iii)(B) of this section. The
certification shall identify each deviation and take it into account in the
compliance certification. The certification shall also identify as possible
exceptions to compliance any periods during which compliance is required and in
which an excursion or exceedance as defined under part 64 ofthls chapter
occurred; and
(D) Such other facts as the permitting authority may require to determine the
compliance status ofthe source.
(iv) A requirement that all compliance certifications be submitted to the
Administrator as well as to the permitting authority.
(6) Such other provisions as the permitting authority may require.
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Further information surrounding compliance certification is described in the regulatory provision
addressing the criteria for a permit application, 40 CFR section 70.S(d). There have been
revisions to Part 70 since its original promulgation in 1992.
One rulemaking action relevant to compliance certifications was in response to an October 29,
1999, remand from the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) v. EPA, 194 F.3d 130 (D.C. Cir. 1999). In that case,
the Court upheld a portion of the EPA's compliance assurance monitoring rule, but remanded
back to the EPA the need to ensure 40 CFR sections 70.6(c)(5)(iii) and 71.6(c)(5)(iii) were
consistent with language in CAA section l 14(a)(3) which states that compliance certifications
shall include, among other requirements," 'whether compliance is continuous or intermittent.' »
NRDC at 135 (internal citations omitted). Accordingly, the EPA proposed to add appropriate
language to paragraph (c)(S)(iii)(C) of both 40 CFR sections 70.6 and 71.6. However, the fmal
rule on June 27, 2003 (68 FR 38518) inadvertently deleted an existing sentence from the
regulations (which was not related to the addition which resulted from the D.C. Circuit decision).
The OIG Report referenced this issue and in response to the OIG, as agreed, the EPA has
proposed to restore the inadvertently deleted sentence back into the rule . See, e.g., 78 FR 19164
(March 29, 2013). This proposed rule would reinstate the inadvertently removed sentence
which, consistent with the Credible Evidence rule, requires owners and operators ofsources to
"identify any other mate11ial information that must be included in the certification to comply with
section l 13(c)(2) ofthe Act, which prohibits knowingly making a false certification or omitting
material infonnafionn - in its original place before the semicolon at the end of 40 CFR sections
70.6(c)(5)(iii)(B). and 71.6(c)(5)(iii)(B). The EPA is still reviewing comments received on this
proposal; however, today's guidance docwnent is based on statutory and long-standing
regulatory requirements regarding compliance certifications, obligations for "reasonable inquiry"
and consideration of credible evidence, many of which were also relied upon in the EPA's
proposal.

III.

Implementation of the Annual Compliance Certification Requirements

The statutory and regulatory provisions regarding compliance certification provide direction to
sources and permitting authorities regarding implementation ofthese provisions. Noneth.eless,
questions arise periodically and, as a general matter, responding to those questions typically
occurs on a case-by-case basis, consistent with the statutory and regulatory requirements, as well
as applicable state or local regulations. Questions may be posed to authorized permitting
authorities, EPA Regional Offices, or EPA Headquarters offices. As a ge11eral matter, where
formal responses are provided by EPA, such responses may be searched and viewed on various
websites. These include, among others:
•

http://www. epa.govlttnloarpg/t5pgm. html

• Environmental Appeals Board (EAB) decisions on PSD permitting
http://yosemite.epa.gov/ oa!EAB_Web_Docket.nsf/PSD+Permit+Appeals+(CAA)?OpenView
Environmental Appeals Board (EAB) decisions on title V permitting
http://yosemite.epa.gov/oa!EAB_Web_Docket.nsjlTitle+V+Permir+Appeals?OpenView
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•

The EPA's online searchable database of many PSD and title V guidance documents
issued by EPA headquarters offices and EPA Regions (operated by Region 7)

http :/lwww.epa.gov/regionO 71air/policy/search. htm.
•

The EPA's online searchable database of CAA title V petitions and issued orders
(operated by Region 7) http://www.epa.gov/region7/airltitle5/petitiondb/petitiondb. htm. 1

A review of these databases indicates that there are a munber of issues that arise with some
regularity and those general questions and responses are addressed below. In addition, the EPA
notes that state and local permitting authorities are also a source of guidance on compliance
certification form, instructions, and content. In some circumstances, state and local permitting
authorities may require ad~tional content for the annual compliance certification. See, e.g., 40
CFR sections 70.6(c)(5)(iii)(D) and (c)(6). As a result, sources should review such requirements
prior to completing the annual compliance certification.

A. Level o'f Specificity in Describing the Permit Term or Condition
The CAA and the EPA's regulations require that the annual compliance ce1tification identify the
terms and conditions that ar~ the subject of the certification. As a general matter, specificity
ensures that the responsible official has in fact reviewed each term and condition, as well as
considered all appropriate information as part of the certification. 2 This does not mean, however,
that each and every permit term and condition needs to be spelled out in its entirety in the annual
compliance certification or that the certification needs to resemble a checklist of each permit
term and condition. While some sources (and states) use what is informally referred to as a "long
form" for certifications (where each term or condition is typically individually identified), such
fom1s are not expressly required by either the CAA or the EPA's regulations, even though it may
be advisable to use such a form.
The certification should include sufficient specificity and must identify the terms and conditions
that are being covered by the certification. 40 CFR section 70.6(c)(5)(iii)(A)-(D). As a "best
practice," sources may include additional infonnation where there are unique or complex pennit
conditions such that "compliance" with a particular term and condition is predicated on several
elements. In that case, additional information in the annual compliance certification may be
advisable to explain how compliance with a particular condition was determined and, thus, the
basis for the certification of compliance.
Consistent with the EPA's regulations 1 the arumal compliance certification must include "[t]he
identification Qfthe method(s) or other means used by the owner or operator for dete1mining the
compliance status with ·each term and condition during the certification period." 40 CFR section
70.6(c)(5)(i ii)(B). For example, there may be situations where certification is based on electronic
1 The EPA 's practice is to publish a notice in the Federal Register announcing that a petition order was signed. Once
signed, the EPA 's practice is to place a copy of that final order on the title V petition order database, which is
searchable on1ine.

The EPA's regulations require that a 'responsible official" sign the compliance certification. The tenn "responsible
official'' is defined in 40 CFR section 70.2 .
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data from continuous emissions monitoring devices, which may result in a fairly straightforward
annual compliance certification. Alternatively, there may be situations where compliance during
the reporting period was determined through parametric monitoring, which requires the source to
consider various data and perform a mathematical calculation, to determine the compliance
status. In that latter situation when various data from parametric monitoring are combined via
calculation, the annual compliance ce11ification may contain more detail regarding that term or
condition which relies on parametric monitoring in the permit. 3
Regardless of the level of specificity provided for the particular terms and conditions in the
annual certification itself the minimum regulatory requirements include "[t]he identification of
each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of the certification.' 40 CFR Section
70.6(o)(5)(iii)(A). As noted above, there may be different ways to meet this requirement. For
example, when referencing a penuit term or condition in the certification, if the permit
incorporates by reference a citation without explaining the particular term or condition, the
source may choose to provide additional clarity in the compliance certification to support the
certification. Another situation where additional specificity may be advisable is where a source
has an alternative operating scenario where the source may be best served by providing
additional compliance related information in support of the certification. As another example, the
part 71 federal operating permits program administered by the EPA includes a form, and
instructions, for sources to use for their annual compliance certifications. Annual Compliance
Certification (A-COMP), EPA Form 5900-04, at page 4~ available at:
http://www.epa,gov/airquality/permitslpdfsla-comp.pdf This form is .not expressly required for
non-EPA permitting authorities; however, this form and the instructions provide feedback
regarding what to include in an annual compliance certification.
Importantly petmitting authorities have additional compliance certification requirements and/or
recommendations that sources should consult before finalizing a compliance certification in
orde1· to ensure compliance with the applicable requirements. See e.g. 40 CFR section
70.6(c)(6).

B. Form oftbe Certification
As a general matter, there is no requirement in the Act or in Part 70 that a source use a specific
form for the compliance certification (although some states have adopted specific forms and
instructions). The most relevant consideration in certifications is not the fom1, but the content
and clarity of the terms and conditions with which the compliance status is being certi£ed. Some
state permitting autho6ties have developed template forms and instructions to assist sources in
ensuring compliance with applicable requirements. The EPA has not provided such templates,
except as noted above where a form is provided for the EPA's part 71 permit program. While
templates are not required by the statute or the regulations, they can be useful tools (e.g., to
facilitate electronic reporting and consistency) so long as sources consider whether the form
adequately covers their permitting and certification situation, and the sources are able to make
adjustments where appropriate to ensure compliance. The type of form used should be
3 The CAA and the EPA's regulations require other more frequent compliance reports in addition to the annual
compliance certification. In some circumstances, it may be helpful for a source to reference another compliance
report in the annual compliance certification as appropriate.

considered in light ofthe regulatory requirement to certify compliance with the specific terms
and conditions ofthe permit. 40 CFR section 70.6(c)(5)(iii)(C). A~ditionally, as was noted
earlier, because approved state and local areas may require additional elements in the annual
compliance certifications, sources should confirm that their form is consistent with applicable
state and local permitting requirements.

C. Certification Language
The EPA's regulations at 40 CFR section 70.5(d) require that the annual compliance certification
include the foUowing language: "Based on information and belief formed after reasonable
inquiry, I certify that the statements and information in this certification are true, accurate, and
complete." (Emphasis added.) While the EPA appreciates that each permit includes specific
monitoring requirements, additional data may be available that indicate compliance (or
noncompliance). The EPA recently proposed to provide additional clarity on this issue by
proposing to restore a sentence to 40 CFR section 70.6(c)(5)(iii)(B) that had been inadvertently
deleted, as discussed above.

IV.

Discussion of Compliance Certification Content in Clean Air Act Advisory
Committee Final Report on the Title V Implementation Experience

In the EPA's February 8, 2013, memorandum to the 010, stated its intent to address the OIG 's
recorrunendation concerning the annual compliance certification, as well as similar
recommendations from the Clean Air Act Advisory Committee's Title V Task force. 4 While this
guidance document responds to the 2005 OIG Report, information provided above overlaps with
recommendations from the Title V Task Force. This guidance document does not adopt the Task
Force recommendations; however, to the extent that they overlap with the discussion above, the
EPA provides some observations regarding those recommendations.
Section 4.7 of the Task Force Report discusses compliance certification forms , This section
includes, among other items, comments from stakeholders, a summary of the Task Force
discussions, and Task Force recommendations. Of the five recommendations included in this
section of the Report, three were unanimously supported by the Task Force members
(Recommendations 3, 4, and 5). Task Force Final Report at 119-120. EPA's discussion above
regarding the level of specificity and the fmm of the annual compliance certification generally
addresses the two recommendations for which tl1ere was not consensus within the Task Force
(Recommendations 1 and 2).
The five recommendations, directly quoted from the Task Force Report, are as follows:

In April 2006, the Title V Task Force finalized a document titled, "Final Report to the Clean Air Act Advisory
Committee: Title V Implementation Experience.'' This document was the result of the Task Force's efforts to review
the implementation and performance of the operating permit program under title V of the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments. Included in the report are a number of recommendations, including some specific recommendations
regarding compliance certifications that are consistent with existing regulations and information provided in this
guidance document.
4
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Recommendation #1. Most of the Task Force endorsed an approach akin to the "short
form" certification, believjng that a line-by-line listing ofpermit requirements is not
required and imposes burdens without additional compliance benefit. Under this
approach, the compliance certification form would include a statement that the source
was in continuous compliance with pennit tem1s and conditions with the exception of
noted deviations and.periods of intermittent compliance. Although the permittee
would cross-reference the permit for methods of compliance, in situations where the
permit specifies a particular monitoring method but the permittee is relying on
different monitoring, testing or other evidence to support its certification of
compliance, that reliance should be specifically identified in the certification and
briefly explained. An example of such a case would be where the permit requires
continuous temperature records to verify compliance with a minimum temperature
requirement. Ifthe chart recorder data was not recorded for one hour during the
reporting period because it ran out of ink, and the source relies on the facts that the
data before and after the hour shows temperature above the requirement minimum
and that the alarm system which sounds if temperature faJJs below setpoint was
functioning and did not alarm during the hour, these two items would be noted as the
data upon which the source relies for certifying continuous compliance with the
minimum temperature requirement.
Recommendation #2. Others on the Task Force believed that more detail than is
included in the short form is needed in the compliance certification to assure source
accountability and the enforce-ability of the certification. These members viewed at
least one ofthe following options as acceptable (some members accepting any, while
others accepting only one or two):
1.

2.
3.

The use of a form that allows sources to use some cross-referencing to iden
tify the permit term or condition to which compliance was certified. Cross
referencing would only be allowed where the permit itself clearly numb~rs
or letters each specific permit tenn or condHion, clearly identifies required
monitoring, and does not itself include cross-referencing beyond detailed
citations to publicly accessible regulations. The compliance certification
could then cite to the number of a permit condition, ·o r possibly the numbers
for a group of conditions, and note the compliance status for that permit
condition and 'the method used for determining compliance. In the case of
permit conditions that are not specifically numbered or lettered, the form
would use text to identify the requirement for which the permittec is
certifying.
Use of the long form.
Use of the permit itself as the compliance certification form with spaces in
cluded to identify whether compliance with each condition was continuous
or intermittent and information regarding deviations attached.

Recommendation # 3. Where th.e permit specifies a particular monitoring or
compliance method and the source is relying on other information, that information
should be separately specified on the certification form.
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Recommendation # 4. Where a pe.nnit tenTI does not impose an affumative obligation
on the source, the form should not require a compliance certification; e.g., where the
permit states that it does not convey property rights or that the pem1itting authority is
to undertake some activity such as provide public notice of a revision.
Recommendation # 5. All fmms should provide space for the permittee to provide
additional explanation regarding its compliance status and any deviations identified
dwing the reporting period.
Task Force Final Report at 118-120. 5 With regard to 1hese recommendations, the EPA offers
several observations. First, there is nothing in the CAA or Part 70 that prohibits
Recommendation 3, 4, and 5 which had unanimous support from the Task Force. See 40 CFR
section 70.6(c)(5)(iii)-(iv). Second, with regard to Recommendations 3 and 5, these should be
considered "best practices" to ensure that the annual certification provides adequate information.
Third, Recommendations 1 and 2 outline different ideas surrounding the Level ofspecificity and
the form of the annual compliance certification. This guidance document does address those
issues and recommends activities consistent with the regulatory requiremenis while also
providing some flexibility on the level of specificity depending on the complexity of the permit
conditions being certified.

Whb regard to the first recommendation, the EPA observes that tbe example provided in the Task Force Report
identifies a scenario in which additional narrative on the annual compliance certification form would be useful to
explain the determination that the sources was (or was not) in compliance with a pennit term or condition.
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Attachment 2
lmplementation Guidance on Statement of Basis Requirements Under the Clean Air Act
Title V Operating Permits Program

I.

Overview of LegaJ Requirements for Statement of Basis

Section 502 of the CAA addresses title V permit programs generally. Among other required
elements of the EPA's rule implementing title V , Congress stated that the regulations sha'Jl
include:
Adequate, streamlined, and reasonable procedures for expeditiously determining
when applications are complete, for processing such applications, for public
notice including offering an opportunity for public conunent and a hearing, and
for expeditious review of permit actions~ including applications, renewals, or
revisions ... .

CAA section 502(b)(6). The EPA's regulations implementing title V require that a permitting
authority provide "a statement that sets forth the legal and factual basis for the draft pennit
conditions (including references to the applicable statutory or regulatory provisions). Th~
permitting authority shall send this statement to the EPA and to any other person who requests
it." 40 CFR section 70;7(a)(5). As will be discussed below, among other purposes, the statement
of basis is intended to support the requirements of CAA section 502(b)(6) by providing
information to allow for "expeditious'' evaluation of the permit terms and conditions, and by
providing infonnation that supports public participation in the permitting process, considering
other information in the record.
Since the EPA promulgated its Part 70 regulations, the EPA has provided additional guidance
and infonnation surrounding the statement of basis. This information is available on EPA's
searchable online database of Title V guidance
(http:/lwww.epa.gov/regi.on07/air/policylsearch.htm). A search of that database reveals
numerous documents dating back to 1996 that provide feedback regarding the content of the
statement of basis. 1 Because the specific content of the statement of basis depends in part on the
terms and conditions of the individual permit at issue the EPA 's regulations are intended to
provide flexibility to the state and local permitting authorities regarding content of the statement
of basis. The statement of basis is required to contain, as the regulation states, sufficient
irtfotmation to explain the " legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions, ' 40 CPR
section 70.7(a)(5).

II.

Guidance on the Content of Statement of Basis

Since promulgation of the Part 70 regulations, the EPA has provided guidance on recommended
contents of the statement of basis. Taken as a whole, various title V petition orders and other
documents particularly those cited in those orders, provide a good roadmap as to what should be
1 S ee, e.g. Region 10 Questions & Answers No. 2: Title V Pem1it Development (March 19, J 996) (available online
at http://www. epa.govlregion07/airltitle5/t5memoslr I Oqa2.pdj) .

included in a statement of basis on a permit-by-permit basis, considering, among other factors,
the technical complexity of a permit, history of the facility, and the number of new provisions
being added at 1he title V pennjtting stage. This guidance document identifies a few such
documents for example purposes and provides references for locating such materials on the
Internet.
'the EPA provided an overview of this guidance in a 2006 title V petition order. In the Matter of
Onyx Environmental Services, Order on Petition No. V-2005-1 (February 1, 2006) (Onyx Order)
at 13-14. In the Onyx Order, in the context of a general overview statement on the statement of
basis, the EPA explained,
A statement of basis must describe the origin or basis of each permit condition or
exemption. However, it is more than just a short form of the permit. It should
highlight elements that U.S. EPA and the public would find important to review.
Rather than restating the permit, it should list anything that deviates from simply a
straight recitation of applicable requirements. The statement of basis should
highlight items such as the permit shield, streamlined conditions, or any
monitoring that is required under 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). Thus, it should
include a discussion of the decision-making that went into the development ofthe
title V permit and provide the permitting authority, the public, and U.S. EPA a
record of the applicability and technical issues surrounding the issuance of the
pe1111it. (Footnotes omitted.) See, e.g., In Re Port Hudson Operations, Georgia
Pacific, Petition No. 6-03-01, at pages 3 7-40 (May 9, 2003) ('' Georgia Paci.fie "),·
In Re Doe Run Company Buick Mill and Mine, Petition No. VII-1999-001, at
pages 24-25 (July 31, 2002) ("Doe Run"); In Re Fort James Camas Mill. Petition
No. X-1999-1, at page 8 (December 22, 2000) ( "Ft; James").

Onyx Order at 13- 14. In the Onyx Order, there is a reference to a February 19J 1999, letter that
identified elements which, if applicable, should be included in the statement of basis. In that
letter to Mr. David Dixon, Chair of the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association
(CAPCOA) Title V Subcommittee, the EPA Region 9 Air Division provided a list of air quality
factors to serve as guidance to California permitting authorities that should be considered when
developing a statement of basis for purposes of EPA Region 9's review. Specifically, this letter
identified the following elements which, if applicable, should be included in the statement of
basis:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

additions of permitted equipment which were not included in the application,
identification of any applicable requirements for insignificant activities or State
registered portable equipment that have not previously been identified at the Title
V facility,
outdated SIP requirement streamlining demonstrations,
multiple applicable requirements strean1lining demonstrations,
permit shields,
alternative operating scenarios,
compliance schedules,
CAM requirements,
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•
•
•

plant wide allowable emission limits (PAL) or other voluntary limits,
any district permits to operate or authority to construct permits,
periodic monitoring decisions, where the decisions deviate from already agreed
upon levels. These decisions could be part of the permit package or could reside
in a publicly available document, (Parenthetical omitted)

Enclosure to February 19, 1999, letter from Region 9 to Mr. David Dixon.

In 2001 , in a letter from the EPA to the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, which is also
cited to in the Onyx Order. the EPA explained that:
The [statement of basis] should also include factual information that is important
for the public to be aware of. Examples include:

l. A listing of any Title V permits issued to the same applicant at the
plant site, if any. In some cases it may be important to include the
rationale for detennining that sources are support facil ities.
2. Attainment status.
3. Construction and permitti ng history of the source.
4. Compliance history including inspections, any violations noticed, a
listing of consent decrees into which the permittee has entered and
corrective action(s) taken to address noncompliance.
Letter from Stephen Rothblatt, EPA Region 5 to Robert Hodanbosi, Ohio EPA, December 20,
2001 (available onJine at http://www.epa.gov/region.07/air/tille5/t5memos/sbguide.pd/). In 2002,
in the context of finding deficiencies with the State of Texas operating pennits program, the EPA
explained that, " a statement of basis should inc]ude, but is not lim~ted to, a description of the
facility, a discussion of any operational flexibil ity that will be utilized at the facility, the basis for
applying the pennit shield, any federal regulatory applicability determinations, and the rationale
for the monitoring methods selected." 67 FR 732, 735
(January 7, 2002).
The EPA has also addressed statement of basis contents in additional title V petition orders
(available in an onJine searchable database at
http://www.epa.gov/region7/air/title5/petitiondb/petitiondb.htm). In some cases, title V petition
orders provide information even where a statement of basis is not directly at issue. For example,
the EPA has interpreted 40 CFR section 70. 7(a)(5) to require that the rationale for selected
monitoring methods be clear and documented in the permit record. in the Matter of CITGO
Refining and Chemicals Company LP (CITGO), Order on Petition No. VI-2007-01 (May 28,
2009) at 7; see also In the Matter ofPort James Camas Mill (Fort James), Order on Petition No.
X-1999-1 (December 22, 2000) at page 8. This type of information could be included in the
statement of basis. The EPA observes that where such information is included in the statement of
basis, this can facilitate a better understanding ofthe rationale for monitoring. Such information
could also be included in other parts of the permit record. In addition, it is particularly helpful
when the statement of basis identifies key issues that the permitting authority anticipates would
be a priority for EPA or public review (for example, if such issues represent new conditions or
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interpretations of applicable requirements that are not explicit on their face) . See, e.g., in the
Matter ofConsolidated Edison Co. OfNY, Inc. Ravenswood Steam Plant, Order on Petition No.
II-2001 -08 (Sept. 30, 2003) at page 11; In the Matter ofPort Hudson Operation Georgia Pacific,
Order on Petition No . 6-03-01 (May 9, 2003) at pages 37-40; In the Matter ofDoe Run Company
Buick Mill and Mine (Doe Run), Order on Petition No . VII-1999-001 (July 31, 2002) at pages
24-26; In the Matter of Los Medanos Energy Ce.nter (Order on Petition) (May 24, 2004) at pages
14-17.
Each of the various documents referenced above provide generalized recommendations for
developing an adequate statement of basis rather than 'hard and fast" rules on what to include.
Taken as a whole, they provide a good roadmap as to what should be included in a statement of
basis on a permit-by-permit basis considering, among other factors, the technical complexity of
the permit, history of the facility, and the number of new provisions being added at the title V
• •
?
perm1tt10g stage.

In.

Discussion of Statement of Basi Content in Clean Air Act Advisory Committee
Final Report on the Title V Implementation E-xperience

In the EPA' s Febmary 8, 2013 , memorandum to the OIG, the EPA stated its intent to address the
OIG' s recommendation concerning the statement of basis, as well as similar recommendations
from the Clean Air Act Advisory Committee' s Title V Task Force. 3 While this guidance
document responds to the 2005 010 Report, information provided above overlaps with
r~conunendations from the Title V Task Force. This guidance docwnent does not adopt the Task
Force recommendations; however, to the extent that they overlap with the discussion above, the
E PA provides some observations regarding those recommendations.
Section 5.5 of the Task Force Final Report addresses the statement of basis. This section includes
a regulatory background piece, comments from stakeholders, a summary ofthe Task Force
discussions, and Task Force recommendations. The recommendations section includes a list of
items considered appropriate for inclusion into a statement of basis·. Final Report at 231.
Members of the Task Force unanimously supported the recommendations regarding the
statement of basis. Because these recommendations overlaps substantially, if not wholly, with
guidance previously provided by EPA, it is appropriate to include these recommendations within
this guidance document as an additional guideline for developing an adequate statement of basis.
The Task Force recommended that the following items are appropriate for inclusion in a
statement of basis document:
2 With regard to the title V pennitting stage, a best practice includes making previous statements of basis accessible
to g ive background on provisions that already exist in tlte permit and may not be a part of the permit action at issue,
and provide context for the pennit as a whole and the particular revisions at issue in that permit action or permit
stage.

3 In April 2006, the Title V Task Force finalized a document titled, "Final Report to the Clean Air Act Advisory
Committee: Title V Jmplementation Experience." Tltis document was the result ofthe Task Force' s efforts to review
the implementation and performance of the operating permit program under title V of the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments. Included in the report are a number of recommendations, including specific recommendations
regarding statement of basis contents that overlap with or are informative to this guidance document.
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L A description and explanation of any federally enforceable conditions from
previously issued permits that are not being incorporated into the Title V
permit.
2. A description and explanation of any streamlining of applicable requirements
pursuant to EPA White Paper No. 2.
3. A description and explanation of any complex non-applicability detennination
(including any request for a permit shield under section 70.6(t)(l)(ii)) or any
determination that a requirement applies that the source does not agree is
applicable, including reference to any relevant materials used to make these
determinations (e.g., source tests, state guidance documents).
4. A description and explanation of any difference in form of pennit tenns and
conditions, as compared to the applicable requirement upon which the
condition was based.
5. A discussion of tenns and conditions included to provide operational
flexibility under section 70.4(b)(12).
6. The rationale, including the identification of authority, for any Title V
monitoring decision.
Task Force Final Report at 231. With regard to these. recommendations, the EPA offers several
observations. First, there is nothing in the CAA or Part 70 that precludes a permitting authority
from including the items listed above in a statement of basis. Not all of those items will apply to
every permit action (as is the case with the lists provided by the EPA in the previously-cited
guidance documents). Second, concerning item #1, we note that there are very limited
circumstances in which a condition from a previously issued permit would not need to be
incorporated into the t itle V pennit. Third, concerning item #2, the "White Paper" refers to
"White Paper Number 2 for Improved Implementation of the Part 70 Operating Permits
Program", dated March 5, 1996 (available online at

http :/lwww. epa.govlregion07Iair/title5/t5memos/wtppr-2. pd!).

ln developing the statement of basis, as was discussed earlier, the EPA recommends that
permitting authorities consider the individual circumstances of the permit action in light of the
regulatory requirements for the permit record in order to determine whether infom1ation along
the lines of the items identified by the Task Force warrants inclusion into the statement of basis.
In making this determination, the permitting authority is encouraged to consider whether the
inclusion of such information would provide important explanatory information for the public
and the EPA, and bolster the defensibility of the permit (thus improving the efficiency of the
pennit process and reducing the likelihood of receiving an adverse comment or an appeal), while
also ensuring that the statutory and regulatory requirements are being met.
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Elements of a Statement of Basis
Elements

Region 9’s
Febuary 19, 1999
letter to SLOC
APCD

New Equipment

Additions of permitted
equipment which were
not included in the
application
Identification of any
applicable
requirements for
insignificant activities
or State-registered
portable equipment
that have not
previously been
identified at the Title
V facility
Multiple applicable
requirements
streamlining
demonstrations
Permit shields

Insignificant
Activities and
portable
equipment

Streamlining

Permit Shields
Alternative
Operating
Scenarios and
Operational
Flexibility

Alternative operating
scenarios

NOD to Texas’
part 70
Program
(January 7,
2002)

Region 5 letter
to state of Ohio
(December 20,
2001)

Los Medanos
Petition Order
(May 24, 2004)

Bay Area
Refinery Petition
Orders (March
15, 2005)

EPA’s August 1,
2005 letter
regarding Exxon
Mobil proposed
permit
√

√

The basis for
applying the permit
shield
A discussion of any
operational
flexibility that will
be utilized at the
facility.

Streamlining
requirements

Streamlining analysis

√

Discussion of permit
shields

√

1

√

Basis for permit shield
decisions

√
√

Compliance
Schedules

Compliance Schedules

CAM
PALs

CAM requirements
Plant wide allowable
emission limits (PAL)
or other voluntary
limits
Any district permits to
operate or authority to
construct permits

Previous Permits

Periodic
Monitoring
Decisions

Facility
Description

Periodic monitoring
decisions, where the
decisions deviate from
already agreed upon
levels (eg. Monitoring
decisions agreed upon
by the district and
EPA either through:
the Title V periodic
monitoring
workgroup; or another
Title V permit for a
similar source). These
decisions could be part
of the permit package
or reside in a publicly
available document.

Must discuss need for
compliance schedule
for multiple NOVs,
particularly any
unresolved/outstanding
NOVs

Must discuss need for
compliance schedule
for any outstanding
NOVs
√
√

The rationale for the
monitoring method
selected

Explanation of any
conditions from
previously issued
permits that are not
being transferred to
the title V permit
A description of the
monitoring and
operational
restrictions
requirements

A basis for the
exclusion of certain
NSR and PSD
conditions contained
in underlying ATC
permits
1) recordkeeping and
period monitoring
that is required under
40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(i)(B) or
district regulation
2) Ensure that the
rationale for the
selected monitoring
method or lack of
monitoring is clearly
explained and
documented in the
permit record.

A description of the
facility

√
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√

The SOB must include
a basis for its periodic
monitoring decisions
(adequacy of chosen
monitoring or
justification for not
requiring periodic
monitoring)

The SOB must
include a basis for its
periodic monitoring
decisions.
Any emissions
factors, exhaust
characteristics, or
other assumptions or
inputs used to justify
no periodic
monitoring is
required, should be
included in SOB

√

Applicability
Determinations
and Exemptions

General
Requirements

Any federal
regulatory
applicability
determinations

Applicability and
exemptions

Certain factual
information as
necessary

3

1) Applicability
determinations for
source specific
applicable
requirements
2) Origin or factual
basis for each permit
condition or
exemption
Generally the SOB
should provide “a
record of the
applicability and
technical issues
surrounding the
issuance of the
permit.”

SOB must discuss the
Applicability of
various NSPS,
NESHAP and local
SIP requirements and
include the basis for all
exemptions

SOB must discuss the
Applicability of
various NSPS,
NESHAP and local
SIP requirements and
include the basis for
all exemptions
√
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Appendix E. Title V Fee Information

August 4, 1993

MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Reissuance of Guidance on Agency Review of State Fee
Schedules for Operating Permits Programs Under Title V

FROM:

John S. Seitz, Director /s/
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards

TO:

(MD-10)

Air Division Director, Regions I-X

On December 18, 1992, I issued a memorandum designed to provide
initial guidance on the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's)
approach to reviewing State fee schedules for operating permits programs
under title V of the Clean Air Act (Act). Today's memorandum updates,
clarifies, revises, and replaces the earlier memorandum.
Section 502(b)(3) of the Act requires that each State collect fees
sufficient to cover all reasonable direct and indirect costs required to
develop and administer its title V permits program. [As used herein,
the term "State" includes local agencies.] The final part 70 regulation
contains a list of activities discussed in the July 21, 1992 preamble to
the final rule (57 FR 32250) which must be funded by permit fees. This
memorandum and its attachment provide further guidance on how EPA
interprets that list of activities, as well as the procedure for
demonstrating that fee revenues are adequate to support the program.
The memorandum and attachment set forth the principles which will
generally guide our review of fee submittals. The EPA believes that
these positions are consistent with the preamble and final rule and are
useful in explaining the broad language in the promulgation, but in no
way supplant the promulgation itself. In evaluating State program
submittals, EPA will make judgments based on the particular design and
attributes of the State program, as well as the requirements of section
70.9 of part 70.
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The policies set out in this memorandum and attachment are intended
solely as guidance, do not represent final Agency action, and cannot be
relied upon to create any rights enforceable by any party.
Several substantive revisions to the earlier guidance that are
reflected in this document deserve special mention. First,
with respect to activities which relate to provisions of the Act in
addition to title V, the revisions clarify that the cost of those
activities would be permit program costs only to the extent the
activities are necessary for part 70 purposes. For example, this
qualification would apply to activities undertaken pursuant to sections
110, 111, and 112 of the Act. In determining which of the activities
normally associated with State Implementation Plan (SIP) development are
to be funded by permit fees, for instance, States should include those
activities to the extent they are necessary for the issuance and
implementation of part 70 permits. Accordingly, if a SIP provision
requires that a State perform or review a modeling demonstration of a
source's impact on ambient air quality as part of the permit application
process, the State's costs which arise from the modeling demonstration
(which are ordinarily not permit program costs) must be covered by
permit fees.
Second, the revisions provide that case-by-case maximum achievable
control technology determinations for modified/ constructed and
reconstructed major toxic sources under
section 112(g) of the Act are considered permit program costs, even if
the determination preceded the issuance of the part 70 permit. This
position is consistent with the Agency's guidance on Title V Program
Approval Criteria for Section 112 Activities (issued April 13, 1993).
In that guidance, EPA explained that in order to obtain approval of
their title V permit programs, States must take responsibility for
implementing all applicable requirements of section 112, including
section 112(g), to fulfill their broader obligation to issue title V
permits which incorporate all applicable requirements of the Act. For
this reason, these section 112 activities are appropriately viewed as
permit program costs and thus funded with permit fees.
Third, the revisions clarify in section II.L that enforcement
costs incurred prior to the filing of an administrative or judicial
complaint are considered permit program costs, including the issuance of
notices, findings, and letters of violation, as well as development and
referral to prosecutorial agencies of enforcement cases. This approach
is based on legislative history which indicates that Congress viewed the
filing of complaints as the beginning of enforcement actions for
purposes of the statutory provision that excludes "court costs or other
costs associated with any enforcement action" from the costs to be
recovered through permit fees.
Fourth, the revisions take a different approach to
"State-only" requirements which are part of the title V permit by
concluding that part 70 does not require that permit fees cover the
costs of implementing and enforcing such conditions, since the rule
requires that States designate these requirements as not federally
enforceable.
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Fifth, the attachment modifies the discussion of the extent to
which title V fees must fund the costs of permit programs under
provisions of the Act other than title V. After carefully considering
section 110(a)(2)(L) (which requires that every major source covered by
a permit program required under the Act pay a fee to fund the permit
program), as it relates to section 502(b)(3) in general, and section
502(b)(3)(A)(ii) in particular, EPA has concluded that title V fees must
cover the costs of implementing and enforcing not only title V permits
but of any other permits required under the Act, regardless of when
issued. This result makes sense, since the title V permit will
incorporate the terms of other permits required under the Act so that
enforcing title V permits will have the effect of implementing and
enforcing those permit requirements as well. However, the costs of
reviewing and acting on applications for permits required under Act
provisions other than title V need not be recouped by title V fees. In
conclusion, the costs of implementing and enforcing all permits required
under the Act must be considered in determining whether a State's fee
revenue is adequate to support its title V program. However, States may
opt to retain separate mechanisms and procedures for collecting permit
fees for other permitting programs under the Act, provided the fees
covering the costs of implementing and enforcing permits are included in
the determination of fee adequacy for purposes of title V.
Although most of the changes outlined today are not expected to
affect significantly whether EPA will find fee programs based on the
earlier guidance adequate, we will assist States in resolving any
difficulties which may have resulted from reliance on the December 18
guidance.
As a means of providing support for the Regional Offices and
States on fee approval issues, we invite early submittal of fee analyses
(separate from the entire program submittal) from States, particularly
those which propose to charge less than the presumptive fee minimum. We
will assist Regional Offices in reviewing these submittals with respect
to the requirements of title V. Case-by-case reviews of fee programs
which you believe are ripe for review offer a timely opportunity to
provide additional guidance on this issue.
If you would like us to assist with review of a State's fee
program, please contact Kirt Cox. For further information,
you may call Kirt at (919) 541-5399 or Candace Carraway at
(919) 541-3189.
Attachment
cc:

Air Branch Chief, Regions I-X
Regional Counsel, Regions I-X
M. Shapiro
J. Kurtzweg
A. Eckert
B. Jordan
R. Kellam
J. Rasnic

ATTACHMENT
GUIDANCE FOR STATE FEE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

!

States must collect, from part 70 sources, fees adequate to fund
the reasonable direct and indirect costs of the permits program.

!

Only funds collected from part 70 sources may be used to fund a
State's title V permits program. Legislative appropriations,
other funding mechanisms such as vehicle license fees, and section
105 funds cannot be used to fund these permits program activities.

!

The 1990 Amendments to the Clean Air Act (Act) generally require a
broader range of permitting activities than are currently
addressed by most State and local permits programs. Title V and
part 70 contain a nonexclusive list of types of activities which
must be funded by permit fees.

!

Title V fees present a new opportunity to improve permits program
implementation where funding has been inadequate in the past.

!

The fee revenue needed to cover the reasonable direct and indirect
costs of the permits program may not be used for any purpose
except to fund the permits program. However, title V does not
limit State discretion to collect fees pursuant to independent
State authority beyond the minimum amount required by title V.
The evaluation of State fee program adequacy for part 70 approval
purposes will be based solely on whether the fees will be
sufficient to fund all permit program costs.

!

Any fee program which collects aggregate revenues less than the
$25 per ton per year (tpy) presumptive minimum will be subject to
close Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) scrutiny.

!

If credible evidence is presented to EPA which raises serious
questions regarding whether the presumptive minimum amount of fee
revenue is sufficient to fund the permits program adequately, the
State must provide a detailed demonstration as to the adequacy of
its fee schedule to fund the direct and indirect costs of the
permits program.

!

II.
A.

The EPA encourages State legislatures to include flexible fee
authority in State statutes so as to allow flexibility to manage
fee adjustments if needed in light of program experience, audits,
and accounting reports. States should be able to adapt their fee
schedules in a timely way in response to new information and new
program requirements.
ACTIVITIES EXPECTED TO BE FUNDED BY PERMIT FEES
Overview.
-

Permits program fees must cover all reasonable direct and
indirect costs of the title V permits program incurred by
State and/or local agencies. For example, fees must cover
the cost of permitting affected units under section 404 of
the Act, even though such sources may be subject to special
treatment with respect to payment of permit fees.

-

In making the determination as to whether an activity is a
title V permits program activity, EPA will consider the
design of the individual State's title V program and its
relationship to its comprehensive air quality program. State
design of its air program, including its State Implementation
Plan (SIP), will in some cases determine whether a particular
activity is properly considered a permits program activity.
For example, if a SIP provision requires that a State perform
or review a modeling demonstration of a source's impact on
ambient air quality as part of the permit application
process, the State's costs which arise from the modeling
demonstration (which are ordinarily not permit program costs)
would be part of the State's title V program costs. Because
the nature of permitting-related activities can vary from
State to State, the EPA intends to evaluate each program
individually using the definition of "permit program costs"
in the final regulation.

!

In general, EPA expects that title V permit fees will fund
the activities listed below. However, in evaluating State
program submittals, EPA will consider the particular design
and attributes of the State program. It is important to note
that the activities listed below may not represent the full
range of activities to be covered by permit fees.
Implementation experience may demonstrate that additional
activities are appropriately added to this list.
Additionally, some States may have further
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program needs based on the particularities of their own air
quality issues and program structure.
B.

C.

States may use permit fees to hire contractors to support
permitting activities.

Initial program submittal, including:
-

Development of documentation required for program submittal,
including program description, documentation of adequate
resources to implement program, letter from Governor,
Attorney General's opinion.

-

Development of implementation agreement between State and
Regional Office.

Part 70 program development, including:
-

Staff training.

-

Permits program infrastructure development, including:

-

*

Legislative authority.

*

Regulations.

*

Guidance.

*

Policy, procedures, and forms.

*

Integration of operating permits program with other
programs [e.g., SIP, new source review (NSR), section
112].

*

Data systems (including AIRS-compatible systems for
submitting permitting information to EPA, permit
tracking system) for title V purposes.

*

Local program development, State oversight of local
programs, modifications of grants of authority to local
agencies, as needed.

*

Justification for program elements which are different
from but equivalent to required program elements.

Permits program modifications which may be triggered by new
Federal requirements/policies, new standards [e.g., maximum
achievable control technology (MACT), SIP, Federal
implementation plan], or audit results.
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D.

E.

F.

G.

Permits program coverage/applicability determinations, including:
-

Creating an inventory of part 70 sources.

-

Development of program criteria for deferral of
nonmajor sources consistent with the discretion provided to
States in part 70.

-

Application of deferral criteria to individual sources.

-

Development of significance levels (for exempting certain
information from inclusion on permits application).

-

Development and implementation of federally-enforceable
restrictions on a source's potential to emit in order to
avoid it being considered a major source.

Permits application review, including:
-

Completeness review of applications.

-

Technical analysis of application content.

-

Review of compliance plans, schedules, and compliance
certifications.

General and model permits, including:
-

Development.

-

Implementation.

Development of permit terms and conditions, including:
-

Operational flexibility provisions.

-

Netting/trading conditions.

-

Filling gaps within applicable requirements (e.g., periodic
monitoring and testing).

-

Appropriate compliance conditions (e.g., inspection
and entry, monitoring and reporting).

-

Screen/separate "State-only" requirements from the federallyenforceable requirements.
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H.

I.

-

Development of source-specific permit limitations [e.g.,
section 112(g) determinations, equivalent SIP emissions
limits pursuant to 70.6(a)(1)(iii)].

-

Optional shield provisions.

Public/EPA participation, including:
-

Notices to public, affected States and EPA for issuance,
renewal, significant modifications and (if required by State
law) for minor modifications (including staff time and
publication costs).

-

Response to comments received.

-

Hearings (as appropriate) for issuance, renewal, significant
modifications, and (if required by State law) for minor
modifications (including preparation, administration,
response, and documentation).

-

Transmittal to EPA of necessary documentation for review and
response to EPA objection.

-

90-day challenges to permits terms in State court, petitions
for EPA objection.

Permit revisions, including:
-

J.

Development of criteria and procedures for the following
different types of permit revisions:
*

Administrative amendments.

*

Minor modifications (fast-track and group processing).

*

Significant modifications.

Analysis and processing of proposed revisions.

Reopenings:
-

For cause.

-

Resulting from new emissions standards.
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K.

Activities relating to other sections of the Act which are also
needed in order to issue and implement part 70 permits, including:
-

-

Certain section 110 activities, such as:
*

Emissions inventory compilation requirements.

*

Equivalency determinations and case-by-case
reasonably available control technology determinations
if done as part of the part 70 permitting process.

Implementation and enforcement of preconstruction
permits issued to part 70 sources pursuant to title I
of the Act, including:
*

State minor NSR permits issued pursuant to a program
approved into the SIP.

*

Prevention of significant deterioration/NSR permits
issued pursuant to Parts C and D of
title I of the Act.

-

Implementation of Section 111 standards through part 70
permits.

-

Implementation of the following section 112 requirements
through part 70 permits:

-

*

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP) promulgated under
section 112(d) according to the timetable specified in
section 112(e).

*

The NESHAP promulgated under section 112(f) subsequent
to EPA's study of the residual risks
to the public health.

*

Section 112(h) design, equipment, work practice, or
operational standards.

Development and implementation of certain section 112
requirements through part 70 permits, including:
*

Section 112(g) program requirements for constructed,
reconstructed, and modified major sources.
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L.

*

Section 112(i) early reductions.

*

Section 112(j) equivalent MACT determinations.

*

Section 112(l) State air toxics program activities that
take place as part of the part 70 permitting process.

*

Section 112(r)(7) risk management plans if the plan is
developed as part of the permits process.

Compliance and enforcement-related activities to the extent that
these activities occur prior to the filing of an administrative or
judicial complaint or order. These activities include the
following to the extent they are related to the enforcement of a
permit, the obligation to obtain a permit, or the permitting
regulations:
-

Development and administration of enforcement legislation,
regulations, and policy and guidance.

-

Development of compliance plans and schedules of compliance.

-

Compliance and monitoring activities.

-

*

Review of monitoring reports and compliance
certifications.

*

Inspections.

*

Audits.

*

Stack tests conducted/reviewed by the permitting
authority.

*

Requests for information either before or after a
violation is identified (e.g., requests similar to
EPA's section 114 letters).

Enforcement-related activities.
*

Preparation and issuance of notices, findings, and
letters of violation [NOV's, FOV's, LOV's].

*

Development of cases and referrals up until the filing
of the complaint or order.
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-

M.

The portion of the Small Business Assistance Program which
provides:
-

N.

O.

Excluded are all enforcement/compliance monitoring costs
which are incurred after the filing of an administrative or
judicial complaint.

Counseling to help sources determine and meet their
obligations under part 70, including:
*

Applicability.

*

Options for sources to which part 70 applies.

-

Outreach/publications on part 70 requirements.

-

Direct part 70 permitting assistance.

Permit fee program administration, including:
-

Fee structure development.

-

Fee demonstration.
*

Projection of fee revenues.

*

Projection of program costs if detailed demonstration
is required.

-

Fee collection and administration.

-

Periodic cost accounting.

General air program activities to the extent they are also
necessary for the issuance and implementation of part 70
permits.
-

Emissions and ambient monitoring.

-

Modeling and analysis.

-

Demonstrations.

-

Emissions inventories.

-

Administration and technical support (e.g., managerial costs,
secretarial/clerical costs, labor indirect costs, copying
costs, contracted services, accounting and billing).
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-

Overhead (e.g., heat, electricity, phone, rent, and
janitorial services).

-

States will need to develop a rational method based on sound
accounting principles for segregating the above costs of the
permits program from other costs of the air program. The
cost figures and methodology will be reviewed by EPA on a
case-by-case basis.

III.

FLEXIBILITY IN FEE STRUCTURE DESIGN

A.

A State may design its fee structure as it deems appropriate,
provided the fee structure raises sufficient revenue to cover all
reasonable direct and indirect permits program costs.

B.

Provided adequate aggregate revenue is raised, States may:
-

Base fees on actual emissions or allowable emissions.

-

Differentiate fees based on source categories or type of
pollutant.

-

Exempt some sources from fee requirements.

-

Determine fees on some basis other than emissions.

-

Charge annual fees or fees covering some other period of
time.

IV.

INITIAL PROGRAM APPROVABILITY CRITERIA

A.

Elements of State program submittals which relate to permit fees.
-

Demonstration that fee revenues in the aggregate will
adequately fund the permits program.

-

Initial accounting to demonstrate that permit fee revenues
required to support the reasonable direct and indirect
permits program costs are in fact used to fund permits
program costs.

-

Statement that the program is adequately funded by permit
fees (which is supported by cost estimates for the first 4
years of the permits program).
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B.

Methods by which a State may demonstrate that its fee schedule is
sufficient to fund its title V permits program:
-

Demonstration that its fee revenue in the aggregate will meet
or exceed the $25/tpy (with CPI adjustment) presumptive
minimum amount.

-

Detailed fee demonstration.
*

C.

Required if fees in the aggregate are less than the
presumptive minimum or if credible evidence is
presented raising serious questions during public
comment on whether fee schedule is sufficient or
information casting doubt on fee adequacy otherwise
comes to EPA's attention.

Computation of $25/tpy presumptive minimum.
-

The emissions inventory against which the $25/tpy is applied
is calculated as follows:
*

Calculate emissions inventory using actual emissions
(and estimates of actual emissions).

*

From the total emissions of part 70 sources, exclude
emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) and other pollutants
consistent with the definition of "regulated pollutant
(for presumptive fee purposes)."

*

States may:

*

!

Exclude emissions which exceed 4,000 tpy per
pollutant per source.

!

Exclude emissions which are already included in
the calculation (i.e., double-counting is not
required).

!

Exclude insignificant quantities of emissions not
required in a permit application.

States have two options with respect to emissions from
affected units under section 404 of the Act during 1995
through 1999.
!

If a State excludes emissions from affected units
under section 404 from its inventory, fees from
those units may not be used to show that the
State's fee revenue meets or exceeds the $25/tpy
presumptive minimum amount (see paragraph IV.E
below).

!

If a State includes emissions from affected units
under section 404 in its inventory, it may include
non-emissions-based fees from those units in
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showing that its fee revenue meets or exceeds the
$25/tpy presumptive minimum amount (see paragraph
IV.E below.)
-

D.

E.

Computation of the presumptive minimum amount is a surrogate
for predicting aggregate actual program costs. Once this
aggregate cost has been determined, the method used for
computing it does not restrict a State's discretion in
designing its particular fee structure. States may impose
fees in a manner different from the criteria for calculating
the presumptive amount (e.g., charging fees for CO emissions
and for emissions which exceed 4,000 tpy per pollutant per
source).

Establishing that fee revenue meets or exceeds the presumptive
minimum.
-

Fee revenue in the aggregate must be equivalent to $25/tpy
(as adjusted by CPI) as applied to the qualifying emissions
inventory.

-

States have flexibility in fee schedule design as outlined in
paragraph III above and are not required to adopt any
particular fee schedule.

Fees collected from affected units under section 404.
-

States may not use emissions-based fees from "Phase I"
affected units under section 404 for any purpose related to
the approval of their operating permits programs for the
period from 1995 through 1999. The EPA interprets the
prohibition contained in section 408(c)(4) of the Act as
preventing EPA from recognizing the collection of such fees
in determining whether a State has met its obligation for
adequate program funding. Furthermore, such fees cannot be
used to support the direct or indirect costs of the permits
program. However, States may, on their own initiative,
impose title V emissions-based fees on affected units under
section 404 and use such revenues to fund activities beyond
those required pursuant to title V.
*

-

All units initially classified as "Phase I" units are
listed in Table I of 40 CFR part 73. In addition,
units designated as active substitution units under
section 404(b) are considered
"Phase I" affected units under section 404.

States may collect fees which are not emissions based (e.g.,
application or processing fees) from such units.
Role of nonemissions-based fees in determining adequacy of
aggregate fee revenue.
*

Such fees may be used as part of a detailed fee
demonstration (which does not rely on the $25/tpy
presumption).
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*

F.

G.

Such fees may not be used to establish that aggregate
fees meet or exceed the presumptive minimum amount
unless the State exercises its discretion to include
emissions from affected units under section 404 in the
emissions inventory against which the $25/tpy is
applied.

Fee program accountability.
-

Initial accounting (required as part of program submittal)
comprised of a description of the mechanisms and procedures
for ensuring that fees needed to support the reasonable
direct and indirect costs of the program are utilized solely
for permits program costs.

-

Periodic accounting every 2-3 years to demonstrate that the
reasonable direct and indirect costs of the program were
covered by fee revenues.

-

Earlier accounting or more frequent accountings if EPA
determines through its oversight activities that a program's
inadequate implementation may be the result of inadequate
funding.

Governor's statement assuring adequate personnel and funding for
permits program.
-

Submitted as part of program submittal.

-

A statement supported by annual estimates of permits program
costs for the first 4 years after program approval and a
description of how the State plans to cover those costs.
*

Detailed description of estimated annual costs is not
required if the State has relied on the presumptive
minimum amount in demonstrating the adequacy of its fee
program.
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*

-

Detailed description of estimated costs for a
4-year period showing how program activities and
resource needs will change during the transition period
is required if State proposes to collect fee revenue
which is less than the presumptive minimum amount.

Projection of annual fee revenue for a 4-year period with
explanation of how State will handle any temporary shortfall
(if projected revenue for any of the 4 years is less than
estimated costs).

V.

FUTURE ADJUSTMENTS TO FEE SCHEDULE

A.

Continuing requirement of fee revenue adequacy.
-

B.

Obligates the States to update and adjust their fee schedules
periodically if they are not sufficient to fund the
reasonable direct and indirect costs of the permits program.

Changes in fee structure over time are inevitable and may be
required by the following events:
-

Results of periodic audits/accountings.

-

Revised number of part 70 sources (discovery of new sources,
new EPA standards, expiration of the deferral of nonmajor
sources).

-

Changes in the number of permit revisions.

-

Changes in the number of affected units under
section 404 (e.g., substitution units).

-

CPI-type adjustments.

-

Different activities during post-transition period.
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NOTICE
The policies set out in this guidance document are intended
solely as guidance and do not represent final Agency action
and are not ripe for judicial review. They are not intended,
nor can they be relied upon, to create any rights enforceable
by any party in litigation with the United States. The EPA
officials may decide to follow the guidance provided in this
guidance document, or to act at variance with the guidance,
based on an analysis of specific circumstances. The EPA also
may change this guidance at any time without public notice.
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Israels, Ken �
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Donna Peterson <DPeterson@aqmd.gov>
Wednesday, April 13, 2016 9:27 AM
Israels, Ken
Rios, Gerardo; Barbara Baird; Michael O'Kelly; Teresa Barrera; Amir Dejbakhsh; Mohan
Balagopalan
RE: title V fee related information

Hi Ken:
Thanks again for the additional time to get back to you on this. Please see SCAQMD’s responses below in bold red:
If you have any questions or need additional information, let me know.
Donna
From: Israels, Ken [mailto:Israels.Ken@epa.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2016 3:35 AM
To: Donna Peterson <DPeterson@aqmd.gov>
Cc: Rios, Gerardo <Rios.Gerardo@epa.gov>; Barbara Baird <BBaird@aqmd.gov>; Teresa Barrera <tbarrera@aqmd.gov>;
Amir Dejbakhsh <adejbakhsh@aqmd.gov>; Mohan Balagopalan <mbalagopalan@aqmd.gov>
Subject: RE: title V fee related information
Hi Donna –
Thanks for your email. Providing us the information described in my email below by April 15 is fine. Please let
us know if we can be of any assistance. We appreciate your help on this.
Ken Israels
415-947-4102
From: Donna Peterson [mailto:DPeterson@aqmd.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 7:37 AM
To: Israels, Ken <Israels.Ken@epa.gov>
Cc: Rios, Gerardo <Rios.Gerardo@epa.gov>; Barbara Baird <BBaird@aqmd.gov>; Teresa Barrera <tbarrera@aqmd.gov>;
Amir Dejbakhsh <adejbakhsh@aqmd.gov>; Mohan Balagopalan <mbalagopalan@aqmd.gov>
Subject: RE: title V fee related information
Good Morning Ken:
Would it be possible to get an extension of time until Friday, April 15th to provide you with the additional information
requested below?
Donna
From: Israels, Ken [mailto:Israels.Ken@epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 8:59 AM
To: Donna Peterson <DPeterson@aqmd.gov>
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Cc: Rios, Gerardo <Rios.Gerardo@epa.gov>
Subject: title V fee related information
Hi Donna –
Good speaking with you this morning and meeting with you last week. As noted during our interview, we
appreciate your ability to provide thorough tracking of the revenue and expenses associated with the implementation of
the title V operating permit program. After reviewing the spreadsheet provided entitled “Title V Program”, we want to
clarify our understanding of the accounting for the title V revenue and expenses.
To this end, we want to make sure that we understand:
1) how any shortfall in revenue is covered from one year to the next for those years showing a shortfall in the
spreadsheet
SCAQMD expenditure increases are largely attributable to retirement, healthcare, building-related and other
overhead increases. Shortfalls are covered by reserves/prior year revenue. It is our typical practice to
underestimate the amount of penalties we expect to receive in any given year. The District does not want
penalties to be a substantial source of assumed/budgeted revenue. This underestimation can be substantial
because there are often large but unanticipated, one-time type penalties obtained in any given year. The
receipt of penalties beyond what we budget for has been the primary contributor to our unreserved fund
balance. The SCAQMD Governing Board has a policy of maintaining the Unreserved Fund Balance at a
minimum of 20% of General Fund revenues. We incorporate this 20% reserve requirement into our Five Year
Projection for planning purposes and any use of the reserve typically prompts an analysis of whether
immediate and/or longer-term changes to our expenses and revenues may be needed.

and 2) if there is an explanation for the differences in WPC codes (especially codes 50607 and 50774) over
time. We understand, generally, based on the narrative you provided with the spreadsheet, that the expenditure
increases for FY 12-13, FY 13-14, and FY 14- 15 are attributable to retirement/health care, building related, and other
overhead increases.
In February 2012, the District created Work Program Code (WPC) 50607 as a new WPC for Permit Processing
of Title V and RECLAIM Facilities. Prior to that we had WPCs for Permit Processing of TV only [WPC 50774] or
RECLAIM only [WPC 50518], but not for a combination of the two. Also in 2012, we clarified with staff that
WPC 50775 was to be used for TV Administration only. These changes were made as part of an effort to
further refine the accuracy of the data and some of the time previously charged to existing codes is now being
charged to the new code.

Work Program Code
50607

Description
RECLAIM & Title V

50774
50775
50518

Title V only
Title V – Admin
RECLAIM/Non TV

Comment
New –created in
February 2012
Existing prior to 2012
Existing prior to 2012
Existing prior to 2012

Finally, I am attaching for your information an EPA guidance document that may be helpful in addressing our
fee-related queries entitled, “Reissuance of Guidance on Agency Review of State Fee Schedules for Operating Permits
Programs Under Title V”, dated August 4, 1993.
2

We appreciate your taking time during what I’m sure is a busy week to address the above items. If a response
can not be prepared until next Tuesday (4/5), we understand. Please feel free to respond to this email or give me a call
at the number below if you have any questions or concerns. We appreciate your efforts.
Thanks,
Ken Israels
415-947-4102
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WP(

08770
08772
11770
11772
27770
'".50607

Program Category Program
COMPLIANCE
PERMIT
PERMIT
PERMIT
PERMIT
PERMIT

Title VProgram
Expenditures
FY 2007•08
FY 2008-09

Activities/Output

S0773 DEVELOP RUUS
S0774 PERMIT
S077S PERMIT

Tltle V
LegAdvice: Tide v Program/Pean 0
TitLt V Permits
Legal Advice: New Src ntJe v Permit
Title V
leg Advice: Tide V Program/Perm 0
ntte V Permits
Legal Adviee: New Src Title V Permh
nuev
Dev/Maintain nue v Program
TitleV
Process AEOAIM/ntle V Permits
nue v IMpectio n s
Title v Compll;mce/lnspe«ion/FoOo,
Tide V & NSR Rulemaking ! Title V Ru&e Oev/Amend/lmpl
Title V Permits
Title V Permit Processing
Title UJ & VPermlts/NSR Title V NSR Petmit Processing

S03n COMPUANCE
50521 PERMIT

ln.spections/REaAIM Audi Audit/Compliance/Assurance
Permit Processing/Expedlt, Proc Expedited Permits (3010T)

l

son, COMPUANCE

o/

FY 2009·10

FY 2010.11

434
S,S41

4,827
6,S20

1,061
11,384

1,S94,407
t9S,S03

6 76,618
S,1S6
2,991,809
131,SOS

724,99S
8 S2
3,706,367
111.298

644,761
4,681
6,020,141
140,473

1,181,947
74,826

1,619 ,066
86,293

1,682,060
123,230

1,637,584
176,930

FY 20ll·U

FY 2012·13

FY 2013·14

FY Z0l4·1S

21,931

6,63S
1,148

8.S2S
1,111

S,628
2,096

2,210,931
S78,683

6,714,090
463,66S

7,187.599
387,3S2

7,421,146
37S,8S9

S,339,622
141,325

2,183,237
273,711

2,01S.S01
308,100

1,903,361
320,606

l,60S,762
164,619

1,585,717
246,619

1.587,342
26S,684

1,687,204
277,054

3,S19

719,580

Total Expenditures S 3,769,782 $ S,516,722

$ 6,360,lSO $ 8,637,017 $ 10,068,873 $ 11,474..822 $ 11,761,274 $ 11,992,956

nue v Revenue

TitSe V

148,481
3 ,447,734
1,508,4 29

Annual Renewals
Permit Processing

161,3S8
4,0S9,117
1,801,992

172,387
S,300,638
2,303,456

Total Title V Revenue S 5,104,644 $ 6,022,467 $ 7,776,481
Adjustments to Title v Annual Renewal Revenue
legal/Plannlng
IM

STAUt,--,,/f,J_

Al,)

Adjusted rrtle V Revenue
Title v Surplus/(Deflcit) S

(128,2731
(126,2111
(536,9051 $
4,313,256
543,474 $

(147,5331
(144,6371
(833,SSll S
4,896,744

(619,9781 $

171,180
7,688,620
2,SSS,888

162,SIS
7,412,837
2,938,864

153,784
7,481,084
2,612,982

$ 10,445,688 $ 11,483,262 $ 10,514,516 $ 10,247,8SO

(228,8051
( 180,878)
(814,6911 S
6,SS2,107
191,957

160,311
7,811,610
3,Sll,341

(346,0091 $
(276,001) $
(672.A48) $
9,1S1,,Z31

$

514,214 $

154,344
7,121,349
2,162,290
$

(ll4,80SI $ (284,3$21 $
(28t482) $
(28S,4771 S (267,6271 $
(253,288) $
1781,7491 $ (1,009,8121 $ (1,069,036) $

10,081,231
12,358

8,952,725

8,623,044

9,437,983

(267,Eill
(253,353)
(998,
7,918,810

$ (2,S22,0971 $ (3,138,2291 $ (4,074,146)

(al 53% of REOAIM fa,cllities ere bOth Title Vand RECLAJM; 147 f-adllties are bo th Title V a11d RECLAIM; 278 total RECLAIM facilities
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Expenditures:

•

Fully Burdened Costs for:
Title V related WPCs (in Legal IM, E&C)
Title V portion of RECLAIM Inspections (WPC 50377 - # TV facilities/# Title V-RECLAIM
facilities)
Title V portion of Expedited Permit Processing (WPC 50521-Trans Type 15 -% ofXPP
by Title V facilities/total XPP

Revenue:
IM queries all facilities with Fee #1400 (Title V) and query everything paid by those facilities in the fiscal
year.
•

Title V "flat fee" (page 301-18)-Title V Facility Fee
Billed on regular billing cycle, along with annual renewal but on a separate invoice

•

Annual Renewal Fee - Facility Permit - regular Schedule A-H

Permit Processing Fees/Title V Permit Application Fees
•

Title V Initial Fee (page 301-45) -when application submitted
Other permit processing fees (e.g. public notice, public hearing)

•

Title V Final Fee (page 301-46)-T & M if in excess of

•

Title V Renewal Fee (incl T&M) (page 301-47)- every 5 years

Adjustments to Revenue based on Legal review and determination that a portion of these revenues are
used to pay for non-Title V allowable costs/recovering fees for activities not within the scope ofTitle V:
Of the activities supported by Annual Operating Renewal Fees, there are some that should be excluded
because they are non-allowable Title V costs. So, we take the% of Title V-related annual renewals to
the total Annual Renewals, and exclude that percentage of the revenue.
Surplus/(Deficit):
Any deficit (costs exceeding revenue collected) represents Title V share of ongoing deficit in permit
processing.
FY 12-13, 13-14, 14-15 Expenditure Increases:
•

Retirement/Health Care

•

Building Related

•

Other Overhead increases

Appendix F. South Coast AQMD Comments on the Draft Report

South Coast
Air Quality Management District
21865 Copley Drive. Diamond Bar. CA 91765-4178
(909) 396-2000 · www.aqmd .gov

September 12, 2016

Gerardo C. Rios,
Chief, Permits Office, Air Division {AIR-3)
U.S. Environmenta l Protection Agency- Region IX
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

Re: Draft Title V Program Evaluation Report for the South Coast Air Quality Management District

Dear Mr. Rios:
The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) has received the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA) August 11, 2016 draft evaluation of its Title V Program. The SCAQMD staff
would like to thank EPA for the opportunity to review and comment on EPA's findings to ensure the
report accurately reflects SCAQMD's program and its policies. As you know, SCAQMD currently has
more than 380 facilities in its Title V universe, and it is committed to working closely and collaboratively
with EPA to address any deficiencies identified and improve its Title V program implementation. We are
open to any and all improvement suggestions and will work w ith EPA to ensure that they do not hinder
the expeditious processing o f Title V permits or increase program implementation cost unnecessarily.
The SCAQMD staff is pleased with EPA's general finding that the SCAQMD implements the Title V
program in an effective and efficient manner. We are also appreciative of EPA's recognition of our Title
V Compliance program and the effective communications between our permitting, compliance, and
legal staff. Although EPA has found that the majority of our Title V permitting activities, such as permit
actions, quality assurance practices, streamlining of overlapping conditions, implementation CAM
requirements, and actively engaging linguistically communities isolated to be acceptable, EPA has also
identified several areas of concern and provided recommendations on how to resolve these deficiencies.
We have listed these findings in the attached document and are providing our initia l feedback and
responses. To minimize any potential administrative disruptions to the program, we suggest that a
phased implementation approach is followed in implementing the identified recommendations. This
can be part of the work plan required within 90 days of issuance of the Program Eva luation Report. EPA
had no comments or recommendations on the effectiveness or the benefits of the Title V program on
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Mr. Gerardo C. Rios
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the SCAQMD's existing air permitting and compliance program and asked SCAQMD to continue with
their current efforts.
As I stated earlier, the SCAQMD staff is committed to working closely with EPA to address your concerns
collaboratively. Please contact me if you have any questions or wish to discuss any of our comments or
proposals. I can be reached at 909-396-3123 or ltisopulos@agmd.gov via e-mail.

La TisopulG(Ph.D., P.E.
Deputy Executive Officer
Engineering and Permitting

TK:AD
Attachment
CC:

Wayne Nastri, SCAQMD
Jill Whynot, SCAQMD
Barbara Baird, SCAQMD
Michael O'Kelly, SCAQMD
Amir Dejbakhsh, SCAQMD
Teresa Barrera, SCAQMD
Mohan Balagopalan, SCAQMD

ATIACHMENT

South Coast Air Quality Management District Staff comments on EPA's Draft August 11, 2016 Title v
Program Evaluation
September 12, 2016

Section 2.6 - Statement of Basis Documentation
Finding: SCAQMD's Statements of Basis do not consistently describe regulatory and policy issues or
document decisions the District has made in the permitting proces.s.
EPA Recommendation: SCAQMD must produce adequate statements of basis/Engineering Evaluations
for all Title V permitting actions (initial permits, renewals, and revisions), and should commit to
improving the scope and content of these documents, particularly for initial and renewal permits, in
accordance with EPA guidance in future permitting actions. We encourage SCAQMD to w ork in close
coordination with EPA to assure such documents meet federal requirements.
Comments:
The SCAQMD Title V permitting program was developed in close coordination with EPA with many
written and verbal agreements in order to address the large number of Title V permits that SCAQMD
had to issue. As part of these agreements, SCAQMD was allowed to use its detailed Engineering
Evaluation in place of Statement of Basis for initial and revision permitting actions, and a streamlined
Statem ent of Basis version for i ts renewal actions, except for the refinery operations. We also
understand EPA' s concerns that a more robust Statement of Basis would now be beneficial to both EPA
and public when reviewing our permit actions. As such we are willing and committed to work closely
w ith EPA in developing a phased-in approach to include for a Statement of Basis that is acceptable to
EPA, while at the same t ime, not hinder SCAQMD's ability to issue Title V permits in a timely manner.
Section 3.2 - High Level Incorporation by Reference
Finding: Due to SCAQMD's practice of incorporating federal regulations using only a general reference,
District permits may lack the deta iled monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting for specific applicable
requirements that are adequate to ensure and determine compliance for the permittee, SCAQMD, and
the public.
EPA Recommendation: SCAQMD must incorporate, in sufficient detail to be practically enforceable, all
federally applicable requirements into its ntle V permits. We recommend that the District use Region 9's
Permit Review Guidelines and EPA Region 3's Permit Writers' Tips when revising existing permits and
when developing new Ti tle v permits. The section called " Incorporating Applicable Requirements" in the
Region 3 document, which contains tips on how to translate NSPS and NESHAP standards into Title V
permit conditions, is especially useful.
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Comments:
The SCAO.MD's Title V permitting program was developed in close coordination with EPA. EPA had
previously agreed with SCAO.MD's approach to only include emission limits as required by NSPS or
NESHAPs on the Title V permits because many of the federal requirements were duplicative of the
SCAO.MD rules or permit conditions. Although we agree that including all applicable requirements
would be helpful in instances where the local rules are deficient, it will negatively affect the timely
issuance of the permits and will substantially increase the size of the permit. For this reason, we are
requesting that EPA assist SCAO.MD by providing training programs and work with SCAO.MD staff in
identifying specific areas where SCAO.MD rules or permits do not match the current and future NSPS and
NESHAP regulations.

Section 4.1- Permit Availability
Finding: SCAO.MD provides public notices and other meaningful information of its draft and final Title V
permitting actions on its website. However, aside from those permits up for public review, SCAO.MD
does not otherwise provide the public with online access to the current final version of its Title v
permits.
EPA Recommendation: We recommend that the District continue to provide information through the
various approaches currently used. We also recommend that the District provide the public with
continuous access (i.e., not just during public comment periods) to the final issued permit of all Title v
sources via its website.
Comments:
SCAQ.MD is currently working on this issue and should have this information available online by end of
the second quarter in 2017.
Section 4.4 - Community Outreach
Finding -Southern California contains a significant number of linguistically isolated communities for
which SCAQMD consistently provides translation services.
EPA Recommendation: SCAQMD should continue to actively engage communities based on their
current process.
Comments:
SCAO.MD appreciates EPA's acknowledgment that SCAQMD is adequately engaging linguistically isolated
communities. However, to maintain and improve this process, SCAQMD during the last quarterly
meeting with EPA, requested additional training from EPA on its available programs to further assist the
SCAO.MD in its outreach programs to linguistically isolated communities.
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Section 4.S - EPA Review
Finding: W hen public comments are received, certain practices by SCAQMD do not always ensure that
the EPA and the public have sufficient time and information to determine whether an objection to a
Title V permit is warranted.
EPA Recommendation: We recommend that SCAQMD revise its practices such that for permit actions in
which public comments are received, SCAQMD prepare a response to comments, make any necessary
revisions to the permit or permit record, and resubmit the proposed permit and other required
supporting information to restart the EPA review period. To facilitate timely issuance of permits, EPA
Region 9 and SCAQMD should coordinate these review periods so that Region 9 can expedite its review
when feasible.
Comments:
We typically do concurrent notifications to the public (30 days review period) and to EPA {4S days
review period) as part of a streamlining effort to issue Title V permits in a timely manner. We agree with
EPA that ONLY in the event public comments are received, the EPA 45 day review period should
commence after we have forwarded the public comments and our responses to such comments to EPA.
SCAQMD staff have already initiated and changed the language in the review request submittals to EPA
to address this concern.
Section S.2 - Reclassification as a Synthetic Minor Source
Findings: District Rule 3008 allows sources to voluntarily limit their potential to emit in order to avoid
the requirement to obtain a Title V permit. The District has since discontinued the use of Rule 3008 and
now uses a list of guidelines to determine if a Title V major source can be reclassified as a synthetic
minor source.
EPA Recommendation: The District should ensure that its new guidelines regarding limiting PTE are
clearly and consistently applied throughout its jurisdiction. We recommend consolidating these new

guidelines into a written policy. In addition, the District should consider issuing a single document that
list requirements for a source to demonstrate compliance with facility-wide emission limits, instead of
individual equipment based emission limits. Such an approach may be easier to enforce for compliance
staff and easier to understand for a permitted synthetic minor source.
Comments:
We disagree with EPA's statement that SCAQMD has discontinued the use of Rule 3008 to allow facilities
to opt out of Title V. Facilities can use either Rule 3008 or follow the second set of guidelines that
SCAQMD has developed to be reclassified as a synthetic minor source. However, we agree with EPA's
recommendations that a written a policy to clearly state these guidelines will be helpful for our
permitting staff.
Also, we do issue a single document, in the form of a letter, which notifies the facility of our decision to
allow them to opt out of Title V program. In the letter we specify that if the facility's annual emission
limits exceed their facility-wide emission threshold limits or become subject to an applicable NSPS or a
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NESHSAP that requires submittal of a Tit le V permit, the facility loses their exemption and must refile an
application for a Title V permit. When we convert the Title V permit back to "individual permits", we
include a facility-wide condition on each permit as a reminder to the facility, as well as our compliance
staff, to keep records to show continual compliance with the emissions cap in order to maintain their
Minor Source designation. We have found that placing such a condition on individual permits, rather
than in a separate letter, is actually easier to track for compliance purposes.

Section 7.2-Title V Fee Sufficiency
Find ing: SCAQMD tracks Title V program expenses and revenue. However, additional funds have been
needed for the past three years to ensure that program expenses are adequately covered.
Recommendatio n: First, EPA commends SCAQMD for its existing accounting practices that provide
sufficient information regarding expenses and revenue associated w ith Title V permits. Second, EPA
strongly encourages SCAQMD to prepare a plan to take measures over time, such as raising permit fees
and reducing expenses, to minimize continued use of reserves to cover program funding deficits. Finally,
EPA believes t hat SCAQMD must clarify its use of penalties as a source of revenue for Title V
implementation as described in the discussion above. Since these funds are to be used solely as Title V
revenue as opposed to other purposes, SCAQMD must identify whether the penalties used to cover any
Title V program revenue shortfalls are solely from Title V facilities' noncompliance or if t he penalties are
from a broader set of facilities.
Comments:
Upon becoming aware that we could count Title V penalty revenue, we identified sufficient penalties
received from Title V facilities to cover the shortfalls for each of the three fiscal years (FY 12-13, FY 13-14

and FY 14-15). This revised met hodology provides a more accurate analysis of the Title V program's
revenues and expenditures. We provided this information to EPA staff in August 2016, and expect that
based on this additional information and ongoing discussions w ith EPA, the Finding, Discussion and
Recommendation for 7.2 will be modified in the Final Report.
With respect to any concern t hat the continued use of reserves/prior year revenue is not sustainable,
we acknowledge that we inherently have run a General Fund budget deficit, purposefully drawing on
reserves as part of the Five Year Forecast included in the annual budget document which is adopted by
SCAQMD's Governing Board. The SCAQMD Governing Board has adopted a Fund Balance Policy which
requires that the Unreserved Fund Balance in the General Fund should be maint ained at a minimum of
20% of revenues. Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) Recommended Best Practices
prescribes a minimum 17% reserve amount plus an additional amount based on the organization's
reliance on revenue over which it has no control. The 20% reserve amount is derived from the minimum
17% plus an additional 3% to account for SCAQMD's reliance on state subvention ($4M), U.S. EPA
Section 103/105 grants ($SM) and one-time penalties and set tlements ($SM).
In order to more fully recover the cost of all SCAQMD programs, we have raised fees by 77%
cumulatively since FY 05--06. Additionally, we continue exploring possible expenditure reductions
wherever possible.
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We agree that reliance on penalties and settlements to balance the budget and Title V program may not
be preferable to fee revenue. However, it is important to note that annual penalties and settlements
have been relatively consistent over the last 10 year period. The average annual penalties collected was
$10.5 million, with a range of $4.9 million. $18.0 million.

Appendix G. EPA Response to South Coast AQMD Comments

EPA Region 9 Responses to SCAQMD Comments on the
Draft Title V Program Evaluation Report
September 30, 2016
Thank you for providing comments on the draft title V program evaluation report. 1 EPA has
reviewed SCAQMD’s comments and provides the following responses.
Finding 2.6 – Statement of Basis Documentation
District Comment: The SCAQMD Title V permitting program was developed in close coordination with
EPA with many written and verbal agreements in order to address the large number of Title V permits
that SCAQMD had to issue. As part of these agreements, SCAQMD was allowed to use its detailed
Engineering Evaluation in place of Statement of Basis for initial and revision permitting actions, and a
streamlined Statement of Basis version for its renewal actions, except for the refinery operations. We
also understand EPA's concerns that a more robust Statement of Basis would now be beneficial to both
EPA and public when reviewing our permit actions. As such we are willing and committed to work
closely with EPA in developing a phased-in approach to include for a Statement of Basis that is
acceptable to EPA, while at the same time, not hinder SCAQMD's ability to issue Title V permits in a
timely manner.
EPA Response: Thank you for your comment. We look forward to working closely with SCAQMD staff
in developing a phased-in approach to address this finding.
Finding 3.2 – High Level Incorporation by Reference
District Comment: The SCAQMD's Title V permitting program was developed in close coordination
with EPA. EPA had previously agreed with SCAQMD's approach to only include emission limits as
required by NSPS or NESHAPs on the Title V permits because many of the federal requirements were
duplicative of the SCAQMD rules or permit conditions. Although we agree that including all
applicable requirements would be helpful in instances where the local rules are deficient, it will
negatively affect the timely issuance of the permits and will substantially increase the size of the permit.
For this reason, we are requesting that EPA assist SCAQMD by providing training programs and work
with SCAQMD staff in identifying specific areas where SCAQMD rules or permits do not match the
current and future NSPS and NESHAP regulations.
EPA Response: Thank you for your comment. To clarify, in some instances, SCAQMD may not need to
add additional conditions to its permits, but can instead discuss the overlapping requirements in a
statement of basis and add a citation to the NSPS or NESHAP regulation to the existing permit
conditions. The EPA commits to providing SCAQMD with training on incorporating NSPS and
NESHAPs into title V permits and working with SCAQMD staff in helping to identify those SCAQMD
rules or permits that do not match the NSPS and NESHAP regulations.
Finding 4.1 – Permit Availability

1

The District’s comments, along with EPA’s responses to comments, are included as Appendix
F and G, respectively, in the final report.

District Comment: SCAQMD is currently working on this issue and should have this information
available online by end of the second quarter in 2017.
EPA Response: Thank you for your comment. EPA understands that SCAQMD is currently working to
address this issue. Until the information discussed in our recommendation is made available online, the
District should ensure that its website informs the public that this information may be available by
contacting the District by other means. We look forward to reviewing the information online by 2017, as
SCAQMD has stated.
Finding 4.4 – Community Outreach
District Comment: SCAQMD appreciates EPA's acknowledgment that SCAQMD is adequately engaging
linguistically isolated communities. However, to maintain and improve this process, SCAQMD during
the last quarterly meeting with EPA, requested additional training from EPA on its available programs
to further assist the SCAQMD in its outreach programs to linguistically isolated communities.
EPA Response: EPA will work with SCAQMD to explore training opportunities, including a possible
peer-to-peer exchange with other districts and EPA staff, and will provide guidance to further assist the
District in its outreach programs to linguistically isolated communities.
Finding 4.5 – EPA Review
District Comment: We typically do concurrent notifications to the public (30 days review period) and to
EPA (45 days review period) as part of a streamlining effort to issue Title V permits in a timely
manner. We agree with EPA that ONLY in the event public comments are received, the EPA 45 day
review period should commence after we have forwarded the public comments and our responses to
such comments to EPA. SCAQMD staff have already initiated and changed the language in the review
request submittals to EPA to address this concern.
EPA Response: Thank you for your comment. We look forward to working closely with SCAQMD staff
in developing a phased-in approach to address this finding.
Finding 5.2 – Reclassification as a Synthetic Minor Source
District Comment: We disagree with EPA’s statement that SCAQMD has discontinued the use of Rule
3008 to allow facilities to opt out of Title V. Facilities can use either Rule 3008 or follow the second set
of guidelines that SCAQMD has developed to be reclassified as a synthetic minor source. However, we
agree with EPA’s recommendations that a written a policy to clearly state these guidelines will be
helpful for our permitting staff.
Also, we do issue a single document, in the form of a letter, which notifies the facility of our decision to
allow them to opt out of Title V program. In the letter we specify that if the facility’s annual emission
limits exceed their facility-wide emission threshold limits or become subject to an applicable NSPS or a
NESHAP that requires submittal of a Title V permit, the facility loses their exemption and must refile an
application for a Title V permit. When we convert the Title V permit back to “individual permits”, we
include a facility-wide condition on each permit as a reminder to the facility, as well as our compliance
staff, to keep records to show continual compliance with the emissions cap in order to maintain their
2

Minor Source designation. We have found that placing such a condition on individual permits, rather
than in a separate letter, is actually easier to track to compliance purposes.
EPA Response: Thank you for elaborating on the Districts approach to permitting synthetic minor
sources and meeting the requirements for synthetic minor permits. The explanation was helpful in
understanding the Districts process because it was difficult during the program evaluation for EPA to
understand, since we could not get a written copy of the entire process. We look forward to working
with the District to develop written policies for issuing synthetic minor source permits to Title V sources
and to assure synthetic minor permits conform with EPA guidance.
Finding 7.2 – Title V Fee Sufficiency
District Comment: Upon becoming aware that we could count Title V penalty revenue, we identified
sufficient penalties received from Title V facilities to cover the shortfalls for each of the three fiscal
years (FY 12-13, FY 13-14 and FY 14-15). This revised methodology provides a more accurate analysis
of the Title V program’s revenues and expenditures. We provided this information to EPA staff in
August 2016, and expect that based on this additional information and ongoing discussions with EPA,
the Finding, Discussion and Recommendation for 7.2 will be modified in the Final Report.
With respect to any concern that the continued use of reserves/prior year revenue is not sustainable, we
acknowledge that we inherently have run a General Fund budget deficit, purposefully drawing on
reserves as part of the Five Year Forecast included in the annual budget document which is adopted by
SCAQMD’s Governing Board. The SCAQMD Governing Board has adopted a Fund Balance Policy
which requires that the Unreserved Fund Balance in the General Fund should be maintained at a
minimum of 20% of revenues. Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) Recommended Best
Practices prescribes a minimum of 17% reserve amount plus an additional amount based on the
organization’s reliance on revenue over which it has no control. The 20% reserve amount is derived
from the minimum 17% plus an additional 3% to account for SCAQMD’s reliance on state subvention
($4M), U.S. EPA Section 103/105 grants ($5M) and one-time penalties and settlements ($5M).
In order to more fully recover the cost of all SCAQMD programs, we have raised fees by 77%
cumulatively since FY 05-06. Additionally, we continue exploring possible expenditure reductions
wherever possible.
We agree that reliance on penalties and settlements to balance the budget and Title V program may not
be preferable to fee revenue. However, it is important to note that annual penalties and settlements have
been relatively consistent over the last 10 year period. The average annual penalties collected was $10.5
million, with a range of $4.9 million - $18.0 million.
EPA Response: First, EPA acknowledges SCAQMD’s title V fee increase over the past decade as well
as continuing efforts to reduce program expenditures. In preparing the final revision of our finding on
this matter, EPA notes that we committed to update the title V fee guidance during federal fiscal year
2017 in response to EPA’s Office of Inspector General report, “Enhanced EPA Oversight Needed to
Address Risks From Declining Clean Air Act Title V Revenues”. 2
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See Report No. 15-P-0006, dated October 20, 2014, which can be found on the internet at
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/20141020-15-p-0006.pdf.
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In light of SCAQMD’s comments and the title V fee guidance review currently underway, Region 9 has
revised the discussion and recommendation associated with this finding to reflect that we are committed
to working with SCAQMD to prepare a plan to transition to allowable sources of revenue to address title
V fee revenue shortfalls once our title V fee guidance is finalized.
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